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If Bridges the

Vastness of Space
SINCE Marconi first successfully spanned the Atlantic Ocean, with
the wireless telegraph, radio has ever been outstanding as an invention of unlimited importance to humanity.
In 1909 the broadcasting of that now famous distress call, CQD,
from the sinking passenger liner, S. S. Republic, established in the eyes
of the entire world the tremendous importance of radio on the high seas.
In 1912, when that gigantic liner, the S. S. Titanic, struck an iceberg
far from shore, in the north Atlantic, with thousands of passengers
aboard, it was the SOS call of her wireless that brought rescue ships
from all parts of the ocean. Here again radio demonstrated to the world
its great service in the saving of human life.
During the war communication controlled the destinies of armies.
Here radio played an exclusive part in the establishing of communication between ships at sea, from ship to shore, and from aeroplane to
ground, where the use of wires was impossible.
In recent years the development of the vacuum tube has not only improved radio for the purpose of marine, commercial and military communications, but through radio telephony and public broadcasting, has
established a new and even greater service to humanity.
Cunningham Vacuum Tubes are the product of years of research and
experimental work by the Engineers of that great scientific organization,
the Research Laboratory of the General Electric Company.
Cunningham Tubes are standard for all makes of receiving sets. Each
of the numerous types have been designed to operate with maximum
efficiency in one or more of the various applications of vacuum tubes
to the radio art.

NNIN
PL1Fl E R

YpE

PATENTE

A Specially

Designed Tube
For Every
Radio Use

Patent Notice

Ctrttninghant tubes are covered by patents dated 11.7 1- 15.07, 2. 18.08, and others issued and pending.
Licensed for amateur, experimental and entertainment
use in radio communication. Any other use will be
an infringement.
05.

C-301A
C-299

Cunningham Radio Tubes
1.¡ amp. Amplifier
$6 50
Volts .06 amp. Dry Battery Det. A

-6 Volts

-3
-6 Volts Gas Content

Amp
C -300

6 50

Detector

C- 11 -1.1 Volts .23 amp. Dry Battery Det
and Amp. Special Base
C- 12-Similar to C -11 with standard base

Home Office:
182 Second

Street

San Francisco, Calif.

5

00

6 50

6 50

154

West Lake Street
Chicago, Illinois

30

Church Street

New York City, N. Y.
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Radiotron UV-199
A Small Tube That's a Big Performer
Radiotron
UV -199
For detection or
amplification

$6.50

The new UV -199 is proving a mighty popular member
of the Radiotron family, particularly for portable sets.
Only three - and-a -half inches high. And drawing so small
an amperage that it will work on flashlight batteries.
It has been called the "tube with nine lives." Battery
economy, long life and sensitivity are the big points of
Radiotron UV-199. And if by accident it should be operated at too high a temperature, instead of burning out
like the other tubes, it becomes inoperative and can be
brought back to normal operation all over again by disconnecting the "B" battery and lighting the filament
for twenty minutes.

-

This symbol
of quality
is your protection

For quiet operation -great ruggedness uniform operation Radiotron UV-199 is unsurpassed. Each new Radiotron has marked a big step in radio advancement. The
RCA mark is the foundation of radio growth -and
your protection when you buy. Ask for Radiotronsand look for the mark.

Radio Corporation of America
Sales Dept., Suite 2061 : 233 Broadway, New York
District Sales Offices:
10 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Ill.
433 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Radiotrons
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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During the last six months of 1922 there
were printed 204,660 copies of THE WIRELESS AGE.
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Price, mounted only
to 1 ratio
transformer
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$4.50

.

(with Red Label)

3

1

to 1 ratio
transformer

.

.

4.00

(with Blue Label)

THORIARSON
SUPER TRANSFORMER
WISH TO ANNOUNCE TO THE RADIO
PUBLIC THAT WE HAVE MADE AN ADDITION TO OUR EQUIPMENT THAT WILL DOUBLE
OUR LAST YEAR'S PRODUCTION OF SUPER
TRANSFORMERS.
WE

ALTHOUGH THE DEMAND FOR OUR SUPER
TRANSFORMER IS CONSTANTLY INCREASING,
WITH OUR ADDITIONAL FACILITIES, WE HOPE TO
KEEP UP WITH THE DEMAND.

IIIORDARSON
LEC TRIC MFG.co

TRANSFORMERS FOR EVERY PURPOSE
500 W. HURON

ST., COR. KINGSBURY
CHICAGO
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Kennedy Model

X- illus-

trated- complete with

3
dry- battery tubes, built.in
loud speaker, all dry batteries and phones,$285.00
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The New Radio Unit
is apparent- anyone

Simplicity

can use it with complete success.

No switches -only two dials.
Responds to all broadcasting
wave -lengths on any type or size
antenna. Highly polished Formica control panel. Gold -plated
metal trimmings on front, including dials.
All Kennedy Radio Receiving Sets are
regenerative- Licensed under Armstrong U. S. Patent No. 1,113,149.

Simplireá

an air of elegance and refinement in the new Kennedy
C
Furniture Model radio sets that truly makes them "The Royalty
of Radio." They are designed to harmonize perfectly with artistic
furniture and home surroundings. In designing the radio units
incorporated in each of these sets the Kennedy Engineering Staff
has scored a notable achievement in obtaining high selectivity
(avoidance of interference) and long distance reception with the
utmost simplicity of operation. Only one dial is required for
tuning, and a second dial to control the sound volume.
¡HERE is

Each of these new models is complete and self-contained, with internal space for all dry batteries. A built -in loud speaker assures
ample volume with remarkable clarity and fidelity of reproduction.
See

a Kennedy dealer for demonstration or write us direct

for descriptive literature on the new Furniture Model sets.

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO

SAINT LOUIS

KE NN

E D Y
g'cRadi,o
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The BIGGEST
LITTLE THING in radio
Here is the Dubilier Micadon, Type 601, full size.
It is the standard fixed condenser of radio adopted
by nearly all the leading manufacturers of sets and accessories and by discriminating amateurs because it is
permanent in capacity.
Made in many styles and capacities for any circuit.
Price 35 cents up.
Your dealer will tell you more.

-

DUBILIER
DURATRAN
{Radio Frequency
Transformer)

Micadons are specified by the principal manufacturers,
among whom are:
Adams -Morgan Co.
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.
Bisselo Engineering Co.
Bristol Co.
Central Radio Laboratory
Clapp Eastham Co.
Crosley Mfg. Co.
Cutting and Washington Radio
Corp.
De Forest Radio Tel. & Tel. Co.
Durham & Co.
Eagle Radio Co.

Freed -Eisemann Radio Corp.
Garod Corporation
Independent Wireless Tel. Co.
Michigan Radio Corp.
Midwest Radio Co.
R. Mitchell & Co.
Murad Laboratory, Inc.
National Airphona Co.
O. & T. Electric Corp.
Operadio Corp.
Pfanstiehl Radio Serv. Co.
Q. R. S. Music Roll Co.

Radio Distributing Co.
Sec -Trop Radio Co.
Signal Elec. Co.
Sleeper Radio Corp.
Telephone Maintenance Co.
J. S. Timmons
Ware Radio Corp.
Western Coil & Elec. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Whiteland Mfg. Co.
Wireless Improvement Co.
Chicago Radio Laboratories.

DUBILIER CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION
48 -50 West Fourth Street, New York

DUBILIER
DUBILIER
VARIADON
(Mica
Variable
Condenser)

DUBILIER
DUCON
(The Standard
Socket-Plug)

DEVICES
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Ask any radio expert
THE first duty of a radio panel is to
give satisfactory insulation, as any
radio expert will tell you. The wise fan

selects his panel with special care and
insists on having one that supplies the
proper insulation resistance.
Celoron Radio Panels provide satisfactory insulation under all conditions.
They have high dielectric strength and
great surface and volume resistivity, and
do not warp or crack when exposed to
moisture.

Cut in standard sizes
For your convenience, Celoron Radio
Panels come ready cut in eight standard
sizes. Your dealer will hand you the size
you want, and you can begin to build
your set at once.
Celoron panels are easy to saw, mill,
and tap, and will engrave evenly without
feathering. Each panel is wrapped separately in glassine paper.

Select from the following standard
sizes the panel that suits your needs:
1

2

-6x
-7 x

3-7
4-7

7x

á

9 x
x 12 x
x 14 x 3/16

567-

7 x 18 x
7 x 21 x
7 x 24 x
8-12 x 18 x

If your dealer cannot supply you, ask

him to order, or write direct to us.
Indicate by number the size you need.
We also furnish Celoron in full-sized
sheets and in tubes, and can cut panels
in special sizes if desired.

This booklet free
Write for a copy of our booklet, "Tuning
in on a New World," which contains a
list of the leading broadcasting stations
in the United States and Canada, an
explanation of symbols used in radio
diagrams, and several efficient radio
hook -ups. It will be sent to you free
on request.

To radio dealers: Send for special dealer price list showing; standard assortments

Diamond State Fibre Company
BRIDGEPORT

(near Philadelphia)

PENNSYLVANIA

BRANCH FACTORIES AND WAREHOUSES
BOSTON
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Offices in Principal Cities
In Canada : Diamond State Fibre Company of Canada. Limited, 245 Carlaw Ave., Toronto

CONDENSITE

ELORO
STANDARD RADIO PANEL
When

,riling

3/16
3/16
3/16
3/16

to advertisers please mention
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Send For This Handy 'Book Today

Explains
Functioning of the
Apparatus in the
Different Circuits

Contains
Description and
Illustrations of all
Radio Parts

This Pocket Size Edition Gives:
Variable Condenser Capacities -Variometer
construction Illustrations and description of
radio symbols. Cl Why rheostats should have
greater contact surface. QAdvantages of light
weight receivers. Cl, Why Bakelite is the best
insulation for radio. Cl, New and ingenious inductance switch and knob Defines radio
terms Explains importance of good aerial and
ground. Q But -most of all -It shows the beginner, why the highest class apparatus is the
most economical and satisfactory-54 pages of
interesting information and illustrations.

-

-

-

THIS BOOK IS FREE

Write for it today. Address Radio Dept. D.
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
1066 W. Adams St.
Columbus, Ohio

Kansas City, Mo.

6-

SUPPLY COMPANY
Chicago, Illinois

Portland, Ore.

San Francisco, Cal.

AGE
Wheti writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS
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ACCURATUNE
MICROiVIE'I'ER CONTROLS

"There's That Station
Manufacturers of Popular Sets
Place Ace'uratune Controls
on your apparatus as standard equipmen¢. Known for
accuracy and beauty, they
will advance the sale of your
product. Write us for further information.

I

Could Never

"I have just tuned it in on my
Accuratune -equipped set, just
as easy as if an expert was at
work. For hours I have worked
over that station with the old
fashioned dials, and even vernier plate condensers. Now all
I need do is twist the knob but
slightly and I pick up stations
I never heard before. There
certainly is enjoyment in every
turn of the Accuratune Micrometer Controls.
"On the set I'll build for Dick
I'll use Accuratunes in place of
vernier condensers. They are
ten times as accurate as any
vernier device. Uncle George
enjoys his radio but has a time
tuning in. He'd be a great
radio fan if he had these micrometer controls, too.

het"

"Sure, they fit any standard instrument shaft. Some fellows
replace their old dials with
them. The knobs of brown or
black bakelite with the silvered
graduations give dignity to
any set.

"The smaller controls on my
set are rheostat dials built to
match the Accuratune Micrometer Controls.
"All in all, they are a great set
of instruments, and I would
not be without any of them.
The satisfaction I get from
them well repays the price I
invested, and though I have an
economical trait, yet I'd have
paid a higher price for them if
asked."

THE MYDAR RADIO CO.
9 -A

EVERY

A C C U R A

T U N E

P R O D U C T

Campbell Street
Newark, N. J.
I S

A

GOOD
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Quality Amplification
LOW LOSS STEEL

LAYER WINDING
NO SHORT-CIRCUITED TURNS

SHELL TYI'R
CORE

MINIMI7INO
HOWLING

AIR GAP

SOLDERED
CONNECTIONS

AVOIDING
DISTORTION

CONVENIENT
MOUNTING 1101

HEAVY

I

l'N1tRE.AKAA1

FADS

E

iEET

ES

High mu or low mu. when you amplify you must be sure that you do not distort because
maximum amplification by itself does not necessarily mean satisfaction. You should seek maximum amplification with minimum distortion over the entire audio frequency range.
This problem has been studied for nearly a decade in our laboratory. Its result is expressed
in our Type 2 31 A amplifying transformer. Not only has this transformer a high amplification
factor but the amplification is nearly uniform throughout the audio range. This fiat curve makes
it unnecessary to employ the cumbersome method of using different makes of transformers for
Use an engineering designed transformer. It costs no more.
2 stage amplification.
Impedance ratio 10 to 1
Turn ratio 3.7 to I
Do not overlook the fact that a complete ud.o Irequenry mpltfytng unit
using the Type 231A Amplifying Transformer and our tanelarrl parts may he had
for but very little more than the price of the part alone. This unit is completely
wired ready for external connection. Adapted to table or 1u.rk of panel mounting.

Type 300A Unit for WD-11 Tub..
Type 300C Unit for UV-199 Tube.
Type 300D Unit for Standard Rae. Tube.
S+nd

TYPE

fnr

flulltin

$7.50
7.75
5.16

91 t'iVe'

300

RADIO
COMPANY
GENERAL
Electrical and Laboratory Apparatus
Manufacturers
of

Massachusetts . \\enue and Windsor Street

Massachusetts

Cambridge
--.

r
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MAGNAVOX
Products
EVERY condition in the
art of radio reproduction is most successfully met
by Magnavox apparatus.

Reproducers
R2 with 18 inch horn
R3 with 14

$60.00
inch horn
$35.00

M1 with 14 inch horn; for

dry battery sets . $35.00

Combination Sets
Al -R consists of Magnavox
Reproducer with 14 inch
horn and 1 -stage Amplifier

.

.

.

.

$59.00

A2 -R same with 2 -stage
Amplifier . . . $85.00

Power Amplifiers
Al-One-stage .
27.50
AC-2 -C-Two -stage 55.00
AC -3 -C-Three -stage 75.00
.

The new Magnavox Combination Sets Az -R [2-stage] and
A z -R [z-stage] insure the utmost
in convenient, perfect home radio
reproduction.
A special device permits instant
control of volume to suit the size
of room, character of program,

Radio users will be sent
new 32 -page Magnavox Radio Catalogue on request.

etc.

Current Events by Magnavox Radio
education comes to stand for growth, the schoolroom is no longer
the student's world, but the world is the student's schoolroom -and we are
all students.
TODAY, as

A Magnavox in the home means a liberal
education and daily entertainment for old and
young.
For the requirements of those who own dry
battery receiving sets, the new Magnavox

Reproducer MI. (semi- dynamic type) is supreme in its class. Where storage battery sets
are used, the new Magnavox Combination
Sets (as illustrated) give the utmost in appearance, adaptability and efficiency.

Magnavox Products are for sale by Registered Magnavox Dealers Everywhere

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY, Oakland, Calif.
New York Office, 370 Seventh Avenue

Perkins Electric Co., Ltd., Canadian Distributors

MAGNAVOX

PJ

OD UCTS

There is a Magnavox for every receiving set

11R
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Balkite
PATENTS
APPLIED FOR

battery charger
has no vibrators, bulbs,
or moving parts
The Fansteel Balkite Battery Charger for
Radio "A" Batteries [6 volt] is an entirely

FANSTEEL
BALK ITE
is a new metal developed for this
charger. It acts as a valve, allowing álternating current to flow
into the battery but not out of it.
It is the most efficient charger
valve made, is practically inde-

structible, and does away with

noisy, delicate vibrators and
fragile bulbs.

The Gould Battery Company

is also marketing, under the Fan -

steel Balkite Patents, a complete

battery and recharging unit

known as the Gould Unipower,
into which this charger, under
the name, "The Fansteel Balkite

new type of rectifier, based on the use of
Fansteel Balkite, a new and rare metal developed for this purpose. It is entirely noiseless. It can be used while the set is in operation.
It cannot deteriorate through use or disuse.
It has nothing to replace, adjust, or get out
of order. It cannot discharge or short circuit
the battery, and requires no attention other
than an occasional filling with distilled
water. It will not overcharge, and cannot
fail to operate when connected to the battery and line current. It is unaffected by
temperature or fluctuations in line current.
It is simple, efficient, and indestructible
except through abuse.

Dept.
5 -B

FANSTEEL
Rectifier, "has been incorporated.
PRODUCTS
CO., Inc.
The Fansteel Balkite BatteryCharger will charge the ordinary 6 volt radio "A "battery at
Ill.
North
Chicago,
It
current.
60
cycle
AC,
110
-115
from
1
12
amperes,
volt
at
3 amperes, and a 12
Enclosed please find
comes complete and ready for use. Get it from your dealer, or use the coupon below.
$18. [$18.50 West of the
Rockies.] Send me the Fan steel Balkite Battery Charger
($18.50 West of the Rockies)
for Radio "A" Batteries. If I am
not entirely satisfied I will return it
and you will refund my money.
DEPT. 5 -B

Trice, $18

FANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
North Chicago, Illinois
Dealers and Jobbers: The Fansteel Balkite Battery
Charger does away with complaints and replacement
troubles. Write for literature and discounts.

Name
Street

City
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The Uncanny Amplion A

"Human" Loudspeaker

You can scarce believe your ears when you first hear
the Amplion Loudspeaker.
The clearness, softness and rich tone -quality with
which it reproduces voice and music are so real as to be
uncanny. You get a new thrill from radio. Delicious
"chills" course up-and down your spine, as they do when
you listen to some master of voice or instrument face -

to-face.

American Engineers who have tested the Amplion are
unanimous in their opinion that for true reproduction
and volume it is the best loudspeaker yet produced.
The Amplion is not a head receiver fitted with a horn,
but the adaption for Radio of an electro-magnetic -and
acoustic instrument which for thirty years has been successfully used in all parts of the world.
Ask your dealer to let you hear the wonderful
"AMPLION" Loudspeaker. Send for illustrated folder.

Sweden

14_

Patentees

France

-Jia=

Alfred Graham & Company

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MFG, CO.

Sole United States Distributors

Menominee, Michigan

BURNDEPT OF CANADA, LTD.

Canadian Distributors
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Spain

172 King St., Webt, Toronto
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Tuned Radio
THE SUPREME INDUCTAIDNCE

Frectuen9

Tally about "Arabian Nights" Gene!
carpet."
We're going all over the country tonight on a brand new "magic
still a step -or rather
I'm
but
I know you have a set with CURKOIDS as a foundation,
you.
of
two steps-ahead
tell you.
What's new? Now, wait a minute till I demonstrate and then, I'll
away in Pittsburgh.
miles
hundred
we're
three
-now
There, we've left New York behind
That's a fine band, isn't it? Yes, they're at KDKA.
-then a little jump to Chicago
Oh, here's a pipe organ in Cleveland -now back to Buffalo
Palace.
Crystal
in
the
band
jazz
that
to
listen
All right-we'll wait till they sign-There you are
and I nearly
I did last night. Sounded like local stations
You're going through just what came
like it came
sounded
announcement
Their
air.
the
on
fell off the chair when Kansas City
from just across the river.
is the answer. You know, Gene, if you take a weak
CURKOID Tuned Radio Frequency
before it hits the detector tube, you can hear a lot
signal and build it up at radio frequencies
actuate the detector tube.
to
of stations which are otherwise too weak
frequencies and shot into the detector, your audio
radio
at
up
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Curkoid
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Mounting
Price
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There Is No Better Foundation

the CURKOID three
for an efficient radio set thanBeing
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coil inductance mounting.
CURKOID coils
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Minute variation of coupling
worm -driven moveable coil carriers.
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particular tubes and your particular
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PRICES

".

$2.75

Radio frequency mountings
Triple coupler .
Dual coupler .
20 K inductance
"
25 K
35 K
50 K
44
75 K
"
100 K
(Made up to size 1,500 K)

4.50

1.40
1.50
1.50
1.60
1.60
1.70

RIEGER RESEARCH
CORPORATION
116 West

44th Street,

New York

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE

Our New CURKOID Booklet
Send ten cents for the
booklet which tells you how to
make simple, single, two and
three circuit receiving sets,
regenerative and non- regenerative, Reinartz, Cockaday, super regenerative and reflex cir-

cuits, including full construction data.

Curkoid
Triple
Coupler
Price
$7.50
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How often
do you get a new B battery?
THE current from a B battery is relatively
small. But it must be always on the job.
B batteries that run down quickly are the bane of
the radio fan's existence. Your B battery can
help you get the most pleasure from radio, or it
can be your greatest nuisance. It all depends on
the kind of battery you buy.
The wise radio amateur knows it pays to get a
good B battery in the first place. And that means
an Exide. The new Exide B Battery is built with
extra -heavy plates. That is one reason why it
lasts so much longer than the ordinary battery.

It can

be recharged again and again, saving you

the annoyance of frequent replacements.
Exide B Batteries give
steady, noiseless current.
They are strangers to the
hissing, frying noises caused
by internal discharge. The
12 cells are encased in rubber, with special vents to
allow gas to escape when
the battery is being reExide A Battery
charged. They are designed
for six-volt tubes
throughout to prevent elecSupplies uniform filament current. Is
trical leakage.
dependable and long
-

lasting. Comes in four
sizes, of 25, 50, 100
and 150 ampere hour
capacities.

Two low- voltage
A batteries
If your set operates on low voltage tubes. it will be worth your while to examine the new Exide two -and four -volt A batteries. They are right in line with the latest developments in radio receiving. The one -cell Exide
A Battery will heat the filament of a 1.1 volt
.25
ampere tube for 96 hours; the two -cell Exide A

THE ELECTRIC

STORAGE

Battery will heat the filament of a 3 volt 60 milliampere tube for approximately 200 hours. They
are specially adapted to WD -11 and UV -199

vacuum tubes.
The Exide A Battery for six -volt tubes gives
full -powered, care -free
service. It requires only
occasional recharging.
Like all Exide Radio
Batteries, it is built of

the finest materials

available, is sturdy and
long -lasting.
When you hook up
your set with Exide A
and B Batteries, you
are sure of getting maximum signal strength.

You can reproduce
broadcast selections

Two- and four -volt
A batteries
Consist of one and two cells,

respectively, with rated

capacities of 24 and 12 ampere hours. The two -volt
battery weighs 5 lbs., the
four -volt battery 6 lbs.

in clear bell -like tones.

Wherever reliable storage batteries are required,

will find the Exide doing its work ungrudgingly. you
It is
recognized as the leading storage battery in
every
field
of
industry. A majority of all government and
commercial

wireless plants are equipped with Exide Batteries.
Don't let inefficient batteries spoil your pleasure
in
radio. Go to any radio dealer or Exide Service
Station
and
ask for Exide Radio Batteries.
If your dealer can't supply you with free
scribing the complete Exide line, write directbooklets deto us.

iòe

RADIO BATTERIES

BATTERY

COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA
Oldest and largest manufacturers in the world
of storage batteries for every purpose
Service Stations Everywhere
Branches in Seventeen Cities
When
writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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Full radio tones will not come

from "empty" radio batteries

results
Even the finest radio instrument will not give
unless the battery is doing its full duty.
far,
For complete and satisfying reception from near and
battery
no other combination equals the reliable storage
up.
tuned
it
and the Tungar for keeping
With Tungar in the house you are prepared for perfect
an
reception always, without having to move the battery
and your
inch. You renew again and again with Tungar
regular electric light current.
Tungar attaches wherever there is a lamp socket or a
convenience outlet. Just turn it on and leave it, any time,
no
day or night. Its cost of operation is low. There are
moving parts to get out of order.

Tungar Battery Charger. Operates
on Alternating Current.
(Prices east of the Rockies)
1 Ampere Outfits Complete- $18.00
5 Ampere Complete--$28.00
Special attachment for charging 11 or
24 cell B" Storage Battery -$3.00
Special attachment for charging 2 or
4 volt "A" Storage Battery -$1.15
Both attachments fit either Tungar

For years motor car owners have used Tungar for
charging their automobile batteries.

See it at any good electrical shop, or write for literature.
Address Section W. A. 11.

/

Merchandise Department

General Electric Company
Bridgeport, Connecticut
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JI¡sjirst taste of music!
NEW PRICES
Superior
$6.00

Navy Type
$8.00

The truly modern young person gets his first taste
of music by
Radio -and a Brandes. Catchy melodies and charming
bed -time
'stories come to him clearly through a Brandes Matched
Tone
Headset.
Mother lets him wear only a Brandes because it's so much
lighter
in weight and won't catch in his curls. And she
knows
that
his
little ears will be trained to true harmony by the
Matched
Tone
qualities of Brandes.
C. BRANDES, Inc.
237 Lafayette Street, New York City

dlatched ?one
TRADE MARK

(g) C.

Brandes, tne.,
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Opinion

O
THE great progress in developing radio

receivers as articles of furniture has
elicited favorable comment from everybody who has seen these
new models. Surely this
Furniture
can be counted the year's
Radio
greatest single accomplishi
ment in receiving apparatus for the home.
Circuits we have had, and many. We
have seen them dash from the wings to
the heralding trumpet of publicity, vying
with one another for the center of the
stage, and enjoying the limelight of public attention. But, as the impartial critics
that we propose to be in this little sketch,
we cannot resist the desire to say also
that it has been observed that very ,few
of these circuits held the rapt attention
of Mr. and Mrs. Radio Public for more
than three or four months.
All this is well, for radio is yet young,
and promises to hold its romantic appeal
to experimenters and the enthusiasts who
follow their doings, for years to come.
There is no tendency more typically
American than the disposition of the man
in the street to examine and verify, for
his own satisfaction, the statements of
those whose business it is to find things
out for him. Ask almost any John
Citizen why he drives the make car
he does, and the chances are he will
give you instantly a list of technical
features of that particular motor
------ which caused him to make the
choice. The average American thrives on "reason why"
copy in advertisements directed to him, because he, is a
human interrogation mark, hungry for facts and as much
technical information as he. can assimilate.
Granted that the impulse to make radio sets and experiment with various circuits is a symptom of a wholesome
desire to learn, we submit that, when we seek to find the
most important development work of the year, we must
return to furniture radio.
It was not until the phonographs in cabinet models
made their appearance on the market that this great invention was accorded a place in any great number of
homes. It remained for Radio to meet the appearance
requirements of the fair sex before it could gain entrance
to thousands of family circles. All credit to the manufacturers, who have so successfully adapted incongruous radio sets to articles of furniture that lend decorative
value to living rooms in the finest homes, while they
reproduce the many delightful features of entertainment.
Now that the demand for embellished receiving sets
has been so well satisfied by the makers, attention may
again be directed to the improvement and simplification
of the apparatus.
What the next year will bring forth is an interesting
subject for speculation.
-

no denying the fact that Radio has been the
greatly extended interest in sporting events.
man
who, for some reason or other, never
Many's the
became really interested in sports, is now
The Increase caught up and held alert by the vivid description and the contagious enthusiasm of
in Sport
the crowd, as the returns come over his
Interest
radio set.
But it hasn't stopped at this by any means. We have
observed staid old ladies, who never read a line of baseball news, hanging breathlessly onto the words of an
announcer at the World's Series Games, and showing a

THERE'S
cause of a

ready ability at picking up enough points about the game
to enable them to follow almost every word of description
as it came from the loud speaker or headphone. More
than once we have come upon whole family groups in
tense, silent attentiveness listening to a colorful description
of some boxing contest.
Almost everybody who reads this can multiply these
experiences by a host more, from his or her observations.
Consider the extent of this awakened interest in sport
throughout the country, and there will remain little room
to doubt that radio broadcasting is doing more to further
a public interest in sport than perhaps all other agencies
put together. With the gospel of clean, healthy sport
thus carried to every city, town and village, into every
home that is equipped with a radio receiving set there
must result a quickened appreciation for the rewards in
health of all sports, and a keener desire on the part of
everyone to engage more in these intensely interesting
diversions that put color into cheeks and set the pulse
pounding with the sheer joy and excitement of the games.
It St St
it has occurred to our readers that the first
PERHAPS
radio fan very probably came over in the Mayflower, in
embryo : that the sturdy forebears who made the perilous
voyage to this continent brought to the
country the vigorous spirit of pioneering
Radiö° and
that serves us so well today in radio develThanks opment. This was the flight of fancy that
giving
gave rise to the cover illustration for this
issue : Pilgrim pioneers, the forerunners of radio !
Of course it was a long- drawn -out process, and the first
definite radio tendencies were not evidenced as such until
1898, when some American experimenters were hard at
it with Rumkorff coils that seldom "korffed" and coherers
that just would not cohere.
How striking the contrast today, with nearly three mil -'
lion radio fans in the United States listening attentively
to all manner of talks and entertainment, when they are
not feeling the Pilgrim impulse to further
pioneering by the process of tinkering and
experiment.
Well might we give thanks this month for
such ancestors as these, whose spirit, passing
down the generations, has supplied the healthy
urge to that enterprise and pioneering endeavor which places America to the fore today
in Radio, and many other fields.
'

.

-THE

EDITOR.
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real treat is in store for
the children on Christmas
eve. It is planned now to
have Santa Claus speak to
the kiddies via the radio
phone from the various
broadcasting st a t ions
A

"It's never

too late to learn,"
said Mrs. Alta Stirt, who
celebrated the event of her
110th birthday by becoming a radio fan. Photo shows
her listening to her first
radio concert
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Johnny Mines and Hope Hampton,
movie stars, "put the cans on" for a
little radio entertainment between
scenes
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The fire ladder motor truck of U. S. Air Service at Crissey
Field, San Francisco, California, is now equipped with a
complete radio apparatus. Will we have this some day
in all our large cities?

This is the way they "put over" a radio picnic in England. The loud speaker, of unusually large proportions,
was ample for a gathering of several hundred people, at
Burnham Beeches
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Movie of a Man Who "Rolled His Own
Bull Montana Joins the Ranks of the Fans

see now. It says "go
LET'S
over all connections, and be

sure that the B battery wires
don't get too familiar with the
filament." Kinda deep stuff
to me

GOOD night ! Listen

to it,

will you ! Sounds like a
couple of hyenas being boiled in
oil.
.

WELL at

last I've got it so I
can stand the phones on my
ears. Can't seem to lose that
funny sizzle though. Too much
tickling, maybe

a bird singoHingBoythat! Here's
one -" You gotta

plain!

see mama every night um -ledum" Gee, I can hear it just

as
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The New York Radio Show
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This miniature set was
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General J. G. Harbord, former deputy chief of staff, U.
S. Army, now head of RCA,
examines a captured German
trench set
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Loud speakers throughout the floor
connected to microphone in picture
helped to locate lost children at the
radio show. The crowds were so great
that many children were separated
from their parents
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Even the Japanese radio station was there, in a
realistic model of the district in which this powerful station is located. This station was the only
link with the outside world, for several days
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More About the Show and Its Unique Exhibits
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grandfather of
the WW2 dry
cell tubes, held
by Miss Marjorie Allison. It
made a very

pretty
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sight,

when lighted
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This model of the
Eiffel Tower was
among the many
novel amateur sets
on exhibit
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"I want

to hear more of that last

artist," said Miss Agnes Leonard.

So she borrowed this receiver of
heroic proportions
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NOTE -See page 22 for story of New
York Radio Show
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New York's Big Radio Show
In Which We Express Our High -Spot Impressions of
What We Saw at the Latest Gathering of Radio Bugs
As told by Austin C. Lescarboura

Mrs. D. Sarnoff

tuning in

WELL, folks, I've just returned
from the big radio show held at
the Grand Central Palace in

New York, during the week of October 6th to 13th. And believe me, it
was a real good show. Just now my
head is buzzing with all kinds of new
radio ideas and lots of radio enthusiasm. It may take weeks for the effects of this latest attack of radio fever
to wear off. Nevertheless, while I
am still in this delirium I am going to
rave about the many interesting things
I saw for your entertainment as well
as benefit, I hope.
To be perfectly frank with you, I
had been sort of fed up on radio shows.
You know as well as I do that we have

had too many of them. It seemed for
a while that we had struck a veritable
epidemic of radio shows until the public got tired of them and the radio
manufacturers found the pace too
strenuous and dropped out one by one.
Finally, a group of safe and sane business men organized the American Radio Exposition Company for the purpose of giving us one real good radio
show each year in New York City
and San Francisco. They studied all

the other radio shows, made careful
note of their shortcomings as well as
good points, called in the leading radio
authorities and got their ideas and
suggestions, and then set to work organizing a real good radio show.
The recent radio show represented
the polished product of the American
Radio Exposition Company. As I
looked about the various corners of
this show there came back to me a
scene in the Bankers' Club room up
on the roof of the Equitable Building
in New York City, with a long banquet table surrounded by some twenty
members of the radio four -hundred or
whatever you wish to call the potentates in this game. Somehow or other
I was invited to the affair. We all sat
about, ate a bit, then talked, ate some
more, then talked, ate some more, and
still talked. We raked all former radio
shows over the coals, said some pretty
mean things about their management,

gave our views of an ideal radio show,
waxed eloquent over a Radio Week,
set the date for the proposed radio
show, and then passed the buck over
to the American Radio Exposition
Company in as graceful a manner as
you could imagine. The result of all
this was the radio show held during
the Christmas season last year. Perhaps it was the unfortunate time selected ; perhaps it was lack of appreciation on the part of the public ; perhaps
it was the fed -up condition of the
public ; perhaps -oh well, getting down
to brass tacks, the thing fell more or
less flat.
THIS YEAR'S SHOW

-A

DIFFERENT

STORY

But with the present radio show
we are dealing, all I can say is that
it turned out a big success. All our

ideas have been vindicated, and the
promoters deserve unstinted praise for
having stuck to their job. They have
scored a big success at last. It now
begins to look as though we shall have
at least one real good radio show a
year, to which we can all look forward.
I have been strongly reminded of that
memorable first radio show which we
had on the roof of the Pennsylvania
Hotel back in 1921, when the fire authorities and hotel management had
to step in and turn back as many folks
again as got into the place. I distinctly recall one stage of that great event
when the crowd was so jammed full
in the spacious roof garden that it no
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longer could circulate comfortably.
The recent show was staged on the
fourth floor of the Grand Central Palace instead of the main or ground
floor. There were large crowds during each day and evening, with Saturday's gathering topping them all for
attendance. I understand that over
80,000 persons visited this show, yet
at no time was the crowd so dense
that free circulation was impeded. All
of which speaks volumes of praise for
the management.
The crowd, too, comes in for a word
of praise. It was an interested crowd,
rather than a bunch of curiosity seekers and mere catalogue grabbers. And
how they could ask questions!
Still another word of praise, this
time for the exhibitors. Many of
them displayed real daring and originality, and it was quite obvious that
real money was spent to make their
booths attractive and distinct from the
cut -and-dried formula of other shows.
To mention the more impressive exhibits in the order in which they made
an impression on my mind, I must
start off with the Radio Corporation
of America, which followed its customary practice of striking the dominant note for the entire show, through
its liberal display, size of space, educational features, and large corps of attendants ready to answer all questions
and hand out attractive literature. It
was made quite evident to all that RCA
casts an all- covering mantle over the
entire field of radio communication.
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The pyramid of vacuum tubes, illustrating the development of the magic bottle of Fleming to
the present day Radiotron, was an exhibit that everyone at the show had to see
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some foreign apparatus
The Army and Navy exhibit displayed many sets used in the World War as well as

Visitors were gently but firmly reminded that radio broadcasting is but
one of the many activities of the RCA,
and that the less fascinating but far
more important businesses of transoceanic radio and marine radio must
be carried on day by day.

audions, the early three -element tubes,
and finally, at the very summit, the
present well -known members of the
radiotron family. What a review of
vacuum tube history I was held hard
and fast for at least a quarter of an
hour by this display.

WAS

AND Now "FURNITURE RADIO"
So far as radio equipment is con-

THE

JAPANESE EARTHQUAKE

THERE Too

Following the current of the moving
crowd, I found myself in front of an
interesting miniature Japanese landscape which, upon close examination,
showed signs of earthquake devastation. In one corner rose the concrete
stack -like tower of the great Iwaki
radio station which, through the Radio
Corporation stations, maintained communication with the United States
during the recent trying days of the
stricken Japanese nation, when the
cables failed to perform.
Another educational feature of the
RCA exhibit was an animated map of
the world, showing the various kinds
of stations and their locations. Onlookers were shown, by means of variegated lights, the number and distribution of broadcasting stations, the Navy
stations, the RCA stations, and the
stations abroad operating with the
RCA stations. Here again we were
struck with the cold fact that there
are other uses for radio aside from
broadcasting daily programs.
I rather doubt that another educational exhibit got the attention.to which
it was justly entitled. Here I have
in mind a revolving display in the
form of a mountain, with a winding
path leading up to the summit. Along
this winding path were mounted vacuum tubes, beginning with the crude
lamps with which Edison discovered
the so- called Edison effect, then the
early Fleming valves, the De Forest

!

cerned, there was one undeniable fact
which hit me smack between the eyes ;
the trend toward "furniture radio."
Yes, sir ; radio receiving sets are making way here and there for these "furniture radios" which are as much at
home in the living room of any home
as the pianola and the console phonograph. No longer will it be necessary
for Friend Husband to keep the radio
receiving set in some obscure corner

of the home, there to be heard but
not seen.
Following the example set by the
Radiola Grand and the Radiola IV,
other similar radio instruments have
appeared. I could not help but admire
the beautiful workmanship of such
exhibitors as Amrad, Crosley, Moon.
and Colin B. Kennedy. "Furniture
radio" is exceptionally attractive, being available in period furniture styles
to harmonize with any given home surroundings. By the way, be sure to
pronounce this name as though it were
written "Coal -in." I was severely
reprimanded by one of Mr. Kennedy's
lieutenants for pronouncing it as
though it were written as Collin.
What's in a name!
However Mr. Kennedy may like to
have his name pronounced, I am glad
to see him and the rest of the boys get
on the band wagon so far as "furniture radio" is concerned. This trend
is a happy one indeed, for it is aimed
at The Woman. At last we fellows
are beginning to realize that Milady is
the main "poobah" of the home and
controls the family exchequer, even
unto radio. She has some very definite
views as to just what she will permit
to invade the sacred premises of the
living room. We have finally taken a
leaf from the automobile manufacturer's notebook, in recognizing the feminine appeal.
CIRCUITS FOR THE TIRED BUSINESS
MAN

.,

'

.0--e
Listening -in on the largest ear-phone at the
show

Circuits, did you say ? Oh yes.
that's important, too. One had his
pick at this show. There were something more than the fifty -seven varieties to select from, ranging all the
way from the standard RCA single circuit tuner to Sleeper's one -thouI gathered
sand -and -one circuits.
from my visits to many "parts" manu-
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facturers' booths that a goodly portion
of the crowd were out to "roll their
own," so to speak. My visits to the
booths of "set" manufacturers, on the
other hand, conveyed the positive impression that more and more broadcast
listeners were buying complete receiving sets, especially that national figure, Mr. Tired Business Man. And
why not ? After all, the average radio
broadcast listener is simply out to get
the programs. Whether he receives
them on a flivver single -cylinder roustabout or a DeLuxe twelve -cylinder
limousine makes little or no difference.
The service is the thing, first, last and
always. Of course I will admit that
Mr. Tired Business Man and other
broadcast listeners start with a single tube outfit and wind up with the finest
"furniture radio" set money will buy.
Indeed, it is this steady evolution, more
than any other single factor, that keeps
radio manufacturers busy and removes
all fear of a saturation point in radio
merchandising.
As for brand new ideas in sets, I
came across the CR -13, which is intended at this particular moment for
the dyed -in- the -wool radio bug engaged in dot -dash work on the usual
amateur wave lengths, but must ultimately come into its own when once
the broadcasters get down to low wave
lengths so as to reduce still further
the possibilities of interference. Al
Grebe's sets continue to be characterized by the well -known Grebe workmanship and finish.
Another surprise was the Radiola
VII. This latest addition to the Radiola family consists of a neat cabinet type receiving set which, in general
appearance, somewhat resembles the
Radiola IV, and which contains radio frequency and audio - frequency amplification. It is entirely self- contained
except for the loud -speaker. I was
told that this set performs remarkably
well on a small loop, with its UV -199
tubes and dry cells.
There were many other sets laying
claim to distinct novelty. On the one
hand it was evident that the effort behind the set was towards simplicity, to
interest the broadcast listener, while
on the other the effort was decidedly
towards greater efficiency irrespective
of the multiplicity of controls and
tubes. My impression was that the
loop type of receiver, which figured
so prominently in previous radio shows,
was losing in favor with radio manufacturers, and in its place we were
getting tuned radio frequency receiving sets, working in conjunction with
very small antennas.
LOUD SPEAKERS THAT WERE NOT
HEARD

Of loud-speakers, I had my fill. To
me they represent a most interesting
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phase of radio broadcasting. Often
have I cussed one of those blamed
things squawking in front of a radio
shop, turning away person after person from ever bothering with radio
except, possibly, after a long and tedious educational campaign waged by ingenious publicity and aided by the informal and sincere demonstrations of
friends possessing radio sets. Fortunately-or unfortunately, whichever
way you feel about it -these loudspeakers could be seen, examined, but
not heard. The management of the
radio show had laid down the law to
the effect that no loud -speakers were
to be operated except those installed

This immense loud speaker which is a
stock model of the manufacturer attracted
considerable attention at the show

for the common cause. My curiosity
was aroused as regards the loud- speakers of RCA, Geraco, Bristol, Amplitone, Murdock, and other makes, not
forgetting the new Brandes Table
Talker which represents a novel departure for that pioneer manufacturerspecialist of famous radio head sets.
Of course the show would not have
been complete without radio literature.
Tons upon tons of literature were
passed out to extended and grasping
hands. That was the gratis stuff, you
know. And it didn't stop at catalogues. No indeed ; for many of the
radio magazines and newspapers were
liberal with their sample copies
much so that we may look for some
welcomed increases in their November
circulation reports. At this point I
want to register a little word for the

-so

radio periodicals. They are improving
steadily. In editorial contents as well
as in advertising clientele, they are
showing healthy signs of growth and
marked stability of character. More
power to them !
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Periodicals depend on advertising
for their financial success. Every
schoolboy knows that fact by now. It
is no mystery, I am sure. Hence my
compliment to the periodicals must be
accompanied by one to advertisers. So
here goes : radio advertisers, you are
doing a good job. You are supporting
the radio press in their good work.
You are doing a great job for the radio
public. And the fact that many of
you have been advertising year after
year has not only served to establish
you, individually, in the minds of the
radio public, but it has served in a most
unselfish way to lend a touch of true
stability and permanence to the radio
industry as a whole. It has helped in
no uncertain terms to offset the destructive influence of the radio fakers,
charlatans and "gyp" artists -the parasites of radio.
"By THE RADIO CLUB OF AMERICA "
No doubt the most altruistic service
performed at this great show was that
of the Radio Club of America in f urnishing the musical entertainment by
means of a battery of loud- speakers
distributed throughout the large space.
In the Club's booth, giving part of his
time to an elaborate loop receiving set
and the other part to answering a volley of questions aimed at him from
all sides, I found that arch priest of
the radio broadcasting cult-Major
Edwin H. Armstrong. Inventor of the
regenerative circuit and other phases
of present -day radio work, Armstrong,
an ardent member and worker of the
Radio Club of America, installed and
operated his latest type of super -receiving set which, by means of a small
loop, intercepted the broadcasted programs of stations both near and far
and boosted their signals up by means
of elaborate power amplifiers so that
they might be heard and enjoyed by
all. The Major saw to it that his super- regenerative set especially built for
the occasion hit on all seven-not cylinders, please understand, but tubes,
UV- 199's. I, as a member of the
Radio Club of America, got in behind
the scenes. Under the table on which
the set was placed I discovered dozen
upon dozen of standard dry cells.
There must have been well over a hundred of these cells supplying a steady
flow of current to the loud- speakers
which filled the large hall with excellent music. The reception and rendition were positively the finest I have
ever heard-and I have a pretty critical musical ear at that.
In the same booth with the Major
stood George Burghard, President of
the Radio Club of America, John
Grinan, John Stanley, Ernest Amy,
and others. Everything was done to
entertain the visitors, and also to get
(Continued on page 28)

Millions
deporting Baseball Series to PhanRadio Stretches Diamond Over U. S. and Fills
tom Grandstand With 2,000,000 Excited Fans
By Raymond Francis Yates
himself, and since there was
"no appeal beyond Caesar,"
those who did the presenting
anxiously awaited the fateful answer. The answer was
fateful because there was opA million loud speakers
position from the direction of
from Seattle to Philadelphia,
the Baseball Sport Writers'
from Ottawa to Mobile,
Association, whose members
echoed this thrilling descripthought that radio would intion of the World's Series
terfere with the sale of the
and held countless baseball
evening papers that carry the
radio fans in breathless susw o r k of their faithful
pense. It was one of those
scribes. The gray- haired
radio events that causes the
judge overruled their objecblood to tingle in the veins
tion and gave to WJZ and
with its many tense moments
WEAF the right to broadand dashing realism. The
cast.
broadcasting of the recent
A few days before the
world series will long stand
opening game of the series,
out as one of the greatest
trial communication was esheart - bumping events of
tablished between WJZ and
American sport. It made the
the Yankee Stadium, using
game bigger ; it made it mean
the leased wires of the
through WJZ and
more to hundreds of thouJ. Andrew White broadcasting the World's Series
Western Union Company.
the score board used to follow the plays
sands of sport lovers. The
J. Andrew White, who
Major
game was not confined to
is probably the greatest word -picture
the Polo Grounds or to the Yankee never dreamed of the elaborate prepapainter of sporting events today, was
Stadium, but like a great wave, its at- rations that were made necessary to
first to employ the new portable
tending excitement and enthusiasm handle an event of this magnitude. Ita the
amplifier built in the laboratories of the
poured over the country to again blare was not merely a matter of leasing
Radio Corporation of America espeforth from the husky throats of a Western Union wire that would conaid
nect WJZ with its outposts. That is cially for sporting events. With the
million horns.
Smith, White's silent partThe cheering, the yelling, the usual a simple matter, but not so with the of J. O.
thing was rehearsed with
entire
ner,the
stream of fan advice to the players ; negotiations that have to be conducted
used a special diamond
the booing and hat -throwing was not with the "powers that be." So im- care. White
held in front of
always
was
which
all done by the eye spectators for at portant was this matter that the actual
by Smith, who
manipulated
and
him
thousands of street corners, public approach for permission to broadcast
of a one-armed
speed
the
with
buildings, parks and theatres, to say was made ,during the middle of last workedhanger in an effort to check up
nothing of countless homes, the fans summer. Nor were Messrs. Huggins paper and to keep him informed. It
held their sway. So rapid was the and McGraw, the respective managers White
believed that Smith folradio fire that the fans in Washington, of the Yankees and Giants, the only is generally
as a hobby. Ah, but
radio
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Detroit, Cleve- "pebbles on the beach." The final re- lows only
He not only
hobbyist.
land, Chicago, Kansas City, San Fran- quest for permission had to be carried he is a versatile
best amaof
the
one
and operates
cisco and other big cities yelled in al- to the high and mighty Judge Landis owns
most perfect synchronism with those
cuss
5I
at the Polo Grounds or the Yankee
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Stadium. What mighty cheers must
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have gone up and what a mighty thing
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radio is to bring about this perfect
unison in a country so large as our One of the many telegrams sent to express
own!
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HE'S winding up.
Here it comes. He
at
hits it It's going
into center field. He's safe
on first."
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BEHIND THE SCENES
Baseball is a national sport, but this

is perhaps the first time

that a world

series has been a really successful national event. Heretofore the newspaper was the first harbinger of victory
or defeat. Now a living voice back of
the home plate describing every detail
of the action in split- second style is
able to reach the ear of every sport
lover who cares to listen in.
Those who listened -in probably
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appreciation of the baseball broadcasting. Note
the reference to the
direct contact by radio
between reporter and
linotype operator for
news publishing
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ALL RADIO STORES
FANS VERY WELL PLEASED WITH SERIES BROADCASTING
PARTIES TWO LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FURNISHING
I TOWN HAVING LOUD SPEAKER
BOARD WHICH IS
LOUD SPEAKERS IN CONNECTION WITH ELECTRIC SCORE
TO LINOTYPE
LINE
DIRECT
WORKED FROM RADIO EVENING STAR HAS RADIO
DIRECTLY FROM
OPERATOR FIRST TIME IN HISTORY WORLDS SERIES REPORTED
PRESS. BOX TO LINOTYPE OPERATOR
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Mr. E. F. Grossman on duty at t he WEAF station in the Polo Grounds

teur radio stations in the United States,
but has a keen eye for beauty in motor
boats as well, and what is more interesting, he is an ardent baseball fan
with the name of every record player
on the end of his tongue. Consequently White and Smith are an admirable
team and they work together like Siamese Twins. White announces with
his eyes on Smith's hands while the
latter shifts little pieces of cardboard
labelled with the player's names around

the diamond.
How 2,000,000 FANS ARE SERVED
This matter of announcing is serious business. Imagine yourself sitting
there amidst the roaring crowd of
75,000 people, responsible for an accurate account of every detail to perhaps 2,000,000 people
You can't
guess. You've got to be right. Every
emergency must be prepared for, every
play recorded with the pitiless consistency of a mathematical process.
It is 1 :45 P. M. eastern standard
time. The game is on ! White clutches
his microphone, all tension, while
Smith sits on the edge of his chair with
his little pasteboards ready to he swung
into place as the action of the game
calls for them. Countless ears await
the first word.
"Witt is up," White calls out.
"Scott's winding up. He is about to
throw. Here it comes. It's a called
strike." There is not a moment of
silence. "Witt is waiting for second
pitch. Scott's winding up. He is going to throw. Here it comes. He hits
it. It's going over second. Witt safe
on first." Smith checks up White instantly and moves his little pasteboard
marked "Witt" over to first base. It
is all done in the twinkling of an eye,
but the men in the broadcasting box
must be on their toes every instant
and they work under a mental strain
that is little appreciated by the listenerin. As this article is written White
has been responsible for only one error
and that was corrected almost immediately, due to Smith's watchful eye.

There is every opportunity to make a
mistake, however. Imagine, if you
will, a hot grounder driven between
first and second base. The shortstop
and the second baseman are after it
and they almost collide. How easy it

!

Input apparatus and the special microphone used by Major White in broadcasting the World's Series for WJZ
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the roaring, booing or cheering crowd'
These little inserts of realism trans
planted the atmosphere of the diamon d
to every nook and corner of the Unite d
States. At all other times the externa i
noises were excluded as much as possible and the special microphone used
permitted the speaker to exercise considerable control over this feature.
RADIO REPORTING Now A SCIENCE
Those who listened to J. Andrew
White could not help but admire his
painstaking attention to the details,
side lights and human interest stuff
that permitted every listener to be one
of the excited fans in the grand stand.
Every ball pitched was described as
being high or low, inside or out. This
made it possible to even anticipate the
withdrawal of a pitcher, for every good
fan could tell when he was weakening.
Such was the case with Shawkey in
the eighth inning of the fourth game.
So it was with Bush, who weakened
in the seventh inning of the fifth game.
A seasoned fan could see it coming,
for Bush had pitched six straight balls
before he was signalled off the field.
When the ball lit in the grand stand
the listeners knew whether it was a
male or female who got it ; whether
they caught it or fumbled it. When
the Bambino restlessly kicked up a little dirt while standing on third, the
picture came out of the loud speaker.
With all these little humanisms and
a little imagination you were seated
comfortably in one of the first row
boxes at the Polo Grounds or Yankee
Stadium.
A wonderful bit of announcing was.
also done by McGeehan of WEAF.
While White's voice was only modulating the transmitter of WJZ, McGeehan's was used for four different
equipments, WEAF, WGY, WCAP'
and WJAR. It goes without saying
that McGeehan was also responsible.
to an enormous audience. His clear
voice, his close attention to detail and
his apparent knowledge of the gamekept all of his listeners well informed'
at every minute.
AN "SOS" CALL BETWEEN INNINGS.
There were many high lights during the series. One of them came between the third and fourth inning of
the fourth game, when the voice of
the radio reporters suddenly left the
air while the studios broke in and told
the audience that a short intermission,
was necessary because of SOS signals
that were on the air. The writer instantly retuned his equipment in time
to get the tail end of an SOS call,
which was answered by some "op
who was going too fast for a rank
ham to read. However, the world
series was back on the air in a few
moments and the game went serenely-

would be to pick up the wrong man
and to say that Ward had it instead
of Johnson.
There were many features of
White's broadcasting that brought out
the picture of the game so clearly that
practically every fan who listened -in
was a spectator. In one radio sport
party, of which the writer was a member, a listener said, "I can `see' great
with White." This was just the situation. White was simply allowing
about 2,000,000 baseball -radio fans to
use his eyes-he painted word pictures
that other minds could feast upon.
So accurate were his descriptions that
anyone who had ever attended a game
at the Polo Grounds could visualize
the plays perfectly. Very little imagination was required for this, especially
when White turned his microphone on on.

REPORTING BASEBALL SERIES
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Those who listened intently could
probably hear the incessant clicking of
the telegraph instruments in the background. The writer mentions this because it helps to form an amusing
reminiscence. What a slow, snail -like
thing the telegraph is when compared
to the speech- carrying radio wave ?
Yet what a horribly important thing
these clumsy little clickers were two
or three years ago when the fans in
distant cities had to depend upon them
The
for the results of the games
telegraph operators at the series had
only sufficient chance to start the first
word before those listening on the
radio had the complete details of the
play.
To prove that the radio broadcasting of the world series was really a
tremendous event, national in scope,
the writer dispatched eleven wires to
some of the principal broadcasting stations in the country asking what success was being had in this work and inquiring about the interest and enthusiasm of the fan listeners. In every
instance return wires were received
telling of the great success of the
series and of the good that it was doing radio in general. The writer quotes
from a typical telegram from WJAR
in Providence.
"Public address system furnished by
the American Telephone & Telegraph
Company drew a crowd of 3500 to
Garnet side of our store. Cheering
eminent during the entire annowncements keeping the crowd well keyed.
Enthusiasm running high. Receiving
many personal replies front listeners
as to fine way in which series is being
put over."
Another answer from WCAP,
Washington, brought more interest-
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Stadium reported the games to overflow crowds
Loud speaker outfit installed in an auto outside the

ing news. William J. Pierson, Manager of WCAP said that practically
every radio store in town had loud
speaker parties and that two of the local newspapers were furnishing the
loud speaker to gatherings in connection with electric score board.
The Evening Star did a very practical and original thing when a direct
radio line was run from the receiving
set to a linotype operator, and we have
for the first time in history the direct
transmission of the world series from
the press box to the linotype operator.
This means that a play made in one
instant is a few seconds later immortalized in the form of a hot slug, waiting to be gathered up and taken to the
press room. Here is an innovation
that radio made possible. Just another instance of how we find it wedg-

ing itself into our daily existence from

practically every angle.
What is radio doing for the sport of
baseball ? Is it making us too lazy to
go to the games or is it injecting new
life into it ? Fortunately we have facts
and figures that show that radio has
brought about a healthy revival of interest in the game. It is to be noted
that there were plenty of seats left on
the Polo Grounds a few years ago, but
since the first series was broadcasted
both the Polo Grounds and the Stadium, although the latter has the largest seating capacity of any baseball field
in the world and the former has been
greatly enlarged, have been unable to
accommodate the crowds that sought
their gates. The writer has, many
friends who had sort of lost interest
in it until they heard one of the series
reported by radio which brought back
to them the old thrills and the intense
desire to see at least one of the games.
It goes without saying that there have
been a lot of tickets sold on this account, and it looks as though it was up
to the radio fans to claim this victory
for it.
RADIO IS MAKING Us A NATION OF
SPORT LOVERS

Other high lights were added to the
broadcasting of each game when White
produced famous sport writers and
sport leaders to say a few words to
the fans. Grantland Rice, that polished veteran of the sporting page,
gave a most interesting talk on the
psychology of players. Fred Lieb,
President of the American Baseball
Writers Association followed up at the

at left and A. W. ProtzInput equipment installed at the Yankee Stadium with E. F. Grossman
who described
the
operated
mann standing, who
McNamee,
input aá for WEand awGYhtaGr aim
of

beginning of the second game with
some baseball facts that had never before been brought to the attention of
the fans. In fact, Lieb was so interested himself in addressing the radio
audience that he overstepped his time
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limit and entirely forgot that the game
had started. Other talks by men like
Johnny Dundee, Bozeman Bulger,
Hugh Fullerton and Christie Mathewson kept the baseball fever running
by play youfillaw the worlds series
high among the listeners.
There is another highly interesting
rom StationW Z
detail that the writer would like to
comment upon before putting the cover
on his typewriter. Even the most
casual listener was able to hear the
players hit the ball and sometimes the
characteristic "plunk" of the pill could
be heard as it embedded itself in the
cavity of the catcher's mitt. The sound
of the hitting was particularly interesting because the nature of the sound
allowed one to tell whether or not it
was a good solid strike. When the
ball was ticked, the sound in the loud
STRIKES
speaker lacked that fullness that a well
struck ball hit fairly in the center and
Q
I 2 ¡ouT
with full force would give. By thorBALLS
ough attention to this detail one could
OUTS
often anticipate White's announce12 13
O
ments. Again and again after a good
solid crack he would announce that a
INNINGS
it741 51al7 Ill 9L
INNINGS IItE7141 ,Ial let 9LOO ._
two -bagger had been made. When
(4)Zr"
C
IAw:a:ta
H
1 1I-1 LL
Ruth and Stengel made their home runs
every fan in the country must have
Ì Ì Ì Ì1
H-' ÌÌj
our
known that the ball was on a long,
team and let
Cu: out %. mace
them represent
team and let
cvr raue otv a..s eats
one team at
long journey before White had a
IMAMS r0 coons
and running bay
Uw leadsat h:t
Sraiata
aid
euaalal tiles
chance to announce it in his microuri
Diagram
of the baseball score card sent out to broadcast
phone.
fans to help them follow the description of the game
The writer has but to wish that THE
WIRELESS AGE would increase its size listeners,
to say nothing of the intense
And this is the end of the story of
by 10 pages so that he might continue aggravation
that
Johnny
would
have
the
broadcasting of the world series
to tell all the interesting things that experienced with
Daddy
at
the
game
by
radio.
It will be a long remembertook place during the broadcasting of and himself
at home with Baby Sister. ed affair in the minds
of
the series. They are not important Then too,
the announcers had to radio fans especially in the baseball things, but they are interesting. Take be careful both
inaccestheatrical press agents sible parts of the United
for instance, the odd requests that the who alwaysthat
States.
It
announcers at the games receive. Not succeed in swarm such events do not brought to them news of the game that
"putting over" one of their might otherwise have
one of the games passed without fifty classy little
taken days to
or a hundred people coming to the an- and again buttricks. They tried again reach them. It is almost useless to
White's and McGeehan's rave wildly over the greatness
nouncer and asking him to mention vigilance
of radio.
successfully
prevented them The thing is so big that words
their name for the benefit of friends from getting a
lose
at home. Some fond father would all of the mad single event across. In their meaning when one attempts to
scramble for publicity point out its benefits to
come forward and ask White or Mc- and mention
civilization,
over
Geehan to please tell little Johnny, who woman presented the radio, not one but it does go without saying that when
herself. Every re- White and McGeehan spoke
is listening in with a $2.00 crystal set, quest
their last
was received from a man. What's word in
the last game every baseball that Daddy is safely at the game. Of this about vanity
?
Probably the real radio fan in the United States
course this would have been an impor- curse of radio
is
that
it will make men radio one of the greatest forces voted
tant bit of news for the 2,000,000 odd more vain.
in the
world today.
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New York's Big Radio Show
before them the salient facts about the
Club in the form of a leaflet with membership application blank attached.
MAJOR ARMSTRONG IN A NEW RÔLE

In parenthesis, I might add at this
point that Major Armstrong, the originator of so many important developments in radio broadcasting, has recently sprung another radio surprise.
Darned if he hasn't tuned in the call
letters of Miss Esther McInnis, the
fair secretary of commercial radio's
big man, David Sarnoff-yes, sir
taken this fair lady's hand for matrimonial purposes this fall
;

!

(Continued from page 24)

Are you a member of the Radio gaze.
Club of America ? If not, you should sentable,Some of them were quite prewhile others were really awbe a member of that pioneer organiza- fully
crude. One which caught my eye
tion. In view of the growing popu- was
in the form of the famous
larity of radio broadcasting, it has wid- Eiffelmade
Tower, with three hinged inened its scope to take in broadcast list- ductance
coils
eners. The advantages derived through feature. The as the only visible radio
first prize of $50.00
membership are well worth while. went to
Oliver
Obey the impulse-now. Mail your prize of $25.00 Parker, the second
went to Joseph Doroapplication to Mr. George Burghard, thy and the
third
prize, $15.00, to
10 Warren Street, New York City.
Frank Adams.
A picturesque feature of the show
Well, folks, there is lots more to tell
was the "amateurs -who- build-their- about that
wonderful radio show but
own contest." The various entries my space is
up and I am signing off.
were exhibited to the critical public Good day!

Large Scale Rural Radio
Nation -Wide Campaign to Develop Radio
in Rural Sections for Practical Purposes
By

J.

Farrell

WHEN the city goes to the country these Summers it encounters
e.
K
a new experience. The country
úOv
r MAnKI:r EaoNT7.
store, the proverbial meeting ground
L.....sT...,
for the exchange of local news and
Cllita4.
T.h III. 3.i-Z-7
.t
M.4.
gossip, is a deserted place. But up
CaM/ fl....
...
the street, in the country bank, the
,ñ..' ia.e.r..ñl l'-.-It4
crowd will be found -grouped around
a Twentieth Century Pandora's box
more wonderful than the Greeks ever
imagined.
Journeying anywhere throughout
the land one is struck by the lead that
country banks have taken in the use
of radio. Here and there a local editor
or merchant will be found who has been
quick to grasp the opportunity afforded,
but by and large it is generally the
country banker to whom credit is due
for breaking the barriers of isolation.
Any morning at the bank, where flows the radio stream of farm market quotations
At Raymond, Ill., in the heart of
an important grain and live stock
.Mr. McNaughton mentioned nucountry I talked with C. McNaughton, altogether satisfactory. Price discrepcashier of the First National Bank. ancies were frequently disclosed and merous other banks in the state that
The general offices of the bank had the the farmers could never be certain that furnish similar service to local people.
appearance of a miniature stock ex- the news was accurate. The informa- The First National Bank at Albion,
change. At one end of the room a tion was often delayed and by the time Ill., recently installed radio equipment
clerk was busily recording price and the farmers entered their trades any- to receive grain and live stock reports.
news bulletins on a large blackboard. thing may have happened to the market. At Carthage, Ill., the cashier of the
"But now," Mr. McNaughton ex- Dime Savings Bank said that the farmIn front of the board there was a mispanded,
"the folks hereabouts get accu- ers were hungry for more news. Incellaneous group of farmers and local
almost as fast as they oculated with the radio speed bug,
rate
quotations
business men.
to the grain and they wanted the news even faster.
Particularly
"Each morning the grain buyers, occur.
has frequently They were particularly interested in
this
stock buyers and farmers call to learn live stock dealers
the quotations and to compare notes," prevented considerable money losses the opening and closing quotations.
Mr. McNaughton told me. "They are through enabling them to enter buying More than 250 places throughout the
all strong for the service. Heretofore or selling orders as the market might state where market news is received
they had to depend on the commission indicate. Another feature is that the were listed for use. Many of these
houses and country branches for com- service brings people in closer contact were the homes of individual persons,
but business houses in towns that
mercial news. The service was not with the bank."
have installed public service, banks and
grain elevators easily took the lead.
RADIO CROP AND MARKET NEWS SERVICE
In Missouri, Illinois, Nebraska, Ohio
or THE a DEPARTMENT Or..AGRICULTURE
and Iowa I visited more than two score
banks which maintained a daily radio
news service for the convenience of
their customers. They included farmers' banks, trust companies, and savings banks. R. D. Bower, assistant
treasurer of the Caldwell County Trust
Company at Kingston, Mo., stated that
it is the "best service we have ever
had of getting prices. I hardly know
how we could get along without it.
The majority of the banks are using
this just the same as we are." The
cashier of the Farmers' Bank at
0 PRIMARI
Stephens, Mo.,' said the service was
especially valuable as "we did not have
AREA
St
access to any means of receiving the
MARKET REPORTS
AREA
TELEGRAPH CROP
markets other than by newspapers, and
REPORTS
newspaper markets are always a day
Map showing the diffusion of the crop and market news reports of the U. S. Department of
late when they reachthe rural districts."
Agriculture
This use of radio in country banks
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is serious business. In the city the
radio may be used largely for entertainment, but in the rural places the
use centers around the reception of
political, social and business news. In
many communities it has become the
habit of certain groups to congregate

wherever the reports are received at
the hours fixed for the reception of the
different kinds of information. First
may come the live stock men to hear
what happened at Chicago, Kansas
City, Omaha, and the other big live
stock markets that morning. Then the
folks interested in overnight political
and social developments all over the
world. Follow then the grain people
who want to know the opening prices
on the various boards of trade. The
general stock market quotations draw
many listeners.

Everywhere it is the same story. At
first the radio in rural communities was
regarded as a novelty, but it is now
becoming more and more an indispensable utility.
"When rural mail delivery was first
established, most farmers were suspicious of it," one farmer told me.
"They thought it was some new political propaganda. But now they depend on the system very much. It has
been the same way with radio. The
price of first-class radio sets is the only
thing that holds them back. They're
waiting for prices to go lower. Meantime they are making use of the services established in town in the banks
and stores."
A movement is now being considered
by state and Federal authorities for a
nation -wide campaign to develop radio

in rural territories on a really large
scale. It is proposed to have the 2,000

or more county agricultural agents
throughout the country to give visual
demonstrations of radio to farmers,
and to establish so- called radio reception centers all over the counties they
cover. The aim is to place at least
500,000 radio receiving sets in farm
homes. A feature of the campaign will
be the giving of radio demonstrations
at the state and county fairs. Such
demonstrations on a single fair circuit
last Summer were viewed by more than
4,000,000 people. An effort is to be
made also to induce an increasing number of banks and stores to establish
public receiving stations where farmers
and others interested may come and
get the latest commercial news.

Radio Deports as Well as Predicts Weather
U. S.

and

Is

Weather Bureau Has Used Radio Since 1905
Expanding Its Wireless Network Continually

PROBABLY few people realize
that the work of the U. S. Weather Bureau is dependent on prompt
receipt of weather reports from observers over as wide an area as possible. It is from the comparison and
charting of conditions that forecasts
are made, the charts revealing the location of storm centers, and experience indicating their probable direction
of movement. Radio telegraphy for
years has played an increasingly important part in the communication systems upon which the Weather Bureau
depends in fact, the January, 1923,
issue of the "Monthly Weather Review," published by the Bureau and
issued in April, devotes nine pages to
a "History of Radio in Relation to the
Work of the Weather Bureau."
According to this article, "The first
radiogram received by the Weather
Bureau containing a weather observation taken on a ship in the Atlantic
was from the S. S. New York, on De;

cember 3, 1905, in latitude 40° N.,
longitude 60° W. It was the result
of arrangements made with the Marconi Telegraph Co. to receive at its
station at Siasconset, on Nantucket
Island, messages containing weather
reports from passenger vessels plying
between New York and European
ports that were equipped with wireless
apparatus. Few reports were received
from ships in 1905 and 1906, but sufficient to indicate the great value of
and necessity for such observations in
forecast work.
.
"Daily or twice daily observations
now are secured by telegraph and cable
from about 240 stations in the United
.

.

States and Canada (210 in the United
States and 30 in Canada), from 17
places in Mexico, 20 points in the West
Indies, 12 Alaskan stations, and 22
European cities. These are supplemented by reports obtained wholly or
in part by radio from 16 places in the
West Indies and Central America ; 5
in Alaska from Honolulu, Guam, and
Midway Island, in the Pacific the
Philippines, China, Japan in the Far
East, and from 36 places in Europe
and the Arctic regions, including the
Azores, Greenland, Iceland, Spitzbergen, and Jan Mayen. . . .
"On July 15, 1913, the broadcasting
of daily weather bulletins was begun
from the naval radio station at Arlington, Va., and Key West, Fla. The bulletins were broadcast at 10 p. m. and
in two parts. The 'first part consisted
of code letters and figures showing
barometric pressures, wind direction
and force at 8 p. m., 75th meridian
time, at 8 places on the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts and at Bermuda. The second part contained 'special forecasts of
winds along the north, middle, and
south Atlantic and the Gulf coasts a
hundred miles or so offshore. Storm
and hurricane warnings were included
whenever issued.
.
.
"The first systematic radiophone
broadcasts of forecasts were made
from the station operated by the University of Wisconsin beginning with
January 3, 1921. Prior to that date
and since October 1, 1916, broadcasts
had been made therefrom by radiotelegraph. The next radiophone forecast distribution service was inaugurated on April 26, 1921, by the St.
;

;

.

Louis (Mo.) University. This was
the first station to disseminate river
forecasts by this means.
"On July 1, 1921, 12 radiophone
stations in 7 States were broadcasting
weather information, daily forecasts,
river forecasts, crop information, cold wave, frost, and other warnings. Since
that time the work has been rapidly
extended, and at the present time 140
radiotelephone stations in 39 States
are engaged."

French Artists Demand Pay
several months of co- operaAFTER
tion with the broadcasting stations in the Eiffel Tower and in the
suburbs of Paris, certain French musicians have decided that no longer
will they permit their concerts to be
broadcast without payment. The Paris
Orchestra, for instance, now refuses
flatly to allow its concerts to be broadcast, and the Union of Dramatic and
Lyric Artists and the Syndicate of
Musicians have both instructed their
singers and instrumentalists not to
allow the broadcasters to transmit their
efforts. Part of the difficulty is understood to have been occasioned by the
fact that various restaurants and dance
halls in Paris have discharged their
musicians and instead have installed
radio receivers. Just how the situation
will end no one knows, but since the
French government grants subsidies to
the Comédie -Française, it is to be presumed that at least the artists thus subsidized will be more or less freely
available for French broadcasting.

Time Signals Tell Where You Are
How Surveyors Use Arlington Time in Laying
Out Boundary Lines -Automatic Recorder Developed for Use by U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
By S. R. Winters
THE determination of longitude
and latitude by radio sounds technical and abstruse yet it affects
every man who owns land, for all surveys are based on such data alone.
The position of any point or points on
the earth's surface can be accurately
indicated only by reference to the lines
of longitude and latitude, which are determined by observation of the exact
time at which any one of several stars,
or even the sun, cross the meridian or
exact central line of the sky.
It is easy enough to use a surveyor's
transit for observing the star the
error, if any, occurs in the chronometer
that marks the time. Hence the importance of securing absolutely accurate
time when in the field for surveying
purposes, and hence the great value of
the radio time signals to property
owners.
Automatic apparatus for not only
receiving these signals but recording
them on paper has been developed, and
recently was tried out in the vicinity of
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., where it automatically recorded time signals sent
from the Naval Observatory in Washington, D. C. The Coast and Geodetic
Survey of the United States Depart;

ment of Commerce contemplates widespread application of this ingenious
mechanism in recording time signals,
and may even use it in the determination of differences of longitude in
Alaska.
The new wireless instrument was
designed and built by Dr. E. A. Eckhardt and Dr. J. C. Karcher of the Bureau of Standards, United States
Department of Commerce, and before
it was transferred to the Coast and
Geodetic Survey, radio -telegraph signals from Lyons, France, 3,800 miles
away, were automatically copied on a
sheet of paper wound around a cylinder. Before being turned over to
the service of the surveying branch of
the Federal Government, the apparatus remained at the Naval Observatory for one month. Here, the lag in
recording radio -telegraph time signals
was determined.
This retardation represents the interval of time between the tick of the
master clock buried under the Naval
Observatory and its record on the
chronograph or time -measuring instrument used by the surveying crew afield.
The time signal first passes through the
telegraph relays at the Naval Observa-

Making the time signals write themselves down-the new automatic radio time recorder with its
designers, Dr. J. C. Karcher and Dr. E. A. Eckhardt, of the U. S. Bureau of Standards
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tory, going by land -line telegraph to
Annapolis or Radio, Virginia, to the
gang relays at this wireless station of
the United States Navy Department.
Thence the electric impulse passes
through the receiving antenna, and out
through the transmitting antenna, relays, and pen magnets to the pen record of the chronograph sheet. Hence,
an allowance for the time taken by the
electrical impulse in going through this
complicated circuit must be applied to
all longitude determinations made by
radio telegraph. This correction, once
determined, remains constant.
From the Naval Observatory, the
surveying crew of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, under the direction of
Lieutenant Fred E. Joekel, proceeded
to Marshfield, Wis., in which state the
first field tests were made. The initial
experiment was carried out in the
neighborhood of Wisconsin Rapids,
and the party in charge of the expedition reported to the Washington office
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey,
"The results obtained were very satisfactory."
The time signals received from the
Naval Observatory, via the wireless
transmitting station at Arlington, and
copied by this automatic radio recorder
for use in conjunction with longitudinal
determinations, were employed also in
obtaining the rates of error of the gravity chronometers or time -measuring devices. Subsequently, latitude observations were made at Wisconsin Rapids,
as well as at Owen, a point between
Wisconsin Rapids and the next longitude station. Two three -quarter -ton
motor trucks are used in transporting
the surveying crew, wireless receiving
apparatus, and surveying instruments.
Where it is only necessary to make
longitudinal observations, the automatic wireless recorder and auxiliary
equipment can be installed in a very
brief period of time. However, in the
event that longitude, latitude and gravity reckonings are to be made, one and
one -half days are required to set up the
apparatus. This novel method of determining the differences in longitude
and latitude is also being applied to surveys in Kansas, as a result of the success of the instrument in Wisconsin.
The radio receiving set used is a
single -tube regenerative tuner, with
some special adaptations that make
(Continued on 'page 39)

Radio's
Relation to
Classical
=Music
Philip Gordon
Interviewed by Edwin Hall
WHAT is radio's relation to
classical music ? Is it merely
an adjunct to the concert platform ? Or lias it a new sphere all its
own ? That is a question that has puzzled many broadcasting program managers, who have wondered whether to
concentrate on jazz and the lighter
type of music, or whether perhaps a
little "highbrow stuff" now and then
should be included for the benefit of
a very few in the listening audience.
Philip Gordon thinks that the radio
broadcasting station has a definite duty
to both classical music and to the audience. It has the double duty of presenting that music carefully and understandingly, so that it will be enjoyed by those who already love it.
and be appreciated by those who may
be hearing it for the first time.
It was out of this conviction that
Mr. Gordon's Monday evening lectures
on Musical Appreciation grew. Started first as an experiment, to gratify
his desire to try the idea out, the Mon day evening talks from WOR have
grown to be a fixture. "Every once in
a while," said Mr. Gordon, "I decide
that it takes a great deal of my time.
and that I shall stop. Then I get a
letter that shows me how much these
talks mean to someone, and I continue."
He is a busy man. He is head of
the music department of the South
Side High School in Newark, N. J.
and teaches a great deal outside of
school hours. There are many other
things that he could do with the time
he has been giving to the radio audiences, yet they have been so appreciative, and have shown so well that
they are getting new insights into
music through his talks that he has
continued them far beyond his original
idea.
He began with two talks on "How

When you said tonight that you
were going to talk about the composer whom you consider greatest,
I hoped you would name Beethoven; and when you did my heart
leaped with joy, for I feel that he
rises like a lone mountain peak
above them all.
Your choice of the second movement of the seventh symphony was
happy. This great movement produces always a profound effect upon
me and, as usual, my tears flowed
freely as your fingers reproduced
its magic notes.
Ever new and ever fresh to me,
Beethoven's music has made my
life richer and better for nearly
half a century. EDWARD BLAK-

ENEY, Troy, N. Y.

Have listened to your most interesting lectures (over my radio) on
"Musicians and Their Works," and
intended writing to you before this,
to thank you, and to tell you how
much I enjoy them. Some years
ago, while residing in Brooklyn, I
had the privilege of hearing Walter
Damrosch lecture on "Modern Mu
sicians and Their Compositions,"
in a course of lectures and concerts
given under the auspices of the
Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Science. Music is the greatest part of
my life, and oh, how I have revelled in it since the radio came
into my life. I am a daily listener,
and every day I realize more and
more what a wonder it is
very
miracle. So full of endless possibilities for service to our fellow
men if we only have the desire to
give out our very selves. We have
much to be thankful for, when so
much is fully given-sent into our
very powers. MRS. AGNES H.
LITCHFIELD, Columbus, O.

-a
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Music Is Composed," in which Mr..
Gordon endeavored to show some of
the difficulties that a composer had to
meet, and some of the possibilities.
He illustrated every point carefully by
playing standard compositions, or some
of his own, on the piano.
That is one reason why these talks.
have meant so much they are not dryas -dust lectures, but real, vibrant ideas
translated into both words and music.
The two explanations of musical
composition made an instant hit. They
were followed by several explanations
of "The Instruments of the Orchestra," a natural outgrowth of the first
talks.
Letters continued to flow to Mr.
Gordon, so he decided to speak about
the various composers who wrote for
orchestra. He gave a series of talks
on Beethoven, with copious illustrations from his works. Listeners said
that they were charmed, and that they
had never realized that classical music
could be so beautiful.
The Beethoven series finished, Mr.
Gordon proceeded to Wagner. That
meant the next step, into opera. And
so the radio audience heard him explain the more popular of Wagner's
operas. At present, this series is still
under way.
Now what does this mean ? Here
is, a young and busy musician who yet
takes time to talk to the radio audience once a week about the most important and significant musicians and
their works, and does so not because
of any vanity or pride, but because
the radio audience has shown that they
want his work.
"Half my letters come from small
towns," he says, "and the others from
big cities like New York and Newark
and Philadelphia.
That shows, I
think, that the small town is proportionately more interested in the classics than the city. Radio has a great
;
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opportunity to give these people an
understanding of fine music, which
they can make their own and carry
with them for the rest of their lives.
If I, in my small way, can help some
of my listeners to such an understanding, I am only too glad to do it."
Mr. Gordon is a modest young man
of considerable talent, as those know
His composition
who hear him.
"June," which he has played over the
radio, he thinks not good enough to
warrant publishing, yet he has had innumerable requests for it.

UPSTAIRS
They gather about the
loud speaker to enjoy
the music broadcast
from stations far and
near

The Radio Equipped Apartment
affording
EWARK, N. J., has been claim-

It

is with special pleasure

that

we have listened to your radio

talks.

Adelaide's greatest regret

in graduating from South Side was

giving up the Music Appreciation.
She said last week that she missed
your playing more than anything
else, and they have no wireless outfit in Montclair Normal, so that
they cannot listen in.
It is a great satisfaction to us, to
learn of some of the work, and I
am taking this opportunity to thank
you for what you did for her and
for the great pleasure you are giving us. MRS. VAN N. POLHEMUS, East Orange, N. J.

I was listening on the radio, and

I had the chance to hear you speak.

I come from Panama, Central
America, and I had taken piano lessons for quite a while. My teacher,
Mr. Daniels, told me about Beethoven and Bach and many other
composers. He told me that Bee-

thoven when young (although not
very young) became deaf and he
said that he played all the symphonies. When I heard you play, I
thought you played wonderful.
I will write and tell my piano
teacher that I heard the seventh
symphony by Beethoven played.
From a girl 12 years old. FRANCES MARTIN, Newark, N. J.

When pressed as to the enjoyment
he gets out of broadcasting he will
confess that "there is a certain pleasure, I suppose, in developing the subject as I go along." He speaks extemporaneously, without notes, having prepared the talk beforehand by
study. "There is nobody in the studio
with me except the announcer," he
reports, "and so it's just like talking to
myself." But the real reason why he
broadcasts is the fact that the audience
has definitely shown him that he is
giving them a better understanding of
the great classics of music.
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ing the distinction of having the
first radio- equipped apartment
house ; whether the claim is justified
or not, certainly the Western Electric
Co. ought to know when it says that
this is the first -time its public address
system has been so used. A radio receiving set is operated in the pent house
on the roof, and connected to the address system, which has outlets in
every apartment.
The building thus fitted is the Ritz
Apartments, 299 Clinton avenue, and
in any of the 72 suites the radio programs can be enjoyed by simply slipping in a plug to connect a headset or
loud speaker.
F. B. Kopff, the superintendent of
the building, says the popularity of
this innovation in apartment house service is evidenced by the fact that but
comparatively little elevator service is
required in the evenings ; the greater
number of the Ritz tenants prefer to
stay home and listen-in.
The operator in the radio room on
the Ritz roof must needs combine diplomacy with ability when he selects
and picks up from the air a program
that will suit the preferences of all the
people in the seventy -two apartments.
But' thus far he has been so successful in his selection that even a loud
speaker could not make the complaints
audible, for there have been none.
However, should such a contingency
ever occur, it will be readily taken care
of by installing an additional radio receiving set, permitting simultaneous reception of two programs.
The equipment now used consists of
a radio receiving set and a high -power
amplifier. There are four vacuum

DOWNSTAIRS
They interrupt their
labors to dance and
step to that jazzy
saxophone melody
coming over the air

two
tubes in the receiver,
stages of radio frequency, detector and
a single stage of audio frequency amplification. The complete set can be
operated on dry batteries.
Because of the set's sensitiveness
and selectivity every city in the Union
which has a 500-watt broadcasting station has been heard by the families
living in the Ritz apartments.
By means of a specially designed input coil, the radio receiver is connected
to a Western Electric amplifier, in
which power tubes provide three stages
of audio frequency amplification, the
last stage being push and pull.
Radio signals from the receiver are
amplified and thence wired to all apartments, each of which is equipped with
a headset of high impedance type and
with a special receptacle, so arranged
that no matter whether a few or all
seventy -two headsets be used, the quality and volume will be in no wise impaired.
The possibility that apartment
houses which provide radio service may
become as tumultuous as the Tower of
Babel thus is easily averted. By using
headsets there can be no bedlam, and
each lessee is given clear reception of
broadcast numbers.
Superintendent Kopff believes in the
practical application of the old adage :
"All work and no play makes Jack a
dull boy." He finds that the workers
in the big boiler room of the Ritz perform their tasks with much more zest
after intermissions or "recesses for
radio." Accordingly, at intervals the
workers in the cellar are given the opportunity to listen to what the chap on
the roof picks up from the ether. And
usually the effect is enlivening.

Charles Proteus Steinmetz
Electrical Wizard
THE scientific world

by illness, which resulted in his detention
at Ellis Island until
his American student
friend was able to procure his release.
His first position was
in the drafting room

was shocked on
October 26 by the
announcement of the
death of the electrical
genius who has contributed so generously
to the development of
electrical science. Returning to his home in
Schenectady after a trip
to the Pacific Coast
which over -taxed his
strength, the scientist
was forced to a sickbed from which it was
hoped he would be able
to make an early recovery and return to labors
which he loved. But
the weak heart which
he had never permitted
to handicap his splendid
mental powers suddenly
stopped its beat.
The career of Charles
Steinmetz is an inspiration to every earnest

of Rudolph Eickemeyer,
an inventor and pioneer in the production
of electrical apparatus.
Here, at Yonkers, he
was employed at a salary of $2.00 a day. But
he rapidly attracted notice by his work on
electric motors and generators and his articles
contributed to scientific
papers. He was a clear,
logical thinker and possessed the knack of setting forth his thought
in lucid, forceful writing, which later in life
was to stand the acid
test of such involved
subjects as Einstein's
Theory of Relativity.
Dr. Steinmetz later
was taken into the
employ of the General Electric Company
where he organized a

worker, and presents
one of the beautiful romances of the technical
world. He was born in
Breslau, Germany, on
April 9, 1865, and received a good education
in the universities of
Breslau and Berlin. Astronomy was his early
choice of study but he
later turned to chemistry and electrical engineering. At an early
age mathematics presented much difficulty
to this boy who was later to be known as one of the scientific
giants and accomplished mathematicians of the world. In
later years the story is told of him that upon an occasion when
he was called upon to solve a problem involving complicated
computation and found no table of logarithms at hand, he
made his own logarithm table -no small feat.
He developed early a predilection for advanced political
thought and so found himself rapidly becoming persona non
grata with the government authorities. He was compelled to
forego his university degree and take refuge in Austria and
later in Switzerland, where he continued his studies in the
Polytechnicium of Zurich. Here he became acquainted with
a young American student who persuaded Steinmetz to come
to America.
Steinmetz arrived in this country in 1889, at quite the `right
period to enter into a profession which was then making a
promising beginning. He was 24 years of age, handicapped
by an inadequate knowledge of the English language and also

Consulting Engineering
Department. He developed a laboratory at
Schenectady worthy of
his genius, in which he
and his assistants could
have all possible facilities in the prosecution
of the investigations
which he carried on with tireless enthusiasm.
He has latterly been a leader in the effort to obtain and
control super-voltage. His experiments in this field culminated last year in the demonstration of a startlingly realistic,
miniature thunderstorm with all the natural manifestations
faithfully reproduced, in which the wizard played with lightning bolts of more than 1,000,000 volts.
The electrical genius who has for long been our acknowledged leader in scientific America is remarkable not only for
the wonderful work which makes him unique ; but also for his
broad and intensely human devotion to the interests of mankind. Far from holding himself aloof from human interests
because of the demands which science made upon his time and
energy, he was always an interested observer of the trend of
social and political institutions, and he held several useful
public offices. The profession of electrical engineering loses
a leàder in the death, at the age of 58, of Dr. Steinmetz, and
the country loses a priceless citizen.
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Educational Facilities Extended by Radio
School
Columbia About to Try Radio in Extending Its Correspondence
By Edwin Hall
universal thought -carrying
medium like radio quite naturally offers plenty of opportunity
for speculation regarding its educational features. Education, reduced to its
fundamentals, is nothing but a matter
of communication. A professor teaches,
mathematics by communication with
his students.
We shall soon be giving knowledge
the wings of Mercury. The reason for
this belief is founded on fact and experimentation. The writer refers to
purely academic education ; not what
would be received by the masses in the
natural course of broadcasting. The
experiments in radio education are not
numerous, but they have been convincing. The most significant was the one
conducted by the New York Board of
Education during the month of April,
1923. At that time a class in accounting at the Harron High School was
given instructions from the mouth of
the loud speaker that was connected
by radio to the broadcast station of
the Radio Corporation of America.
The class assembled ih the usual way
and the instructor took his place at the
microphone several miles distant. Of
course, the instruction was entirely
verbal and the class could not have
been conducted regularly in this way
without the use of the all- important
blackboard.
A more significant and practical experiment is about to be tried at Columbia University, and to Columbia, far
famed for its modern methods of instruction, will come the distinction of
being the first institution of learning
AANY

to try a new method that may eventu- could not be over -estimated. Every
ally make every home a little red course of instruction, regardless of its
schoolhouse or veritable university. nature, would become easier with the
For several years Columbia has been aid that radio could offer.
Columbia's experiment may lead to
distributing home instruction courses
that may make the ether
developments
nor
for those who have neither time
The effort will be
university.
vast
one
The
money to spend for education.
by educators the
studied
and
watched
mails are used in sending out typical
world
over.
correspondence school instruction
Considering the possible importance
sheets, and the student's progress is
radio to our educational system, it
of
left entirely to his own resources.
When there is a keen desire to learn, would seem to be high time that our
the correspondence schools are emi- educators called a national conference
nently successful, but there are for the purpose of establishing radio's
many students who lack the per - place in education. That it will desistency to carry on, due partly to velop into a powerful educational force
lack of inspiration and sometimes to is positive. As to the course it will
lack of understanding. Although the take we are still uncertain, but the
courses are prepared as simply as pos- implements are in our hands and it
sible, there are always those who fail would seem that we have nothing to
to comprehend and consequently they do but learn how to apply them.
In further consideration of this, let
fall by the wayside when they reach
us
take up the matter of naturalization.
where
their
study
of
their
that portion
have hundreds of thousands of
We
is
labored.
progress
in the United States who neithpeople
its
supplement
Columbia proposes to
naturalization papers nor speak
hold
er
lectures
by
home study courses with
language. It is true that
English
the
radio and in these lectures the student,
of these foreigners
more
ambitious
the
if he is within range of the broadcastlectures
at the local
evening
go
to
the
ing station that will be used for this
a small
is
only
this
but
at
best
purpose, will be able to have the real schools,
be
would
who
those
live voice of a professor at his side percentage of
forA
instruction.
just as though he were attending benefited by such
school. If he is taking a course in eign laborer who puts in a hard ten journalism, he can hear weekly or hour day is not usually in the mood
semi-weekly the voice of his instructor to leave his comfortable chair and
giving directions regarding the lesson home during the evening. The young
or general instruction on vital points. fellows may, but it takes real effort on
Even the teaching of such a difficult the part o f the middle -aged man.
It would be a comparatively simple
subject as mathematics could be greatly
matter
to teach such an individual the
kind,
of
this
treatment
accelerated' by
of naturalization as well as
rudiments
student
struggling
and its value to a

This gigantic receiving set replaced a marching band in a Cincinnati parade.
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WLW broadcast the band music picked up on this set
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the fundamentals of the English lan- instance, when the subject of thermoguage by radio. It would seem that electricity is reached, any professor
our Federal, state or municipal govern- would be more than glad to have his
ments should be perfectly willing to students listen to a lecture on this subco- operate in a matter that is of such ject by such an eminent authority as
vital importance to the welfare of the E. C. Coblentz, of the Bureau of
community and the nation at large. It Standards. Mr. Coblentz has made a
would be entirely feasible for munici- life study of this small but important
pal governments to loan out receivers branch of electrical phenomenon, confor this purpose or sell them at cost sequently he knows a great deal more
to those who wished to use them. The about it than the average professor.
responsibility would not be great, since
Let us take a class of students struga crystal receiver could be used in the gling with the mathematics of alteraverage case. Probably in a city of nating current. What a treat it would
200,000 there might be 2,000 foreign- be for them to listen to Steinmetz,
ers who could not speak English flu- whose text books they are probably
ently, or perhaps not at all. Let us using. How nice it would be if a class
say that a broadcast receiver was avail- in mining engineering could listen to
able to fifty per cent. of this number. John Hays Hammond, Sr., or a class
If a municipality took it upon itself to in architecture to Cass Gilbert ? Yet
supply the remainder with crystal sets it is evident that these authorities who
on loan it need represent only an in- have succeded in combining the theory
vestment of approximately five Ar..._._v._v,-.N'.JX:c4: w. M :.Jr.J6b_.JX :cr;:.4*:),v Jb Jp-..v._v. _:,,;1: ';',4 v.:,:N:,
.4.:4:4
thousand dollars.
Such an equipment would be a
;
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English Listeners Like Programs and Modulation
of WGY
of the reception in Eu-

REPORTS
rope of American broadcasting

stations are already being received here
following the return of cool weather
and longer nights. Twenty -one English radio fans have written WGY, the
General Electric Company broadcasting station reporting successful reception of the Schenectady station's program during the first week in September. The reception of WGY gave the
English listeners the interesting opportunity of comparing the programs
and quality of modulation of two continents.
W. E. Philpott of Rye Sussex, England, picked up WGY in the early
morning of September 1. He writes,
"Congratulations
onthe fine modunii
n n
nñd.', i. n
lation. You were
quite equal to
Birmingham and
Manchester."
$10.00 ',First Prize
Henry Myers
of Low Fell,
Durham, Eng5.00 j%
Second Prize

'

ì'ggv.
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,
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Prize Contest Announcement

permanent

fix-

ture in the city's
welfare equipment. It could
be used over and
over again and
in the course of
a few years it
could be macle to
be

responsible

:`

no

:

,:

for any service
that would triple
or even quadruple the number
of applicants for

naturalization

papers. It would
allow our communities to as-

WIRELESS AGE announces a prize

-

contest
for the best 100 -word letter, telling
WHY I BECAME A RADIO FAN
Closing Date, December 31, 1923

Contestants are requested to submit articles
at the earliest date practicable.
Prize -winning letters will appear in the
February, 1924, issue.
Address all letters to the Contest Editor of

land, heard

Third Prize....

Fourth Prize...

One year
subscription
to
WIRELESS
AGE

Fifth Prize,.
.

.

TILE WIRELESS AGE.
_

c

Prize contest conditions-Letters on the subject announced above will be judged by the Editors
of the WIRELESS AGE with particular regard to the story value and interest in the circumstances
described. Ability to tell the story well will also be considered, of course. The contest is open
to everybody. Closing date is given above in the announcement. In addition to the prizes mentioned, regular space rates will be paid for the space given to the winning letters, in the February,
t424, issue.

similate their

foreign element
with unheard -of rapidity and facility.
There are so many things that radio
can do to be of immediate assistance
in educational work that one does not
know where to begin in outlining them.
It does not require much imagination
to see where radio broadcasting could
render a great and lasting service to
our colleges and universities. The lecture is the basis of modern instruction
in the higher schools of learning, and
the lectures do not all come from the
professors of the particular college in
which the course is being given.
Every professor is anxious to call in
experts to lecture on special subjects
that will be of benefit to his students.
For instance, in a course in electrical
engineering, a wide -awake professor
would be more than glad to invite numerous experts and specialists to replace him on his lecture platform during certain parts of the course. For

with the practical in the workaday
world cannot stop their work and ride
500 miles to give a class of youngsters
a lecture, no matter how much good
it may do them. With an intelligently
planned inter -collegiate or inter -university broadcasting system, there is
no reason in the world why such men
could not reach the hungry ears of
hundreds of thousands of students.
If all of our educational forces were
to co- operate in establishing such a system, untold benefit would result. Our
professors could exchange classes with
ease and the student body could listen
to others outside of their own faculty.
It would make the bonds between our
institutions of learning tighter and corelate our entire educational system
at the same time tying it up with
the workaday world- thereby supplying an influence that has been sadly
lacking.

no

WGY and writes,
"For consistent
strength and
clarity the cone e r t came
through much
better than I get

the London

transmission."
J. Rhodes writ-

ing from Leeds,
Yorkshire, England, said WGY
was as "clear as
Alanchester 4 0
miles away."
The report of H. L. Holt of Manchester, England, is especially interesting inasmuch as he receeived WGY
on an indoor aerial. He writes : "The
apparatus I was using consists of an
indoor aerial across the kiddies' bedroom and the ordinary detector and
one stage of low frequency. The aerial
is just a length of bell wire stretched
backwards and forwards across the
room in the form of a W and a V and
then through the floor to the living
room below the set. The tuner is just
an ordinary single circuit regenerative
one." Reception on a loud speaker
strong enough to wake a person sleeping upstairs with bedroom door shut,
is reported by T. Hall Felton of Grimsby, England. Mr. Felton was listening
in with his father, Dr. E. H. Felton,
who is vice -president of the Grimsby
District Radio Society. He has a five tube experimental set.

THE WIRELESS AGE

Better Order Your
December Wireless Age

Now!
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How Broadcasting Helps
the Country Store
By O. M. Kile

Here are some of the feature stories
by well -known authors, that will appear
in this issue:
RADIO MAKING SPORT INTEREST
NATION-WIDE
By Raymond Francis Yates
Do you realize the increased interest
in sports which the most sport- loving
nation in the world is displaying since
it has become possible to bring the
great sport contests home to the millions? We of America feel a justifiable pride in our sporting supremacy
which undoubtedly underlies some cf
our success in the more serious activities and it is inspiring to realize
that radio broadcasting which is developing so much more rapidly with us
than abroad, is going to make our
wives and our daughters, our neighbors and our remotest countrymen
sport fans, sportsmen and sportswomen.

HOEFNER runs a general
store of New Melle, Missouri,
He handles the usual general
merchandise
and buys poultry
store
and eggs from his farmer customers.
This is how radio aids him ; as told by
himself :
"We are located in an inland town
eight miles from a railroad, and only
have mail service once a day. We used
AC.

also, and the manager always gets his
market figures from me. He then buys
his wheat, corn, and oats according
to these reports."
C. A. Morton, of Morton & Co., a
large St. Louis commission firm, who
is in touch with merchants throughout
that territory, summarizes the benefits
of broadcasted market reports as
follows :

-

Picking Up Broadcast Music.
Alfred

N. Goldsmith, B.S., Ph.D.,
Fellow, I.R.E. tells how the musical
tones of vocal or instrumental artists
have to be introduced into the microphone, amplified with scrupulous care
and transmitted, in order that they
may carry to the listener's ear without
distortion.

Little Journeys Into Radio Computations.
Carl Dreher, who contributes this very
readable article, is a member of the
Institute of Radio Engineers and an
associate of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers. "I was led to
write this article," he says, "by a
physician who has a working knowledge of algebra and who became interested recently in radio. He wanted
a discussion of some of the fundamental relations in mathematical form,
because the usual water analogies and
other popular methods of treatment did
not convey the subject in a complete
enough manner."

Applying Radio Frequency to Standard
Circuits.
In this article, Mr. Ward will give
the facts about Radio Frequency Amplification and its application to all
proved circuits now in use. Whether
you are using a single or double circuit, Reinartz or Cockaday tuner,
this article contains the "dope" you
want.

A Low Distortion Audio Amplifier.
Distance has been conquered.
Now
everybody is interested in obtaining in
broadcast reproduction a degree of
quality that is comparable to the very
presence of the artist, in the loud
speaker. Mr. Ringel will describe in
detail an audio frequency amplifying
circuit in which distortion has been
almost entirely eliminated.

What To Do Until the Doctor Comes.
All those who have had their

set cease

operating right in the middle of an
interesting entertainment raise their
right hands! If you haven't bothered
much about the technical side of radio,
and want to know how to correct
minor troubles in your set without
learning all about the complicated dofunnies, Mr. Duncan's article will be
just the thing for you.

Back of Broadcasting.
Have you ever stopped to consider the
men, machinery and wires behind the
programs that delight you every day
in the week. To those who are interested in the equipment which makes it
possible to transport churches and
theatres to their living rooms, Mr.
Ranger's article will prove mighty interesting.

Tillers of the soil getting market quotations by radio

to be exactly 25 hours behind the
market, since our market is set by the
prices at St. Louis at 11 :30 a. m., and
printed in the evening papers which do
not reach us until 1 p. m. the next day.
Now we get the report by radio at
12 :40, or one hour and twenty minutes
after the market is set for the next

twenty -four hours.
"With this service there is no chance
for a repetition of what happened to
us in the spring of 1921. One day that
spring eggs dropped six cents a dozen.
One of our customers who gets his
mail by rural route from another point
on the railroad, read this in his paper
at 9 a. m. Knowing that our mail
would not get in until 1 p. m. he
rushed us 60 dozen eggs, thereby causing us a loss of $3.60 on a single
customer.
"On the other hand we want to pay
what produce is worth and now are
often able to give our customers two
or three cents a dozen more for eggs
than they expect. We raise and lower
our prices according to the radio
quotations now.
"We have a flour mill here in town,

"First, the margin of profit in the
grain trade is based on the risk involved, and when the miller or grain
dealer is in close touch with the markets and doesn't have to take the overnight risk, he will and actually does
buy from the farmer on a narrower
margin.
"Second, the farmer is as well posted
as the miller or grain dealer, and he
can insist on getting actual value for
his products, whereas under the telephone or telegraph system, he was 24
hours or more behind the markets.
"There is another angle, not directly
connected with the grain trade, that
has come under our observation, but
which is a parallel illustration of this
latter point. Several times we have
been in a grocery store or meat market
and have heard some housewife `call'
the dealer because of the prices asked
for eggs and poultry, quoting the market prices as broadcast by the St.
Louis Post -Dispatch, station KSD.
Business runs more amicably, and at
least profitably enough, when everyone
concerned knows the actual conditions."

In the Shack Abaft the Funnel
By Ortherus Gordon
"Under the spreading wires aloft,
The sea -going outfit stands,
Receivin' and sendin' on and off,
And agoin' to foreign lands."
DEAR LOFTY

:

Now that you can copy eight words
a minute and have already applied for
a second grade amateur license, I suppose you are aching to run away to
sea and pound a wicked nautical key.
Don't do it Stay at home where you
can broadcast your call letters over the
community without knocking your
head on seagoing rafters, or ruining
your innards with uncooked seaweed
and raw tripe. Furthermore, as my
last skipper was fond of quoting
"Don't hoist your mainsail 'til your
blocks are greased !" and whatever advice you can dig out of that you are
welcome to. What he meant was,
don't even look at salt water until your
glasses are smoked, your sea -legs
bought and paid for, and you are sure
everything is going to hold taut.
Take a sidewise glint at me, for example. I'm so salty now that I'll keep
perfect for years after my death-but
I wasn't always thus coated with brine.
There was a time when I walked
straight and wore my hats like other
humans. You were in the crowd that
morning I left home for Egypt and the
Pyramids
least that is where I
thought I was going, in my innocence
and bliss-with twenty words a minute
stowed away under my skull. Well, to
make a short story shorter, you know
how quickly and cruelly I was disillusioned, how I never got within three
thousand miles of the Pyramids, and
!

:

-at

how I was finally shunted off on a cattle boat to Europe. My self -respect
dwindled from that day to this-and
my ability correspondingly increased.
I stuck to it, however, where many another would have gone home, with the
result that now I occupy a room, a
clothes -closet and a washstand all by
myself, while two juniors live in half
the cubic space right alongside of me.
They hear the whirr of my electric fan
and wish the bulkhead were as porous
as it is thin.
Life at sea, Lofty old gin -pole, is
not more than half bad. One gets
around to see things and that means a
whole lot, and after all the discomforts
are paraded out and rehearsed the ultimate conclusion is that it is a lot of
fun.
Take this last cruise, for example.
You know all about my overland travels and troubles up to and including my
triumphant entry into Seattle, and my
joyous reception at the offices of the
Hinge Steamship Company, the same
with the motto "We are the Gate to the
Orient" on its letterheads. I was assigned as Chief Operator on the ocean
craft Startinstop, and after I had
pinned my license on the pale green
wall of the shack abaft the funnel, I
reported to the Captain that the ship,
as far as the dot and dash end of it was
concerned, was ready to set out on her
maiden voyage.
As a first attempt, the ensuing voyage was a fizzle. There wasn't a thing
maidenly about anything that the
Startinstop did, but we finally seeped
into Shanghai.

-

The next day, the third operator
who had been there
before
took me
over to the local
wireless huts and
smoothed my entry
into the radio circles of Shanghai.
The two stations
there are French
and Chinese in nationality, but identical in their absurdity ; the first
with call letters
that sound l i k e
seltzer water. FFZ,
and the other with
the back - handed
call of XSG. Blows
have been struck in
I sold the
the numberless archow to the
First Mate for
guments that have
$2.50
arisen over the
equipment of these

-
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stations. Each asserts possession.of the
original set from the Ark, but from
personal observation, I am sure that
such instruments as they own were not
only obsolete in Noah's time, but also
forgotten. What these fellows have is
really the old celestial outfit from the
Garden of Eden, the same with which
Adam and Eve listened in on heavenly
concerts. Even with this remote look
about them, the sets compare not unfavorably with some that were placed
on the Shipping Board vessels during
the war.
The receivers are panels five feet
long and three feet high built into the
wall of the building and anchored to
the foundations thereof -and have an
aspect that could not be softened by
an earthquake. It is common belief
that these sets can tune as close as
thirty meters. That is erroneous, and
I am glad to be able to qualify that belief by personal knowledge of the true
facts. I myself listened in at FFZ one
evening, and with the smallest change
of inductance I tuned out a station on
six hundred meters and brought in
another on five thousand
The transmitters are of no particular
type -just mechanical monstrosities
embracing all the known types of sending gear and a few of the unknown.
To send, it is necessary to stand up and
work a key as if you were drawing
water from a well. The operators are
to be congratulated on their ability to
send out intelligible signals with such
a key. When I hear them working
now, I think of the poor cuss at the
pump handle and refrain from employing profane language.
The very first commercial outfit I
ever laid eyes on was far better than
either collection of curiosities at
Shanghai, and that is saying a good
deal, for the shack and instruments
aboard that cattle ship were half a
shade this side of the limit.
I've often asked myself how I managed to get in the shack in which I
handled my first ship messages. I
must have closed the door as I sidled
in for when I was composed enough
to look around, I found myself with
my back to it and facing the operating
table at short range. Nothing about
the room was spacious, the actual dimensions being six by six by just
enough to crack me on the head when
I stood up. On this ship, luckily, I
had another room to go to when I
wanted to straighten out my ears and
rest my weary and battle- scarred head.
The receiver-for that is what I finally
decided it to be-was turned corner!

OPERATOR'S EXPERIENCES
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wise on the table with the headphones
on a hook underneath. With all the
courage I could command I pressed
my fingers on the buzzer test button.
I was thrilled through and through It
actually worked
That surprised me
!

!

later, for it was the only thing that
did -and even it went bad on a few
needy occasions. The operating key
I dared not press. I was afraid it
would fall apart. It had as much side
motion as it had up and down and the
knob came off at the slightest provocation. The first contact I made with
it a few days later made a noise like
sputtering bacon and I promptly shut
down for two hours. My change -over
switch was a marvel in its line. To
this day I have yet to see the switch
that can break down as many circuits
with a single throw and build up as
many more with the same throw as
that one. I touched it and moved it a
trifle-and it fell into eight small
pieces on the deck.
Crowding in on my right elbow as
I leaned over the table was the operating panel. I despaired of ever finding out what all the meters, switches,
fuses, circuit breakers and starter coils
were for, but with the aid of a blueprint dug out from the underpart of a
young stationary store in the drawers
down the side of the table, I followed
them all through from their start to
their finish. There was a heavy coating of verdigris all over the instruments, and as it later developed, as
many short circuits as long. Near the
panel was the transmitting gear, rickety, decrepit and old- fashioned, with a
mushy quenched spark gap as its most
on the table. Everything I had been
taught to look for in a sending set responded to a hasty roll call, from the
imbecile jigger coil to the preposterous
condenser, with its handle for changing the wave length sticking out unsupported into midair. We worked
in three channels those days-450, 600
and 952. The only instrument that
was neat and silent was the motor generator, and that was buried away in
the engine room with a push button
control on my table. All this, I
thought, as I took in the whole dilapidated outfit with a single glance, is
something that resembles nothing, but
it is my wireless station. (You should
week
have seen it -and heard it
later. That's how I earned my rep;

-a

such as it is

!

)

Underneath the table I discovered a
sort of seat, which I immediately
hauled out to sit on, but I had barely
sat down when the door opened suddenly and nearly knocked me unconscious with a smart crack on the back
of my head.
"If you are the new Sparks," bellowed a voice, "drag your carcass below and sign the articles."

That's all I was able to do -drag

;

and staggering under the weight of it,
I went in the general direction of below and came upon a room full of
ex- bartenders and sailors. The exbartenders were folding and ruffling
imposing sets of papers and covering
them with blotters while the sailors
signed them. These were the ship's articles. I had never signed them before, and didn't know just what they
were all about. Lately, being a little
better informed, I know that when I
sign on the dotted line, I agree not to
eat more than my allotted ration of
hard tack and rice, and to subsist on
three United States Army Emergency
Biscuits in case of shipwreck. But to
get back to this trip in the Startinstop-I decided in Shanghai to get a
Chow dog and take him home with me.
He was just a tiny thing, and he sure
was cute. But, oh what a pest Bad
as he was though, the only person to
really complain about him was the Second Mate, who was a dizzy goof in
my opinion, so I didn't waste any time
following out his sarcastic instructions
or worrying about his threats. At the
same time I was forced to follow the
"Chow" critter around pretty closely
to prevent what might easily assume
the proportions of a personal insult to
the dignified Second Mate.
The dog was taking too much time
away from my slumber, and seeing a
chance for a scoop in the way of general revenge, I sold him to the Third
Mate for two dollars and a half, cleaning up four bits on the deal. As I
expected, the Second Mate raised considerable smoke and the Third Mate
retaliated in a fashion that almost
brought the two to blows. To prevent further estrangement, the dog
was given to the steward-who allowed
the passengers to make a plaything of
him. One dark night, he was left out
on deck, and in the morning, the horrible story reached me that he had been
washed overboard by the deck swab ging contingent of the Bosun's Mate.
Keep away from the sea, Lo f tyyou'll like it better. As for myself,
I'm coming home and write a technical
treatise on how impossible it is to
transmit messages with an aerial that
is so leaky that every time the Captain
puts his mouth to a voice tube to telephone to the engine room he singes
his whiskers and gets an electrical chin
massage that stays with him from then
on. There are a lot of funny things
happen in the shack behind the funnel, and not among them are the words
the Skipper uses when he comes back
to the cabin after receiving such a
startling reminder that there is such
a thing as radio aboard the ship.
Yours. f or home and a solid ground,
Vic.
!
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Church Bell Broadcasts Time
Signals to Farmers
stages of amplification and
MANY
three different wave lengths are
used to get Arlington time signals to
the farmers in the vicinity of Medusa.
Albany County, N. Y.
C. J. Waldron, a Medusa resident,
lives next door to the church. He has
added a few feet to the length of the
bell rope and every noon, after tuning
in WGY, the General Electric Company station at Schenectady, N. Y., he
sits in his rocking chair with phones on
head and bell rope in hand, waiting
for the long Arlington note which
marks twelve o'clock. At the long note
he pulls the bell rope, and the bell,
which is a big one, broadcasts the time
signal miles around.
The signal passes through three diffrom Arlington
ferent wavelengths
2,500
meters,
on
through WGY on
380 meters and the bell tone which
has not been measured.

-

Time Signals Tell Where
You Are
(Continued front page 31)

especially strong the response to the
time signals, strong enough to operate
a telegraph relay, which in turn governs the movement of the recording
pen.
The recording unit does not differ
essentially from that of other mechanical means for copying wireless messages in the absence of human ears.
A sheet of paper is wound around a
cylinder. The latter is rotated at a uniform speed by a clockwork, actuated
somewhat like the grandfather clock,
by falling weights. When off duty, the
recording fountain pen traces a straight
line, which for the sake of identification, is called the datum line. When
receiving radio signals this pen leaves
the datum line in accordance with the
dots and dashes. This permanent record is readily deciphered by anyone
who possesses a copy of the code chart.
The services of a radio operator are
dispensed with.
Other than serving the specific needs
for which it was invented, namely,
automatically recording radio time signals for making determinations in the
differences of longitude, this apparatus
is able to copy long- distance radiotelegraph communications from distant
points. It is said to be the first automatic radio recorder that employs only
one electron tube and yet is capable of
receiving and recording radio-telegraph signals from Europe. It is
portable, lending itself to carriage on
an automobile, and can thus be employed by the Coast and Geodetic
Survey in surveying expeditions to unfrequented and remote corners of the
United States and its possessions.

Laughter on the Radio Wave
"When
Georgie
morning I found the
wet. What do you
that ?"
Porgie "Probably

NOWADAYS

The Ship Operator

:

By Percy Crosby

BY FRANK CHAPMAN

Say, d'you know it's a deuce of a task
To answer the questions that passengers ask?
For a land lubber's questions out on the sea
Run through all the letters from A down to Z.

:

while?

For you know, when it's raining (that is,
I should think)
It would run into the cellar and make the

"Father is Scotch and takes the
headphones off when the minister announces the offering," wrote eight year
old Harold Midgley of Galt, Ontario,
Canada, to one broadcasting station.

ship sink.
And that bell there a- ringing; do you know,
it struck eight?
My Lord, how the time flies, who'd think
it so late ?"

"Do the flying fish sing as they fly through
the air?
And do they have feathers like gulls flying

there?
Do you ever get homesick ?" N'ow here's
where they sigh
With sympathy showing in each anxious eye.
And you say in a voice that the sea has
made rough
"Why, no, for you see, I'm not home long
enough."

Then they ask if you're married -you know
how it is.
If the passenger's fair and you're on to
your "biz."
Just what would you tell her, and she all alone
And three or four hundred miles from your
home?
Say, d'you know it's a deuce of a task
To answer the questions the passengers ask.
-Baltimore Sun.

!

Little Super Tuner's set,
Whose set art thou?
Bow, wow, wow.

a smile.
"And say, when it rains, do you stop for a

And should ever a lightship come into view
You've got to get busy and answer a few.
"Is that boat anchored there or tied to a
rock?
And why is it there and not at the dock?
And are there men on it there day after day?
How do they stand it, and what is their pay?

the grid leak."

Bow, wow, wow

"Do you sail at night time ?" they ask with

And then you explain, as you've done o'er
and o'er,
About the bell ringing, the time being four.
"Do you ever get seasick ?" And you answer with glee,
"I never get seasick, but sick of the sea."
"How far do you think we are off from the
shore?
Is it just a few miles, or is it some more ?"
And you stand there and wonder how much
they will stand.
Then risk it at five thousand miles off the
land.

I got up this
detector tube all
suppose caused

-

-Brooklyn Eag

e

Observation
It used to be that a phonograph cabinet was merely a phonograph cabinet
and nothing more. Nowadays it's
hard to tell whether it's a phonograph
cabinet, a radio, or a pipeless heater.
T. A. Sangan, Jr., in N. Y. Globe.

-

A Radio Romance
Lily's vacuum tubes were burning,
While my heart was wildly yearning
For a kiss
Lil forgot me quite completely
As she tuned her set so neatly
Frigid Miss!
!

-

Lily's hair, intoxicating,
Tantalizing, aggravating,
Brushed my cheek.
How I longed to kiss these tresses
With my own lips' fond caresses
Hers to seek!

-

-

"No !" her answer was emphatic
As the crashing of the static
What a din
As I murmured : "Dear, take pity,"
Lily shouted : "Kansas City
Tuned 'em in !"
!

-

-

As the signals came in clearer,
Lily's head kept coming nearer
Glossy head of black
Then she said : "Such oscillation
Justifies some osculation"
Smack Smack !
Smack
-Arthur L. Lippmann, in the N. Y. Eve.
Mail.

-

!

!
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Mothers' Helper
Hint to distracted households, from
"I want to
a letter to a bed -timer
pleasure
you give
the
for
you
thank
:

my two younger children each evening, when we put on the phones and
have complete silence for a half hour."

Wireless Wonders
Attendance at our meeting house
Was limited to one starved mouse ;
Until the thought struck Deacon
Snow
To make us good by radio.
The folks they all turned out for
fair
To get religion from the air;
But Deacon must have crossed his
wire
'Cause that dery box up in the choir

-

Yelled out, "Babe Ruth is now at
bat,
Dusted the plate off with his hat.
Strike one -the crowd in great sus Busted a homer to the fence."
pense;

right out,
"Eeyow !"
And Deacon mopped a clammy
brow
But our folks 'tend church as they
should,
Since science came to make us good.
-M. H. R., in Louisville Courier Journal.
A

fool kid whooped

;

Wireless Wit in Cartoons
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Radio Service Maintained Between U. S. and Japan
numerous inquiries
the press and the
pufilic who have relatives, friends and
business associates in Japan, Gen. J.
G. Harbord, president of the Radio
Corporation of America, announces
that everything humanly possible is
being done to maintain direct radio
communication between the United
States and Japan.
The communication between the Pacific group stations of the Radio Corporation system has been uninterrupted
and in direct operation since the first
news was received of the earthquake
and fire which caused such havoc and
destruction in Tokio, Yokohama and
surrounding regions.
Dispatches have been received consistently from Japanese high -power
radio plants, which consist of a transmitter at Haranomachi, and a receiver
at Tomioka, which are respectively 178
and 155 miles north of Tokio. These
stations were not damaged in any way
and are in constant operation. The
only interruption in communication
with devastated regions was felt when
the land line systems which link Tomioka with Tokio and Yokohama were
destroyed. A substitute for these land
lines is being attempted in the form
of a fast courier system and other
means that will expedite the exchange
response to
INreceived
from
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of messages between these two cities.
Realizing the urgency of the situation, the Japanese ambassador at
Washington has just dispatched a
radiogram to the Japanese superintendent of the Tomioka radio station,
suggesting that steps be taken to provide means of communication between
Tomioka radio station and the cities
of Tokio and Yokohama, adding that
the Radio Corporation is willing to
meet the expense involved providing
immediate connection is made with the
Japanese cities mentioned.
A message just received from the
corporation's San Francisco office
states that the high-power radio station at Marshall, Cal., and Kahuka,
Hawaiian Islands, are working direct
with Tomioka, and that signals from
Japanese stations are very clear and
regular.

U. S. Government Radio

Committee
United States
THE
electrical and radio

committee of
experts representing eight government departments
having to do with radio and other electrical communications has been announced by the State Department.
This committee, headed by Under Secretary Phillips of the State Department, will meet at an early date to
consider the plans and policies of the
government on matters pertaining to

international electrical communications.
The agenda prepared by the committee will become the basis for the
United States' report to the fourth international conference when it is held
in Paris. It is probable that the
American delegates to that conference
will be selected from the personnel of
the committee. The international conference was to have been held this
spring but was indefinitely postponed.
The following are the government
department representatives
State, William Phillips, under secretary, chairman ; treasury, Lieut. Zeus 1er, United States coast guard, and
Constructor Walton, alternate ; army,
Maj. -Gen. George O. Squier, signal
corps, and Maj. W. E. Prosser, alternate ; post -office, Second- Asst. -Postmaster -General Paul Henderson ; navy,
Rear- Admiral W. R. Shoemaker and
Commander D. C. Bingham, alternate ;
agriculture, W. A. Wheeler and E. B.
Calvert, alternate ; commerce, Solicitor
S. B. Davis and P. E. D. Nagle, alternate ; and United States Shipping
Board, L. L. Lee, chief radio division.

:-

Macmillan Greets N. Y. Show
though the polar ship Bow carrying Prof. Macmillan
and his crew of explorers, are many
hundreds of miles from New York,
the men aboard ship have not lost interest in the development of radio in
the United States. Saturday afternoon
soon after the exposition was officially
opened the following radiogram was
received by the management of the
show from Macmillan in winter quarters near Greenland. The message was
relayed from the Bowdoin through the
amateur station of Jack Barnesley, a
Canadian operator :
"My compliments to the management and to the exhibitors. I want to
congratulate all radio manufacturers
in the United States for their excellent
work in this great industry, which has
made possible the elimination of the
greatest hardships of the Arctic, namely, solitude. My sincerest compliments

EVEN
doin,

to you.

"DONALD B. MACMILLAN."
The National Association of Radio Broadcasters in convention in New York City represented
by Raymond Walker, C. H. Anderson, Frank W. Elliott, E. F. McDonald, Paul Klugh, W. S.
Hedges. T. E. Tenkins. A. B. Cooper. John Shepard and Powell Crosby
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This is the first time a polar exploring ship has carried equipment by
which the crew could be kept in touch
with events in their home country.
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Army Radio Service Pays
HE Army Radio net, valued at ap-

T` proximately

$500,000, made a return to the Government of over ten
per cent. during the past fiscal year,
on paper. From June 30, 1922, to
July 1, 1923, the traffic handled by the
Signal Corps radio net would have cost
the Government $66,375 at government rates via commercial wires. The
actual cost of these operations was
$13,840, which shows a paper saving
of $52,535. Actually official messages
are handled without cost, and the few
private and commercial messages handled, where other radio service is not
available, is charged for at slightly over
commercial rates, the money being
turned over to the Treasury of the
United States.
During the fiscal year ended July,
120,968 official messages were handled
by the Army's Message Center in the
Munitions Building in Washington.
In the Army's radio net there are
today thirteen main stations, 43 corps
area stations and 12 air service or flying field stations, making 68 principal
stations. In addition there are auxiliary stations which bring the number
to 112 radio stations.

A

New Radio Beacons

RADIO fog signal has been established by the Bureau of Lighthouses on the Nantucket Light Station, Nantucket Shoals, Mass. The
signal characteristic consists of a
group of four dashes every 30 seconds,

silent 25 seconds, on 300- kilocycle frequency or 1,000-meter wavelength.
An automatic radio beacon has been
established by the Canadian Government on the Heath Point Lightship off
Heath Point, Gulf of St. Lawrence.
The station will transmit on a wavelength of 1,000 meters with a spark
frequency of 500. The characteristic
of the station will be a series of groups
of four dashes transmitted for a period
of 60 seconds followed by a silent interval of four minutes. The elapsed
time from the beginning of one group
of dashes to the beginning of the next
group will be four seconds. In foggy
weather the automatic transmitter will
be in operation on 1,000 meters continuously except when the operator is
on watch. Requests for radio signals
for direction -finding purposes should
be made on 600 meters.

Radio Installed on Boston

Fireboats

has installed radio teleB OSTON
phone and telegraph apparatus on

its entire fleet of fireboats. Engines
31, 41 and 47 are now being equipped
with the latest type tube telephone
transmitters, so they can be in direct
communication at all times with the

a British Army
Foreign radio sets on exhibition at the N. Y. electrical show. At the left ispower
buzzer and
short wave tuner. next an Italian Army short wave receiver. then a British
amplifier. a combination French Army transmitter and receiver and next a long wave French
Army receiver

headquarters on Bristol street,
which is to be similarly equipped. Radio has thus found another means of
furnishing a service heretofore unavailable to this class of fire -fighting
apparatus.
The potential advantages of such
communication can be readily realized
at the present time, if an order is to be
given to the commanders of the fireboats, it must be telephoned to some
point near the changing location of the
boat and relayed by messenger to its
destination. This causes considerable
delay and is a very inefficient means of
fire

communication.
Should a fire break out on the waterfront involving a large area, this
method of communication would, no
doubt, fail. Again, suppose the three
fireboats were fighting a fire and another blaze should break out several
miles away. This information could be
instantly telephoned to the fireboat
captains and one of the fleet could be
dispatched to the scene of the new
blaze. Radio will be an important factor in eliminating loss of time.

Radio Helps Burning Ship
Diana Dollar,
in Banderas
Bay, Lower California, 650 miles
south of Los Angeles harbor, broadcast the need for "assistance at once,"
because of a "fire and explosion in
number 6 hold."
It was later learned from the Cacique,
Pacific mail liner, that the latter vessel
was going at full speed to Banderas
Bay from a point 75 miles distant.
Before the Cacique reached the burning freighter, apparently she went back
to her course, as she had learned the
steamer Coahuila and the transport
Argonne, the former only 50 miles distant. were both rushing to the Diana
Dollar's aid.
steel freighter,
THE
in serious difficulties

Giant Antenna at Koko Head
radio antenna system, six
half miles long, with the
object of protecting messages from interference and to maintain them in
absolute secrecy, has just been installed by the Radio Corporation of
America at Koko Head.
The antennas are strung in a direct
mathematical line with the company's
station near San Francisco and will
receive signals on a wavelength of approximately 12,000 meters.

ANEW
and a

Radio Tests in Grand Canyon
Successful
HE Geological Survey party carryT ing
a radio set on a trip through the

Grand Canyon of the Colorado, has arrived safely at Bright Angel trail.
Notwithstanding the predictions of experts that it would be impossible to
receive radio messages while in the
bottom of Grand Canyon, Colonel
Birdseye reports that he was in daily
receipt of messages broadcast from
Los Angeles, Salt Lake and Chicago.

Radio Set Installed in Sing
Sing

A RADIO

set has been installed in
the death house of Sing Sing prison, New York. The idea was suggested
by the prison electrician and supported
by the Salvation Army. The outfit
was presented to the death house by
David Sarnoff, general manager of
the Radio Corporation of America.

Radio in McCall, Idaho
RESIDENTS of McCall, Idaho,

are
boostamong the most enthusiastic
ers in America. The town is four clays
from a railroad and receive mail but
once every six weeks. Radio is depended upon almost exclusively for
contact with the outside world.
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Denver to Have Powerful
Fixed ground beacons of this type
are favored for air service work
Broadcasting Station
DENVER, COLORADO, has been against the development of special di-

selected as the site of the third
powerful radio broadcasting station of
the group to be operated by the General Electric Company, according to an
announcement made recently by Martin P. Rice, director of broadcasting
for that company. Work on the new
station will be started as soon as the
company's new broadcasting station at
Oakland, California, is finished, probably in December.
The Denver station will complete
the General Electric chain of broadcasting stations so far planned. WGY,
at Schenectady, has been in operation
for the past 18 months ; Oakland, the
second station, is the first to be housed
in a structure erected exclusively for
broadcasting equipment.
Both the Oakland and Denver stations will be modeled after WGY, so
far as equipment is concerned. They
will have the same power and transmitting radius as WGY which has
been heard on a single transmission
in every state in the Union, in England,
Hawaii and countries of South
America.

rection finding equipment on aircraft,
in order to keep all special equipment
on the ground, and use only standard
radio equipment for communication
and navigation on aircraft, saving
space and weight. The system is different from light -house radio beacons
in that succeeding equal strength signals rotate at the rate of one revolution per minute, whereas the lighthouse sends them in all directions at

once.

Radio Entertainment for the
Arctic Trade Posts

T HOUGH

NOVEMBER, 1923

borhood. As many as a hundred persons were accustomed to stand and sit
in the vacant lot across from the
Walsh home and listen ,to the music
and speech. An even larger crowd
listened to the Marine Band concerts
and the returns from the Polo Grounds
the night that Dempsey put Firpo to
sleep.
Everybody seemed pleased except
Louis Vander Pyl, 22 Overpeck avenue, who said that the radio was a
nuisance. Vander Pyl retaliated with
a phonograph which he set out on his
front porch and played at nights. One
night it blared for eight hours, emitting the Sextette from "Lucia" 178
times until the neighborhood entertained thoughts of murder. But even
an entire night of "Lucia" did not discourage Walsh, who kept on entertaining the crowd with his loud speaking radio set until Vander Pyl appealed, without success, to the Board
of Health, and later to Judge Fleischmann whom he asked to silence the
Walsh radio as a nuisance.
Donald Waesche, a lawyer was retained by Walsh. Mr. Vander Pyl,
although not a barrister, appeared as
counsel for himself. Mr. Waesche's
victory was complete. The court ruled
that no nuisance was discernible and
that the case was closed.

icebound and in darkthrough the long winter
months of the North Pole, trading
posts in the Arctic zone will not be
entirely isolated from civilization and
life. According to plans made by the
Hudson Bay Company, lonely posts
will be provided with radio receiving
sets so as to secure entertainment at
any time. Two northbound ships, the
S. S. Bayeskimo and. the S. S. Nascopie, are carrying Westinghouse radio receiving sets to six of the posts
above the Arctic Circle.
Radio Beacons for Airplanes
In order to determine whether or
not
these posts will be able to hear the
Army's new radio beacon sysTHE
concerts
from the United States next
tem for guiding airplanes across
winter,
the
ships are listening in on KDKA and KYW Broadcast
the country is now under development,
their
way
North
to the broadcasts as
the first unit having been put into
Movements of ZR -1
they steam to the frigid zone. The
service recently at Fairfield, O.
'The new aerial radio beacon is the Westinghouse station WBZ in Spring- WHEN the giant navy dirigible
ZR -1 nosed her way out of a bank
result of experiments conducted at the field, Mass., gave a special concert at
of
clouds
11
p.
m.,
within sight of her home
and radiograms received from
radio laboratory of the Signal Corps
hangar
the
steamship
at
Lakehurst, N. J., on the
Bayeskimo state that the
under the direction of Capt. W. H.
morning
music
of
has been heard with great sucOctober 3rd, she had comMurphy, of the Army, during the past
pleted a record trip to St. Louis and
months. A model directional radio cess.
There are hundreds of posts spread return. The ship covered approxitransmitter was tried out at the laboratory and found operative and was throughout Canada and North Amer- mately 2,200 miles during forty -six
later used in practical tests at McCook ica, from above the Arctic Circle into hours actually in the air.
When the flight started from Lake Field, Dayton, Ohio, up to distances James Bay. The ships have left these
of about 40 miles. Experiments with trading posts and the factors will have hurst, N. J., station KDKA of the
both single and crossed loops were their sets for next winter. Although Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturemployed, the best results being ob- the reports received so far from the ing Company, located at East Pittsships are very encouraging, complete burgh, kept in touch with its progress.
tained with the latter.
The apparatus to be installed at these information on the results obtained Arrangements had been made with
stations will be 5 -KW transmitters will be announced upon their return. correspondents in the different cities
over which the dirigible passed to rewhich will send out successive signals
port by radio its movements. After
Vindication of the Loud
of a distinct type every five seconds,
the ZR -1 left St. Louis, Westinghouse
separated directionally by 30 degrees.
Speaker
Station KYW at Chicago followed its
That is, taking the station as a center
Fleischmann of Ridgefield movements
and the exact north bearing as 0 of JURGE
Park, N. J., decided recently that dio from and gave a report over raits station every fifteen
360 degrees, a significant code signal, the radio loud
speaker is not a nui- minutes.
such as two dashes, is transmitted. sance. Years ago
the courts ruled that
Radio fans were 'advised approxiThis signal would only be audible at the phonograph wasn't
either, so it fol- mately about the time
maximum strength for each dash on lows logically, then, that
the radio. has pass in their vicinity when it would
the line directly north or south of. the now a clear course
before it, at least to keep in touch withand were asked
station.
Rotating clock -wise or in Judge Fleischmann's jurisdiction.
K'9W and let
the announcer know as soon as they
toward the right, the station would
The particular radio set in this in- sighted
the dirigible. This request was
follow the initial signal by transmit- stance is the property
of
Audley
Walsh
met
with
numerous phone calls and
ting every five seconds another distinc- of 17 Overpeck avenue,
Ridgefield
telegrams
from
tive signal of two dots ; each successive Park.
Walsh's radio outfit was route enabling many points along its
signal indicating an angular distance equipped with a loud
thousands
speaker and it touch with its movements to keep in
of 30 degrees.
so that they
was his wont to entertain the neigh- could
watch the flight.
.
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Receiver
The Hyper-.Regenerative
Dyke
Arthur
By

Van

may be used, in which
case the headset can be

THE purpose of
this article is to
describe a new
adaptation of the regenerative principle for radio receivers, and since
it is in accord with the
best modern practice to
name a new circuit attractively, the name,

worn continually and
plugged into either circuit as desired. If jacks
are used, the one in the
first circuit must short
circuit when the headset is removed, in order
to close the plate circuit
of the tube when the
"Hyper - Regenerator"
headset is out.
has been chosen for the
The two receiving sets
circuit herein described.
form a receiver
then
Mr. E. E. Bucher first
two
circuits which,
with
suggested .this arrangein any one
if
operated
ment to the author.
ways,
possible
several
of
This receiver has some
and
the
performance
has
very desirable characadvantages
operational
teristics, which may be
stated at the beginning
summed up in the stateof this description.
ment that it has all the
Of course, if it is
advantages of both sinto use a loud
desired
gle- circuit and two -ciran audio amspeaker,
cuit regenerative receivloud speaker
plifier
and
ers, and none of the
in
may
be
connected
hook
-up
Two standard receiving sets that are suitable for use in the hyper- regenerative
reception limitations of
T2
headset
place
of
the
either. This article will
and the headset left connected at T,. Later
combination much like that of a safe. The
show why this is true. To restate the
a method will be described, which does not
if
simplified
be
enormously
would
above startling claim, it can be said that the operation
require the use of a headset in either cir"hyper- regenerator" is as sensitive and as there were some way that the two circuits
which is probably desirable in broadcuit,
other
could be tuned independently of each
easy to operate as the single circuit receiver,
whereas the one using headreception,
cast
and
together
be
put
as single circuits-then
and has more selectivity than any two -circuit
for telegraph communicais
preferable
sets
is
accomThis
adjusted.
remain correctly
receiver now in common use.
or commercial.
amateur
either
tion,
as
This,
regenerator."
"hyperin
the
receiver
plished
regenerative
The single circuit
the necessary coupling
above,
As
described
previwell as the other features mentioned
has two advantages, namely:
is obtained by
two
circuits
the
between
later.
ously, will be explained
1. Simplicity of operation.
each other.
near
receivers
two
placing
the
new
circuit
of
the
form
simple
The most
2. Greater sensitiveness than the usual
Radio
the
Corporation
such
as
Two
tuners,
1.
figure
in
diagrammatically
receiver.
is
shown
two -circuit regenerative
Radiola Senior, or RA tuner, or one of
The apparatus enclosed in the dash line
The two- circuit receiver has two chief
may be placed side by side with good
each,
circuit_resquare No. 1 is any good single
advantages, namely :

t
Phones

Figure

1

-Two

Greater selectivity than the single circuit on large outdoor antennas.
2. Greater freedom from interference induced in the antenna by electric power machinery, such as elevator motors.
Simplicity of operation is had in the single- circuit receiver because there is only
one circuit to tune to the desired signals.
The two-circuit receiver is more difficult to
operate because both of its two circuits must
be in tune simultaneously before signals are
heard, and there is no practical way of setting the two circuits independently of each
other. The picking up of signals on this
type of receiver is not easy, even for the
expert operator who is familiar with each
sound symptom. The two circuits make a
1.

Figure

single- circuit receivers hooked -up for "hyperregenerative" operation

2

-Two

-
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Ohones

single- circuit receivers coupled to secure extreme
selectivity in tuning

generative receiver. It has a regenerative
adjustment or tickler, and a headset T1.
(Signals are obtained in the usual manner in
these headset telephones. The apparatus in
square No. 2 is another single- circuit receiver, which may be exactly like the first
one. This set is not connected to an antenna, however, but is short -circuited upon
itself, that is, its antenna and ground binding posts, are simply connected together
later, an improved method for doing this
will .be described. The second receiver is
they are not
placed beside the first one
enclosed in metal cases. The best position
for it can be found by trial. A second headset T2 is connected to the second receiver
as shown or two jacks and a single headset

-if

if

results. In this case, in order to vary the
coupling it is necessary to move one of the
sets relatively to the other. In some cases
this is not convenient, and a more easily
adjustable means of coupling is desirable.
Variable coupling may be had by separating
the two receivers by a distance of one or
two feet, and providing a coil of a few (two
or three) turns, which is connected as shown
in figure 2. The coil can be placed inside
or outside the receiver cabinet, but must be
near the receiver inductance.
Figure 2 may be considered the ideal form
of this receiver for reception of telegraph
or telephone communication using headsets.
The method of operation is to plug the
headset into the first tube circuit and manip-
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ulate the single- circuit receiver which is on the other. The scheme is
shown in figure 3.
the antenna, in the usual way. The set is
Here we may combine two receivers such
then very sensitive for picking up signals. as the Radiola Senior and
Grand,
If interference is experienced, and it is de- or their equivalents. One Radiola
has a suitable
sired to change to two circuits, turn on the audio amplifier and loud
speaker, and the
second tube, increase its tickler coupling unother may have a headset, or have its "teletil the tube oscillates, and vary the wavephone" binding posts short-circuited.
length control of the second set until beat
In addition to the two receivers the only
notes are heard in the headset of the first
parts required are two single -pole double set. This occurs when the secondary re- throw switches, and a variable air condenser
ceiver is in tune with the primary receiver. of 0.0005 mfd. capacity maximum. A douThen decrease the tickler coupling until the ble -pole double -throw switch to replace the
receiver stops oscillating.' Then move head- two switches shown should not be used as
set plug from the primary receiver, and
the wiring to the switch in that case will inplug into the secondary receiver. The sig- troduce too much coupling between
the cirnals will be heard immediately, and only cuits. Two switchés must be used, connected
small finishing tuning adjustments are then as shown, and separated, each being
near
necessary. The coupling can be loosened its receiver. The wiring from
the second
to extremely loose values, far less than with
receiver to the switch and condenser must
the ordinary two -circuit receiver, and this be as short and simple as possible and kept
increases the selectivity. Very often suffi- away from primary circuit parts and
wires.
cient coupling is obtained with the two reIn figure 3 the coupling between circuits
ceivers-primary and secondary-placed sev- is
obtained between the receivers themselves,
eral feet apart.
no coupling coil being shown. It is often
Attention is called desirable to use a
coupling coil, however,
to another detail in
as in 9gure 2, in order to vary the coupling
easily. The same batteries can be used for

m
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o
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Gnd

t
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Figure

3

-Two

a

1

receivers, one

containingaudio

frequency amplification, connected for improved
broadcast reception

figure 2, namely the condenser marked "C."
This is used across the antenna and ground
terminals of the second receiver instead of
short -circuiting them as was done in figure
1, to replace the antenna which is not used
on this set. If the two sets used are identical, and one is connected to an antenna and
the other is short -circuited, as in figure 1,
then the tuning points on the two dials for
any received signals will be widely different.
Maximum convenience of operation will be
had if both dials are set the same or nearly
the same when in tune to the desired signals.
This is accomplished by the condenser mentioned. If this is made a variable condenser,
it can be adjusted until its capacity just
equals that of the antenna. Then both receivers will tune at the same point on their
wavelength dials. If a variable condenser
is not available, a fixed condenser of the
proper value will give good results. The
value required is usually -to match the average antenna -300 micro -microfarads or
0.0003 microfarad. It should be noted that
in the secondary receiver circuit, the condenser "C," figure 2, must be used, if the
receiver is of a type which does not have a
series condenser provided in its antenna circuit. All well designed receivers have this
condenser, however, and it is provided in
most of the modern single circuit sets.
The form of this arrangement preferred
for broadcast reception may now be described. This method of arrangement is
made somewhat different by the fact that an
audio amplifier is necessary on one receiver
-to be used as the secondary-but not on

the two receivers, although with WD -11
tube sets, it is better to use separate filament
batteries.
The mode of operation of this arrangement is as follows : For picking up signals
and for usual operation when severe interference is not present, the simple single circuit connection may be used. For this the
two switches are thrown up. This puts the
antenna on the secondary receiver which has
the audio amplifier and loud speaker, and
which is then operated in the usual manner,
as a single -circuit regenerative receiver.
When it is desired to obtain greater selectivity, the switches are thrown down. Then
the tube of the first receiver is lighted and
its control -wavelength and regeneration
adjusted, and also the condenser "C" adjusted until signals are heard and tuned in.
Also at this time the tickler of the secondary
receiver must be reduced usually because the
resistance of the secondary circuit is less
than that of the antenna circuit so that less
regeneration is required. Note that condenser "C" is to be varied in the secondary
tuning circuit, and not the wavelength control of the receiver. This is to be done the
first time a signal is tuned in after connecting up the apparatus as shown, and is unnecessary thereafter. It will be seen that if
a signal is tuned in with the switches up, in
which condition the secondary receiver is
connected to the antenna, and then the
switches are put down and condenser "C"
varied until signals are again in tune, condenser "C," having replaced the antenna,
must be exactly qual to it. After this is

-
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done once, it need not be done again, condenser "C" may be left locked in position,
and all later tuning of signals is even more
simple. The process then is : Put switches
up and tune in signals on the secondary
receiver. To change to two- circuit operation, put switches down, decrease secondary
it
receiver tickler coupling somewhat
was up pretty well before-and adjust the
primary receiver wavelength and tickler
controls.
There are several methods of operation,
other than the one described, and some of
them may appeal to certain readers more
than the one described. It is not desirable
to describe all these methods in this article.
It should be possible for each experimenter
to study out the method he likes best. The

-if

fundamental theory of the arrangement
should be kept in mind. It is a two-circuit
receiver, differing from the ordinary two circuit type in the important respect that
both circuits are regenerative, instead of
only one, as in the ordinary two- circuit regenerative receiver. Since the effect of
regeneration is to reduce the effective resistance of a circuit, when both circuits are
made regenerative both circuits have, and
therefore the whole system has, very low
resistance. The ordinary two- circuit regenerative receiver reduces the resistance of the
secondary by regeneration, but not that of
the primary to any extent. Since the sharpness of tuning, the selectivity, in ordinary
two -circuit receivers, depends very largely
upon the resistance of the system, being
greater as the resistance is less, it is increased materially by use of this arrangement. Use of looser coupling than customary with two -circuit receivers is also possible and this adds to the selectivity.
Looser coupling also adds to the nicety of
operation in several ways. For example,
with such loose coupling, tuning of either
primary or secondary does not affect the
other, and there is no mutual dependence,
due to reaction, as in the ordinary receiver.
This is especially valuable in C. W. telegraph reception where pitch of beat note is
not affected by primary circuit adjustment.
The "hyper" connection can be used as an
ordinary two -circuit receiver, of course, by
not lighting the tube of the first receiver.
The set is then equivalent to an ordinary
two- circuit receiver, and the enormous improvement in the hyper arrangement is
obvious as soon as the tube is turned on and
its tickler adjusted. Another way of looking at this arrangement is that the tube in
the first receiver is a stage of radio frequency amplification. But since it is tunable,
it is a very efficient radio amplifier stage,
and is about equal to two stages of broad
transformer coupled radio amplification.
The arrangement which has been described has the same sensitiveness, or slightly greater, perhaps, as the single circuit receiver. Greater sensitiveness can be obtained
by more complicated connections of two
receivers than are used in the arrangement
shown here, but it is believed. that this arrangement is the best, because of its simplicity, and ease of operation accompanied
by selectivity of very high degree. The
selectivity of this method is, in fact, the
greatest that it is possible to obtain by
methods dependent upon resonant tuning,
and the excellent results obtained by its use
will satisfy even very exacting experimenters and broadcast listeners.

Some Notes on Receiving Antenna
Resistance
THERE
has been quite a bit of con fusion in the mind of the amateur in
regard to the factors which cause and
make up the resistance of an antenna system. Due to the amateur's lack of knowledge as to these factors, he will go into
unnecessary expense in the construction of
the antenna system without obtaining any
benefit whatever. This holds true even for
those who have had a good electrical training because it is not realized that the phenomenon of high frequency or radio f requency is different than that obtained in a
simple direct current, or 60-cycle alternating
current, circuit.
In a direct current circuit, if two factors
are known, then the third can be easily
obtained by simple calculation. For in-

By Samuel C. Miller
not to give a lesson in the subject of solving
problems, but to show that in direct current
and low frequency alternating current circuits, it is comparatively simple to solve a
problem to find a factor when the other
factors are known. This can be accomplished with formulae readily available.
However, in radio circuits, which deal with
high frequency alternating currents and
especially in that branch consisting of the
antenna system, only very indefinite general
laws are available and the calculation of

As in a transmitting antenna system, a
receiving antenna system can be said to dissipate the power absorbed by it, in four
ways : first, radiation resistance ; second,
ohmic resistance of the wires ; third, ground
resistance ; fourth, dielectric resistance.
The first of these, radiation resistance,
represents the only useful agent, as upon it
depends the amount of power that is actually
impressed on the receiving circuit. This is
represented in figure 4 by curve A. Figure
4 is a chart where the resistance is indicated
on the ordinates and the wavelength by the
abscissa.
The next source of dissipation of power
is that due to the ohmic resistance and includes the losses in the antenna and lead-in
wires. Because of the eddy current and
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Methods of determining resistance in various circuits

stance, in figure 1, there is shown a dry cell
connected across a lamp and coil in series.
An ammeter is also placed in the circuit
to read the current. The dry cell has a
terminal voltage of 1.5 volts, the lamp a
resistance of 1.0 ohm and the coil a resistance of 0.5 ohm. The current flowing
in the circuit can therefore be found because
the voltage and resistance are known. Using

E

=

the formula I

where E is the

R-}-R

voltage of the cell, R the resistance of the
lamp and R1 the resistance of the coil
I

=

1.5

1+

=

1

ampere.
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This can be

.5

checked by the ammeter in the circuit.
A 60 -cycle alternating current circuit is
shown in figure 2. It consists of 110 -volt
supply across a 10 -ohm lamp and a coil
which has a wire resistance of 5 ohms and
an inductance of 0.1 henry. The current
flowing in the circuit as indicated by an
A. C. ammeter can be solved by using the
E
formula I = V R2 + X' where E is the
voltage, R is the ohmic resistance of the
lamp and coil and X the reactance of the
coil. The reactance is found from the
formula X = 2'fL where f is the frequency
6.28
and L the inductance. Therefore X
37.6 ohms. With the reX 60 X .1
37.6 ohms and the resistance
actance

=

=

=

=

110

=

=

2.7
V 152+ 37.62
ohms therefore I
amp.
To those unfamiliar with alternating current or direct current theory, it is my point
15

each antenna system must be made separately. For instance, there are two antenna
systems each having the constants as shown
in figure 3; that is, each system has a 100 foot horizontal wire of the same diameter
wire and identical 50 -foot lead -ins. One
antenna is located 25 feet above an apartment house while the other antenna is located 25 feet above grassy ground. On
measuring the resistance of each it will be
found that the resistance of the system lo-
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cated on the apartment house will be much
higher, in fact, two to three times that of
the antenna system located above the grassy
ground. This seems surprising because they
are identical in construction, even to the
size of wire. If direct current or low frequency alternating current theory was applied, the two would give equal resistance
results. But in dealing with radio frequency
new factors enter which are more important
than the ohmic resistance of the wire.
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skin effects due to the high frequencies in
the wire, the resistance will vary with wavelength, but as the losses caused are small,
the ohmic resistance can be taken as constant, irrespective of wavelength. It is
therefore represented by a straight line "B"
in figure 4.

The ground resistance is also an ohmic
resistance and depends on the location of the
station. Stations near water and good moist
or grassy grounds will have a lower ground
resistance than stations located on sandy or
rocky ground. The straight line "C" in
figure 4 is shown as a resistance which is
constant irrespective of wavelength.
The dielectric resistance is caused by a
dissipation of power through dielectric absorption. This is due to the fact that the
antenna capacity is an imperfect condenser
and therefore losses occur in the medium
between the antenna wire and lead -in as
one side and the ground and other masses
such as buildings, iron pipes, etc., as the
other side of the condenser. It is in this
dielectric resistance where most of the losses
occur in the average antenna systems and
which constitutes most of the resistance,
making the other factors, ohmic and ground
resistance small as compared to it. The
dielectric resistance is indicated by curve
"D." For example, it has been found that
the dielectric losses due to an antenna lead in running parallel for a short distance to
a grounded iron pipe caused a great increase
of resistance in the antenna system. As any
increase of antenna resistance means decrease in signal strength, it can be seen that
it is important to keep down the resistance
due to dielectric Tosses.
Gering back to the comparison made earlier
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of two identical antenna systems, one placed
over a grassy ground and the other over a
building, the reason becomes apparent why
the antenna system over the apartment house
will have a higher resistance than the one
over a grassy ground. The ohmic and
ground resistance in each case is the same,
but the dielectric losses in the concrete and
iron of the apartment house will be very
much higher than the losses occurring in
the air between the antenna and grassy
ground. The resistances in the apartment
house antenna will be divided approximately
as follows
Ohmic resistance = 1 ohm ;
ground resistance
2 ohms dielectric resistance
25 ohms ; a total of 28 ohms,
which is average for such an installation.
On the other hand, the antenna over grassy
ground will have approximately 3 ohms for
ohmic and ground resistances and only 6
ohms for dielectric resistance, giving a total
of 9 ohms which is representative of this
type of installation.
Many suggestions have been submitted at
various times for decreasing receiving an:

-

A

=

;

tenna resistance by using heavier antenna
wire or twisting many wires into a cable.
If the antenna system were to be used for
transmitting or for reception on the higher
wavelengths, considerable gain would be obtained by careful choice of wire and form
of flat top. But for reception on the shorter
wavelengths, any decrease obtained in the
ohmic resistance of the antenna is so negligible compared to the existing dielectric
resistance that the extra expense involved is
actually a waste of money.
In general, when constructing an antenna
system for reception on short wavelengths
the ideal is one consisting of a single wire
100 feet long and 25 feet or more above a
grassy ground. Such a system has approximately a fundamental wavelength of 200
meters, a capacity of .0005 mfd. and a resistance of 10 ohms.
Certain precautions, however, should be
observed in the construction of the antenna
system in order to keep the dielectric losses,
and therefore the resistance, as low as possible.
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First -Keep the antenna and lead -in wires
as far as possible away from buildings and
grounded metallic conductors such as iron
drain pipes, fire escapes, iron chimneys, etc.
Second -Be sure the ground lead is solidly
connected to the ground, whether it be the
radiator, water pipe or any other metal going into the earth. The best thing is to
solder this connection, keeping in mind that
solder will not hold if there is any grease or
dirt on the point of contact. Be sure and
scrape off any paint or foreign material
before making this connection.
Third -Whenever possible stretch the antenna over a grassy ground and avoid bringing it close to buildings or trees. When
connecting the antenna to a tree, bring the
wire to a distance of about 8 or 10 feet
from the tree and then insulate and guy the
rest of the way to the tree. This should
be carefully observed especially when using
bare copper wire. If the antenna wire is
brought in among the branches, a large loss
will occur, particularly in rainy or damp
weather.

Method of Continuous Wave Transmission on 100 Meters

AT the request of the Chief of the Air
Service, the Bureau of Standards
undertook an investigation on a method of continuous wave transmission at 100

meters.

The operation of electron tube
transmitting sets working at longer wavelengths than 150 meters has been carefully
studied by many radio experimenters, but
methods of transmission at 100 meters and
the nature of such transmission over any
considerable distance has not been much investigated up to the present time. It is the
object of this report to describe the method
developed, the details of the circuits used,
and the results of some of the tests made
over distances up to 300 miles.
TYPE OF ANTENNA

As a coil antenna is an effective radiator
when the ratio of wavelength to coil dimensions is not large, and since a coil antenna is a somewhat directive radiator, an
antenna somewhat on this order was developed. It is a combination of the capacity
type and the coil type of antenna. The
power is coupled in at the center of the
lower horizontal section of the antenna.
The antenna consists of a number of wires
in parallel in the form of a rectangle with a
gait in it. The antenna thus includes substantially a single -turn inductance coil and
a condenser. The condenser is formed by
covering the two wooden spreaders with
copper foil. The glass rods between the two
spreaders are efficient insulators. The parallel wires composing the antenna are 23
No. 20 B. & S. gauge bare copper wires
connected in parallel and spaced three inches
apart. Light wooden spreaders are placed
about every 4 feet in order to keep the wires
separated. The size of the antenna is 18
feet high and 40 feet long. The above combination, with the three -turn secondary coil
connected in series, forms a circuit with a
wavelength of 105 meters.

By F. W. Dunmore
Associate Physicist, Bureau of Standards

The circuit used was somewhat similar
to the Meissner circuit. Western Electric
type G 50-watt tubes were used, four of
these being operated in parallel. With this
combination about 6 amperes at 105 meters
were obtained in the antenna. The tubes

were found to operate more satisfactorily
with 32,000 ohms shunted by a 0.002 micro farad condenser connected in the grid circuits. A similar condenser shunted by a
50 -ohm resistance, in the high voltage supply circuit, helped to stabilize the operation
of the tubes. For operation at 105 meters,
it was found that the primary or plate coil
"B," should consist of two turns of heavy
copper strip 2 inches wide. This coil,
shunted by a 0.002 microfarad mica transmitting condenser, gave the required wavelength of 105 meters.
For the grid coil a 14 -turn helix was
used. A tap at 5% turns from the center
gave best operation. The coupling between
this coil and the plate coil was rather critical.
To transfer the power to the antenna, a
secondary coupling coil was used. This coil
consisted of three turns of brass strip, 1
inch wide. This coil was connected in series
with the antenna.
For interrupting the continuous wave, for
I. C. W. work, a chopper was used. This
chopper was connected in series with the
lead from the filament circuit to the radio frequency circuit.
RESULTS OBTAINED

Numerous tests have been made with this
type of short wave transmitting set. Mr.
Frank Conrad, of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co., has kindly co -operated with us in making these tests by ar-

ranging to have an operator listen at his
station, 8XK, in East Pittsburgh, Pa.
To date five tests have been made with
the above station. The first two tests were
made at night. Signals were reported as
received at East Pittsburgh with an audibility of approximately 1,000 on a detector
and one stage of audio amplification. An
interesting fact in connection with these
tests was that there was practically no fading. The above tests were also heard at
Boston, Mass.
Two -way communication
was maintained with the 8XK station on
both tests.
The evening tests were so satisfactory it
was decided to investigate the daylight transmission effects. Continuous tests were therefore made on two occasions starting at 12
o'clock noon and running into the evening
up to 10 p. m., in order to compare the
relative signal strength of day and night
transmission. It was expected that at such
short wavelengths the received signal
strength would be much less during day light than at night.
The results of the first daylight- darkness
tests were as follows
The signal strength
at 8XK was reported to be about 100 audibility both during the day and evening. A
detector and one stage of audio- amplification was used for reception. The fact that
the signal strength was the same during the
day as in the evening is a very interesting
one as, at short wavelengths especially, it
has been held that the absorption would be
much greater during the daytime than at
night. No conclusions can be drawn upon
this point until a number of tests have been
made. The weather was rainy at the transmitting end and cloudy at the receiving end
on the day of the first tests. Another interesting point which was noted was the
lack of fading. Further tests are needed
to confirm the results with respect to this
unexpected condition.
(Continued on page 59)
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Tuned Radio Frequency Amplification
Reactance Capacity Coupled Circuit Remodeled to Suit Present Broadcast Reception Suitable for Use With a Loud Speaker on Distance as Well as Local Reception
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By Leon W. Bishop, 1XP
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Figure

1

-One

stage of radio frequency and
detector circuit

where no regeneration occurs and the amplification is normal. The point C represents the tuning peak of the second tube
and it may be seen that the relative positions
of B and C may be reversed so as to minimize interference from local sources. The
third stage is shown by D and is not critical
of tuning, due to the great amount of amplification delivered to it by the first two
stages, however a wide range of selectivity
may be obtained by using this stage in connection with the second.
Figure 2 shows one tuned stage of radio
frequency and detector. The variable condenser C is .0005 mfd. (23 plates). The
tuning inductance L consists of 60 turns of
No. 22 wire wound on a four -inch tube and
tapped every 10 turns. V is a variometer

Figure

3- Circuit

diagram of

a 3

-stage radio frequency and detector set

the radio frequency circuits, while the standard type of detector tube is best adapted for
the detector circuit. The B battery for
the first radio frequency tube should be
from 45 or 67/ volts, and the detector voltage should be that amount recommended by
the manufacturer for the particular tube
used.
The grid leaks should be adjusted to the
point where only a small path of regeneration occurs when tuning the variometer. A
variometer may be used in the plate circuit
of the detector tube with increased amplification, but also increased tuning troubles.
Figure 3 shows three tuned stages and
detector. The aerial circuit is the same as
that described in figure 2. The fixed condenser Ci of .001 mfd. is of the mica
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negative side of the filament and not to the
negative side of the A battery.
Figure 5 shows an outline of the panel,
which is 22 x 8 inches, for those wishing
to follow the design.
The results obtained with this circuit depends upon two points, first, the adjustment
of the grid leaks, and second, your knowledge of tuning.
Radiotron 201 -A tubes are the best for
all of the amplifiers, and may be used for
the detector, but the old standard detector
tube UV -200 with proper plate voltage,
seems to give the best results. When distance reception is the object, the voltage on
the plate of the first radio frequency tube
should be lowered, but when volume is desired this should be increased.
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The dials should be set to correspond with
the variometers. That is, the dial should
be at zero when the variometer is at minimum, as readings obtained on various stations have a meaning and the same station
will always appear at a given point provid-

Figure

4- Circuit

diagram of

a

340

400

Meters
Figure 1- Tuning graphs

This circuit is taken from the old British
practice of reactance capacity coupling and
remodeled to suit our present broadcasting
reception. The circuit is designed for use
with a loud speaker on distance reception
as well as local. Stations 1,500 to 2,000

of the regenerative point and close to it.
Once a rough setting of the grid leaks are
obtained the third variometer dial can be
set at 75 and the second dial at 40, tuning
the first variometer and aerial condenser to
a given signal, using both hands in the

six -tube set having

ing the values of the grid leaks have not
been changed in the meantime.
When the circuit is first used regeneration will run wild, but this can be controlled
by decreasing the grid leaks. The leak on
the second tube is most critical and is al-
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3

stages of tuned radio frequency, detector and

operation.

The tuning may be finished up
by a final setting of the second and third
variometers.
The most active part of the first variometer dial is the first eighth of the dial, the
second variometer the middle half and the

2

stages of audio frequency amp ification

miles away may be reproduced in the loud
speaker with wonderful volume and no distortion. Indoor types of aerials may be
used with success and also loops for local
work. This set greatly reduces interferencefrom local stations as well as static.
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ways the lowest, sometimes in the order of
10,000 ohms. As the leaks are decreased
tuning becomes broader, but it is advisable
to have a path of regeneration on the first

variometer. When regeneration enters into
this circuit it comes on with a bang and all
signals stop. The greatest signal strength
is obtained on either one side or the other

Figure

6

-Panel

layout for the six-tube set

third is active over the last half. This is
the normal condition, but many variations
may be tried that are more selective.
While various points of regeneration may
be found, it must be remembered that this
type of regenerative set will not produce interference with other receivers in the neighborhood.

Key to Diagrams-A, aerial ; A, A battery ; AF, audio frequency ; B, B battery;
C, .0005 variable condenser ; C,, .001 fixed
condenser ; C2, .0005 fixed condenser ; C3,
.002 fixed condenser ; D, detector ; G,
ground ; GL, grid leak ; GL,, detectór grid
leak ; L, tuning coil P, potentiometer bias
RF, radio frequency ; V, variometer.
;

;

Civil Service Examination for Telegraph Operators.
THE United States Civil Service Commission announces an open competitive
examination for telegraph operator to fill
vacancies in the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, Department of Agriculture, at
an entrance salary of $1,400 a year, plus the
increase of $20 a month granted by Congress, and vacancies in positions requiring
similar qualifications.
Applicants must have had at least two
years' experience as telegraph operator, such

experience to have been acquired with any
of the large commercial te' ?graph companies, with any of the larg press associations, in the general relay offices of any large
railroad, or with any private concern operating a leased -wire service, such as newspapers, brokers, packing houses, etc.
Competitors will not be required to report
for examination at any place, but will be
rated on their education, training, and experience, on a scale of 100, such ratings

being based upon competitors' sworn statements in their applications and upon corroborative evidence. All applications must
be in by December 28.

Full information and application blanks
may be obtained from the United States
Civil Service Commission, Washington, D.
C., or the secretary of the board of U. S.
civil- service examiners at the post office orcustom house in any city.

Six More Stations for United Fruit Co.
Powerful 20 K. W. Radiotron Transmitting Sets to Be
Installed in Central America and the United States to
Perfect a Communication System Between the Americas
SIX vacuum tube radio transmitters, to be
the most powerful stations of this type
on the American continent, and first to make
use of the General Electric 20- kilowatt Radiotron, are being installed by the United
Fruit Company and the Tropical Radio
Telegraph Company at points in Central
America and the United States for the purpose of completing the links of an adequate
communications system between the Americas. These transmitters will be located
at : New Orleans, La. ; Miami, Fla.; Puerto

ica and the United States in 1904. The
operation of these stations convinced the
directors of the United Fruit Company that
radio was practical and valuable in a business which handled such a highly perishable
product as the banana. So the year following, or 1906, stations were opened at Blue fields and Rama, Nicaragua. All these
stations. because of the lack of land communications, handled, in addition to the
company's business, a large share of the
telegraph business of the general public be-

Kenotron rectifier unit of the 20 K. W. transmitting set

The master oscillator for use with 20 K. W.
transmitting equipment

Barrios, Guatemala Tegucigalpa, Honduras ; Managua, Nicaragua, and Almirante,
Panama.
The Tropical Radio Company operates the
stations at New Orleans, Miami, Tegucigalpa and Managua, while the stations at
Puerto Barrios and Almirante are operated
by the United Fruit Company.
The first of these six sets has just been
completed at the Schenectady works of the
General Electric Company and will be
shipped within a few days to the Tegucigalpa station. The other five are scheduled
to be completed and shipped at the rate of
one a month. About two months will be
required to install each set and it is therefore expected that all six will be in operation by the middle of next year.
The United Fruit Company established
the first radio stations in Central America
and was the first to establish commercial
radio communication between Central Amer-

tween these places and the United States
and Europe. Other stations have followed
since then until now, with the six new tube
transmitter stations, there will be a total of
nineteen, comprising the United Fruit Company's radio system. All stations of the
United Fruit Company's system, including
all their ships of the "Great White Fleet,"
are to be equipped with tube transmitters of
a similar type.
The United Fruit Company has spent
more than $3,000,000 in the development of
its radio system and upon the completion
of new stations under construction its investment in radio will probably exceed
$4,000,000. Since 1911, the radio activities
of the company in all its branches have been
under the immediate direction of George S.
Davis, who is general manager of their radio
telegraph department. He is also president
and a director of the Wireless Specialty
Apparatus Company, general manager of

;
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the Tropical Radio Telegraph Company and
a director of the Radio Corporation of
America.
In the operation of these transmitters, in
some cases where stations are located in
remote places, the primary power is generated at the station by gas or oil engine
driven alternators supplying 220 volts. In
other stations the power is obtained from
the distribution system of local power companies. This power first goes to the service panel where complete apparatus for

20 K. W.

water cooled tube unit

control, protection and metering is installed.
Then it goes to the rectifier, which consists
of a bank of transformers and six, twelve
and one -half kilowatt kenotrons. Here the
voltage is stepped up and rectified, to become 15,000 volts direct current. This high
voltage is then used for plate power on the
pliotron oscillators.
The frequency is controlled by means of
a master oscillator employing a one -kilowatt
pliotron. The master oscillator provides a
lower power radio frequency supply, which
is then amplified to twenty kilowatts of
power by means of one of the new water cooled twenty -kilowatt tubes. The amplified
power is passed through a tank circuit which
eliminates harmonics and is then fed into
the multiple tuned antenna. Keying is accomplished by means of a relay on the master oscillator unit. This relay may be controlled from any desired distance and is
adapted to keying speeds up to sixty words
per minute.

Minerals That Are Used As Crystal
Detectors

THE electrical properties of certain

minerals and crystals, which permit a
high frequency current to flow more
freely in one direction than in another, have
made the crystal detector receiving set universally popular, especially near a broadcasting station. A fragment of such a mineral, adapted for this work, rectifies the high
frequency radio waves, and it is this unilateral conductivity, with its one direction
current, which actuates the phones, in other
words, it changes the radio - frequency waves
into audio -frequency waves.
In order for the mineral to do this, it
must possess certain properties. In operation it must resemble a valve which permits
a flow when there is pressure in back of it,
but it must shut off this flow, when the pressure is released, that is, it must prevent a
to 2 stage
amp. -Fig. 3

By Dr. E. Bade
other. This cubic cleavage, as it is called,
is demanded by its structure, for, it is composed of an almost infinite number of minute particles which have a regular arrangement and relation to each other. These tiny,
minute particles have, in the course of time,
gradually been brought together, and, like a
structure, which has been built up block by
block, so the crystal has formed and
increased in size by its own individual
"blocks."
Not every piece of galena is sensitive to

Galena not only finds a restricted use in
radio reception, but it is of far greater importance as an ore for lead, sheet lead as
well as pipes, etc., being made from it. One
third of the annual production of lead is
used in making paints and is permanently
lost. But strange to say this important
metal is not so much mined for its content
of lead, as for the silver which is associated
with it, the lead being only an incidental
product of manufacture.
Another sulphide used for radio but of
little commercial importance, is that of iron,
the pyrite as well as the marcasite. The
former are cubic while the latter are spear shaped. Both are but slightly sensitive.
The sulphides of copper are sometimes
used for detectors in radio reception. Chalcopyrite and bornite, both important ores
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return flow. This is accomplished by the
internal structure of the crystal detector.
The most common of such minerals which

have this inherent "valve-like" property, are
the sulphur compounds of the heavier metals
of lead, copper, iron, and molybdenum. The
sulphide of lead is about the most sensitive
crystal, as it rectifies the radio- frequency
currents much more thoroughly than any
other mineral, although some of the new
synthetic crystals are quite good for this
purpose.
Galena, the sulphide of lead, is the peer
of all crystal detectors. Usually only a fragment of the mineral is taken, the fracture
of the break cleaves into three different
planes which are at right angles to each

Marcasite

radio reception, one face or the other being
valueless for this purpose. By turning the
mineral around, a sensitive spot may be
found. If this does not help, simply splitting off a thin sheet on one side will usually
lead to the desired result. Never throw a
crystal away simply because a sensitive spot
cannot be found. Take a sharp pointed
knife and split off a fragment uncovering a
fresh and untarnished cleavage surface.
Nine times out of ten this will produce the
desired effect. A piece less than 1/16 of an
inch gives far better results, at times, than
a thicker, chunkier piece, although this is
not always true. A piece of galena must
be tested before it can be said that it is
sensitive.

Carborundum

Galena
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for copper, are comparatively rare in crystal form. These two types of minerals have
been successfully used for rectifying high
frequency currents of radio waves.
A sulphur compound of molybdenum,
molybdenite also has the property of unilateral conductivity and can therefore be
used as a detector. This lead -gray mineral,
metallic in appearance, is seldom found in
large quantities, and is quite difficult to obtain. It is one of the more important ores
for this element which finds its greatest use
in the hardening of steel, as a fireproofing
material, and as a coloring matter for rubber and leather.
The oxide of zinc, zincite, primarily
found in New Jersey, has been one of the
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more successful minerals used as a crystal
detector. In fact, when a fragment of zinc ite, or a tiny crystal of it, is placed in contact with either chalcopyrite or bornite, the
well known Perikon detector is produced.
This combination is very successful, in fact
some persons prefer this type to galena, the
more universal detector. To make a detector of this type, take a larger fragment
of the copper ore, embed it in a low melting
alloy and place in the detector cup. Mount
the tiny crystal of zincite in a similar way
on the rod carrying the cat- whisker or
mount it on a short piece of wire and attach this in place of the cat -whisker. The
point of the tiny zincite crystal is then
brought in contact with the copper mineral
whereupon rectification will occur.
Another mineral having unilateral conductivity is cuprite, a copper oxide. It is

the most abundant element and still it is
never found free. By igniting a mixture of
pure sand and magnesium in a clay crucible,
amorphous silicon is obtained by the sudden
reaction which occurs, the entire mass developing intense heat. When cooled, white
magnesium oxide which is soluble in dilute
acids and amorphous silicon which remains
unattacked, is produced. The crystalized
silicon is obtained by adding the silicon
powder to molten zinc or aluminum. Here
it dissolves, and on cooling, octahedrons or
crystal leaves are formed. These can be
obtained by dissolving the metal in acids
whereupon the silicon remains. On a commercial scale it is prepared by heating a
mixture of coke and sand in an electric
furnace to a very high temperature. Carbon monoxide is given off and silicon remains as a silvery, metallic appearing sub-

operate a loud speaker with the types shown
in figures 1 and 2 a two -stage audio frequency amplifier, figure 3, should be added.
Comparing the receiving range of this apparatus with a vacuum tube detector, in
place of the crystal it is found that the
tube is superior in long distance reception.
However, the crystal gives much clearer and
undistorted signals.
Figures 4 and 5 show the crystal detector
employed in the reflex circuit. Regardless
of the crystal employed a local battery current is not supplied. The crystal here acts
as the detector after the incoming current
has passed through the radio frequency amplifier, but it has nothing to do with the
volume of the detected and rectified signals.
The audio frequency circuit figure 3, can be
used effectively in circuits 4 and 5 in producing greater volume..
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not especially valuable as a detector, but it
is important as a copper ore.
A detector widely employed by the Marconi company, until recently is cerusite, a
lead carbonate. It has been formed by the
decomposition of galena by waters charged
with carbon dioxide gas and as such it is
found on top of galena itself. This mineral
is of great importance as a source for lead.
Some of the rarer elements can also be
used as rectifying detectors. One of little
commercial value, but finding a restricted
use as a detector is tellurium. This is a very
rare mineral element producing small hexagonal crystals and are primarily found in
Colorado and in Transylvania. Arsenic has
also been used for this purpose, although
the crystals, which occur free in nature, are
comparatively rare.
The non- metallic boron is never found
free in nature, but still it can be used to
rectify high frequency currents. The element is prepared by heating the chloride
of boron in an atmosphere of hydrogen to
The resulting
a very high temperature.
pure boron is dark gray in color and almost
as hard as.a diamond. In this condition it
can be used as a detector.
Crystallized silicon is another artificial rectifier of radio frequency waves. This element is considered second in importance to
galena as a detector. Next to oxygen it is

stance highly crystalline and very brittle.
Crystals of carborundum. the silicide of
carbon, also possesses the peculiar property
of unilateral conductivity. It is prepared
like silicon, the difference being that more
coke is employed and the heating continued
for a longer period. Silicon is the product
first formed, but this silicon again reacts
with the excess carbon present uniting with
it. This is carborundum, and appears as
beautiful purplish black crystals of extreme
hardness. When this artificial crystal is
employed as a detector for the rectification
of high frequency currents, it is advisablt
to employ a small constant potential across
the terminals. This will increase the sensitiveness of the compound.
Figure 1 is a simple crystal receiving apparatus using silicon, galena or synthetic
crystal without a local battery current and
figure 2 shows a similar type using car borundum or zincite bornite crystals which
depend upon the combined effects of the
receiving energy and a local battery current
for effective reception. While code signals
of a damped wave character can be received
over considerable distance with a receiving
apparatus of this kind, undamped or C. W.
signals cannot be converted into audible
sounds. Modulated or voice signals (broadcast) can be received from stations within
a thirty -mile radius provided that head
phones are used. For sufficient volume to

The Deaf Hear With Radio
Amplifiers
to a recent dispatch
a 77- year -old man,
who has been deaf for thirty years,
has heard once more through the use
of radio receiving apparatus. Tests
conducted at Marconi House, London,
indicate that not only this man but a
great many others, including some who
have been deaf from birth, are able
to perceive music when amplified to
great volume by means of radio amplifiers.
Some of them actually hear the
sounds, if any portion of their auditory nerve is active, no matter
how deeply buried within the head it
may be.
Others are only able to feel the
rhythm of the vibrations. In other
cases the success of these tests has
strained the emotions of the engineers
who have witnessed the joy of those
who find themselves perceiving sounds
for the first time in years, or even in
their lifetime.
Experiments will be continued to
develop this phase of radio so that it
may be applied in a practical manner_

ACCORDING
from London,

Characteristics of Airplane Antennas
By E. Bellini

THE antenna that

is customarily employed on airplanes consists of a cable
some 40 meters (132 feet) long, provided with a weight at its end. This weight
can be rolled up or unrolled according to the
need, or even cut in case of danger. In full
flight this antenna takes the form shown in
figure 1. The ground, or more properly the
counterpoise, consists of the metal in the airplane, such as the motors, guy wires, etc.
This antenna is very efficient, but it presents the defect of being strongly directional
both in transmission and reception. Figure
2 shows a diagram of the energy radiated in
different directions by such an antenna, the

(Translated from the Radio-Revue of Paris)

strongly inclined to the vertical and never
by any chance approximates a horizontal position in normal flight. One can then easily
see that an airp.ane antenna must have characteristics that are quite individual, cornpared with vertical antennas, loops or other
aerials installed on the surface of the earth.
The situation is not less complicated by the
fact that an airplane can occupy all positions
in space, and may even fly over the receiving station. Tests, long and delicate, have
confirmed these conclusions.

diminishes uniformly. If the airplane instead of flying exactly over the station on the
ground .passes by at one side, the maximum
and minimum become less accentuated, but
the general form of the curve remains the
same.
An identical phenomenon is noted when
one wishes to receive in an airplane transmissions from a station on the ground. The
volume of reception for any location of the
airplane in space varies according to the
angle that the axis of the airplane forms
with that of the ground station. Extremely
delicate tests made with the aid of receiving
apparatus employing galvanometers installed
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Details and characteristics of antennas for airplanes

airplane being at a distance of about 10
kilometers (6 miles) and at a height of about
1,600 meters (5,280 feet). The maximum
energy is radiated in a direction opposite
to the free end of the antenna. In the case
of figure 2 the maximum energy is 54 times
greater than the minimum. This figure
varies according to the angle of elevation of
the airplane, the length of the antenna and
the speed, as well as some other factors, but
the ratio is always more or less high. In
consequence if the airplane flies directly
away from the receiving station on the
ground, the two will be able to work by
radio only during a relatively limited time.
The shape of the airplane antenna varies
according to the speed, but always remains

Figure 3 shows the curve of volume of reception when the airplane flies at a constant
height of 1,600 meters (5,280 feet) in a
vertical plane passing through the receiving
antenna. The received energy increases in
exact proportion with the approach of the
airplane to the receiving set, attains its maximum at a distance of about 1,500 meters
(4,950 feet) before reaching a vertical position over the receiver, then diminishes very
rapidly and becomes practically zero at a
distance of about 200 meters (660 feet) before passing over the receiver. The volume
then increases anew and attains a new maximum, inferior to the first one, about 500
meters (1,650 feet) after having passed
over the receiving set. The volume then

on board of an airplane have furnished a
diagram of the received energy practically
identical with that of the transmitted energy
of figure 2. The received energy is at its
maximum in the direction opposite to the
free end of the antenna. The ratio of the
maximum energy to the minimum energy is
the same as was shown in receiving tests in
the reversed direction. In a ,general way,
when a receiving airplane flies over a transmitter on the ground, the received energy
varies according to the manner observed and
charted in figure 3.
The directional qualities of an airplane
antenna are not sufficiently well defined to
make them of service in radio compass work,
except in a very rough way. These direc-
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tional qualities therefore, may be considered
to be a detriment rather than an advantage.
For that reason and for others, efforts have
been made to provide airplanes with non directional antennas. More or less success
has been realized in employing antennas
whose general types are indicated in figures
4 to 9. Figure 10 shows the diagrams of the
energy radiated by these different types.
These exceedingly interesting tests were
made in Germany.
The diagram shows that these particular
antennas are not at all directional, or are
very slightly so. The diagram also shows,
on an arbitrary scale, the relative radiated
energies. The trailing antenna of figures
6, 7, 8 and 9 are
meters (23% feet) long
and bears at its extremity a weight of 500
grammes (one pound). It is easy to see
that the trailing antenna loses its directional
properties if it is shortened and if its counterpoise extends at right angles to it and at
a sufficient distance. Unfortunately, we do
not possess data upon the ranges of these
antennas, compared to that of the conventional trailing antenna of figure 1, and it is
feared that the range realized is much too
reduced. Only additional tests can give us
this information.
Radio compass work on board an airplane,
and also on the ground, in order to ascertain the direction of a machine, is of the
greatest importance. It permits the pilot to
recover his course in mist, cloud or storm,
while to the men on the ground it affords
the opportunity of aiding friendly aircraft
and discovering the position of enemy
flyers.
Radio compass work on board an airplane
can be accomplished in four different
ways. First, in placing on the airplane a
single loop of as large size as possible, preferably following the leading edges of the
upper and lower wings, and thus being at
right angles to the trailing antenna, as shown
in figure 11. This system permits the pilot
to ascertain the direction of a transmitter
by swinging from side to side in his course,
as shown in figure 12. These maneuvers,
however, may become complicated, and
cause the loss of time and of distance, which
is generally inadmissible. The system, however, has the advantage that its receiving
range is great.
Second, in placing a single small loop inside the body of the plane, the loop pivoting around a vertical axis. This permits of
direction finding without changing the course
of the plane. Its range, however, is limited.
Third, using the Robinson system shown
in figure 13, which consists of two perpendicular loops, A and B, one within the other,
one turning around a vertical axis. The
windings are in series with a series -parallel
switch C providing parallel connection as
well. When one of the loops is directional
with the transmitter, changing the series parallel switch produces no change in the
received signal. The rotatable loop, known
as the "main loop," (cadre principal) is
directed toward the transmitter. The other
loop, the "auxiliary," has two or three times
This system
more turns than the first.
avoids, somewhat, confusion caused by external sounds for instead of listening for
minimum signal volume, one tunes for the
maximum, and reads the position by the aid
of observing the equality of the signals in
the two positions of the switch. However,
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f rom the point of view of range this system is no better than that using a single
loop, and may even have a lesser ability in

distance work.
Fourth, using the Bellini -Tosi system with
its tuned antennas, one antenna is placed
longitudinally in the plane, following the
axis of the craft, while the other is transverse at right angles. It is not necessary
that the two have the same shape, provided
that they enclose the same surface. In fact,
it is the custom to give the axial aerial a
slightly smaller surface than that of the
transverse one, in order to compensate for
the errors produced by the metallic masses
of the engine and its equipment. By experiment it is possible to compensate for this
error. In the three preceding installations
no such compensation is possible, and a correction table or curve is necessary.
However, other factors sometimes prevent
the turning loop and the Bellini -Tosi systems from revealing the exact position of
an airplane. If the plane flies directly toward or f rom the transmitter, the position
indicated by the apparatus is exact, regardless of the distance and height of the plane.
This, however, is the case only when the
transmitter is located at the destination of
the plane, or in a line passing through the
aircraft and its landing field, which is not
always the case. Also, when the airplane is
far distant or very low upon the horizon,
that is to say when its elevation is small,
the radio compass work is quite exact, independently of the course of the plane. But
in all other conditions, as when the plane is
not in line with the transmitter, and is relatively high above it, errors are noted. The
error increases with the elevation of the
plane and with its position, attaining its maximum when the plane presents its side
squarely to the transmitter. An error as
great as 60 degrees has been noted.
Figure 14 shows the curve of this error,
taken in a particular case. In this, the
scale in degrees represents the angle between the axis of the plane and that of the
ground station ; O corresponds to the position of the plane flying directly toward the
transmitter, 90 degrees, the plane presenting
its right side, etc.
Methods have been tried for determining
both the direction and the position of an
airplane, but so far none of them have given
positive results, and it can be said that we
do not as yet possess a radiogoniometric
method for locating planes. The systems
we have been considering, it should be noted,
have afforded only the direction of the horizontal projection of the direction of the
plane, and not the actual position in the sky.
However, the tests made with planes provided with antennas as shown in figures 4
to 9 have indicated results that are exact
enough for practical purposes.
of Cleveland Heights, Ohio,
received 168 broadcasting stations in four
countries: the United States, Canada, Cuba and
Porto Rico. The following stations have been
heard with two tubes:
2 100 Miles
KHJ
Los Angeles, Calif.
2 100 Miles
Portland, Oregon
KGW
1 250 Miles
Denver, Colo.
KLZ
1 250 Miles
KFAF Denver, Colo.
1 600 Miles
Utah
KDYL Salt Lake City,
1 650 Miles
CFCN Calgary, Alta., Canada
Winnipeg, Man., Canada ....1,000 Miles
CJCG
1 300 Miles
Havana, Cuba
PWX
1,400 Miles
6KW
Tuinicu, Cuba
175 Miles
WCM Austin, Texas
1 100 Miles
WFAA Dallas, Texas
1
110
Miles
WBAP Fort Worth, Texas
1,250 Miles
WOAI San Antonio, Texas
1,000 Miles
WAAB New Orleans, La.
ALBERT C. ETSELLE
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A Home -Made Library

Radio Set

THE structural details

of the homeoutreceiving
telephone
made radio
Washington,
of
Pierce
B.
fit of Arthur
D. C., do not constitute the proverbial
"open book." In reality, the apparatus,
for the most part, is concealed between
the covers of a book. Then, too, while
the butcher, the baker, and the candlestick -maker may be interested in
wireless telephony, this individual is
probably the first person to utilize a
candlestick as a harmonizing influence
in the arrangement of wireless instruments in a library.

The home -made library radio set

Mr. Pierce calls it a "library radio
set." Two books and a candlestick
are the household units that serve to
harmonize the radio telephone installation with the conventional equipment
of a home library. One of the books,
occupying a lower position on the
library table, contains within its pages
the four binding posts and wires essential to the operation of the wireless
receiving set, with the exception of
the tuning coils. The latter, of the
spider -web type are concealed within
the covers of a smaller book, and they
are readily operated by merely opening and closing this book.
The crystal detector occupies a position at the base of the candlestick ; the
concealment of this sensitive mineral
not being attempted, since to the casual
observer it has the semblance of an
electric switch. Moreover, when the
candlestick is lighted, its illumination
is reflected directly on the crystal.
This "library radio set" is in complete harmony with the furniture in
the midst of which it is installed. The
mahogany candlestick corresponds with
the table and its shade with the wallpaper.

Wavelength versus Kilocycles
By Walter A. Cohen
THE Radio Conference at Washington
recommended that the tuning adjustment of a broadcasting station be expressed as a frequency in kilocycles rather
than as a wavelength in meters. The present texts and most articles until recently
have used the wavelength terminology, so
that some of the fans had difficulty in tying
up meters with kilocycles. For the benefit
of these, the present article is written.
The transmission of a broadcasting station is not limited to a single frequency or
wavelength but for the proper transmission
of speech or music, so called side band frequencies are necessary including in all, a
band of about 10,000 cycles or 10 kilocycles.
As the frequency varies inversely with the
wavelength, the number of meters included
by this 10,000 cycle band will vary with the
wavelength upon which the station is operating. Thus, at 200 meters, a 5,000 cycle
band either side of the fundamental would
include wavelengths from 199.3 meters to
200.7, a band of only 1.4 meters, while at
600 meters, a 10,000 cycle band would include wavelengths from 594 to 606 meters,
a band of 12 meters. Thus it is seen that the
new method of expressing the frequency in
kilocycles rather than the wavelength in
meters is by far the easiest and by far the
most comprehensive system to use. This is
the basis of the new broadcasting schedule
whereby the country is divided into districts
and each station is separated in a given district from the next by at least 10,000 cycles,
thus obviating interference and permitting
simultaneous operation of stations.
Knowing the wavelength, it is quite easy
to compute the frequency by means of the
simple formula shown below:
n

=

of propagation of electromagnetic waves,
186,000 miles or 300,000,000 meters (almost)
per second. Substituting in this formula for
200 meters, we arrive at the following

results:
n

=

:

300,000,000

=

1,500,000 cycles

200

This is rather a large number to express
and handle conveniently and so, for convenience, we divide v by 1,000, expressing it
in kilometers instead of meters and our result n is then expressed in kilocycles, in the
present case, 1,500 kilocycles, a much more
convenient figure.
Conversely, knowing the frequency, we
may obtain the wavelength by transposing
the above formula and we then have
:

X

_

kilocycles and the abscissae or horizontal
column in meters. Thus knowing one value
we may easily and quickly find the corresponding value. A practical example follows
Suppose we wish to find the wavelength
so that we may tune in a station listed in the
broadcasting column of the newspapers as
833.3 kilocycles. We search in the left hand
column of the curve for 833.3. Here we find
10 small divisions between each 100 kilocycles. Therefore each small division must
represent 10 kilocycles. Thus we will find
833.3 three and three tenths spaces below
800. Having located this point, we follow to
the right in a horizontal line until we intersect the curve. From this point we drop
down perpendicularly to the bottom of the
sheet where we will find the wavelength.
Here, each small square represents
meters, and as the point sought is four small
spaces to the right of 350, the wavelength
or 360 meters.
must be 350 plus 4 x
Having the wavelength given, to find the
number of kilocycles, we just reverse the
process.

v

-=
n

300,000

= 200

meters

1,500

However, to obviate the use of even this
simple calculation, the appended curve will
prove useful for ready reference.
The
ordinate or vertical column is expressed in
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where n equals the frequency in cycles, X
the wavelength in meters and v the velocity
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My Martian Radio Signals
By Old Timer
RADIO has its perennials. Mysterious
signals, presumably originating somewhere off in space, most likely on the
planet Mars, constitute one of our best radio
perennials. Every twelve months the mysterious Martian signals again come up for a
column or two of newspaper space, a few
statements from the leading scientists, a due
share in everyday conversation, and the forefront of the stage of our imagination.
I happened to be working for a large
radio company back in those early days.
Down in the lower end of New York City,
off to one side of the towering buildings of
the financial district, my employers main-

tained a stock room and small assembly shop
on the ground floor of a six -story loft building. In order that we might test radio receiving sets, we had a small four -wire antenna on the roof, with a long single -wire
lead -in coming all the way down to the first
floor by way of a chimney. I am free to
confess that such odd moments as I could
get away from less pleasant tasks, I put in
testing receiving apparatus and listening to
the dot -dash messages which then filled the
air. There were the slow and cumbersome
Continental Code messages and the light,
rapid, staccato Morse Code messages. The
Marconi stations and ships employed the
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former, while the American radio stations
and ships employed the latter.
In the course of my experiments, I conceived the brilliant idea of making a super
magnetic detector. That form of detector
has long since passed out of existence so far
as everyday radio is concerned, At any
rate, lest you do not know what a magnetic
detector is, I am going to explain it in a few
words. The magnetic detector consists of a
primary winding, connected with the antenna and ground, and a secondary winding
connected with the telephone receivers. A
pair of permanent magnets is arranged so
that the two north poles and the two south

MARTIAN RADIO SIGNALS
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poles are close to the coils. Passing through
the coils is a band of soft -iron wire, which
moves through the coils and over two
grooved pulleys by means of clockwork. The
signals, flowing through the primary coil,
induce a current in the secondary coil which
flows through the receivers and produces
audible sounds.
Now my super -magnetic detector made use
of a five- kilowatt open -core transformer
a huge spark coil, in brief, since it was a
Telefunken coil made just like a spark coil
such as you would find in the well equipped
physics laboratory. I had a simple means
of agitating the soft -iron core so as to simulate the action of the moving band of iron

-

wire of the real magnetic detector. The
primary of the transformer was connected
with the antenna and ground, through simple tuning apparatus, while the secondary
was connected with a pair of head phones.
Much to my surprise, signals came
through with thundering regularity. Sure
enough, the signals were being received, but
it did not require more than a few moments
to decide that these were not the usual radio
messages. Dashes predominated, with here

and there a lonesome dot. It was more on
the Continental code order, but still it was
not Continental. What could it be?
What else
Martian signals, of course
could it be ? I called in the superintendent
of the shop and he listened to the mysterious signals in perfect amazement. Then
we sought one of our operators and had
him listen to the mysterious signals. After
ten minutes of concentration, during which
he endeavored to decipher the mysterious
signals, he decided that they must be signals from somewhere off in space. Here
we were, face to face with an achievement
which would startle the world.
Our manager, after listening to the
signals for an hour or more, was convinced ; but he gave instructions not to let
a word of this great achievement get out
until we could learn more about it.
A week went by, during which time I
was assigned to the somewhat monotonous
task of listening in to the Martian signals,
hour by hour.
And then came the rude dénouement of
the Martian signal episode. A lineman for
a stock quotation ticker service came to our
!
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shop one morning and asked permission to
get to our opening into the chimney. We
granted his request. Pretty soon, he was
hard at work pulling out several wires,
which he tapped by means of those little
clips provided with sharp spikes that can
pierce the insulation and reach the copper
conductor of any wire. He then connected
a telegraph sounder with the tapped wires.
To our astonishment, the sounder gave
forth the very same sluggish dashes with
the sprinkling of dots which we had been
listening to all these weeks ! The Martian
signals which we had been receiving were
nothing more or less than the impulses sent
over the stock quotation ticker wires for
operating the stock quotation tickers. Paralleling our lead -in wire, the ticker circuit
wires were inducing fairly strong currents
in our radio circuit. The huge induction
coil served to transform the induced current into one quite suitable for the operaOur
tion of the telephone receivers.
radio
not
were
therefore,
signals,
Martian
signals to begin with, and they did not come
from far off in space. They were quite
earthbound, you may be sure.

Radio's Place in Communication Service
By Orrin E. Dunlap, Jr.
for the heavy traffic entrusted to it. Delays
were kept down to a minimum and the
Hertzian waves demonstrated their ability
come a public utility more important
to supplement the cables.
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well as that of transportation shows that
many were of the opinion that the surface
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providing
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a greater range of facilities to meet new
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more
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The applications of commercial. radio
During the month of August, 1922; the
and radio telephony is particuseventelegraphy
of
Irish Irregulars took possession
larly adapted for mobile vehicles, such as
teen cable lines linking Europe with the
trains and automobiles, ship to ship, and
American continent causing accumulation of
circuits,
ship to shore, and between- airplanes and
piles of messages. The great radio
airplanes to the ground. Radio is undoubtoperated by the Radio Corporation of
edly the first line of communication across
America, leading to England, one to Norlarge expanses of water and deserts. As a
way, one to Germany and another to France
dissemination of entertainwere soon handling the diverted traffic medium for the radio is also of great imwhich was scheduled to travel beneath the ment and news
Atlantic as cablegrams, but instead arrived portance.
Two of the excellent features of radio not
in the United States at the speed of suneither the telephone, telegraph
light via the ether. Radio facilities, both possessed by its great speed of 186,000 miles
transmitting and receiving proved adequate or cable are

AQUESTION which has often been
asked is whether or not radio will be-

.

a second, a velocity which carries a radiogram around the earth seven and one -half
times in the twinkle of an eye ; in less time
than a telephone receiver can be lifted from

the hook to attract the attention of the operator. The second salient feature in radio
is its ability to reach instantaneously an
audience numbering into the millions. Already, Lord Gainsford, Chairman of the
British Broadcasting Company, has stated
that on the basis of one radiophone station
adequately serving the whole area within a
radius of thirty miles, eight stations in the
British Isles will be capable of entertaining
30,000,000 people, approximately sixty -five
per cent. of the population, even though
crystal sets are employed for receiving. Six
stations are now operating in England.
Broadcasting of the late President Hard ing's speeches showed radio extremely valuable as a medium to carry a vital message
from the President to the people. It will be
possible for a President to address Congress
and at the same time talk to thousands of
Americans in every State in the Union, at
the same instant his voice resounds in the
Capitol in Washington.
The feasibility of trans -oceanic and transcontinental radio telephony was clearly demonstrated last January in tests conducted between New York and England. Interesting
and successful experiments have been performed between ships and shore. Such tests
tend to portray a picture when in the future
a person on board ship will be able to talk
direct to his home in San Francisco, Chicago, New Orleans or New York. These
events also serve to show how radio will
supplement the telephone and thus render
more extensive service throughout the world.
Conditions which developed from the war
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were such that the manufacture of a cable
would have involved a long delay in supplying service between Los Angeles, California
and Avalon, on Catalina Island. Radio provided an interconnecting link for three years.
If a person in Boston or any other city in
the United States wished to talk with a person in Avalon, the long distance call was
made in the usual way through the Los
Angeles exchange of the telephone system.
The voice from Boston continued over the
wires from Los Angeles to the radio station
at Long Beach and from that point it leaped
thirty -one and a half miles of water to the
radio receiving station at Pebbly Beach,
where the voice was plucked from the air
and put back on the regular telephone wires
which lead to Avalon, without the slightest

NOVEMBER, 1923

intimation to the parties talking that radio
played a part in the circuit. This celebrated
"talk bridge" was discontinued during the
past Summer and replaced by two submarine cables. It was a case of the ether
supplementing the cables.
Although radio has encountered more obstacles in radiophone service on moving
trains than it has on board ship, it is safe to
say that the day will come before many
years pass when an individual can successfully talk from an express train speeding between New York and Chicago, to his home
in any city or town in the United States or
to a friend on a vessel far out on the Atlantic or Pacific.
The best applications of commercial radio
telephone are over large stretches of water
;

in moving vehicles; in some forms of broadcasting where it is desired to direct the same

communication simultaneously to a large
number of persons and in remote places
where it is impractical to stretch wires for
telegraph or telephone. It should be remembered that radio telephony is limited in scope
by natural conditions, but the same is true
of the telephone and telegraph. Each system
of communication is endowed with advantages not possessed by the others, but all cooperating and working together they supplement and make possible a wider and more
efficient communication system ; radio with
its tall steel towers silhouetted against the
sky, the telephone and telegraph forming a
web of copper over the lond and the cable
secluded in the depths of the sea.

Six Antennas and Six Transmitters for

Simultaneous Operation at
One radio Station

THE antenna system of NAA -the

radio telegraph and telephone transmitting station of the United States
Navy Department, located at Radio, Virginia-has no counterpart in the world. The
heavy traffic, as well as the variety, handled
at this point has necessitated the erection
of two auxiliary masts and a third addition
is being contemplated. Thus, all told, six
antennas, operating in conjunction with an
equal number of transmitters, may be used
simultaneously at one sending station when
this multiple system of transmission is completed.
The multiplicity of this antenna system
may be appreciated when it is considered
that the use of two antennas at any one
transmitting station is the ordinary limit.
The traffic imposed upon NAA has demanded the installation of a many -sided
system for the radiation of electric energy.
The traffic of the Signal Corps of the War
Department, the dispatch of communications
from the United States Navy Department,
the transmission of communications for the
benefit of aircraft, and a broadcasting service involving the dissemination of information from practically every department of
the Federal Government, are negotiated
through this 24 -hour, continuously operated,
wireless telegraph and telephone station.
The burdens of NAA, as heavy as they
are, hardly equal the diversity of its service. From the sending of a "hog flash"
market quotations on swine -to a diagnosis
of neuralgia and the broadcasting of a presidential message, the offerings emanating
from Radio, Virginia, eclipse the proverbial
"57" varieties. The transmission of time
signals, reports on weather conditions,
broadcasts on the subject of geology, labor,
child welfare, education, and life- saving on
our coasts, are among the diversity of
themes treated by this broadcasting station.
Of its programs much has been written,
earning for NAA the title of "Most Serviceable Government Radio Station in the

By S. R. Winters
cerned with its unique radiating system,
anticipating that amateurs will be interested
in this multiple antenna system. The three
original masts or towers were built in 1913,
this being the first unit in the chain of high power stations subsequently erected by the
United States Navy Department. One of
these original masts is 600 feet high, and
the other two are 450 feet tall. They are
spaced 350 feet apart, and the top of the
towers were designed to withstand a load
of 10,000 pounds. Contrary to recent designs of towers, which contain three legs,
the first ones built at Arlington or Radio
are of the three -legged type and they include about three times as much steel as the
towers installed within recent years.

The two auxiliary antennas recently included in the electric radiating system of
NAA are comprised of masts 200 feet high,
and the sixth tower, in contemplation, will
likely duplicate the features of these recent
antenna installations. The 200 -foot towers
recently added to this many -sided antenna
system were formerly in use at the Washington Barracks and were purchased by the
War Department for the needs of the Signal
Corps when its traffic was assigned for
transmission through NAA. The joint operation of this station by the Navy Department and War Department has obviated the
expense that would have been incurred by
the erection and maintenance of separate
stations, a procedure once contemplated.

-

World."
This article, therefore,

is

primarily con-

The towers and antenna system at station NAA, located
at Radio, Va.

The complete antenna system at Radio,
Virginia, the only place in the United States
so designated, is allotted to specific services.
The five antennas are described as "main,"
"aircraft," "army," "navy," "radiophone,"
and the sixth antenna has not been classified
with respect to its duties. An equal number of transmitters will be in operation, at
the same time if desired. One of these
transmitting units is reserved for the broad-
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casting of radio -telephone communications,
and the other five transmitters will be used
for the transmission of radio -telegraph signals.

Strangely enough, NAA, with its sixfold capacity for the radiation of messages
on electro- magnetic waves, is not provided
with facilities for the reception of wireless
signals.. Moreover, both the Office of Communications of the Navy Department and
the Signal Corps of the War Department
handle their traffic from different buildings
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der favorable atmospheric conditions, the
audible range of NAA is within a radius
of 1,500 miles of the National Capital.
The three main types of equipment for
radiating electric energy are employed at
Radio, namely, arc, spark, and tube transmitters. Weather forecasts are dispersed at
10 o'clock in the morning and at the same
hour in the evening by means of an arc
transmitter, using continuous waves of 5,950
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the Signal Corps, for instance. sends its
messages to all parts of the United States
from headquarters in the Munitions Building, four miles removed from Radio, Virginia.
Similarly, the Office of Communications
of the Navy Department, which intelligence
division is located on the second floor of the
Navy Department Building, directs its naval
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traffic by means of remote control with
such points as Key West, New Orleans,
Boston, and San Juan. The effectiveness
of this multiple radiating system -six antennas and as many transmitters-is such
as to embrace a large area of the United
States. By means of the radio-telephone
transmitting outfit, recently installed, a presidential message or the speeches of other
distinguished officials in Washington may
be dispersed to the middle western states
and southward as far as N'ew Orleans. Un-
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meters. Weather reports are also sent daily
and Sunday by use of the radio -telephone
tube transmitter. Time signals from the
Naval Observatory, weather reports, ship
orders, and naval press news are transmitted regularly by means of a spark transmitter, operating on a wavelength of 2,650
meters. Market reports are disseminated
by both radio telegraph and telephone, and
the various broadcasts from the different
Government departments are dispersed by
the radio-telephone tube transmitter.

A Method of Continuous Wave Transmission
on 100 Meters
The result of the second daylight -darkness tests with 8XK were as follows : The
schedule was as before. During the early
afternoon the signals came through rather
poorly. The weather was cloudy at both
ends. However, at 3:30 p. m., when the
sun was shining brightly at the receiving
end and it was cloudy at the transmitting
end, the C. W. signals were heard with an
audibility of 170. The I. C. W. was also
heard. This signal strength was greater
than at any time during the day of the
previous tests and when it was cloudy all
day.
Some fading was noted, especially at 8:15

(Continued from page 48)
p. m., when the usual night fading observed
on the commercial wavelengths was experienced. During the evening the audibility
averaged approximately 200 to 300. The
I. C. W. averaged about 100. The measurements of audibilities are only approximate
as considerable interference from power induction was experienced at the receiving
end.
As a result of these tests it may be con-

cluded that short -wave transmission at 105
meters, using the antenna and circuits described, is entirely practical over a distance
of 300 miles. It would seem that for daylight transmission, especially, there are

marked advantages in the use of such a
system.

Interference from strays may also be
greatly reduced since it is feasible to use a
small coil antenna at the receiving end.
Furthermore, strays or atmospheric disturbances are not as intense on wavelengths
of 105 meters as on longer wavelengths.
While a sufficient number of tests have
been made to draw the conclusions stated,
the results indicate that short -wave transmission on 100 meters or still shorter wavelengths should be investigated further. It
is expected that further experiments will be
made and results reported to the Air Service.

Practical Demonstration of Radio Equipped Motor Repair Lorry
By J. S. Smith
RADIO telephony continues to
present opportunities for enterprising methods of communication in unusual circumstances, and J.
S. Woodhams of London, England,
has utilized this method of communication in connection with a radio
telephone installation between a
motor repair vehicle on the open
road and its headquarters.
The motor repair lorry is equipped
with a sensitive receiving apparatus,
and the garage has its transmitting
and receiving plant so that while the
vehicle is away from headquarters
its driver can still receive messages
and instructions.
The test was arranged as follows
The repair van was sent out in
answer to an imaginary summons
from an owner- driver who had
broken down at a pre -determined position
and while the vehicle was away the garage
was supposed to have received another request for assistance from a further automobile that was broken down in the vicinity
of the first mishap. This is a very common
situation and one where time and money
can obviously be saved if a message can be
received by the repair lorry in order to prevent it returning to the garage before going
on the second job, thus making unnecessary
the second journey.
The van left the garage anti arrived at the
scene of the first imaginary breakdown and
the garage was requested to get in touch
with the driver and instruct him to take care
of the further breakdown about three miles
further on. It is interesting to note that
during the transmission of the radio telephonic communication it so happened that
2L0 the London broadcasting station was
carrying out some tests and the fact that the
small power garage station was received
three miles away in the van at a point only
one and one -half miles from the powerful
broadcasting station at 2L0 furnished
definite proof that notwithstanding such ad:

The receiving set in the lorry

The transmitting set at the garage

verse conditions sufficient selectivity
of tuning is possible to accomplish
the desired results.
In order to avoid the necessity of
maintaining a constant watch on the
repair lorry an arrangement has
been made whereby communication
is established definitely every quarter
of an hour, two synchronized
watches being used for the purpose.
This arrangement insures actual
communication whether the van is
attending a breakdown or in motion
on the road. In the latter circumstances notwithstanding extraneous
noises from the motion of the
vehicle itself and neighboring traffic,
no inconvenience in reception is experienced.
The repair lorry it should be mentioned is equipped with benches and
tools so that adjustments and small repairs
can be carried out on the scene of the breakdown. A crane is also fitted which is stowed
away in the body when not in use and which
serves to support the front end of a vehicle
which has to be towed in for repairs.
The transmitting plant located at the
garage near Piccadilly Circus, London, a
spot familiar to American visitors, consists
of a two -tube transmitter. The tubes employed are of the Marconi Osram type, one
being utilized to produce the necessary power
and the other being used to furnish modulation by the well known "choke control"
method. The necessary high plate voltage
is supplied by means of Ever -ready dry batteries in preference to the usual high voltage
motor generator.
This method of obtaining a high potential
is not adopted from the point of view of
cost, but on account of their reliability and
the fact that they require little or no attention and do not require the attention of a
skilled operator. It should be mentioned at
this point that the whole installation can be
operated by a layman.
The dry batteries mentioned are found to
(Continued on page 63)
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Distortion in Audio Frequency Amplifiers
A Good Deal of Poor Quality Is Caused Through the Incorrect Use of Audio Frequency Amplifiers. This Article Deals Step

by Step With Each Factor Which May Cause Distorted Signals
By S. O. Pearson, B.Sc.
(The Wireless World and Radio Review)

WHEN it is desired to amplify wireless signals or telephony sufficiently
for reception on a loud speaking
telephone, it is almost essential to employ
one or more stages of audio frequency amplification after the rectifier. The kind of
audio frequency amplifier most commonly
used is the transformer -coupled type, on account of its relatively large amplification
for a given number of thermionic valves.
Instruments of this type must be very carefully designed if the received speech is to
be free from distortion, and in this instalment the chief causes of distortion, and
their effects, are discussed, suggestions being given in each case for the elimination of
distortion as far as possible. For reasons
given below it will be seen that the transformer- coupled audio amplifier can never
be quite free from distortion, although with
careful design very good results can be
obtained.
It is quite commonly found that the results
given by a set operating a loud speaker are
not as clear as those given by a set operating head telephones only, where no audio
frequency amplifier is used. For this reason
it is often assumed that the loud speaker
must be at fault, but this is not usually the
case. The writer has found that with a
carefully designed amplifier the results given
by a loud speaker are even more pleasing
to listen to than those of head telephones.
The chief causes of distortion in the
transformer -coupled type of amplifier may be
classified as follows:
(1) Operation too near either of the bends
in the characteristic curve of a tube.
(2) Saturation of one or more of the tubes.
(3) Resonance effects in the transformer
windings and circuits.
(4) Presence of high frequency oscillations
in various parts of the circuits.
(5) Effect of the iron cored transformers.
These several causes are discussed in turn
below, and, where possible, suggestions are
given for their elimination.
OPERATION

Too NEAR THE BENDS

OF

THE

CHARACTERISTIC CURVE

This is one of the most common causes
of distortion and is simply due to faulty
adjustment. The vibrations which go to
make up speech or music are of a very
complex nature, and if oscillations of potential representing in wave form the vibrations of perfect speech are impressed on the
grid of a valve, then, in order to get magnified speech without distortion on the output side of the tube, the wave -form of the
oscillating component of the plate current
must be an exact reproduction of that of
the grid potential. This is only possible
when the operating portion of the grid
voltage -plate current curve is a perfect
straight line. Now the valve characteristic
curve is usually approximately a straight

line over a limited range only, and therefore
it is most important to see that the normal
grid potential is adjusted to such a value

that operation takes place over the straight
portion of the curve. The correct grid potential is not fixed for any particular tube,
but depends on the value of the plate potential. There is a separate static characteristic curve for each value of the plate
potential, and a "family" of such characteristic curves is shown in figure 1 for
various plate voltages and constant filament
current. Varying the filament current simply has the effect of changing the positions
of the upper bends of the curves without
appreciably affecting the lower portions.
The simplest arrangement is obtained
when such a plate voltage is employed that
zero grid potential will allow the tube to
functiton at or near the middle point of the
straight portion of the characteristic curve,
200 vo/ts
5

4
3
y, 2

/
0

-30

-/0 0 +/0 +20 +30
Grid Potent/a/ (Volts)

-20

Figure 1. -A group of characteristic curves
for various plate voltages and constant filament current

as in this case no grid battery is needed.

This is the most usual arrangement, and the
plate potentials recommended for various
types of tubes by their respective makers
are given on the assumptiton that the normal grid potential in each case, for purposes
of amplification, is zero with respect to the
negative end of the filament. Modern hard
tubes which are manufactured in large
quantities are fairly uniform, and in general
it is quite sufficient to accept the manufacturers' figures. However, one occasionally
comes across a tube with peculiar characteristics of its own, and therefore if facilities are available, it is advisable to determine the chief characteristics of all tubes in
use.

The coupling between two tubes of an
audio frequency amplifier constitutes an impedance connected in series with the plate
of the first tube, the object being to obtain
variations of potential differences across
it proportional to the oscillations impressed
on the grid of that tube but having been
magnified. These magnified oscillations of
potential are passed on to the grid of the
61

second tube by transformer action. For
satisfactory working the impedance of the
inter -tube coupling at the lowest note f requency to be dealt with should be at least
equal to the plate to filament resistance
of the tube. An ordinary power transformer is designed to take as small a noload current as possible without making
the design too expensive, and the condititons
in an inter -tube transformer are very similar; namely, that for a given amplitude of
oscillating potential difference across the
primary winding, the oscillating current
shall be as small as possible. But in this
case it is not the expense which decides
the limit but the self capacity of the windings. This is discussed later.
When a very high resistance or a very high
impedance is connected in the plate circuit
the plate current does not vary, for a given
impressed oscillation on the grid, as it would
do without any impedance in the plate circuit.
The anode impedance is actually
placed in the circuit to prevent the current
from varying, i. e., to act as a choke, and
in so doing to produce an oscillating voltage across the resistance or impedance.
Thus we do not get variations of plate current of the order suggested by the ordinary
anode characteristic of the tube. This is
due to the fact that the plate potential is
no longer constant, being at every instant
equal to the difference between the voltage
of the B battery and the voltage across the
primary of the transformer. However, the
oscillations across the primary of the transformer will be a fairly exact copy of those
impressed on the grid if the tube is operated
on the straight portion of the ordinary D.C.
characteristic using normal value of plate
voltage, because the variation of plate current, for fixed grid potential, is nearly proportional to the variation of plate potential.
This of course assumes that there is no
distortion due to the iron of the transformer.
It is interesting to note what happens on
connecting in the plate circuit a choke or
transformer primary of infinitely great impedance, but whose resistance is sufficiently
low to allow thé D.C. component of the
plate current to flow and thus maintain the
average potential of the plate at the normal
value. Under these conditions the plate
current could contain no oscillating component at all, even though an oscillation is
being impressed on the grid. But across the
choke there will be an oscillating potential
difference of such a value that the plate
potential is varied in such a manner as to
maintain the plate current constant. Under
these conditions the tube gives its greatest
possible amplification, and the ratio of the
amplitude of the oscillation across the choke
to that applied to the grid is equal to the
amplification constant of the tube. These
are really the ideal conditions of operation,
but in practice it is impossible to wind a
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How Astounding

Results Are Secured
RECEIVING

MODERN
RADIO OPERATION

J.

O.

SMITH

IN TRANSMITTING AND

EVERY RECEIVING AMATEUR can profit by the experience of

J. O. Smith.

EVERY TRANSMITTING AMATEUR can gain a great deal through

his new book, "Modern Radio Operation."

Practically all amateurs in America and many abroad have heard 2ZL and wondered how he gets his
marvelous results. Those who have been privileged to go over this station, owned and operated by J.
O. Smith, at Valley Stream, Long Island, have understood how the utterly unprecedented accomplishments of this station have been possible and have been able to secure greater efficiency from their own
installations by operating them according to the principles used at 2ZL.
Mr. Smith's knowledge, his experience, his results, are available to everyone now. His book, just
printed, places at everyone's disposal all the details of 2ZL, and of other famous continuous -wave transmitting stations, such as 1ZE, 8ZG and 9ZG (which were installed by Mr. Smith) and even of the well known broadcasting stations WDY, WJZ and WGY.
O. SMITH knows how to put through long distance,
two -way voice communication -he has done it. He
knows how to get the greatest range in code work
he has been copied by many amateurs in Europe. Operating radio amateurs in all parts of the country have written
him, by the hundreds, asking questions on one phase or
another of tube transmission. They will welcome his new
book, "Modern Radio Operation," for, until this book appeared, no one could ever profit fully by the work done at
2ZL. One could admire and wonder, and by mail or in person get a few pointers. Here, for the first time is the full

story, put into print so all can study it at leisure and use its
data at will.
The book will increase every amateur's knowledge, enable
him to arrange his set in the light of the most modern practices, save him time and money in purchasing equipment,
and give him facts that will make his tubes last longer, increase the quality of his modulation, add many miles to his
effective receiving or transmitting range. It discusses with
particular clearness the comparative virtues of spark and
CW transmission, and shows conclusively the superiority
of the tube in range, clarity of reception, ease of eliminating
interferences, and, what is to many the most important of
all, low power consumption.

-

-NO

NO THEORY
MATHEMATICS
NO FORMULAS
Just a straight story of the development and
operation of the tube sets that made amateur
history, written in everyday language that explains itself, by the man whose design and
operation of 2ZL gave that station worldwide fame.

DO YOU KNOW

-the

proper proportion of grid and
plate currents in a transmitting
tube?
-the proper proportion of plate
current when not modulating to
the normal full -load current when

modulating?
to eliminate excessive plate
current when no adjustment of the
circuits will do it?

-how

-the

percentage of

RECEIVING EXPLAINED -Chapter 4 is the most comprehensive yet
published on receiving apparatus and
is intended especially for those who
are content to listen to the broadcast
programs. It contains full details, with
diagrams, of every type of set; crystal,
honeycomb, regenerative with audio
frequency amplification, and the radio
frequency- detector -audio frequency set
used on indoor loop antennas. There
is even a summary of the super- regenerative Armstrong circuit, 100,000 times
more sensitive than the usual hook -up.

increase in

output to be expected by the addition of one or more tubes to a
transmitter?

-the

advantages and disadvantages of transmitting circuits employing direct current on the
plates; A. C., with half -wave rectification; A. C. with full -wave
rectification, kenotron -rectified A.
C.; and which type of circuit is the
most economical and at the same
time most efficient?
IF YOU DON'T -"MODERN
RADIO OPERATION" W I L L
TELL YOU, and tell you in plain
language that you will enjoy read-

ing.
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choke or transformer with very large impedance on account of the self capacity of
the windings. With an impedance, at a
given frequency, equal to the internal resistance of the tube, the voltage amplification will be just half the amplification constant, but with a step-up transformer this
may be multiplied by about three before
being applied to the grid of the next tube.
The foregoing remarks have been added
because it does not seem to be generally
appreciated that the current oscillations in
the plate circuit of a tube coupled to another as described above, are suppressed as
far as possible, being virtually converted
into voltage oscillations. Also, neglecting
self -capacity, an inter tube transformer when
in operation is really on no -load or open
circuit, assuming that the grid of the second
tube does not draw any current. Thus
it will be seen that the very common statement that the impedance of the inter tube
coupling must be equal to the internal impedance of the tube for best results, is rather
misleading-the higher the impedance the
better is the amplification. The same conditions apply as regards voltage amplification, to the transformer -coupled as to the
resistance -coupled amplifier, and in figure 2
a curve is shown giving the relation between
resistance or impedance in the plate circuit
and the voltage amplification. With the
transformer, of course, the impedance varies
with the frequency, whereas for the ohmic
resistance the impedance is practically constant for all frequencies.
The tube for which the curve of figure 2
was drawn had an amplification constant of
about 7, its internal resistance being 27,000
ohms, and the curve shows that when the
impedance in series with the plate is 27,000
ohms the voltage amplification is 3.5. Now
since the impedance of a transformer varies
in almost direct proportion to the frequency,
it follows that the voltage amplification will
be different for different frequencies, and
the higher frequencies and harmonics will
be amplified to a much greater extent than
the lower ones. The effect of this is to give
the speech a sharp piercing sound, and in the
case of music the base notes are almost, if
not entirely, swamped by the higher notes.
This defect is usually overcome by shunting
the primaries of the transformers with small
condensers of the order of 0.002 mfd., so as
to offer a lower impedance to the higher
frequencies, these small capacities not materially affecting the impedance offered to
the lower note frequencies. The effect is to
give the speech or music a more mellow and
pleasing tone.
SATURATION OF ONE

OR

MORE OF THE TUBES

When the signals have been amplified up
through successive stages to such an extent,
and the amplitude of the oscillations applied
to the grid of, say, the last tube, are so great
that operation takes place right around both
bends in the characteristic curve, that tube
is said to be saturated. When this occurs,
all the peaks of the waves are cut off or
flattened out both top and bottom, and very
bad distortion is the result. If the tube is
only just saturated the trouble can usually
be overcome by brightening the filament and
using a higher plate potential on the last
tube. This has the effect of considerably
lengthening the straight portion of the characteristic curve. When a much higher plate

voltage is employed it is usually necessary
to apply a negative potential to the grid in
order to work at the correct point of the
new curve. When very loud results are required it becomes necessary to employ a
larger tube of the type used for transmitting
purposes and capable of giving out a considerable amount of power.
RESONANCE EFFECTS

It was stated above that the windings of
intertube transformers are never free from
self capacity. This capacity and the added
capacity across the primary mentioned
above, in conjunction with the inductance
of the windings of a transformer may constitute a tuned circuit, especially if the resistances of, the windings are low. This is
usually the case and should the natural frequency of resonance of the transformer lie
within the range of audible frequencies received, "blasting" will take place whenever
a note of that frequency occurs, this being
one of the faults of cheap transformers
wound with insufficient wire. It is usual to
shunt the primaries of the intertube transformers for the reason given above, and this
tends to bring the natural frequency down
below the audible range. When a cheap
transformer with too high a natural fre-
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and may be due to faulty laying out and
spacing of the connections. The frequency
of the oscillation will be at the natural f requency of some part of the circuit, and once
having constructed an amplifier which exhibits these phenomena it is no easy matter
to locate the trouble and eliminate it. This
can only be done by trial, and the remedy
usually lies in the reversing of one or more
of the intertube transformer windings.
Low frequency oscillations or howling
may take two forms, (a) ordinary free oscillations as above, and (b) the starting and
stopping of high frequency oscillations in
the detector circuit where the leaky grid condenser method of rectification is used in
conjunction with reaction. Howling is usually due to the latter cause, which is not
really a fault in the audio frequency amplifier, but rather due to excessive reaction.
When the set is made to oscillate a negative
potential is accumulated on the grid of the
detector and may reach such a high value
that the oscillations cease. As soon as the
grid has reached a voltage approaching the
normal value again, the oscillations recommence. This process is repeated several
hundred times per second with the result that
the set howls. When receiving telephony, of
course, the set must never be made to oscillate, so that howling from the latter cause
would be impossible.

Practical Demonstration
Amp/ification

constant

1

I

/00,000

?00000

Resistance or

il

400,000
Impeelance (Ohms)
300,000

Figure 2. -Curve giving the relation between
resistance or impedance in the plate circuit
and the voltage amplification

quency is shunted by a condenser sufficiently
large to bring the resonant frequency down
below audibility, it is usually found that
most of the higher harmonics of the speech
wave pass through the condenser instead of
through the transformer winding, with the
result that the speech has a muffled sound.
When buying an intertube transformer it
always pays to get a good one.
PRESENCE OF LOCAL OSCILLATIONS

Sometimes in low frequency amplifiers it
is found that continuous oscillations are set
up and maintained. Their frequency may
lie within the audible range, in which case
the set is said to "howl," a phenomenon with
which most experimenters are familiar ; but
on the other hand the frequency of these
local oscillations may be above the range of
audibility, and will not be heard in the telephones when no speech is being received.
Even when speech is being received the high
frequency oscillations will not be actually
heard, but they have a detrimental effect on
the quality of the speech or music, this
effect being rather difficult to explain in
words. Those who have listened to speech
received on an Armstrong super regenerative receiver will have some idea of the quality of the speech received. Apart from the
high -pitched whistle there is a strange "edging" or "fuzziness" about the words.
Local oscillations of this nature are, of
course, produced by stray coupling between
the output and input sides of the amplifier

of

Radio Equipped Motor
Repair Lorry
(Continued from page 60)
possess a long life when used for this purpose as the transmissions are necessarily
brief. A further advantage is the elimination of ripple noises which are common to
the use of a motor generator system. The
total potential employed is about 1,000 volts
and the batteries have been found to stand
up very well to their work. The aerial
current is carried to a single wire T aerial
above the garage.
The receiving set employed on the van
consists of a movable four -wire aerial
mounted on top which is capable of being
lowered by means of hand control by the
driver when passing under bridges or trees.
The receiver incorporates four tubes, one
radio frequency on the popular tuned anode
system, a detector and two stages of audio
frequency. The tuner itself utilizes honeycomb coils and a grid potentiometer to control oscillation.
Forty -five volts HT is required to the
first and 60 volts to the other tubes. A
Western Electric loud speaker is also included in the van installation.
The upkeep and operation costs of these
sets is quite moderate and will be covered
by the time and expense saved by the fact
that the motor van can be kept constantly
on the move from one job to another without
returning to the garage.
It will be seen that this development opens
up several possibilities, for in addition to a
repair shop keeping in touch with a mobile
van that is on the road it would be extremely
useful if the vehicles employed by a parcel
collecting and delivery agency could receive
messages from headquarters while they were
on the road.
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KAO
K F
K

I

FZ

KGB
KGG
KG N
K

G U

KGW
K

G

Y

K H1
K H Q
KJ Q
KJ R

KJS
KL N

KLS
1< LX
KLZ
KMC
K au
I( M

O

K N1
K NT
K NV

I<NX

K0ß
I<OP

KOQ
I<PO
KQI
KQ P

KQV

KQW
KR E

,<SD

KSS

KTW
KUO
KUS
K UY

KWG
KWH

KXD
KYQ

KYW
KZM
KZN
KZV

KDKA

KDPM
KDPT
KDLY
KDYM
KDYQ
KDYS
KDYW
KDYX
KOZB
KDZE
KDZF
KOZ1

KDZK
KDZQ
KDZR

KDZT
KOZU
KDZV
KFAD
KFAE
KFAF
KFAJ
KFAN
KFAP
KFAR
KFAT
KFAU

KFAV
KFAW
K FAY

KFBB
KFBC
KFBE

KFBK
KFBL
KFB8
KFBU
KFCB
KFCD
KFCF
KFCH

KFCK
KFCL
KFCM
KFCP
KFCQ
KFCV
KFCY
KFCZ
KFDA
KFDB
KFDD

KFDF
KFDH
KF01
KFDL

KFDO
KFDP
KFDR
K FD U
K FD V
K FD X

Young Men's Christian Association, Deliver, Colo.
E. C. Anthony
Los Angeles, Calif.
Doerr Mitchell Electric Co
Spokane, Wash.
Tacoma Dally Ledger
Tacoma. Wash.
Hallock & Watson Radio Service, Portland, Ore.
Northwestern Radio Mfg. Co
Portland, Ore.
M. A. Mulrony
Honolulu, Hawaii
Oregonian Pub. Co
Portland, Ore.
St. Martins College
Lacey, Wash.
Times Mirror Co.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Louis Wasmer
Seattle, Wash.
C. O. Gould
Stockton, Calif.
Northwest Radio Service Co
Seattle, Wash.
Bible Institute of Los Angeles, Inc.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Monterey Electric Shop
Monterey, Calif.
Warner Brothers
Oakland Calif.
Tribune Publishing Co
Oakland, Calif.
Reynolds Radio Co
Denver, Colo.
Lindsay -Weatherill & Co
Readley, Calif.
San Joaquin Light & Power Corp,
resno, Calif.
Love Electric Co
1'acoma. Wash.
Roswell Public Service Co
Roswell, N. M.
Grays Harbor Radio Co
Aberdeen, Wash.
Radio Supply Co
Los Angeles, Calif.
Electric Lighting Supply Co , Los Angeles, Calif.
New Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanical Arts, State College. N. Meg.
Detroit Police Dept
Detroit, Mich.
Modesto Evening News
Modesto, Calif.
Hale Bros.
San Francisco, Calif.
University of California
Berkeley, Calif.
Apple City Radio Club
Hood River, Ore.
Doubleday -Hill Electric Co
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charles D. Herreld
San Jose, Calif.
Berkeley Daily Gazette
Berkeley, Calif.
Post -Dispatch
St. Louis, Mo.
Presi & Dean Radio Rut. Lab.,
Long Beach, Calif.
First Presbyterian Church
Seattle, Wash.
The Examiner Printing Co..San Francisco, Calif.
City Dye Works & Laundry Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Coast Radio Co
El Monte, Calif.
Portable Wireless Telephone Co ..Stockton, Calif.
Los Angeles Examiner
Los Angeles, Calif.
Herald Publishing Co
Modesto, Calif.
Electric Shop
Honolulu. T. H.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.. .Chicago, Ill.
Preston, D. Allen
Oakland, Calif.
The Desert News
Salt Lake City, Utah
Wenatchee Battery & Motor Co., Wenatchee, Wash.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Southern Electric Co
San Diego, Calif.
Telegram Publishing Co...Salt Lake City, Utah
Savoy Theatre
San Diego, Calif.
Oregon Institute of Technology ..Portland, Ore.
The Tribune, Inc
Great Falls, Mont.
Smith, Hughes & Co
Phoenix, Ariz.

Star Bulletin Publishing Co. ..Honolulu, T. H.
Frank E. Siefert
'Bakersfield,
Calif.
Rhodes Company
Seattle, Wash.
Automobile Club of So. Calif., Los Angeles, Calif.
Electric Supply Co
Wenatchee, Wash.
Nevada Machinery & Electric Co....Reno, Nev.
Pyle & Nichols
Denver. Colo.
Bellingham Publishing Co...Bellingham, Wash.
Seattle Radio Association
Seattle, Wash.

Western Radio Corporation
Denver. Colo.
Copo & Cornwell Co
Salt Lake City. Utah
McArthur Brothers Mercantile Co., Phoenix, Ariz.
State College of Washington --Pullman. Wash.
Western Radio Corporation
Denver, Colo.
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colo.

Electric Shop
Moscow. Idaho
Standard Publishing Co
Butte, Mont.
Studio Lighting Service Co. ...Hollywood, Calif.

Dr. J. T. Donohue
Eugene, Ore.
Independent School District of Boise City,

Boise, Idaho
Abbot Kinney Company
Venice, Calif.
The Radio Den, Ashford & White,
Santa Anna, Calif.
W. J. Virgin Milling Co....Central Point, Ore.
F. A. Buttrey & Co
Havre, Mont.
W. K. Azbill
San Diego, Calif.
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Reuben H. Horn

Kimball -Upson

Sacramento. Calif.
Everett. Wash.
Leese Bros.
Chronicle News and Gas & Elec Supply Co.,
Trinidad, Colo.
Bishop N. S. Thomas
Laramie, Wyo.
W. K. Azbill
San Diego, Calif.
Salem, Ore.
Salem Elec. Co
Frank A. Moore
Walla Walla, Wash.
Electric Service Station
Billings, Mont.
Colorado Springs Radio Co.,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Los Angeles Union Stock Yds..Loe Angeles, Calif.
Richmond Radio Shop
Richmond. Calif.
Ralph W. Flygare
Ogden, Utah
Casper. Wyo.
Motor Service Station
Houston, Tez.
Fred Mahaffey, Jr
LeMars, Iowa
Western Union College
Omaha, Nebr.
Omaha Central High School
Adler's Music Store
Baker, Ore.
Mercantile Trust Co
San Francisco, Calif.
St. Michaels Cathedral
Boise, Idaho
Casper. Wyo.
Wyoming Radio Corp
Tucson. Ariz.
University of Arizona
Corvallis, Ore.
Oregon Agri. College
Denver, Colo.
Knight -Campbell Music Co
Bozeman. Mont.
H. E. Cutting
DesMoines, Ia.
Hawkeye Radio & Supply Co
Co.

Bullock's Hardware & Sporting

360
469
283

252
360

360
360
492
258
395
360
360
270

360
261

360
360
360
360

273
360
250
263
256
360

360
286
360
423
360
360
360
360
278
546

360
360
360
360
256
360
360
252
360
536
360
360
360
326
270
244
360
252
360
360
360

360
240

455
278
360
360
360
261

360
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
280
275
270
258
280

360
360
360
360
283
224

360
283
278

360
360
360
242
360
360
360
360

360
252
258

360
509
360
360
360

360
360
248
278

York, Nebr. 360
Nebraska Radio and Electric Co.. Lincoln, Nebr. 240
Fayetteville, Ark. 360
Gilbrech & Stinson
Shreveport, La. 360
First Baptist Church

KFDY
KFDZ
KFEC
KFEJ
KFEL
K F EP

KFEQ

K F ER

KFEV
KFEX
KFEY
KFEZ
KFFA
KFFE
KFFJ
KFFO
K F FP

KFFQ
KFFR

KFFV
KFFX

I(F FY
KFFZ
KFGC
KFGD
KFGF
KFGH
KFGJ

KFGL
KFGP
KFGQ

KFGV
KFGX
KFGY
KFGZ

KFHA
KFHB
KFHD
KF H F

KFHH
KFHI

KFHI

South Dakota State College of Agri. & Mech.

Arts, Brooklings, S. D.
Harry O. Iverson
Minneapolis, Minn.
Meier & Frank Co
Portland, Ore.
Guy Cream)
Tacoma, Wash.
Winner Radio Corporation
Denver, Colo.

Radio Equipment Co
Denver, Colo.
J. L. Scroggin
Oak, Nebr.
Auto Electric Service Co
Ft. Dodge, Iowa
Radio Electric Shop
Douglas, Wyo.
Augsburg Seminary
Minneapolis, Minn.
Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Const. Co..
Kellogg, Idaho
American Society of Mech. Engrs..St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. R. O. Shelton
San Diego, Calif.
Eastern Oregon Radio Co
Pendleton, Ore.
Jenkins Furniture Co
Boise, Idaho
Dr. E. H. Smith
Hillsboro, Oregon
First Baptist Church
Moberly Mo.
Markschotfel Motor Co...Colorado Springs, Colo.
Jim Kirk
Sparks, Nev.
Graceland College
Lamont, Iowa
McGraw Co.
Omaha, Nebr.
l'incus & Murphy, Inc
Alexandria, La.
Al. G. Barnes Amusement Co
Dallas, Tez.
Louisiana State University ....Baton Rouge. La.
Chickasha Radio & Elec. Co...Chickasha, Okla.
Buchanan Stevens & Co
Mt. Vernon. Wash.
Leland Stanford, Jr., Uni v.. Stanford Univ.,Colo.
National Guards Mo., 138th Inf..St. Louis. Mo.

Arlington Garage

Arlington. Ore.

Cheney Radio Co

Cheney, Kans.
Crary Hdw. Co
Boone, Iowa
Heldbreder Radio Supply Co
Utica. Nebr.
First Presbyterian Church
Orange, Tez.
Gjelbaug's Radio Shop
Gaudette, Minn.
Emmanuel Missionary Co...Berrien Spgs., Mich.
Colorado State Normal School. .Gunnison, Colo.
The Rialto Theatre
Hood River. Oregon
Utz Electric Co
St. Joseph, Mo.
Central Christian Church
Shreveport, La.

Ambrose A. McCue
Charles V. Dixon

Neah

Bay, Wash.
Wichita, Kans.

Fallon Co.
Santa Barbara. Calif.
Curtis Brothers Hardware Store.
Los Gatos, Calif.
KFHR Star Elec. and Radio Co
Seattle, Wash.
KFHS Robert Washington Nelson.. -Hutchinson, Kans.
KFHY R. S. 111cEwan
Trinidad, Colo.
K FIB
Franklin W. Jenkens
St. Louis. Mo.
KFIC
Philip Laskowitz
Denver, Colo.
KFID
Ross Arbuckles Garage
Iola, Kans.
KFIF Benson Tech. Student Body
Portland, Ore.
KFIK Gladbrook Electric Co
Gladbrook, Iowa
KFIL
Windisch Elec. Farm Equipment Co.,
Louisburg, Kans.
KFID
North Central High School
Spokane, Wash.
KFIQ
Yakima Valley Radio Broadcasting Association,
Yakima, Wash.
K FIU
Alaska Elec. Light & Power Co..Juneau, Alaska
KFIV
V. H. Broyles
Pittsburg, Kans.
KFIX Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ, of
Latter Day Saints, Independence, Kans.
KFIY
Brott Laboratories
Seattle, Wash.

KFHQ

KFIZ

KFJA
KFJB
KFJC
KFJD
K F.I F

KFJH
K F11

KFJI

KFJM
KFJA
KFJR
KFJU
K FJ V
K FJ W

KFIX
KFIY
KFJI

K F KA
K F KB

KFKH
KFKQ
KFKV
KFKX
KFKZ
KFLA
KFLB
KFLE
WBL
W BS

WBT
WBU
WBZ

WCE
WCK
WCM
WCX

WDM
WDT
WDZ
WEB
WEV
WEW

WFI

W FY

WOF
Wß1

WOL

WGR

Daily Commonwealth

Fond du Lac. Wisc.

Central Power Co
Brand Island, Nebr.
Marshall Electric Co., Inc...Marshaltown, Iowa
Post Intelligencer
Seattle, Wash.
Weld County Printing & Pub. Co.. Greeley. Colo.
National Radio Mfg. Co. ..Oklahoma City, Okla.
The Sugar Bowl
Selma, Calif.
Liberty Theatre
Astoria, Ore.
Carrollton Radio Shop
Carrollton, Mo.
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, N. D.
Valley Radio Div. of Electric Construction Co..
Grand Forks, N. D.
Ashley C. Dixon & Co
Stevensville, Mont.
Central Power Co
Kearney, Nebr.
T. H. Warren
Dexter, Iowa
Le Grand Radio Co
Towanda, Kans.
Iowa State Teachers College..Cedar Falls, Iowa
Tunwall Radio Co
Fort (lodge, Iowa
Texas National Guard, 112th Cay.,
Fort Worth, Texas
Colorado State Teachers College ..Greeley, Colo.
Brinkley -Jones Hospital Association,
Milford, Kans.
Denver Park Amusement Co
Lakeside, Colo.
Conway Radio Laboratories
Conway, Ark.
F. F. Gray
Butte, Mont.
Westinghouse Electric Co
Hastings, Nebr.
Nasour Bros. Radio Co..Colorado Springs, Colo.
Abner R. Wilson
Butte, Mont.
Signal Electric Mfg. Co
Menominee, Mich.
National Educational Service
Denver, Colo.
T. & II. Radio Co
Anthony, Kansas
May & Co
Newark. N. J.
Southern Radio Corporation ....Charlotte, N. C.
City of Chicago
Chicago, Ill.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. Springfield, Mass.
Findley Electric Co
Minneapolis. Minn.
Stir-Baer-Fuller
St. Louis, Mo.
University of Texas
Austin, Texas
Detroit Free Press
Detroit, Mich.
Church of the Covenant. ...Washington, D. C.
Ship Owners Radio Service. Inc., Premier Grand
Piano Corporation, New York, N. Y.
James L. Bush
Tuscola, Ill.
Benwood Co.
St. Louis, Mo.
Hurlburt -Still Electrical Co.
Houston, Tez.
St. Louis University
St. Louis, Mo.
Strawbridge & Clothier
Philadelphia, Pa.
Cosradio Co.
Wichita, Kans.
The Register & Tribune
Des Moines, Iowa
American Radio and Research Corporation,
Medford Hillside, Mass.
Thomas F. J. Howlett
Philadelphia, Pa.
Federal Tel & Tel. Co
Buffalo, N. Y.
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360
360
360
360
360
240
360
231

263

WGV
WGY

WHA
W HB

WHD
WHK
W HN
WH X
W K
1

WIL

261

WI P

360
360
242
360
360
229
275
360
226
360
278
275
226

254
248
360

360
266
234
229
226
224
250
224
268

360
280

WIZ

WJD
W1 H
WI K
WJ X

WJY
WJZ
W KA
W KC
W KY
W LB
WLH

WMA
WMC
WMH

WM U

WNJ
WNO
WOC
WO I
WO K
WOO
WOQ
WOR
WOS

226
266
283
224

WPA

360

W RC
W RK

242
270
229
242
244
224
246
360
234
234
252

224
226
240
240
236
273
244
248
233
236
252
273

252
236
229

252
258
234
224
226
229
246
254
248

286
226
224
283
286
234
283
248
268
261

360
360
286
337
360
360
360
517
360
405
278
360
360

WPG
W PI
WQX

WRL

WR M

WRR
W RW

WSB
WSL
WSY

WSI

WTG
WTP
WW B

W WI

WW1
WW L

WWI

WAAB
WAAC
WAAD
WAAF
WAAH

WAAK
WAAM
WAAN
WAAP

WAAQ
WAAS
WAAW
WAAZ
WA BA
WABB
WABC
WA BD
WABE
WA BF
WABG
WABH
WABI
WA B.1

WABK
WABL
WABM
WABN

WA BO
W Al V

WBAA
WBAD
WBAH
W BAN
W BAO
W BAP

WBAV
WBAW
W BAX
WBAY
WB

BA

W BBC

WBBD
WCAD
WCAE
W CA F

261

W CA G

395
360
360

W CA1

360
360
319

WCA H

WCAK
WCAL

WCA M
WCAO

Interstate Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
University of Wisconsin
Sweeney School Co.

New Orleans, La.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Madison, Wise.
Kansas City, Mo.

West Virginia University..Morgantown, W, Va.
The Radiovox Company
Cleveland. Ohio
Loew's State Theatre ...New York City. N. Y.
Iowa Radio Corporation
Des Moines, Iowa
K. & L. Electric Co
McKeesport, Pa.
Continental Electric Supply Co

Washington, D. C.

Gimbel Bros.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Cino Radio Mfg. Co
Cincinnati, Ohio
Richard Harris Howe
Granville, Ohio
White & Boyer Co.
Washington, D. C.
Service Radio Equipment Co
Toledo. Ohio
DeForest Radio Tel. & Tel. Co., New York, N. Y.
Radio Corp. of America -Aeolian Hall. N. Y. C.
Radio Corp. of America.. Aeolian Hall, N. Y. C.
Landaus Music & Jewelry Co.. Wilkes- Barre. Pa.
Joseph M. Zamoiskl Co.
Baltimore, Md.
Oklahoma Radio Shop
Oklahoma City, Okla
Minneapolis, Minn.
University of Minnesota
Hamilton Mfg. Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Arrow Radio Laboratories
Anderson, Ind.
Memphis, Tenn.
Commercial
Precision Equipment Co
Cincinnati. Ohio
Doubleday -Hill Elec. Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Shotton Radio Mfg. Co.
Albany, N. Y..
Wireless Telephone Co. of Hudson County,
Jersey City, N. J.
Palmer School of Chiropractic...Davenport, Iowa
Iowa State College
Ames, Iowa
Arkansas Light & Power Co.... Pine Bluff, Iowa
John Wanamaker
Philadelphia, Pa.
Western Radio Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
L. Bamberger Co.
Newark, N. J.
Missouri State Marketing Bureau,
Jefferson City, Mo.
Fort Worth Record
Fort Worth, Tez.
Nushawg Poultry Farm
New Lebanon Ohio
Electric Supply Co.
Clearfield, Pa.
Walter A. Kush!
Chicago Ill.
Radio Corporation of America.. Washington. D C.
Doron Brothers Electric Co.
.Hamilton, Ohio
Union College
Schenectady, N. Y.
University of Illinois
Urbana, Ill.
City of Dallas (Police and Fire Signal
Department), Dallas, Tez.
Tarrytown Radio Research Lab., Tarrytown, N. Y.
Atlanta Journal
Atlanta, Ga.
J. & M. Electric Co.
Utica. N. Y.
Alabama Power Co.
Birmingham, Ala.
Marshall- Gerken Co.
Toledo, Ohio
Kansas State Agr. College....Manhattan, Kane.
George M. McBride
Bay City, Mich.
Daily News Printing Co.
Canton, Ohio
Ford Motor Co.
Dearborn. Mich.
The Detroit News
Detroit, Mich.
Loyola University
New Orleans, La.
John Wanamaker
New York, N. Y.
Valdemar Jensen
New Orleans, La.
Tulane University
New Orleans, La.
Ohio Mechanics Institute
Cincinnati, Ohio
Chicago Daily Drovers Journal
Chicago Ill.
Commonwealth Electric Co
St. Paul, Minn.
Gimbel Bros.
Milwaukee, Wise.
L. R. Nelson Co.
Newark N. J.
University of Missouri
Columbia, Mo.
Otto W. Taylor
Wichita, Kans.
New England Motor Sales Co.. Greenwich, Conn.
Georgia Radio Co.
Decatur, Ga.
Omaha Grain Exchange
Omaha, Nebr.
Hollister -Miller Motor Co.
Emporia, Kans.
Lake Forest College
Lake Forest, Ill.
Dr. John B. Lawrence
Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulwider- Grimes Battery Co. ....Anderson, Ind.
Parker High School
Dayton, Ohio
Y. M. C. A.
Washington, D. C.
Mt. Vernon Register -News Co ..Mt. Vernon, IU.
Arnold Edwards Plano Co
Jacksonville, Fla
Lake Shore Tire Co.
Sandusky, Ohio
Bangor Railway and Electric Co....Bangor. Me.
Radio Laboratories
South Bend, Ind.
First Baptist Church
Worcester, Mass.
Connecticut Agri. College
Storrs, Conn.
F. E. Doherty
Saginaw, Mich.
Waldo C. Grover
La Crosse, Wisc.
Lake Avenue Baptist Church Rochester, N. Y.
Indian Pipe Line Corp
Princeton, Ind,
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Ind.
Sterling Electric Co. and Journal Printing Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
The Dayton Co
Minneapolis, Minn.
Wireless Phone Corporation
Paterson, N. J.
James Millikin University
Decatur, Ill.
Wortham- Carter Pub. Co., The Star Telegram,
Ft. Worth, Tez.
Erner & Hopkins Co.
Columbus. Ohio
Marietta College
Marietta, Ohio
John H. Stenger, Jr.
Wilkes- Barre, Pa.
Western Electric Co.
New York, N. Y.
Newark Radio Laboratory
Newark, Ohio
Sterling Radio Equipment Co....... Sterling, Ill.
Barbey Battery Service
Reading, Pa.
St. Lawrence University
Canton, N. Y.
Kaufman & Baer Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Michigan Limestone & Chemical Co.
Rodgers, Mich.
Clyde R. Randall
New Orleans, La.
Entrekin Electric Co.
Columbus, Ohio
Nebraska Wesleyan University,
University Pl., Nebr.
Alfred P. Daniel
Houston Tez.
St. Olaf College
Northfield, Minn.
Villanova College
Villanova, Pa.
Sanders & Stayman Co.
Baltimore, Md.

,
,

i
360
380
360
411

360
380
360
360
234

360
509
360
229
273
360
360
405
455
360
360
360
360
360
360

500.
248
261

400
360
484
360
360
509
360
405
441

360
234
360
360
469

360
360
360
360
273
429
273
360
360
360
360
360
273
517
280
360
268
360
360

286
360
280

263
264
360

360
360
360
360
266
266
229
286
283
234
248
240
240
240
252
283
254
234

252
360
360

360
417
244
360
476
390
246
360
492
240
229
224
280
462

360
268
286
360
380
360
360
316
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WCAP
WCAR
WCAS

Chesapeake

& Potomac Tel. Co.,
Washington, D. C.
Alamo Radio Electric Co. .
San Antonio, Tex.
Dunwoody Industrial Institute,

Minneapolis, Mina.

CAT South Dakota School of Mines lìapid City, S. D.
WCAU Durham & Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.
W CA V J. C. Dice Electric Co.
Little Rock, Ark.
WCAX University of Vermont
Burlington, Vt.
WCAY Kesselman O'Drlscoll Music House,
Milwaukee, Wisc.
WCAZ
Carthage College
Carthage, Ill.
WCBA Charles W. Halmbach
Allentown, I'a.
WCBB K. & K. Radio Supply Co. ..Greenville, Ohio
WCBD Zion Radio Broadcasting Station
Zion III.
WDAD Central Kansas Radio Supply..Lindsborg, Kans.
W

WDAE
WDAF
WDAG
WDAH
WDA1

WDAK
WDAL
WDAM
WOO()
WDAP
WDAR
W DAS
WDAU
WDAX
WDAY
WDIIC
WDBF
W EAA

WEAB
WEAE
WEAF
WEAG
WEAN
W EAI

WEAJ
WEAM
WEAN
W EAO

WEAP
WEAR
W EAS

WEAU
WEAY
W EAZ

WFAA
WFAB
WFAF
WFAG
WFAH
WFAJ

Tampa Daily Times
Kansas City Star
Martin J. Laurence
Trinity Methodist Church
Iluches Radio Corporation
Hartford Courant

Tampa, Fla.
Kansas City. Mo.
Amarillo, Tex.

El Paso. Texas
Syracuse N. Y.
Hartford, Conn.
Jacksonville, Fla.
New York, N. Y.
Dallas, Tex.
Chicago, Ill.

Florida Times Union
Weston Electric Co
Automotive Electric Co.
The Board of Trade
Lit Brothers
Philadelphia, Pa.
Samuel W. Waite
Worcester, Mass.
Slocum & Kilburn
New Bedford, Mass.
First National Bank
Centerville, Iowa
Fargo Radio Service Co.
Fargo, N. D.
Kirk Johnson & Co., Inc.
Lancaster, Pa.
Robert G. Phillips
Youngstown, Ohio
E'allain and Lathrop
Flint, Mich.
standard Radio Equipment Co..Fort Dodge, Ia.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute.,.Blacksburg, Va.

American Tel. & Tel
New York, N. Y.
Nichols lifeline Bassett Laboratory,
Edgewood, R. I.
Wichita Board of Trade
Wichita, Kans.
Cornell University
Ithaca, N. Y.
University of South Dakota -.Vermillion. S. D.
North Plainfield, Borough of N. Plainfield,
North Plainfield, N. J.
Shepard Co.
Providence, R. I.
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio
Mobile Radio Co., Inc.
Mobile, Ala.
Baltimore Am. & News Pub. Co., Baltimore Md.
Hecht Company
Washington, D C.
Davidson Brothers Co.
Sioux City. Iowa
Will Horwitz, Jr.
Houston, Tex.
Donald Redmond
Waterloo, Iowa
A. H. Belo & Co.
Dallas, Tex.
Carl C. Woese
Syracuse, N. Y.
Henry C. Spratley
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Radio Engineering Laboratory, Waterford, N. Y.
Electrical Supply Co.
Port Arthur, Tex.
Hi -Grade Wireless Instrument Co.,

WFAM Times Publishing Co
St. Cloud, Minn.
WFAN Hutchinson Elec. Service Co...Hutchinson, Minn.
WFAQ :Missouri Wesleyan College & Cameron Radio
Cameron, D D.
W FAT Dally Argus Leader
Siouxx Fall
WFAV University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebr.
WGAC Orpheum Radio Stores Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
WGAD Spanish Am. Sch. of Telegraphy,
Ensonada, P. R.
WGAJ
W. H. Glass
Shenandoah, Iowa
WGAL Lancaster Elec. Supply & Const. Co..
Lancaster, Pa.
WGAN Cecil E. Lloyd
Pensacola, Fla.
WGAQ
W. G. Patterson
Shreveport, La.
WGAR Southern American
Fort Smith, Ga.
WGAU Marcus G. Limb
Wooster, Ohio
WGAW Ernest C. Albright
Altoona, Pa.
WGAX Radio Electric Co., Washington Courthouse, Ohio
WGAY North Western Radio Co
Madison, Wiac.
WGAZ South Bend Tribune
South Bend, Ind.
WHAA State University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
Clark
WHAB
W. Thompson
Galveston, Tex.
WHAC Cole Brothers Elec. Co.
Waterloo, Iowa
Milwaukee. Wisc.
WHAD Marquette University
WHAG University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio

Joplin, Mo.
.1. T. Griffin
WHAK Roberts Hardware Co....Clarksburg, West Va.
Lansing, Mich.
WHAL Lansing Capital News
WHAM School of Music, Rochester Univ.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Savannah, Ga.
WHAO F. A. Hill
Decatur Ill.
WHOP Dewey L. Otto
Washington, D. C.
WHAQ Sommes Motor Co.
WHAR Paramount Radio and Elcc. Co.,
Atlantic City, N. J.
Louisville, Ky.
WHAS Courier Journal & Times
WHAV Wilmington Elec. & Supply Co., Wilmington, Del.
Huntington,
Ind.
WHAX Huntington Press
Troy, N. Y.
WHAZ Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Kochford, Ill.
Joslyn Automobile Co.
WTAB
Ocean City, N. J.
WIAD Ocean City Yacht Club
New Orleans, La.
WIAF Gustav A. De Cortin
WHAH

W

14H

469
360

W1A

246
240
286
360
360

WIAQ
WIAS

261

246
280
240
345
360
360
411
263
268
246

261

I

WI A K

WIAr
W I AT

W IA U
W IA V
W I AW

WIAY
W 1A D
W JA F

WI A

G

W JAJ
WI A K
W1A M
W JA N
W1A R
W J AS

360
360
360
360
395
360
360

WI AT

268
244
258

W KA N

261

280
360
360
492
231
244
286

360
252
273
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
476
234
273

360
360
360
360
360
360

6.i.,..
W J AZ

W KNA
W KA J
WK A F

WKAP

W KAQ
W KA R
W KAS

WKAV
WKAW
W KAX
W KAY

WLAC
WLAG
W L AH
W LAJ
W LA K

WLAL
WLAN
W LAP
WLAQ
W LAS
W LAT
W LA V
W LA W

WLAX
W M AB

WMAC
W

M AF
W Isi A H
W M AJ
W MAK
W M AL
W M AM

WMAN

WMAP

360

W MA
W M AV
W M AW

360
360

WMAY
W MAZ

275

248

WNAB
WNAC

360
360
360
226

W
W
W
W

N
N
N
N

A
A
A
A

D

L
M

N

261

WNAP

360
360
360
283
360
360
360
222
360
258
248

W N AQ
W NA R
W N AS

360
360
360

W NAT
W NA V
W N AW

WNAX

WNAP
WQAA
WOAB
WOAC
WOAD

242

W OA E
WOO F
W OA G
W OA H

231

WOAI

400
360
360
380
360
254
234

WOAD
W0 A K
W 0 AL

WOAN
WOAP
WOAR
WOAT

Continental Radio Mfg. Co
Newton, la.
Heers Stores Co.
Springfield, Mo.
Journal Stockman Co.
Omaha, Nebr.
J. A. Rudy & Sons
Paducah, Ky.
Chronicle Publishing Co.
Marlon, Ind.
Burlington Hawkeye -Home Elec. Co.,
Bur
Tark
Mo.
Leon T. Noel
American Sec. & Say. Bank
Le Mars, Ia.
New York Radio Laboratories, Binghamton, N. Y.
Saginaw Radio & Esco. Co
Saginaw, Mich.
Fox River Valley Radio Supply Co.,
NeenahWaco, Wisc.
Tex.
Jackson's Radio Eng. Lab.
Press Pub. Co.
Muncie, Ind.
Huse Publishing Co.
Norfolk, Nebr.
Y. M. C. A.
Dayton, Ohio
Rev. C. L. White
Greentown, Ind.
D. C. Perham ..
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

or,

Peoria Star

Co.
The Outlet Co.

Peoria, Ill.
Providence, R. I.

Topeka, Kans.
Capper Publications
Kelley - Vawter Jewelry Co.
Marshall, Mo.
i,u.uu T1ust Lo.
Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago, ltl.
Chicago Radio Laboratory
Cedar Rapids Iowa
H. l'. Paon
East Providence, R. I.
Charles Louf
W. S. Radio Supply CO and Wni. Schack,
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Alabama Radio Mfg. Co.
Montgomery, Ala.
Dutee Wilcox Flint
Cranston, R. I.
Radio Corporation of Porto Rico, San Juan, P. R.
Michigan Agri. College
East Lansing, Mich.
L. E. Lines Music Co.
Springfield, Mo.
Laconia Radio Club
Laconia, N. H.
United Battery Service Co., Montgomery, Ala.
W. A. Macfarlane
Bridgeport Conn.
Brenau College
Gainesville, Ga.
North Carmins State College -.Raleigh, N. C.
Cutting & Washington Radio Corp.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Samuel Woodworth
Syracuse, N. Y.
%Vaco Electrical Supply Co.
N'aco, Tex.
Vermont Farm Mach. Co
Bellows Falls, Vt.
Tulsa Radio Co.
Tulsa, Okla.
Putnam Hardware Co.
Houlton, 31e.
W. V. Jordon
Louisville, Ky.
A. E. Schilling
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Central Radio Supply Co.
Hutchinson, Kans.
Radio and Specialty Co.
Burlington, Iowa
Electric Shop, Inc
Pensacola, Fla.
New York Police Dept.
New York, N. Y.
Greencastle Community Broadcasting Station,
Greencastle, Ind.
Radio Supply Co.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
J. Edward Page
Cazenovia, N. Y.
Dartmouth, Mass.
Round Hills Radio Corp
Lincoln, Nebr.
General Supply Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
Drovers Telegram Co.
Lockport,
N. Y.
Norton Laboratories
Trenton, N. J.
Trenton Hdw. CQ.
Beaumont Radio Equipment Co Beaumont, Tex.
First Baptist Church
Columbus, Ohio
Easton. Ohio
Utility Battery Service, Inc
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago Deny News
Alabama Polytechnic Institute.... Auburn, Ala.
Wahpeton E,ec. to.
Wahpeton, N. D.
Kingshighway Presby. Church ...St. Louis, Mo.
Macon, Ga.
Mercer University
Park City Daily News ....Bowling Green, Ky.
Boston, Mass.
Shepard Stores
Norman. Okla.
Oklahoma Radio Eng. Co.
Omaha, Nebr.
R. J. Rockwell
Evansville, Ind.
Ideal Apparatus Co.
Syracuse Radio Telephone Co... Syracuse, N. Y.
Springfield, Ohio
Wittenberg College
Charleston. S. C.
Charleston Radio Elec. Co
Rhodes, C. C
Butler, Mo.
Texas Radio Corporation and Austin
States Philadelphia, Tex.
Pa.
Lenning Bros. Co.
Peoples Tel. & Tel. Co
Knoxville, Tenn.
Henry Kunzmann
Fortress Monroe, Va.
Dakota Radio Apparatus Co
Yankton, S. D.
Ship Owners' Radio Service
Baltimore, Md.
Dr. Walter Hardy
Ardmore, Okla,
Valley Radio
Grand Forks, N. D.
Maus Radio Co.
Lima, Ohio
Friday Battery & Elec. Co
Sigourney, Iowa
Midland College
Fremont, Nebr.
Tyler, Tex.
Tyler Commercial College
Belvidere, Ill.
Apollo Theatre
Palmetto Radio Corp
Charleston, S. C.
Southern Equipment Co
San Antonio, Texas
Parsons, Kans.
Ervin's Electrical Co.
Frankfort, Ky.
Collins Hardware Co.
Vm. Evans Woods
Webster Groves, Mo.
Lawrenceburg, Tenn.
James D. Vaughan ....
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kalamazoo College
Kenosha, Wisc.
Henry P. Lundskow
Wilmington, Del.
Boyd Martell Hemp

65
360
252
278
360
226

WOAV
W u AW
W

U AX

W UMZ

WPAB
WPAC
W PAD

360
360
360
360

WPAG
WPAH
W PAJ
WPAK
WPAL

224
360
360
360
360
254
268
280
360
360
360
390
448
268
240

W PA M

360
360
360
360
280
360
360
226

WPAP
WPAQ
WPAR
W PAS
W
W

PAT

PA U

WPAY
WPAZ

WQAA
WQAB
W QAC
W QA

WQAE
W QA

WQAH
W QA K

WQAL
WQAM
W QAN
WQAO
WQAQ
W QAS

(IAT
WQAV

231

W

280
360

W QA W

417
234
360
360
360
283
360
360
244
360
254
360
231

360
261

360
254
275
360
250

W

QX

WQAZ
W RAA
WRA D
W RA F
WRA H

WRAL
WRA N
W RAO
W RAP

W RAS

WRAU
WRAV
WRA W

W RAX

WRAY
W

RAZ

WSAA
W SA B

361)

WSAC

286
246
448

WSAH

250
360
280
268
360
278
360
242
360
286
360
360
231

360
360
236
360
244
360
360
280
266
360
360
360
224
360
385
360
240
286
360
360
360
360

W SA D
W SA I

WSAJ
W SA K

WSAL
WSAN
WSAP
WSAR
WSAT
W
W
W
W

SA U
SA W
SA X
TA B

WTAC
W TA D

WTAC
W TA H

WTAJ
WTAL
W TA M
W TA N

WTAP

WTAQ
W TA R

WTAS
WTAT
WTA U
W TA W

WTAX
W TA

Y

W W AC

WWAD
WWAH

WWAX

Erie, l'a.
Pennsylvania National Guard
Omaha, Nebr.
Woodmen of the World
Trenton, N. J.
F'ranaiyn J. Wolff
Stanford, Tex.
Penick Hughes Co..
Pennsylvania State College ...State College, Pa.
Okmulgee, Okla.
Donaldson Radio Co.
Chicago, Ill.
Wleboldt & Co,
Independence, Mo.
Central Radio Co., Inc.
..Waupaca, Wisc.
Wisconsin Dept. of Markets
Doolittle Radio Corporat inn ..New Haven, Conn.
No. Dakota Agricultural College...Fargo, N. D.
Superior Radio & Telephone Co., Columbus. Ohio
Topeka, Kans.
Awerbach & Guettel
Winchester, Ky.
Theodore D. Phillips
Frostburg Md.
General Sales & Eng. Co
Beloit, Bans.
R. A. Ward
Amsterdam, N. Y.
.1. & M. Electric Co.
El
Paso, Tez.
Cathedral
St. Patrick's
Moorhead, Minn.
Concordia College
Bangor,
Me.
Bangor Radio Laboratory
Charleston, West Va.
John R. Koch
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Horace A. Beale, Jr.
Southwest Missouri State Teachers College,
Springfield, Mo.
Amarillo, Tex.
E. B. Gish
Waterbury, Conn.
Whitehall Electric Co.
Vt.
Springfield,
Moore Radio News Station
Sandusky, Ohio
Sandusky Register
Brock Anderson Elec. Eng. Co., Lexington, Ky.
Dubuque, Iowa
Appel -Higley Electric Co.
Mattoon, Ill.
Cole County Tel. & Tel. Co
Miami, Fla.
Electrical Equipment Co.
Scranton, l'a.
Scranton Times
York, N. Y.
New
Church
Calvary Baptist
Abilene, Tex.
West Texas Radio Co.
Lowell, Maas.
Prince Waiter Co.
Richmond, Va.
Redid Equipment Corporation
Huntington and Guerry, Inc. ..Greenville, S. C.
Catholic University of America,
D. C.

Peoria, Ill.
Radio Equipment Co.
Greensboro, N. C.
Greensboro Daily News
Houston,
Tea.
Rice Institute
Marion, Sane.
Taylor Radio Shop
Laporte, Ind.
Radio Club, Inc
Providence, R. I.
Stanley N. Reed
Northern States Power Co..St. Croix Falla, Wlac.
Waterloo, Iowa
Black -Hawk Electric Co
St. Louis, Mo.
Radio Service Co.
Winter Park Elec. Construction Ce.,

Park, Fla.

McLeansboro, III.
Radio Supply Co.
Amarillo, Te:.
Amarillo Daily News
Yellow Springs, Ohio
Antioch College
Reading Pa.
Horace D. Good
Gloucester City. 268
f4. J.
Meson's Garage
Scranton, Pa.
Radio Sales Corporation
Troy, N. Y.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Marietta, Oh lo
II. S. Sprague Elec. Co.
Southeast Mo. State College,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Clemson Agri. College. -.Clemson College, S. C.
.1. A. Foster Co.
Providence, R. I.
A. G. Leonard, Jr
Chicago, Ill.
U. S. Playing Card Co
Cincinnati, Ohio
Grove City College
Grove City, Pa.
Daily News
Middleport, Ohio
.Brookville, Ind.
Franklin Electrical Co.
Allentown, Pa.
Allentown Radio Club
Seventh Day Adventist Church ..New York, N. Y.
Doughty & Welch Elec. Co. ...Fell River, Mass.
Plainview, Tex.
Plainview Elec. Co.
Chesham, N. H.
Camp Marienfield
Canandaigua, N. Y.
Curtice & McElwee
Chicago. Ill.
Chicago Radio Laboratory
Fall River, Mass.
Fall River Daily Herald
Penn Trafic Co.
.Johnstown, Pa.
Robert E. Compton
Carthage, Ill.
Kern Music Co.
Providence, R. 1.
Carmen Ferro
Belvidere, Ill.
The Radio Shop
Portland, Me.
Toledo Radio and Electrical Co., Toledo, Ohio
Willard Storage Battery Co
Cleveland, Ohio
Mattoon, Ill.
Orndorf Radio Shop
Cambridge Radio & Electric Co.- Cambridge, Ill.
S. H. Van Gorden & Son
Osseo, Wisc.
Reliance Electric Co
Norfolk, Va.
Charles E. Erbstein
Elgin, Ill.
Edison Elect. Ill. Co
Boston, Mass.
Ruegy Battery & Elec. Co..... Tecumseh, Nebr.
Agricultural and Mech. College,
College Station, Tex.
Williams Hardware Co
Streator, Ill.
lodar-Oak Leaves Broadcasting Station,
Oak Park, Ill.
Sanger Brothers
Waco, Tex.
%'right & Wright, Inc.

General Supply Co.
Norman Brothers

Philadelphia. Pa.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Laredo, Tez.

242
526
240
360
360
360
360
360
360
268
360
286
360
360
360

360
360
360
360
360
273
360
236
360
242
275
240
254
360
258
360
360
360
360
266
360
258
236
360
360
360
248
224
231

248
236
360

360
360
360
360
238
268
280
380

360
360
360
261

248
309

360
258
246

229
263
254
268
229
275
268
248
360
229
258
236
236

252

390
240
390
226
226
275
244
360

254
231

226
360
360
380
360

Canadian Broadcasting
Stations
CKY
CFAC
CFCA
CFCB

Manitoba Telephone System
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Radio Corporation of Calgary, Ltd ..Calgary, Alberta
Star Publishing and Printing Co., Toronto, Ontario
Marconi Wireless Telegraph of Canada, Ltd.,

CH BC
CH CA

CFCD

Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd

CH CF

CFCE

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of Canada,
Hall fax, Nova Scotia
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.' of Canada, Ltd.,
Montreal, Quebec
Abitibi Power and Paper Co., Ltd.,

CFCF
CFCH
CFCI
CFCN
CFCX

CFPC

CFTC
CFUC
CFVC
CFYC
CFZC
CHAC

Vancouver, B. C.

Winnipeg, Manitoba

Iroquois Falls, Ontario
Walkerville, Ontario
Products Corporation
W. W. Grant Radio, Ltd.
Calgary, Alberta
The London Advertiser
London, Ontario
International Radio Development Co.,
Fort Frances, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
The Bell Telephone Co. of Canada
Montreal, Quebec
University of Montreal
Courtenay. British Columbia
Itoy Russell Brown
Vancouver, B. C.
Victor Wentworth Odium
Montreal, Quebec
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd
Ltd
Halifax,
Nova Scotia
Engineers,
Radio
Motor

CHCB
CHCC

CHCQ
CH CS

CHCX
CHCZ
CH F C

CHIC

CHOC
CH VC

CHXC
CHYC
CJ BC
CJ CA
CJ C B
CJ C D
CJ CE

CJ C F

CJCG

Cilgary, Alberta
The Albertan Publishing Co.
Radio Corporation of Vancouver. Ltd., Vancouver, B. C.
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of Canada, Ltd.,
Toronto, Ontario
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd., Edmonton, Alberta
Radio Coroporation of Winnipeg, Ltd.,

t1 J C H

The Western Radio Co.. Ltd
London Radio Shoppe
B. L. Silver

CI NC

Winnipeg, Manitoba
Calgary, Alberta
London, Ontario
Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario
The Globe Printing Co.
Toronto, Ontario
John Millen & Sons, Ltd.
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd....Hamilton, Ontario
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd....Vancouver, B. C.
Toronto, Ontario
Metropolitan Motors, Ltd.
Ottawa, Ontario
J. R. Booth, Jr.
Quebec
Montreal,
Co.
Northern Electric
Montreal, Quebec
Dupuis Freres
Alberta
Edmonton,
The Edmonton Journal, Ltd.
Nelson, British Columbia
.lames Gordon Bennett
Toronto, Ontario
T. Eaton Co., Ltd.
Vancouver Sun Radiotelephones, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C.
Kitchener, Ontario
News Record, Ltd.
Manitoba Free Press Co., Ltd....Winnipeg, Manitoba

CJCI
CJCN
Cl CS
C1CY

CJGC
C1SC
CKAC
CKCB
CKCD
CKCE

CKCK
C KCR

CKCS
CKCZ
C K

KC

CKOC
CKQC
CKZC

The United Farmers of Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
McLean, Holt & Co., Ltd....St. John New Brunswick
Simons Agnew & Co.
Toronto, Ontario
Eastern Telephone and Telegraph Co., Ltd.,
Halifax, Nova Scotia

Edmund Taylor

'

Calgary, Alberta

London Free Press Printing Co., Ltd., London Ontario
Tribune Newspaper Co., Ltd
Winnipeg, Manitoba
The Evening Telegram
Toronto, Ontario
La Presse Publishing Co.
Montreal, Quebec
T. Eaton Co.. Ltd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Vancouver Daily Province
Vancouver, B. C.
Canadian Independent Telephone Co , Ltd..

Toronto, Ontario
Leader Publishing Co., Ltd., of Regina.
Regina, Saskatchewan
Jones Electric Radio Co
St. John, New Brunswick
The Bell Telephone Co. of Canada...Montreal, Quebec
Toronto, Ontario
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd
Radio Equipment and Supply Co
Toronto, Ontario
The Wentworth Radio Supply Co...Hamilton, Ontario
Radio Supply Co. of London
London, Ontario
Salton Radio Engineering Co
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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New

Shamrock

riill

Variometer

THE Shamrock Mfg.

Co. has put on the
market a new variometer which has
some new and improved features in variometer design.
A feature of the Shamrock variometer
is the pig tail connections from the rotor
to stator coil. This feature has been adopted
to secure a connection that would eliminate
noises and leakage.

UY.1reolr.mrr.1uY11I.AIr1in11rionilve1r.añ1rrlrnr .1 rati

binding posts are provided on the rear for
external six -volt battery connection if desired.
The new Kennedy loud speaker is also
incorporated in each of these instruments.
It has an adjustment for altering the tone
chamber to suit the variety of broadcast
being received.

4

,.
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Cutler- Hammer Filament
Switch
Co. has placed
new
of switch to
type
market
a
on the
control the filament current supply of receiving tubes. This new switch has been
designed for use with tubes the filaments of
which operate at low temperature. The
switch has easily visible `on" and "off" positions. It has positive wiping contacts that

THE Cutler -Hammer Mfg.

Kennedy Jacobean console model receiver

Shamrock variometer

Both rotor and stator leads have separate
Fahnestock connections, permitting the use
of the Shamrock as a straight variometer
or a split variometer.
The floating stop arrangement employed in
the Shamrock, insures a full 360° turn of
the rotor within the stator, thus giving the
maximum inductive efficiency. This variometer will tune up to 600 meters, which takes
in all the new high broadcasting wavelengths.

Colin

B.

Kennedy
Receivers

France F -F. Charging
Attachment
\lanufacturing Company
has put on the market the F -F Charging Attachment for "B" Storage Batteries,
24 to 96 Volts.
The attachment converts any F-F Battery Charger into an instrument that will
charge any "B" Storage Battery of from 24
to 96 volts. The charging rate is varied by
use of different sizes of ordinary lamps in
accordance with instructions.

THE France

Filament switch

assure full battery voltage and cannot loosen
and cause troublesome noises. The unit cari
be readily mounted on a panel by boring a
single hole 13/16 inch in diameter.

Mesco Loud Speaker
THE loud speaker with the

concert
modulator is the description given to
the new Manhattan loud speaker, made by

Cabinet

THE Colin

B. Kennedy Corporation has
recently placed on the market a new
line of cabinet receivers, known as the Kennedy Type 410 receiving units. These instruments are in mahogany with gold plated

Kennedy cabinet receiver

dials and fittings, and are entirely self contained. Complete control of this new unit
is accomplished by means of only two dials,
one for tuning and the other for volume.
The entire broadcasting range of wavelengths is covered.
These receivers may be used with any
standard type of vacuum tube, dry cell batteries being contained in the cabinet and

Mesco loud speaker

"B" Storage Battery Charger

No "A" battery is needed to make the
F -F battery charger and attachment function. No changing of connections or alterations on the charger are required. There
is nothing complicated about the attachment
and it is claimed it will not get out of order.
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the Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Inc.
By means of this concert modulator, the instrument can be accommodated to all conditions and to every circuit, tube or battery
with which it may be operated. No batteries
are required for its use. The diaphragm is
positively locked in the extra heavy lead compound reproducing unit, precluding all
vibration except in the diaphragm itself.
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quency of den cycles.
The Pallet* f lour pale f 1000 ohms
Mad pirates embody all these features m a
mope amen that has the following advantages
1- Especially sensitive to weak signals
2-True tonal reproduction under Wary mg
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types .t bal speakers operated cri an "inhering" isuaed of the normal "exhaling"
prnrcipie.
The alt:-Rad Audiophone is said to reproduce extremely tree to hie. The normal
voice ranges between 3X1 to i.(!00 alternations per seeped and most music t ro m 60 to
5.600 cycles per seonud The extreme frequencies produire timbre or roundness of
trwie.
The plu -Rad Audiophone couverts
electrical impulse wares into sound wares
from about 10 cycks to 7.000 cycles per second. Hence no broadcasted program is beyond the capacity of this new type of radio
reprdurrr to revive with absolute fidelity
rien the rra,st delicate ovtrtraies

cr

1-Tube noires and

4-Stands

d sortiop

ants

almost entirely

highest amplification without

of sound whsle operating at high-

est eieiercy.
S -iligb tension insulation between case
and madams tr 'urea safety to operator.

Willard Introduces New Radio
Battery

atilt=Ìulker
The reprodudaug Lout is .us'antially
along the lites of design of the Brandes
'uperi,sr headset unit which has proved its
correctness of design with certain changes
which increase the volume of sound obtained.
Brawls.. Table- Talker is pleasing in lines
anti finish and superior in quality of tone
and in ...him,.

New Feature in Phone

Construction
i'rnbrrthy Injector Co has recently
developed a four -pole 41111-ohm double
Tld F.

head set phone.
The windings of the four pile phones are
of the spool type. This feature with the

F of the latest and most progressive
developments in the radio held is the
intrnductirxt of a new single cell radio battery. by the Willard Company.
It is a rechargeable storage cell which
possesses seseral new and unique features
not hitherto claimed for storage batteries
for radio use.
For "A" battery use on receiving sets
using peanut tubes it appears in units of
rase cell just as dry cell batteries are used.
For "B" battery use it is assembled in trays
of high voltage combinations.
in assemblies of ten or twenty cell cnmhinatiowis, it makes a "B" battery that can
he depended upon. In addition to the advantages that hate long been acknoalcrdgei
f.r storage batteries in radio. this cell is
small. easily recharged at home and inexpensive.
The container is a cylindrical jar of color-Ifs.. annealed glass. practically unbreakable its screwed -on cover is of hard rubber
with a gasket which makes the cell water
tight. There are three plates in the cell.
one thick positive and two thinner negatives.
They are separated and insulated with
threaded rubber insulation.
They require only filling with electrolyte
to he ready for actual use on the radio set.
Thus the purchaser laces not one moment
of possible useful life.

Blast and distortion are provided against
ready adjustment of the stylus bar with
a thumb screw attachment on the exterior.
It also permits exact regulation of the
strength of the reproduction. Weaker signals can be strengthened and louder ones
toned down in a moment.
No additional battery. transformer or induction coil is neces are for the Mu -Rad
\ red i nphone.
This reproducer represents an innovation
in the designing of loud speakers.
I.y a

New National Audio

Transformers
THE National Transformer Mfg. Co. has
developed a transformer that is designed
to operate equally well on one, two or three

A New Loud Speaker
\shury Park.
THE flu V.idl
N. J. manufacturers of radio receivers
and radio frequency transformers have recently announced a new product. a loudspeaker of entirely radical design -the
Their claim is that
Mu -Rad Audiophone
this radio reproducer is the mechanical and
electrical application of the principles of

"Fmpire" fabric insulation in the bxittnm
of the case makes grounding of the case or
coils impossible the result is that this type
higher voltage
of phdw will withstand
without breaking down
The permanent magnet is of the so-called
.

voice prodduction to amplification. The sound
producing elements resemble the human
larynx in that a mica diaphragm is caused
to vibrate by an "exhaling" movement of an
armature stylus bar. just as the vocal cords
are controlled by the larynx. All previous

stages of audio. - frequency amplification.
The new transformers are of the shell type,
with a laminated core of high grade silicon
steel and are said to have a low distributed
capacity. They arc completely enclosed in
metal cases. tending to eliminate any stray
magnetic fields and noises produced by interaction between the circuits. These trans formers are fitted with extra long binding
posts plainly marked to insure easy connections and are furnished complete with
screws for mounting and instructions for
installing.
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National Radio Week
the hearty co- operation of
National
Radio Week, which has been set for
November 25 to December 1, will be
the biggest event in the history of the
radio business.
The basic idea back of National
Radio Week is to present the very best
of radio in the very best possible manner to the largest possible number of
non -radio set owners.
To bring about this very desirable
end, special programmes will be
broadcast from every broadcasting
station in the country, programmes
will attempt to show the wonderful
possibilities of radio broadcasting.
The Radio Week National Committee, which is working under the guidance of the Radio Trade Association,
has planned the following programme
Sunday, November 25. National
Radio Sunday, at which time the attention of the public will be called to
the wonderful church services broadcast, and the use of radio sets for shut ins advocated. Every station will be
asked to feature their religious programme on this day.
Monday, Nov. 26. Radio and the
Stage. Showing what radio has done
for the amusement world
pro-

WITH
the broadcasting stations,

:

-

grammes featuring popular perform-

ers and calling attention to what radio
has done for plays and music.
Tuesday, Nov. 27. Government
Day. The possibilities of radio as a
factor in government has never been
properly realized. Prominent National, State and City government officials
will be asked to address the radio audience. Tuesday afternoon will be devoted to the children.
Wednesday, Nov. 28. Radio and
Music.
Thursday, Nov. 29. Thanksgiving
Day. Sports Day. Thanksgiving Day
football games will be broadcast from

many stations.
Friday, Nov. 30. Education Day.
with perhaps some special feature in
the line of orchestra music, especially
for the smaller station.
Saturday, Dec. 1. Radio in the
Home, Radio for Pleasure.
Pro grammes especially designed as the
basis for home radio parties, and the
rendering of dance music.
The programme committee seems to
have covered practically every feature
of radio programme activity, and it
is believed that stations that follow
this suggested programme will benefit
greatly from the advance publicity
which Radio Week will receive.
The committee that drew up this
programme consisted of the following : Charles B. Popenoe, director of

Radio' Broadcast Central, Radio Corporation of America, chairman ; C. B.
Cooper, vice -president of the Radio
Trade Association in charge of the

broadcasting committee ; Bernard
Freedman, news editor ; E. .R. Doyle,
of the Allan D. Cardwell Company,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and H. G. Cisin, Dictograph Products Corp., New York
City.

Broadcast Station Directors who
desire more information in regard to
National Radio Week programmes
are invited to communicate with the
secretary of The Radio Trade Association, 1133 Broadway, New York
City.

Coming Radio Shows
THE second annual Philadelphia Radio
Show will be held at the Arena (formerly the Ice Palace), Forty -fifth and Market Streets, Philadelphia, November 12 to
17, inclusive.

MALLORY, manager of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company's radio sales department, who is
located in New York City, acted as the
chairman of the Radio Communication Committee of the American Marine Congress
held in New York City, November 5 -10, in
connection with the American Marine Exposition.
Mr. Mallory is also chairman of the radio
section of the Associated Manufacturers of
Electrical Apparatus.
EB.

Radio Displays That Reach the Public

A

á

worth -while wireless window display by the St. Paul Electric Co.
of St. Paul. Minn.

A
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three- circuit electric flash display by The National Electric Supply
Co. of Washington, D. C.
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Applause Cards

the hits of the Radio Show held
in New York during the week of October 6th to 13th, was the distribution from
the booth of the Dictograph Products Corporation, of envelopes containing five Applause Cards.
These Applause Cards have been received
with enthusiasm by the radio public, as it
gives them for the first time, in a simple
form, a means of showing their approval or
disapproval, as the case may be, of the programs being rendered by broadcasting stations.
The radio public has become quite critical
of the programs which are being furnished
and stations, from time to time, ask expressions of opinion and approval in order
that they may be able to keep in touch with
the public's pulse and in order that they
may be able to furnish to the public such
entertainment as the majority seem to appreciate and demand.
The Applause Card was originated by the
Dictograph Products Corporation, has been
copyrighted and is being distributed by them
to jobbers and dealers throughout the country and will be available for further distribution in radio shops everywhere.
This is the first organized effort to link
up broadcasting listeners more closely with
the stations from which they receive their
amusement, and will bring about a much
closer spirit of co- operation.

"Popular Radio Circuits"
THE Horne Electric and Manufacturing
Company has just published a very comprehensive booklet on "Popular Radio Circuits," which should be welcomed by every
enthusiast who comes into its possession.
They're all here-Reflex, Cockaday, Rein artz Tuned R. F. and the rest, and being
fans ourselves, we are going to hold fast to
our copy for future reference.
It gives us a, fine feeling to know of a
manufacturer like Home, whose advertising
literature is prepared with a view to really
help the enthusiast first, and sell their
products on the basis of a genuine service
rendered.
Our guess is that this edition of the circuit booklet won't last long. Better drop
a card today and be sure you get your copy.

Literature for Radio Fans

' HE

Jones Radio Company is to be cornon the unique method of
presentation they have developed for their
latest circular showing Jones parts. The
rear view of a set is illustrated, and from
the various parts, such as transformers, rheostats, etc., diagrammatic lines lead the eye
to type paragraphs below which explain the
electrical and mechanical virtues of each
item. The caption for this page reads "It's
not the Face of the Watch. It's the works
that tell the Story," which certainly is true
of Jones equipment, we'll say. On the back
of this sheet, the Jones "Liberty" audio
transformer is featured in an attractive
manner, together with circuit diagrams
showing proper connections. The radio
fans, for whom this was prepared will find
it a handy piece of literature to have on
hand.

INDUSTRIAL INKLINGS
Radio Operators in Demand
ACCORDING to recent advices from
Washington, D. C., it is understood
that approximately 100 first -class radio operators will be needed to fill vacancies on
vessels of the U. S. Shipping Board during
the next few months.
On the first of last' July, the Government
increased the pay of all its commercial operators approximately 15 per cent. The
monthly rates of pay now in effect range
from $85 per month to $125. A few positions pay a higher salary.
Radio operators aboard Shipping Board
ships are classed as officers, and, in addition to their regular monthly pay, receive
free lodging, meals and such other accommodations as are accorded to officers.
Applicants for berths as radio operators
must hold commercial first -class radio operators' licenses, which are issued by the
Department of Commerce. Examinabichs
for such licenses may be taken at the offices
of the Department of Commerce's Radio
Supervisors, located at the following places
Custom House, Boston, Mass. ; Custom
House, Baltimore; Custom House, New Orleans ; L. C. Smith Bldg., Seattle, Wash.;
Custom House, New York Federal Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga. ; Custom House, San Francisco, Cal.; Federal Bldg., Detroit, Mich., and
Federal Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
Radio operators wno desire employment
on board Shipping Board vessels and holding required licenses should communicate
with the radio companies which employ operators for the Board. These companies
are Radio Corporation of America, Ship
Owners Radio Service, Inc., and Independent Wireless Telegraph Company, all of
which have offices in large American ports.
:

;

:

New Headquarters for Fourth

District

NEW headquarters for the Fourth Radio
Inspection District have been established at Atlanta, Ga. Walter Van Nos trand, Jr., formerly of the Norfolk office,
has been assigned to the new office. The
Fourth District, which comprises the States
of North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida,
Georgia and the Territory of Porto Rico,
was formerly combined with the Third District, with headquarters at Norfolk, but the
growth of radio in the southeastern section
of the country has made necessary the establishment of a separate headquarters for
that section.

International Notes
By CHARLES BAILLI'
PARIS

Want to Ban American
Apparatus
FRENCH manufacturers of radio apparatus, fearing the competition of American and other foreign radio apparatus, are
taking steps to prevent or lessen its importation. Both American and English parts are
much liked by the French- amateur, such
apparatus as has reached the market being
marked by great care in construction, ex-

cellent assembly, and complete practicality.
Moreover, certain parts such as variometers,

69
variocouplers and rheostats have not as yet
been produced in France with entire success. In spite of the difficulties of the
unfavorable exchange rates and the high
tariff, American and English parts are being sold at retail in France at about the
same prices as are charged for French and
German apparatus. This can only be explained by the súperior equipment of American factories, and the fact that manufacturing there is carried out in large quantities,
with resultant major economies that are reflected in low prices. French apparatus of
a similar nature is usually turned out by
small manufacturers poorly equipped, relatively, and working with small outputs, the
most expensive way of producing merchandise.
As for German radio articles, they may
be made cheaply enough, but the export tax

and the efforts of the Germans to make up
for their depreciated currency by raising
prices, results in their goods being laid
down in France at figures comparable with
articles from other countries.
The French National Syndicate of Electric Industries at a recent meeting voted a
resolution demanding higher tariffs to remedy this condition. Since then, this body
has begun the task of listing all radio parts
that should thus be protected, and determining the tariff percentage that should be
applied to each in order to protect the
French radio industry. As soon as this work
is complete it will be submitted to the authorities. The proposed new radio tariff
rates are being worked out at about the
figures to be found in the tariffs of other
countries on the same material

Loop Reception of American

Broadcasting
AFRENCH amateur, Mr. J. Plotard, has
obtained particularly interesting results
in receiving American broadcasting with a
loop. During his experiments at night he
has received under excellent conditions,
among others, stations WOR and WHAZ,
operating on 360 and 400 meters.
Plotard does not use a heterodyne. His
receiver contains three stages of radio frequency, transformer coupled, a galena detector, and several stages of audio frequency,
as needed. The crystal is connected in the
secondary of the last radio frequency transformer, which also is provided with a .0005
variable condenser to tune the plate circuit
and thus secure regeneration.
The loop consists of two turns separated
5 centimeters (1.95 inch) and is 4 meters
by 2.5 meters (13.2 by 8.25 feet) in size, the
wire is a large seven -strand cable.

Metallic Vibrations in Loud
Speakers

IT is

reported that a Belgian amateur. Mr.

C. Dambal, is meeting with success in

suppressing the metallic vibrations of loud
speaker horns. He makes use of a composition of pitch from Judea and paraffin,
dipping the horn in this mixture. The horn
is subsequently covered with a very uniform
coat of. a dark brown fluid. Mr. Dambal
states that the nasal quality of the horn is
completely abolished and excellent quality
is to be gotten from even poor horns after
this treatment.
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Modulation for the phone is obtained by
use of a magnetic modulator in series, with
which is placed a Western Electric microFor ICW
phone and six -volt battery.
work a buzzer is substituted and a high note
obtained. The grid inductances and antenna
were made by the members. In the aerial
lead is a hot wire ammeter by which the
circuit is measured. The antenna is supported by two steel masts rising seventy feet

Wendell Kilmer, 2K X,
who was instrumental
in exposing the German radio station at
Sayville during the
war, has equipped his
station with a loop antenna with which he
tunes in the DX stations

within a radius of two thousand miles have
been heard with this outfit and amateur signals from nearly every district.
Next, the CW, ICW and phone transmitter was built, the circuit. being a modification of the well -known 1 DH, sure-fire
circuit, using one 50 -watt tube. Three
thousand volts is used on the plate, supplied
by the secondary of a 750-watt transformer.
As this is A. C., the current is fed through
a chemical rectifier to obtain pure CW.
This rectifier was built by the pupils and
consists of forty jars containing a saturated
solution of borax, with electrodes of lead
and aluminum. The current thus obtained
being a pulsating direct current, a filter system was built, consisting of a 1.5 Henry
choke coil in each lead and two condensers
having a capacity of 2 mfd. across the line.
A radio-frequency choke coil made by the
members is also in the circuit. The filament
current is obtained from a step -down transformer giving twelve volts. A rheostat on
the primary of the transformer is used to
counteract the changes in line voltage, The
secondary is tapped at center which is kept
at ground potential so that overloads will
not injure the tube.

5
5

326 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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"KIN'G among the best of school and
institution radio stations in the East
is that of the Newark Preparatory School.
Early in the fall of 1922 a radio club was
organized and, the sum of $2,000 appropriated by the trustees of the school. A honeycomb regenerative receiver with detector
and two stages of radio frequency amplification was constructed and a Magnavox
bought.
All the broadcasting stations

1

above the street level. They are eighty feet
apart and support an eight -wire cage "T"
type aerial. The ground consists of the
water pipes and sheets of copper and iron
pipe buried in the ground. Experiments are
now being made with a counterpoise in
hopes of raising the radiation. Three amperes are now put into the antenna, and
first, second, third, fourth and eighth district stations worked regularly. It is expected that in a short time signals will be
heard from 2 BNT not only in every State
in the Union, but also in Europe.

DANNY GALUSHA

1

of the Caldwell
High School Radio Club and expert
trick circuit man, has gone and invented a
circuit all by himself. He claims that he
has a circuit, called the "Galusha circuit,"
that will make the Reinartz, Reflex and all
the rest of the new trick circuits look like
second raters. The big points of this circuit, we learn, are simplicity, ease of control,
high amplification and last, but by no means
least, cheapness of construction. All the
circuit contains is a vario-coupler, variometer, two condensers, a dry battery, in-
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serted in the ground lead, and a detector
unit with as many steps of amplification as
one may wish to put on it. The design and
hookup seems pretty queer but its inventor
claims that nothing can be compared to it
for pulling in the distant stations. Incidentally, the circuit only works on broadcasting
waves and higher wavelengths, no good results having been gotten on amateur waves.
In other words, the hookup refuses to function on waves below 250 meters. Galusha
admits that when two steps of audio-frequency amplification are used KDKA can
be heard almost a block from the loud
speaker, with closer stations coming in considerably louder. One of the unique features of the "Galusha circuit" is that the
vario- coupler is inserted in the plate lead,
which makes the working of the hookup all
the more mysterious.
A
A
PARTICIPATION of French radio amateurs in the proposed trans-atlantic tests
of this year was assured by Monsieur Leon
Deloy, operator of French station 8AB, at
the Second National A. R. R. L. convention
recently held by the Chicago Radio Traffic
Association.
Since he arrived in this country for the
purpose of studying amateur conditions
Monsieur Deloy has been conferring with
amateurs on the precautions which must be
taken in order to establish two-way communication between the continents. He says
the difficulty lies in copying signals through
heavy static and that with mild static low
power signals could be more easily logged.
Of the great number of amateur stations
seen he said : "I have been impressed by the
business -like way in which they are installed
and operated.
"In France our transmitting stations are
very much less numerous, for we have been
allowed to transmit only a year and a half,
but if their number continues to increase as
fast as it has of late we will soon have a
great many stations. We are not allowed
to exchange messages and we can only use
our transmitters for experimenting. That is
why the average station over there is built
somewhat differently than here. In France
we are greatly interested in trans -atlantic
communication with the amateurs of this
country. A big effort is being made now
and many good stations should be ready to
bridge the Atlantic very soon."
A
A
RADIO operators seeking employment
will find excellent opportunities this
fall for real radio work on board ships of
the United States Shipping Board, which

1

N. A. W. A.
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sail the seven seas and call at every port in
the world.
The annual turnover of radio personnel is
large, due to several causes, among them
being the fact that many college men spend

their summer vacations sailing the "briny
deep," as marine radio operators, and then
return to their studies at the end of the vacation season.
It is understood that approximately 100
first -class radio operators can be placed on
government vessels alone during the next

few months.
The government, July 1 last, increased the
pay of all its commercial operators approximately 15 per cent. The monthly rates of
pay now in effect range from $85 per month
to $125. A few positions pay a higher
salary.
Radio operators aboard Shipping Board
ships are classed as officers and, in addition
to their regular monthly pay, receive free
lodging, meals and such other accommodations as are accorded to ships' officers.
Applicants for berths as radio operators
must hold commercial first-class radio operators' licenses, which are issued by the Department of Commerce. Examinations for
such licenses may be taken any time at the
offices of the Department of Commerce's
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Instruction will be given on Tuesday and
Friday nights and will be covered by lectures, demonstrations, and laboratory practice.

The subjects incorporated in the work include elementary electricity covering magnetism, resistance, inductance, and capacity;
methods of transmitting energy ; properties
of wave motion; theory of production and
reception of electro-magnetic waves ; antenna wavelength and measurements transmission and reception of damped and
undamped waves ; vacuum tubes, their oper-

beginners is one of the features added to
the night courses for the coming year at
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa. Decision to give this new course
was made as a result of the apparent demand developing from the widespread interest in radio communication in the Pittsburgh
district.
The work will be covered in one year of
two terms extending from September to
May, and the course has been prepared to
appeal especially to amateurs, school teachers, salesmen and dealers in radio apparatus.
No previous knowledge of electricity or
radio is required, says the announcement.

APUBLICATION giving an introduction to the subject of line radio communication has just been prepared under the
direction of the Chief Signal Officer of the
Army in co-operation with the Bureau 'of
Standards. The pamphlet gives an explanation of how messages are carried to distant points by radio frequency currents directed over ordinary telephone lines or
power wires. The fundamental principles
legraphy and telephony are discussed.
Copies of the work, known as Signal
Corps Radio Communication Pamphlet No.
41, and entitled `,Introduction to Line Radio
Communication," can be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C., at ten
cents per copy.

Pamphlet on Amplification
Measurements
EASUREMENTS of voltage amplifi-

THE United States Civil Service

ANEW and practical course in radio for

New Signal Corps Pamphlet

of radio and its relation to line radio te-

radio supervisors.
Radio operators who desire employment
on board Shipping Board vessels and holding required licenses should communicate
with the radio companies which employ
operators for the board.
Commission announces a competitive examination for radio operator. Receipt of applications will close November 20. The examination is to fill a vacancy in the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics, Department of
Agriculture, at an entrance salary of $1,400
a year, plus the increase of $20 a month
granted by Congress, and vacancies in positions requiring similar qualifications.
Applicants must have completed eight
grades of common -school or equivalent education, and have had at least six months'
experience as commercial radio operator on
board a vessel or at a wireless telegraph
station, or one years' general experience as
radio operator in other than commercial
work.
Competitors will not be required to report
for examination at any place, but will be
rated on the subjects of education and experience. Full information and application
blanks may be obtained from the United
States Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C., or the secretary of the board of
U. S. civil- service examiners at the post
office or custom house in any city.

Zook iebfeb36

miniature five -tube radio frequency, detector
and audio frequency set using UV -199 tubes
built by Sidney Kasindorf of New York and
exhibited at the recent N. Y. radio show
A

ating characteristics, uses as detectors, amplifiers and oscillators ; radio telephony,
methods of transmission and reception code
practice in continental Morse code to a
speed of 10 words per minute.
;

THE German Radio Club established in
Berlin earlier in the current year has
already attracted a considerable membership
and is at present endeavoring to bring pressure to bear upon the Government to relax
the restrictions under which private installations are prohibited, the whole matter of
radio being under the official control of the
Posts Administration.
It is surprising that private radio enterprise in Germany is so far behind other
countries. Commenting upon this circumstance at a meeting of the Radio Club a
well informed speaker interested a large
gathering of members with an outline of
recent radio progress and cited the experimental work of Slaby, Braun, Graf, Arco,
Goldschmidt and the Meissner Brothers, as
deserving of special appreciation. It is, he
said, to the Meissner Brothers that the
world is indebted for the present method of
amplification which makes possible the
manufacture of the small pocket sets now
so popular in the United States. A small
closed circuit (loop) antenna was practically demonstrated by the speaker by means
of which London could easily be heard. He
concluded his lecture by saying that whereas
in former times Germany was well in the
front in radio matters, it was now far behind, as a result of official opposition to
individual initiative.

cation of audio frequency amplifiers
are discussed in Letter Circular 98, which
has just been issued by the Bureau of
Standards for free distribution. This circular gives the results of voltage amplification measurements made on 16 audio frequency amplifiers which were on the market
during 1921 -22. All these amplifiers employed transformer coupling. Measurements
were made over .a frequency range of 400
to 2100 cycles per second. The amplifiers
studied are referred to by arbitrary reference numbers rather than by a statement of
the manùfacturers' names and model number, the method followed being the same as
that used in measuring the voltage amplification of amplifiers, the subject of Letter

Circular 86.

STATIONS WORKED
AND HEARD

Stations worked should be enclosed
in brackets. Lists will be published
in issue immediately following receipt of list. Spark and C. W. stations should be arranged in separate
groups.
9ZT, D. C. WALLACE, 54 Penn Ave., North

Minneapolis, Minnesota (September).

C. \V.- (law), (ler), ljz, luh, labc,
(labs), lacu, (ladn), lajp, lake, (lava),
lbbo, (lbcf), (lbcg), lbkq, lbom, lbsj,
lbvb, lbwj, lckp, (lcmp), (lcpo), (lcrw),

2fp, (2gk), 2rb, 2rm, 2rs, 2afp, (2agb),
2awh, 2bmr, 2bqh, (2brb), 2bsc, 2bvc, 2ccx,
(2cfb), (2cqz), ccvu, 3gs, 3hh, 3iw, 3tj,
3tm, 3abw, 3bji, 3bva, (3bv1), 3ccu, (3chg),
4af, (4ai), (4cs), 4dx, 4eb, 4ft, (4ku),
4mb, (5fx), 5ga, 5ge, (5gm), 5gn, (51r),
5mn, 5mo, 5pb, (5q1), 5qq, 5sf, 5uo, 5sk,
(5za), 5abn, 5afn, 5agj, 5aic, 5aiu, (5akri),
5ama, (5amb), 5anf, 5xad, (5zav), (5zax),
6ec, 6hp, (6km), ópl, 6acg, (liage), (6ajd),
6alk, (6alv), (6aos), (barb), 6atz, (haws),
(6aw't), 6bkx, (6pz), (6bqb), (6brf),
(6bru), 6buo, (6bvg), 6bvn, 6byu, (6cbu),
(6cfz), 6cgd, 6cgw, (6chl), (6cpy), 6cpz,
(7bj), (7dc), 7dw, (7fd), (71y), 7wp, 7ya,
7y1, (7zd), (7zf), 7z1, (7zn), 7adp, (7afe),

(7agv). CANADIAN-2bn.
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a combination receiver and phone transmitter. I would like to use one 5 -watt tube
in the circuit. What would be the maximum
wavelength of transmitting?
A. We would not recommend the use of
a transmitting tube for reception. The
transmitting circuits do not lend themselves
to ease of tuning and the results you will
obtain will be far from satisfactory. Below
is hook -up for 5 -watt phone transmitter.
The maximum wavelength for transmitting
is 225 meters.
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you kindly give me the following information. Are the primary and secondary wind-

ings of the radio frequency transtormer
wound in same direction?
A. 1. See "Queries" columns of previous
issues Of THE WIRELESS AGE for direction
of windings of Neutrodyne.
Q. 2. How may a balance be obtained in
regard to windings opposing each other in
polarity?
A. 2. A careful study of Mr. Ringel's
article will show how neutralization is obtained.
Q. 3. Is there any difference between the
UV -712 and UV -712* audio frequency
transformers and how should they be used
in a Neutwodyne circuit with regard to
reflex audio and external audio?
A. 3. The UV-712 has a 9 to 1 ratio and
the UV-712* has a 3 to 1 ratio. The latter
gives much better quality of reproduction.
It is difficult to obtain distant reception in
the summer time. Try a UV-200 as a detector and try regeneration by means of a
variometer in the plate circuit of the detector tube. All the condensers must be
set to within a fraction of a degree.

'Po/err/iorxAr

I. Heilweil, Bronx, N. Y.
Q. Would like, if possible, a diagram of
a reflex three -tube set using a crystal as
detector. Can dry cell tubes be used with
same? If so, what difference in tone quality and volume? Can a Reinartz flat coil
be used with same?

*
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approximation. An empiric formula for an open iron core inductance is

-10ff

For greatest volume, UV -201 -A Radiotrons or C -301 -A are best. The UV -199
will also give good results. A Reinartz coil
may be used instead of the variocoupler.
*
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Charles H. Keiser, Watervliet, N. Y.
Q. 1. Recently I constructed a four -tube
reflex Neutrodyne set according to drawings in April issue of THE WIRELESS AGE
on page 58, but I am unable to get distant
stations, although nearby stations come in
with considerable volume and clarity. Will

L=

(0.00042

1

+ 0.00012S)

N'

3140

where 1=-- length of core in inches
S =cross section of core in square
inches
N
number of turns
L
inductance in henries.
If you wish to make a standard inductance, it should not have an iron core. If
an iron core inductance is specified as 30
henries it means that it is the approximate
value with only a small amount of current
in the windings.

=
=
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Paul B. Ferris, Champaign, Ill.
Q. In the May issue of THE WIRELESS
AGE under the article "A New Reflex Circuit," by Stanley Russell, a Cotocoil radio
transformer is stated to have been used.
Will you please give me a hookup with such
a coil, using the one -tube reflex circuit?

W. A. George, Omaha, Nebr.
Q. Will you please publish a circuit suitable for two dry cell tubes and crystal detector which will provide for the maximum
radio frequency and audio frequency amplification, giving values? Referring to figure
1, page 61, May issue of THE WIRELESS
AGE, could another tube, radio frequency
transformer and audio transformer be added
to this circuit and how many stages of radio
and audio would result? Referring to figure 2, page 60 in the January issue, could a
crystal detector be substituted for the detector tube in this circuit?
av5
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the permeability
derived from B. & H. as
shown in chart for silicon steel, varies with
the amperes passing through the coil. In
speaking of an iron core coil of 30 henries
inductance do you mean 30 henries under
certain conditions only? If so, what conditions?
A. The inductance of an iron core coil
will vary with the amount of magnetization,
but the formula

pilOS

ans

*

*

R. K. Temple, Lynchburg, Va.
Q. Kindly let me know if there is an
accurate formula in any of the publications
you handle for figuring the inductance of a
coil containing an iron wire or silicon steel
core, either straight core or closed magnetic circuit.
In the formula

L

subscriber's name and
must be on a separate
receive attention these
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M. N. Field, Scranton, Pa.
Q. I would be very much obliged to you
if you would draw a circuit for me showing

=

but only those which

Answers will be given in this department to questions
subscribers, covering the full range of wireless subjects,
relate to the technical phases of the art and which are ofof general
to readers will be published here. The
address must be given in all letters and only one side of the paperinterest
written on; where diagrams are necessary they
shert and drawn with India ink. Not more than five questions of one reader can be answered in the same issue. To
rules must be rigidly observed.
Positively no questions answered by mail.
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A. See diagram. We recommend this
hook -up as most suitable for your purpose.
It contains two radio and two audio stages.
A crystal detector may always be substituted
for a tube detector, providing that no regeneration is desired.
*

*

Russell A. Lange, Hawley, Pa.
Q. Please give me directions for winding a loop aerial. What size wire and number of turns, on what size of frame?
A. Wind 14 turns of No. 18 annunciator
wire (or 20 x 38 litzendraht); on a frame
30 inches square. Space turns
inch apart.
*

*

*

/

Howard G. Sommers, Philadelphia, Pa.
Q. Will you kindly advise me as to how
to connect a potentiometer on a 3 -tube Copp
circuit?
A. We have no knowledge of the "Copp"
circuit.
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George Cook, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Q. I have a detector and two steps of
amplification and get signals loud enough
to be heard all over the room, but we have
a number of parties in our house and what
I would like to have is a hook -up of a
two -step power amplifier so I can place the
loud speaker in the basement and have the
music loud enough to be heard good on top
floor of a two-family house. I have two
extra 201 -A tubes, and please let me know
if they can be used in the power amplifier?
A. If you wish to have the receiver in
the basement, why not run a pair of wires
:00000-MW 9rM lrow

500 J007.50/,

so

9,0 /mA
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give greater range of reception, but also
greater selectivity. This unit is the type
RORN amplifier.
*

*

*

F. T. Wilcox, Schenectady, N. Y.
Q. My object in ordering the June issue
of THE WIRELESS AGE was to obtain detailed information as to the value of a
circuit consisting of variocoupler and two
variometers, and detailed instruction as to
its construction and operation. My desire
is to make a set for dry cell operation, having the best receiving qualities for broadcasting stations, and I thought the above
would cover it.
A. Below is circuit you desire. The
panel should have tinfoil or copper fastened
to the rear, so that the capacity of your
hand will not change the tuning. This shield
should be connected to ground. Your own
experience will teach you the best way to
operate it.

-

eai
up to the loud speaker (which you will
place on the second floor) ? Below is a
h -tokup for a two -stage power amplifier,
using UV-201 -A or C -301 -A tubes.
cgot

*

*

*

John M. Gates, Pasadena, Calif.
Q. Can you advise how I can make the
Grebe CR -S circuit more selective for distant stations when local stations are broadcasting? My set is quite sensitive. I have
heard stations 2,500 miles away.
A. We would advise that you get in
touch with A. H. Grebe & Co., Richmond
Hill, New York. They provide a tuned
radio frequency amplifier which will not only

*

*

*

Lee Bates, Springfield, Mo.
Q. 1. Taking into consideration the time

spent in searching for stations with a selective set, which is considered best for relay work. a selective set or a single circuit?
A. 1. A single circuit set will enable you
to pick up weak stations more easily than
the usual two circuit set.
Q. 2. Does a cage- aerial with the lead -in
at one end show a directional effect? If
so, in what direction from the aerial?
A. 2. The directional effect is noticeable
only when the horizontal portion is more
than four times the length of the vertical
portion. The best transmission is then in
the direction away from the open end. Even
at best, the directional effect iS noticeable
only up to a radius of about 20 miles.
Q. 3. Is it true that when the lead -in is
connected between the center and end of an
aerial that energy transmitted is divided
into two different wave lengths? What
would be the difference between such a condition and the two parts of a pure wave?
A. 3. No.
Q. 4. What is the code signal representing the dollar mark?
A. 4. It is usually spelled out, although
"SX" is frequently used.
Q. 5. Is there any way to obtain the publication, "The Proceedings of the American
Association of Radio Engineers "?
A. 5. You rt4" join the Institute of Radio
Engineers (as an associate member) and
you will then receive the proceedings regularly. We would advise that you address
the Secretary of Institute of Radio Engineers, College of the City of New York,
New York City, and ask for information
regarding membership in that organization.
Q. 6. Using a cage aerial and a cage lead-

Hommel Passes 100%
What About Your Jobber?
Why is a radio jobber?
To give service to radio dealers.
Does he retail and thus compete with his dealers?
Hommel does NOT retail, but refers users' inquiries and orders to his
local dealers.
Does he handle nameless products for his greater profit?
Hommel handles only nationally advertised, reliable apparatus.
Can he ship all the dealer's requirements-tubes, sets and parts?
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F. H. Batton, Springfield, Mo.
Q. Kindly give me the wavelength (approximate) that the reflex circuit on page
61, May issue, responds to figure 1, and
figure 2. As the natural wavelength of r.g
coil No. 50 is 114, and a short aerial is
specified for this circuit, I do not sec how it

in how much effect on the natural period

of the system does the length of the lead -in
have?
A. 6. The lead -in does affect the natural
wave length of your aerial. The natural
wave length may be computed by multiplying the total length of the aerial, flat top
and lead -in, in feet by 1.40. This will give
approximately the fundamental wave length
in meters. See E. E. Bucher's "Practical
Wireless Telegraphy."
Q. 7. If the aerial was erected on the
roof of a house, would a well insulated
counterpoise in the basement have the desired effect?
A. 7. A counterpoise in the basement
would not have the desired effect.
Q. 8. Please show a good heterodyne receiver that is fairly easy to operate.
A. 8. Receiver using external heterodyne.
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could respond to more than about 300 meters,
entirely inadequate. Will WD-12 tubes do
for figure 2?
A. The circuit shown will tune up to
A single set of radio
about 600 meters.
and audio transformers is sufficient.
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Lee Epperhart, New Westminster, B. C.
Q. 1. Is the enclosed diagram of one -

stage radio, detector, and two stages audio
all right ? I f not, can you give me a hookup showing only the instruments used in
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$5.00
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"It speaks for itself"
Science has now produced the perfect loud speaker. It is based on an
entirely new principle. It is the crowning triumph of the world famed Pathé
acoustical engineering laboratories.
Now the finest variations of voice

and instrument are reproduced without distortion. Now the broadcasting
of distant stations is brought nearer.
Mr. Ross Harter of Frankfort, New

York, experimented for months with
many makes of loud speakers in an
effort to hear Los Angeles broadcasting. His experiments failed until he
tried the Pathé Loud Speaker. Now
he hears over 2400 miles clearly, distinctly and without distortion.
Your dealer has the Pathé Loud
Speakers. Call upon him and listen to
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the enclosed hookup, as I don't want to use
any other instruments, such as another variometer, as I would have to completely
change the front of my cabinet. I especially
want the three four -contact jacks shown in
the circuit. I am going to use a separate
cabinet for the two -stage amplifier, and will
use two sets of dry cells (two "A" batteries) for my WD -11 tubes. At present
am using detector and one -stage audio.
A. L The diagram you enclose is not entirely correct. You have made no provision
for tuning the grid circuit of the radio
frequency amplifier. The variometer should
be inserted in the plate of the detector tubs
and a blocking condenser connected across

the jack. The corrected wiring of the radio
frequency amplifier and detector is shown
below. You will not require any additional
equipment outside of a potentiometer and
fixed condensers.

.

1
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If the enclosed hookup is all right,
there any way in which I can improve
upon it?
A. 2. If you wish to obtain loud speaker
operation from stations at a moderate distance, or even a great distance, on favorable occasions, one radio frequency and two
audio frequency is best.
Q. 3. Which do you consider the better,
one radio, and two of audio, or two radio
and one of audio?
A. 3. If you wish to get consistent distant reception on head receivers only, two
radio frequency and one audio frequency is
advisable. We recommend the former ac
more desirable.
Q. 2.

is

"RED - HEADS'
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Q. 4. Will a 21 -plate variable condenser
across the secondary of the variocoupler
help any?
A. 4. The 21 -plate condenser across the
secondary is shown in the diagram.
Q. 5. Why is there so much difficulty experienced by amateurs when operating or
trying to operate radio frequency amplification?
A. 5. Difficulty is experienced in operating a radio frequency amplifier when using
only a single circuit receiver, and in not
taking the necessary precaution about using
very short connections. It is also worth
while to try various tubes in the radio frequency stages to determine which works
best.
Q. 6. In the cooler months, what is the

average range of one stage radio and two
of audio?
A. 6. The average range of one radio
frequency and two audio frequency is about
1,500 miles and probably more when good
conditions prevail.
*

*

Peter R. Copping, Jr., New Orleans, La.
Q. 1. In the October issue of 1922 on
pages 82 -83, Mr. Ames of Baltimore asks
for a hookup using certain radio apparatus
to speak to his friend a few squares away.
You gave him a hookup which you said he
could use to speak to his friend. Now I
am using a WD -11 tube in a circuit I am
enclosing. Do you think a microphone in
the ground lead of this hookup would enable me to speak to my friend about 2 or

77
Will the WD-11 tube
squares away ?
stand 100 volts on the plate?
A. 1. A microphone in the ground lead
may not be enough to communicate 3 or 4
squares. Better try it first and if it does
not work, add a Ford coil as shown in the
diagram. Yes.
Q. 2. Would I be able to speak to my
friend with a lower voltage on the plate of
my tube?
A. 2. It is best to use a fairly high
voltage.
Q. 3. If the hookup I am enclosing will
not work satisfactorily, please give me a
hook -up, using as much as possible the apparatus mentioned in the diagram I am
enclosing.
3

IhIPA

12
Point
Rotary
Switch
This switch may be
used with a voltmeter
for reading voltage of
individual tube filaments.

WIENER WIRELESS
SPECIALTY CO.
21

Academy Street

This switch is designed to
solve one of the most vexing problems of the amateur
and professional builders of
radio receiving sets. It
eliminates unsightly front
of board contact points,
providing a complete unit
for rear of panel mounting,
to which variocoupler taps
may be easily soldered. It
is held in place by two
mounting screws, heads of
which are neatly covered by
the indicating dial.
The
knob and dial are mounted
on adjustable shaft held by
set screw for any thickness
of panel up to h ".

Packed in individual
boxes. 10 to carton.
Trade Discounts on
Application.

LIST PRICE

150

Every Radio Set Needs This !

AND DON' T FORGET YOUR STERLING VOL T M E T ER
TESTING "A" AND "B" BATTERIES

FOR

THE STERLING MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Newark, N. J.

2847

Prospect Avenue,

Cleveland, Ohio

YILLúWTÌP
MICROMETER ADJUSTING

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Increases the Efficiency
of Your Crystal Set

l

Finer tuning, clearest possible reception,
constant adjustment until you wish to
change, then -"A Twist of the Wrist
lt's Set." Excellent for reflex and other
circuits. Write for folder and name
of your nearest dealer.
Dealers sod Jobbers -Write for Attractive Proposition
WHOLESALE RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.

in

Pulling tightens
grip on cord tips. Lever instantly
releases. Smooth, positive contact. Time and effort economized.
Each Saturn Plug unconditionally guaranteed. Extra satisfaction at the same price.
a moment.

LIST
PRICE,

-

$2

Above The Ordinary "Radio Products"
Automatic Plug
Perfect Jack

C¡
ONNECTED, disconnected

SET

Exclusive Factory Representatives

Saturn

QYfie

.11

Sli gh t l
Touch

Releases
thoTips

/

pf/llI

$loo

ROUNDED corner brass bracket
nickle plated. Spring German Sil-

ver blades.
Contact points of solid
silver. Solder -flux compound on crowfoot offset of blades. Ready for quick
connecting.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

2

3
4
5

LIST PRICES
Single Circuit
Open
Single Circuit
Closed
Double Circuit
Closed
Single Filament Control
Double Filament Control

The Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co., Inc.
48

Beekman Street
New York, N. Y.

39 William Street, Newark. N. J.

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE

50c.

55c.
70c.
75c.
80c.
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A. 3. See answer to Question 1.
Q. 4. Please give me full instructions
covering the operation of such a set.
A. 4. In order to operate the set, adjust
the tickler coil and obtain strong oscillations.
Be sure that you are below 200 meters.
Best operating adjustments will be found
only by experimenting with plate voltage,
grid condenser, grid leak, and other variable
units.
Q. 5. Will the reception be changed any
by adding a microphone in the ground lead,
or would it be advisable to use a switch to
connect the microphone in series with the
ground lead or disconnect at will?
A. 5. It is best to short circuit the microphone whether in the ground lead or in the
new connection shown, since it will probably
pick up local sounds and thus interfere with
reception.

C. F. G. Neuhaus, Chicago, Ill.

Q. 1. I desire to build a receiving set
capable of receiving broadcast music, with a
range of 2,000 miles or more, i. e. Pacific
Coast radio stations. Can you enlighten me
as to the best hook -up known at this time?
A. 1. The best hook -up for receiving,
from great distances is the super -heterodyne
which requires the use of about 7 or 8 tubes
for best results.
Q. 2. I have read with interest your
article on the Neutrodyne receiver in the
April issue of THE WIRELESS AGE, and if
this is your recommendation at this time I
would like to ask several questions before
beginning to build same. Are the coils,
primary and secondary windings alike?
Are they both wound clockwise or anticlockwise, away from you when assembled
and looking down into both of them?

NOVEMBER, 1923
A. 2. Both primary and secondary windings of the Neutrodyne are wound in the
same direction, but connection is so made
that from the grid terminal, the secondary
appears wound in one direction, and from
the plate terminal the primary is wound in
the opposite direction. See other "Questions and Answers" in this issue.
Q. 3. This same article speaks of the
condenser as being of the 11 -plate type,
with a maximum capacity of .0005 micro -

farads.

A. 3.

Which is correct?
The condensers used may be either

11- or 13- plate.
Q. 4. I will probably want to build the
one shown in figure 11, Reflex Neutrodyne,
but would like a range of from 180 to at
least 600 -meter wavelengths. What will I

have to do to get this ?
A. 4. To go up to 600 meters, wind 18
turns on primary and 70 turns on secondary.

ANNOUNCEMENT
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Genuine PACENT
*Duo Lateral Coils Mounted
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HEATH'S

Radiant

Condensers
Now the "guess" has been taken out of condenser buying. The source of greatest uncertainty,
the plates, by a new process of stamping and tempering in Heath's Radiant Condensers are PERMANENTLY FLAT. They are as proof against
warping and buckling as a steel straight edge.
These condensers will keep their fine alignment
without any adjusting during their entire mot

LIST PRICES

VERNIER TYPE
Plate including 2 %" dial and knob
Plate including 27A" dial and knob
Plate including 2%" dial and knob
Jobbers and

Dealers

$5.00
5.50
6.50

Write

Immediately for Proposition

.

HEATH RAD I 0
& Electric Mfg. Co.
203 First St.,
Newark, N.

J.,

U. S. A.

PACENT COIL PLUG -Quick to connect.
Vise grip on coil. Set screw connections with
coils. Cat. No. IIO. Prise $1.00.
I1. COIL PLUG RECEPTACLE -an improved
receptacle. Special Pacent feature to insure
tight contact. Cat. No. III. Price $1.00.
III. MOUNTED COILS-The genuine Pacent Due
Lateral Colle equipped with improved Plug.
Sizes MS 25 to MS 1500. The perfect combination. Prices $1.40 to $3.85.
IV. MICROMOUNT -a de luxe 3 coil mounting
affording fine vernier coupling adjustment.
Cat. No. 115, with base, $9.50.
Cat.
and

V.

No.

115A. same au No.

binding posts, $8.00.

Dao Lateral Coil Labeled PA CENT
is the GENUINE

Don't Improvise

-" PACENTIZE "
-ll

Send for Booklet W
describing
Pacent Radio Essentials

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
22 Park Place

11

115 less base

MICROCOUPLE RECEPTACLE -a single
receptacle permitting vernier adjustment of
coil. Cat. No. 118. Pries $2.00.
PANEL RECEPTACLE-a fixed receptacle
for panel mounting principally for use with
Cat. No. 118. Cat. No. 119. Price $1.50.

New York, N. Y.
Sales Offices:

Chicago, Philadelphia, Si. Louis, Minneapolis
Washington, D. C., San Francisco, Jacksonville

Percent

1tADtO ESSENTIALS
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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RADIO
TEST SET

I.

"

Ordinary vernier adjustment reduced to micromExtreme delicacy of adjustment.
eter fineness.
Smooth, positive, accurate as a watch.
Heath's
Radiant Condensers are especially adaptable to the
fine tuning required on high amplification.
Write for Illustrated Folder.

13
25
45

A Complete Line of
Improved Coil Equipment

VI.

Vernier Adjustment
Geared Like a Watch

A

PATTERN No.

11

This radio test set has been designed to meet the demands corning to us from serious experimenters,
manufacturers
and
dealers in radio equipment and
supplies, for a complete radio
testing outfit.
While the various ranges of
readings permit making practically every test necessary in connection with radio receiving sets,
it has been particularly designed
for the taking of characteristic
curves of vacuum tubes.

Price, $75.00
Send for Circular

ORDER FROM DEALER

JEWELL

ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT

CO.

1650 WALNUT ST.
CHICAGO

THE WIRELESS AGE
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for over /7 years.

laddins lam

Sold by

all dealers

ouzdone

In the fairy stories they asked Aladdin
for music and by rubbing his wonderful lamp he produced it for them.
No doubt if they had wanted crop
and market reports or a bedtime story
Aladdin could have produced them
also. But these were fairy stories.
Whoever thought they would come
true ?

OR

RADIO
RAD

Approved by the National
BoardofFire Underwriters
.Ask TOUIVItsuranceAgenl
0

L. S. BRACH MFG. CO.,
Newarlt- NewJersey

0

SOLDERALL
Metal in Paste For

S/pli--

RAGON

b

Handy
ass
Every Electrical
Connection Needs
olderall for Perfect Reception
Jhe Only Convenient Metal Solder/

R,g US Pot Off

RADIO PRODUCTS
Tonight if you sat down with a PARAGON
Three -Circuit Receiver you could hear the
music of a world- famous orchestra or the
marvelous voices of opera singers just as
clearly as if you were sitting in the same
room with them. You can choose the program you want and enjoy it without interruption.
The name " PARAGON " on radio products means perfection. To listen in with a
Paragon set is to experience the full fascination of the world's latest wonder.
An illustrated Catalog of Paragon
Radio Products Is Yours for the Asking

WOC- TRESCO

Lloonwd Und.r Armstrong U. 8. Patent No. 1.113.149

A long distance
1,000 mile 600
meter range re-

generative

for

your loud
instructions.

speakers.

TRESCO

$10.00

tuner

-add

parcel post on 6
lbs. New circuit,
startling results.
Cheaper than crystal set. Uses any
aerial. Amplifiers
to match set for
Circulars free -full

Davenport, Iowa

DEALERS: We believe in the proper distribution
of Paragon Radio Products. Our exclusive Distributors are particularly interested in territorially protected dealers, who will concentrate, solicit and
serve the consumer in the sale of Paragon Radio
Receivers. If interested, write us for details.
ADAMS-MORGAN COMPANY
8 Alvin Avenue, Upper Montclair, N. J.
Illustration shows Type
R -D -5 Regenerative
Receiver and Detector

-$60.00

A -2 Two -Stage
Amplifier -$40.00
(Licensed under

Type

Approved by Radio Experts for
Radio Amateurs

Armstrong Patents)

Approved because:Wave length is 550 Meters: 16 soldered leads;
tubstraight wound stator on genuine bakelite
clip
ing; kiln dried rotor; Fahnestock spring
can
You
connections; non -conductive adhesive;

GET ONE FOR $3.50

-P

20 DIAGRAMS FREE WITH EACH

For Sale at your Dealer's
$3.50 directly to the manufacotherwise send the will
be supplied postpaid.
turer and you

& Co.
G. H. Fischer
New York City
Street,
123 Liberty

,

- :ti

1.tie:ti ti ti's

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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BDXX

Durable,
BDXX panels are
PERMANENT. Their
service is unending.
Once installed, they
satisfy for all time.
Never has it been necessary to replace one.

Have An Established Reputation for
Honest Value, Maximum Results
And Ease of Installing

bake1itel)

York Skeleton Type Tune Radio Frequency
Transformers have so simplified Radio Frequency that
you can enjoy the thrill of long distance reception, the
satisfactory operation of a loop, or the tuning in of just
the one desired station -these actual results (not idle
claims) are due to our original design and advanced
Radio engineering found in no other transformer. Any one can construct,
at small expense, a highly efficient two stage set with positive certainty
of results, price $4.00 each.
New

O .
-dilect 0.
.

(.1 Laminated Phenolic Con-

densation Material)

Highest in dielectric
strength. Surprisingly
hard and tough; yet
readily machined.
Proof against water,
heat, fumes, solvents
and milder acids. Ozone
from high -voltage electrical apparatus, which
quickly ruins hard rubber, has absolutely no
effect on Bakelite Dilecto.

New York Condensers bring in the broadcasting loud, and clear with the true tone, because the
construction eliminates all leakage and electrical
losses -the standard by which others are judged.
I

I

23

Plate
'.

X X grade Bakelite -Dilecto
has every radio advantage.
Insist on it at any electrical
store.

2.00
3.00

43
3

$1.50

..

The Continental Fibre Co.,
Factory : Newark, Delaware.

Supplementary
Vernier Condenser
$1.00

1.25

Dealer Service From

New York, 233 Broadway

Insist on New York Amplifying Transformers.
Do not be satisfied with something claimed to be
"just as good." They are
universally
recognized
for their marvelous
amplification, purity of
tone and ability to produce uniformly perfect
results with any style of
standard tube. Pr i c e
$4.00 and worth it.

Chicago, 332 S. Michigan Ave.
Pittsburgh, 301 Fifth Ave.
San Francisco, 75 Fremont St.
Seattle, 1041 Sixth Ave., South
Los Angeles, 411 S. Main St.

New
York
Grid Leak

Variable
$1.50

Get literature on

Variometers, Couplers, Mica Condensers,
Inductance Tap Switches

NEW YORK COIL COMPANY

338 Pearl Street

New York City

Pacific Coast -MARSBANK SALES CO., 1240 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Get on the subscription
list of

The

Wireless Age
and you'll be sure of
getting your copy.

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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Three Aces!

BURGESS
RADIO t3ATTERIES
IN

the experience of radio engineers,
amateurs and experimenters there is a
suggestion which clearly points the way to
the battery buyer who desires the most
fitting and practical combination of electrical energy, low cost per hour of service,
long shelf life and uniformity of discharge.

"ASK ANY RADIO ENGINEER"
More than a mere phrase these words express the preference of radio engineers who
have learned the limitations of ordinary batteries and who have found in Burgess products the built -in efficiency which Burgess
has achieved to an unequaled degree.
These "Three Aces," the famous Burgess
"B" -the new double strength Radio "A,"
and our latest product, the Vertical "B"
Battery are playing an important part in
correct and dependable reception of radio
broadcast. Each is

brhs everyiv ere
-city or countryHere is a set which brings distortionless speech and
music to you no matter where you live. The Moon is
operated by simply grounding to a water pipe or ra...utor-no antenna, loop or indoor wire is necessary.
Stations within a conservative 1,000 mile radius are
regularly received with a non-power loud speaker on
this set.
It is the ideal set for use in apartments, automobiles,
yachts or railroad trains where an antenna is not practical. Extremely sensitive, unusually selective, yet
simple to operate.

"A Laboratory Product"
Good dealers everywhere recommend and sell Burgess Batteries
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY

Write today for our folder "California or Newark"

Engineers -DRY BATTERIES -Manufacturers

MOON RADIO CORPORATION

Flashlight-Radio-Ignition-Telephone
General Sales Office:

Harris Trust Building, Chicago
Laboratories and Works: Madison, Wisconsin
New York

DEALERS-

Branches:

Boston

Kansas City

Washington
New Orleans

St. Paul

In Canada:

501

Steinway Ave.

Long Island City, N.Y.

-

Ask about our
franchise.

In Canada, Continental Equipment Co., Ltd.

New Birks Bldg., Montreal, Quebec.

General Offices and Works: Niagara Falls. Ontario

Branches: Toronto, Montreal. Winnipeg, St. John

Sattevlee

-

antennalesS

RAI) I O

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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UST PLUG IT IN.
IT FITS

STANDARD SOCKET

HaveyourDealer
An Adapter for UV -199
and C -299 Radiotrons
which supplies the
required resistance
It is no longer necessary to
use an extra resistance coil,
in series with low resistance
rheostats -and the substitution of a high resistance
rheostat is a needless expense.
The change to UV -199 and
C -299 tubes may be made by
simply connecting to a filament battery of proper voltage and inserting this combination Resistance -Adapter.

show ou a-

"NICROSTAT"
VERNIER
A

(2) Design of spring and
method of mounting con-

tacts gives low distributed capacity.

$ 3.00 And worth it

-

-

DIAL-Silver
BASE -Bakelite Moulded.
etched on black background.
KNOBS- Moulded
-Thermoplax. MOUNTING -one hole only in
NO MOUNTING SCREWS.
panel.
SMALL
AND COMPACT -2'4" diameter.
WRITE FOR BULLETIN NO. 92.
OR

prrmipr Elrrtrir pompany
3809 Ravenswood Ave.
Chicago, U. S. A.

(4) Resistance element
(18 ohms) is countersunk in a deep groove.

assuring thorough protection from mechanical
injury.
(5) Projecting knurled
edge simplifies insertion
and removal of Adapter.
(6)

/'

Like all other Eise-

(3) First quality insula-

mann Products. this

piece. reduces leakage
to a minimum.

unit wilt be found to be
thoroughly efficient and
high grade.

tion, moulded in one

RHEOSTAT

Premier "NUCROSTAT" represents the highest state of development yet obtained in the
Radio Rheostat field and operates or functions
quite differently from other Rheostats in that
its two resistance units -one low (6 ohms) and
one high (40 ohms) -are connected in parallel
(not in serles) and the vernier adjustment is
done on the high resistance while the current
Bows without interruption through the low resistance unit.
To grasp and understand this principle of the
"MICROSTATS" Method of functioning is to
concede its unsurpassed efficiency in adjusting
and controlling. to the smallest quantity, the
current flow through the filament of the tube
a great and important essential in selective
tuning.
While accomplishing this prime and essential
feature an absolutely quiet and noiseless adjustment automatically results for current flow is
not -nor never can be interrupted -which sooner
or later results in all Rheostats operating a
Vernier in series with a low resistance Rheostat
unit and which interruptions produce noises
which defeat the true function of a Vernier for
accurate selective tuning.
'MICROSTATS'" EXCLUSIVE FEATURE.
UNIVERSAL IN OPERATION -Controls any
tube 11/2 to 6 volts from 6 volt battery. STAYS
PUT -Not affected by vibration. FULL ONAll Resistance cut out. RESISTANCE UNITS
Genuine "NI- CHROME" wire -6 ohms low-40
ohms high- connected in parallel -total safe
carrying capacity. 3 amperes.
MAIN BODY

Construction Details
(1) Contact at tube terminals is positive. Steel
spring supplements tension of phosphor bronze
contacts.

SUPER

,

Ask Your Dealer For
Price $1.25

It

Know what they are doing in
Europe Read

-

The WIRELESS

WORLD and
Radio Review
Published monthly -$5.00 per year
Keep in touch with the latest
developments on the other side

EISEMANN MAGNETO CORPORATION
William N. Shaw, Pre,ident

BROOKLYN, N.
Detroit

Chicago

Send orders to

WIRELESS PRESS,INc.

Y.
San Francisco

326 BROADWAY

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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Federal Variometer No. 90 Cuts Electrical
Leaks to the Minimum
IN STEAD of the usual large amount of molded insulation, six small strips of Bakelite support the coils of
this perfected variometer. This construction reduces even
the very small leak of current from the coils, and materially increases the efficiency of the unit.
Though very light, the various parts act as trusses, giving a rugged unit which will stand up under rough treatment.
130 Federal Standard Radio parts offer the radio
enthusiast a complete line of guaranteed parts of
one quality-the best.

c ra
fcÛRADIO
Standard

Plural telepOone
Factory:

Equipment

telegrapIj Contpanp

Buffalo, New York

Boston

San Francisco

Philadelphia

New York

Bridgeburg, Canada

Chicago

Pittsburgh
London, England

CONTINENTAL
Lea aing Radio House"

"ArowYorks
THE

Radiola VII

SYMBOL OF SERVICE

"The Radiola Pathfinder"
A new type of receiver, designed for use with
Radiotron UV -199 dry cell tubes. It is a two circuit
tuner entirely self contained in a mahogany box with

Distributors for the Radio
Corporation of America

piano- hinged lid.
The Radiola VII is made up of two stages of
transformer- coupled Radio frequency amplification,
detector, and two stages of audio frequency amplification. It is simple to operate yet very selective in
tuning. Economy and efficiency are only two of the
many advantages which the Radiola VII has over
other sets of today.
Write for further information

2060 -Q

CONTINENTAL RADIO & ELECTRIC CORPN.
6

and

15

New York, U. S. A.

Warren Street
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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CARTER
Inductance Switch
1

-15 points

$2.00
List

1,,

SUPER - SENSITIVE
HEAD PHONES

''`

).

Positive contact
each point

-1 5 indicator on
dial.
Pigtail con re
. ' I
nection eliminates
friction contact. Soldered terminal and contact, one piece.
Only one hole to drill in panel.
Ask your dealer. Catalog of
New Carter Improved Radio
Products on request.
È

»

1.
A guarantee that less than five percent
variation in resistance ever exists between the
coils of Teleradio head sets. The secret of
accurate reproduction of faintest signals.
2.
Positive adjustment of diaphragm -insures best tonal qualities.
3. Improved self adjustable friction -sleeve
-positive position grip.
4. Drawn aluminum case -all metal parts
highly nickel polished. Light and durable for
the hardest usage.
5.
Fabricated head band for unusual comfort and ease.
6. Latest engineering principles and best
of materials employed in every detail of construction and manufacture.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write for
catalogue and prices.
Jobbers and dealers write for trade prices.

1

(

jadio Co.'
L Carter
1802 REPUBLIC BUILDING
CHICAGO
1

TELERADIO ENGINEERING CORP.
488 Broome St., New York City

A Booklet You WillWant
1. Merritt Garvey, of New York World's
Radio Section, Handbook of Helpful Hints for
Radio Set Builders, includes tables, charts,
legends, statistics and carefully selected hookups
with diagrams and full descriptions. Reading
this interesting book we discovered Mr. Garvey
recommended the FIL-KO -STAT. We bought
an edition of the books and will gladly send a
copy anywhere at handling cost 10e. postpaid.

By W.

RADIO STORES CORPORATION, Inc.
Sole International Distributors for

NEW IMPROVED
VERNIER VARIABLE
CONDENSER

TELERADIO
LIGHTNING
ARRESTORS

$1

Guaranteed electrically and
mechanically perfect. Polished
hard aluminum plates that will
All metal parta
not warp.
nickel plated. Accurate and
constant capacity.
23 plate
$4.50
43 plate
$5.50

Approved by National
Board of Fire Underwriters.
Electrical No.
5837. The only arrestor
that retails at $1.00.

FILKOSTAT

Filament Control of Infinite Adjustment
Dept. WA 10 -218 West 34th St.
New York

STATIC
and

Interference
is reduced to
a minimum

"Where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be wise"

-but

that is no excuse for not
the acknowledged best
audio transformerusing

Better
Reception

7/Ip AMERTRAN
-REG.

U. S. PAT. OFF

.

tion.
The reason for this is apparent in the Amplification
Chart shown in our Circular No. 1005.
Turn ratio, 5:1.

Amplification ratio, 30 -40
times audibility in the flat part of the curve.

American Transformer Company
or, sent carriage charges
collect. (Wt. 1 lb.)

(Designers and builders of radio
transformers for over 22 years.

179

NASSAU

- --

-acknowledged by professional radio engineers to be the
STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE for audio amplifica-

PRICE $7.00
Ask your electrical dealer,

with the

Emmet Street, Newark, N. J.

Pat. Pend.

Price $3tí.00
Jobbers and Dealers

write for
Proposition

JutiP,
TRADE MARK

Eliminates Aerial and Ground
The Secret is in the Patented Winding

MILES ON LOUD SPEAKER
With 2 stages radio and
stages audio frequency amplification
Write for Circular "W
Manufactured by
1500

2

NASSAU RADIO CO., Inc.

60 Court St.

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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YOUR PHONE PLUS A FIBERTONE MAKES
A BEAUTIFUL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

*.

£yh'h'b;id:9 A1osi
popularßatter1 Charger
Tribune Institute
Approves "Fibertone"
The New York Tribune Institute has
approved the "Fibertone "
tribute
only to quality merchandise of

-a

proven performance.
And performance is what counts!
Here the Tribune makes this complimentary statement: "excellent 'reproductions are obtained with a
Fibertone in use with a single phone
from any good head set."
Make your own comparison and it
will be found that for the price, the
Fibertone is unequalled in tonal
quality. Its construction is entirely
of fiber, insuring against tinny and
vibrative blasts. Operates on one
stage of amplification. Your dealer
will gladly help make this compari-

son for you.

No. 2 Fibertone (14 in.)

$12.50

Nothin g speaks so eloquently of HOMCHARGER satisfaction as the fact that
thru sheer merit alone it has become the standard by which all other battery
chargers are judged. Over 125,000 HOMCHARGERS already in use offer the
most convincing proof that it is the most efficient, economical and fool -proof
battery charger at any price.
A NEW TRADE -MARK FOR A TRIED AND

PROVEN PRODUCT
Its phenomenal success has led to the introduction
of many inferior and make -shift imitations. To
insure our reputation and protect the buying
public against substitution, the Radio De Luxe
HOMCHARGER henceforth will be sold under a
new Trade -Mark, viz.:

Bloomfield, N. J.

$8
VI8ERTONE
RADIO HORN
Jobbers and

dealers

write

for

trade prices.

4.
5.

ping.

Fool -Proof -Can be operated by anyone.
Attach to lamp socket and connect battery
either way, it will always charge. High -grade

6.

Retaining the same fundamentally correct operating principle and beautiful appearance of our
Radio De Luxe model, it is a step nearer ultimate
perfection through adoption of several construction
refinements dictated by the policy of Progress.
HOMCHARGER'S 10 POINTS OF
SUPERIORITY
1. Simple -Only one moving and wearing part.
replaceable after thousands of hours use for
$1.00. Willlast a lifetime.
2. Efficient- Useslesa than one-half the current of
any bulb or liquid type rectifier. Will charge
any radio or automobile battery for a nickel.

FIBER PRODUCTS CO.
36 Orange St.

Quick -Its high charging rate of 7 amperes
eliminates long waiting for battery to become
charged. Will charge any "A" or "B" battery
over night, or three times as fast as a 2- ampere
machine.
Clean -No expensive bulbs to break or acids
to spill or replace. No acid fumes. Charges
without muss, fuss or bother.
Dependable-Tungsten contacts insure continuous operation-prevent sticking and stop-

3.

DEALERS!

ammeter eliminates guess work.
Safe -No danger of shock or fire. Tested and
approved by Fire Insurance Underwriters
everywhere. Gives tapering charge -will not
overheat or injure battery.
Beautiful -Mahogany and Gold Finish.

7.

8.
9.
10.

Unqualifiedly Guaranteed.
Popularly Priced -Retails at $18.50 complete
($22 00 Canada). No extras to buy. Sold by

all dealers.

BROADCASTING LIST. Send today for Free List of Broadcasting
Stations, and Circular Describing the Gold
Seal Homcharger.

FREE

JOBBERS!

GOLD SEAL HOMCHARGERS will outsell any other radio device this season. "GOLD SEAL
Business Builders" illustrates many attractive sales helps and explains how we are prepared to cooperate with the Trade in making this a "HOMCHARGER Year." Send for your copy and Trade
Discounts, TODAY.

Snsisí
on -the GOLD SEAL
Itis your protection against

substitution.

When buying

order by name and verify by the GOLD SEAL, which appears
on the carton as wel 1 as the nameplate.

74 eAutomaticElectricalDevicesCo., 119 West Third St., Cincinnati3O.
e # Largest Manufacturers of Vibrating Rectifiers in the World

EMPIRE
OILED TUBING

Learn the Code at Home with the Omnigraph
"Just Listen

7

hr O,nnigrayh will do the teaching'

MICA INSULATOR CO.
642 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago
Schenectady, N. Y.

you
In

Transmitter

-

will

THE OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
New York City
know the Code -you ar e missing most of the fun
16B Hudson St.

2030 -F

Automatic

-in

Made By

New York
Works:

OMNIGRAPH

both the Wireless and Morse Codes
your own home -Quickly, easily an d inConnected with Buzzer, Buzzer and
expensively.
Phone or Sounder, it will send you unlimited messages, at any speed. from 5 to 50 words a minute.
For
THE OMNIGRAPH is not an experiment.
more than 15 years it has been sold all over the
world with a money back guarantee. THE OMNIGRAPH is used by several Depts. of the U. S.
Govt.
tact, the Dept. of Commerce uses THE
OMNIGRAPH to test all applicants applying for
Radio license.
THE OMNIGRAPH has been
a
successfully adopted by the leading Universities,
('alleges and Radio Schools.
Send for FREE Catalog describing three models.
DO IT TODAY.
$14 to $30.

right

For perfect insulation in wiring
radio sets use Empire Oiled Tubing, sometimes called "Spaghetti."

$8 Church St.

TH E
teach

If you own a Radio Phone set and don't

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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The Condenser

Sensation of
Modern Radio
FRESMMA
NOISELESS

N
TESTED MICA
CONDENSER
MFG. BY

CHAS. FRESHMAN CO.Inc
"Jew VOMI(
CITY

Kellogg and
BAKELITE
In the Jones' Symphony Set, manufactured exclusively by the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company,
Bakelite insulation, in both molded
and laminated forms, is used throughout.
*

*

*

*

*

Bakelite has been adopted as standard
insulation by the leading Radio Manufacturers, because of the permanence of
its dielectric and mechanical properties
and its changeless color.
The careful manufacturer and designer
of radio apparatus chooses Bakelite because of his confidence that wherever
and whenever it is used in the future
it will maintain the same resistivity
which figured in his design calculations.

BAKELITE

Condensite
RJDMANOL

Because of its high temperature resistance and its non -absorbent properties,
Bakelite performs equally well in all
climates and under all atmospheric
conditions.

are the registered

Send us your name and address and
we will mail you a copy of our Radio
Booklet A.

Phenol Resin

BAKELITE CORPORATION

Trade Marks for the

Products

manufactured under
patents owned by
BAKELITE CORPORATION

Address the Divisions
General Bakelite Company. 8 West 40th St.. New York
Condensite Company of America. Bloomfield. New Jersey
Redmanol Chemical Prod. Co.. 636 W. 22nd St.. Chicago

THE MATERIAL OF A THOUSAND- USES

Through the accuracy and dependability of
Freshman Condensers, hook -ups and circuits
have been perfected which have completely revolutionized the art of Radio Reception.
These little Storers of energy and rectifiers
of Radio Current are the very heart of a wellbuilt radio set.
The proper fixed condensers will make all the
difference in the world in the reception, clarity
and selectivity afforded by all types of receivers.
Capacity
Each
Capacity
Each
.0001

.00015
.00025
.0002
.0003
.00035
.0005
.0006
.0008

$ .35

.0025

.35

.0035
.004
.005
.006
.007
.008

.35
.35

$ .50
.60
.70
.75
.75
.75
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.50

.003

.35
.35
.35
.40
.40
.01
.001
.40
.015
.0015
.40
.02
2.00
.002
.40
.025
2.50
The FRESHMAN is so designed that constant
equal pressure is exerted on the condenser
plates over the entire area. They are the only
condensers that do this and therefore the only
condensers that avoid noises, which are due to
variable pressure on the plates.

PANEL MOUNTING

FRESHMAN VARIABLE RESISTANCE
LEAKS.
will enable you to get

stations you h a v e
never heard before. Can be mounted on any
panel in a few seconds. When mounted only
the knob shows on the panel. The latest and
most essential part of an efficient tube set.
With either .00025 or .0005
Freshman Condenser
Without Condenser
75c.
At your dealers' -otherwise send purchase price
and you will be supplied without further charge.

$1.00

reshman

(Í;cis.
.tao Condenser
106 SEVENTH AVE.

.Inc.

,lr'oducfs

NEW YORK

GET YOURS
Our new book catalog is ready. It contains a complete list of the best books
on radio ever published.
These books will save you costly experimental failures.
Send today jor this catalog

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc.

326 Broadway, New York

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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New!
Westinghouse

It's the contact
that counts

A careful examination will show

that each contact in Na -aid sockets
and adapters Is of a wiping nature

broad surface, and of sufficient
tension, and so designed that tension is permanent, no matter how
often the bulbs may be removed
and how much the connecting
prongs in the tubes vary.
Na -aid sockets are moulded of
Bakelite with uniform cross -section, cure and other engineering
features incorporated, avoiding
plate to grid losses and insuring
each tube to develop its fullest
efficiency.
on a

Na -aid Special Sacket
No. 999

&STA L ASE
"A" Batteries
1

2
3

6

cell
cells
cells

-2
-4

volts
volts

-

volts

NA -ALD SOCKETS

No 499 Socket, 199 tubes... .50.50
No. 429, Adapter. 199 tubes.. .75
No. 400, De Luxe, 200 tubes. .75
No. 401, Small Space, 200 tubes .35
No. 411, W. D. 11 Tubes.. .75
No. 450, Two in One,
W. D. 11 or 200 tubes. .50
a Id Circuit Booklet
N
packed with each N a - a i d

a

De Luxe Contact

product.

Write for "Why a Bakelite
Socket," and other descriptive literature.

ALDEN MFG. CO.

Manufacturers of Sockets
and Dials for every radio

requirement.
52 Willow
Dept. A
Springfield. Mass.

St.

Cable Address: Aldenco

Na -aid De Luxe
No. 400

ÇS
-s,^RADIÓ
w.a.s...-..+.....

A-ALO

RADIO CATALO G U E
Dealers, write for our Catalog showing Crosley, Grebe, Precision, Federal, Fada, Atwater Kent, Western
Electric, Magnavox, Brandes, Frost,
Burgess, Carter, Murdock, Dubilier,
Remler, Workrite, Eby, Acme, Roller Smith, Victory and other standard linea.

"B
11

22

cells
volts

Are You Improving Your Set This Fall?
NOW that radio broadcast reception has emerged from the early
development stage natural with all great inventions; now on
the eve of a long winter of radio treats more elaborate and finer
than ever, thousands of radio fans are rebuilding or re- equipping their
sets with units that have thoroughly proved their worth.
Batteries. You can't be too critical in choosing them. Westing-

house rechargeable storage batteries have won high favor everywhere.
Even -powered, full -powered, slow- discharging, they've demonstrated
their superiority for fine tuning, signal -holding, sound volume and
operating economy. See your dealer and ask for Westinghouse
type and size for every
The line is complete
OYSTALOSE Batteries.
use.
radio
popular

-a

WESTINGHOUSE UNION BATTERY CO.
Swissvale, Penna.

THE SUTCLIFFE CO.
INCORPORATED

Westinghouse
"B" Batteries

Westinghouse
"A" Batteries

Louisville, Ky.

CYSTALOSE

OYSTALCA-SE

One -piece glass case, with solid glass
plate rests. Neat and durable, Visible
interior liquid level readily inspected.
Easily recharged.

-

The 22 -MG -2 (22 volts) is a marvel
for steady, noiseless, full -powered sereasily recharged.
Long -lasting
vice.
Larger types, too.

-

WE STING HOU S E
(SAP

OEYSTALCASE

THE PERMANENT DETECTOR

Maximum
detector efficiency made constant, lasting. No
flimsy cat -whisker: no parts to wear loose, no
hunting for the sensitive spot. The GREWOL is
The
proof against all ordinary detector troubles.
only detector for reflex, duplex and all ea
44.17
circuits.
Fully patented. tinconditionally guaranteed
Tested and approved by Jack Binns, radio editor
of the N. Y. Tribune.

OFTEN imitated but never equalled.

If your dealer
52 to us

has no GREWOLS, send
with your dealer's name.
Write for Booklet.

3

Central Ave.

Newark, N. J.

and

"C"

BATTE RTE S

VACUUM TUBES

PARAGON DISTRIBUTORS

By ELMER E. BUCHER

Colorado, New Mexico, Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming, Arizona, Western Kansas,
Utah and Nevada
Lines
of Standard Apparatus.
Complete
Write for our Price Bulletin.
Wholesale Only.

In Wireless Communication
The best text book on the market devoted solely to the various applications
of the Oscillation Valve.

Price $2.25
THE WIRELESS PRESS, INC.

RANDEL WIRELESS COMPANY

!(B

326 Broadway

New York

- for

The Rocky Mountain Radio Corporation
Denver, Colo.
1512 -1516 Broadway,
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Retail Price

MARK

$1.85

THE THINGS THAT HAVE ENDURED FOR AGES WERE
MADE OF QUALITY -THE CHEAP THINGS HAVE PASSED
ON -AND ARE FORGOTTEN

"ESCO"

HIGH VOLTAGE MOTOR -GENERATORS STAND PRE -EMINENT used by
leading EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS Everywhere-Also many GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS -RESEARCH LABS., NEWSPAPERS, DEPARTMENT STORES AND COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING STATIONS. BULLETIN 237A lists over 200 combinations.

P. P. IOc extra

The
Universal Bradleystat
gives perfect control for

The Universal
Bradleystat solves

the perplexing

problem of finding
one rheostat for all
tubes.

This is our new BATTERY CHARGER. Made
in many sizes -with or without panel board.

-

MOTORS- DYNAMOTORS- GENERATORS-

all radio tubes.

For

and 1 amp. tubes

34

Perfect filament

MOTOR -GENERATORS
DEVELOPED FOR
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS.
Send us your problems-we'll solve them.

control is guaranteed for any new,
old or foreign tube.
The entire range of
control is stepless
and noiseless.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.
231 SOUTH ST.

STAMFORD, CONN.

U. S. A.
Pioneers in Developing High Voltage Apparatus

ICI

For % amp. tubes

The Universal
Bradleystat is a

graphite disc rheostat. Beware of car-

bon dust imitations. The name

Bradleystat is embossed on the porcelain container.

For 06 amp. tubes

CONDENSERS

Buy a Bradleystat, today

WITH THE PERFECT
END PLATES OF

Alleg1/43tatbr
CC).
Electric Controlling

LAMINATED
CCONDENSITE

ELORON

1N
NY cheaper materials might do
as well for ordinary purposes
as Condensite -Celeron. But our high
respect for the good opinion of the
radio public warrants our giving this
added value. Just one of the scrupulous details by which we make certain
that every U. S. Tool Condenser gives
unfailing satisfaction. In the long run
it pays to be particular and insist upon

283 Greenfield Ave.

Apparatus

Milwaukee, Wis.
Mfrs. of Graphite 'Rheostats for 20 years

B

0E0I5Te4E0

S

DAT O

/c,

PERFECT FILAMENT CONTROL

.

Moisture need not
be

absorbed but
retained on

only

the surface of

sulating

in-

material

to allow the escape
of radio frequency

currents. Moisture
vanishes from the

surface of
densite

Ir. S. TOOL CONDENSERS.

Con -

-Celeron.

like "water off a
duck's back." Also
has the highest dielectric and tensile

strength.

ILLS.TOOL
COMPANYIxc.

Mechanic St.
eruark,.71T.J..

113

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS
AGE

STYLE W
RADIO KEY
A speed key designed

for radio transmission

and with which cramp
is unknown.
Other typss carried in
stock.
Sample by mail $4.00.
Send Stamp for Catalog No. 45 -W.
J. H. BUNNELL & CO.
32 Park Pl., N. Y. C.
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pioneer or
I

7erfPCtiorr

T he first impressionIl
you get from looking
at Pioneer Variocouplers and Variometers
is that beyond doubt

WILDION

Panels
are Furnished in

18 stock sizes eo
each packed in
heavy envelope to

protect beautiful
Finish. A she for
every requirement
6x7

10/

6 x
6 x 14
6 x 21

7x9
7
7
7
7

x
x
x
x

10
12
14
18

7x21
x
7 x
9 x
10 x
12 x
7

24
48

14
12
14
12 x 21
14 x 18

beautiful instruments
yet devised.
The beautiful BakePioneer Variocoupler $7.00

lite in

American Hard Rubber Co.
Mercer St., New York

RADION
Panels -Dials -Knobs -Sockets- Insulators

a

grained

mahogany finish has
a richness that has never been equalled before.
The heavy copper wire, covered with green silk,
gives a contrast that makes the instruments irresistible and adds tremendously to the beauty of
any set.
The mechanical parts are no less wonderful. The

-

hardware of heavy bronze -the close -coupler rotor and stator
the positive contacts, all demonstrate the i2he=t mechanical
skill and attention to detail.
1-

A special feature is the
winding of the variocoupler on the inside of
which is
of the shell
original and exclusive
with Pioneer.

-

Ask your dealer to show
you these instruments.
If he cannot supply write
us, giving his name and
address.

null

Pioneer Variometer $6.50

20 x 24

Radion, being an insulation material especially
made for wireless use, has
the lowest phase angle difference, lowest dielectric
constant, highest resistivity and supreme moisture,
gas and acid repelling
properties.
Send 15c for sample test
pieces 2 x 3 inches.
11

they are the most

D10

ORPORATION
I105 Pioneer Ave.
Galesburg, Illinois
BRANCII OFFICES
New York City
220 Fulton St
Anning Street
..
Chicago Ill
33 So. Clinton St.
London, England
Kansas City, Mo. ..208 Baltimore Bldg.
Gaston E. Marbaix, European Minneapolis, Minn. 705 Plymouth Bldg.
Manager
San Francisco
623 Lark'n St.
European Branch Office:
27 -28

i1
SOLDERING IRON
METALECTRIC
(The All -Metal
Instrument)- Guaranteed

"A solution to the small soldering problems of the discriminating assembler"

Interchangeable tip

ONE -HALF ACTUAL

SIZE

$5.50

Unbreakable Construction -- Economical Operation on any Electric Circuit
from your dealer or write

POST ELECTRIC CO., MFRS. (Radio Division), 30 East 42nd St., N. Y. C.
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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DISTRIBUTORS
FOR THE

R
W®LWORTH BUILDING

ILLINOIS

Complete Radio Supplies

1

LYONisi

NEW JERSEY

NEW YORK

NATIONAL LIGHT AND
ELECTRIC COMPANY
Co- operative Merchandisers

JAMES F. BURNS
ELECTRICAL WORKS

Visit Our .11odel Store

MARKET STREET
NEWARK, N. J.

Dealers and Jobbers in All Kinds
of Radio Supplies

289-291

Chicago

245 So. Wabash Ave.

of.lmion
eric

- NEW YORK CITY

442 STATE STREET
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

NORTH CAROLINA

TUSCOLA RADIO SUPPLY
STATION

RADIO DISTRIBUTING
COMPANY

Dependable Radio Apparatus

Guaranteed Radio far Every Purpose

TUSCOLA

WEST PARK STREET
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
8

ILLINOIS

SOUTHERN RADIO CORP'N
The South's Largest Exclusive

Radio Company

Located in

"The Radio Center of the South"
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

MAINE

OHIO

ATLANTIC RADIO CO., Inc.

TRI -CITY ELECTRIC CO.
Complete
21

Service

52 -56

Lafayette Street

NEWARK, N. J.

TEMPLE ST., PORTLAND, ME
MARYLAND

THE M I LNOR ELECTR I C
COMPANY

Large Stocks-Quick Service
129 GOVERNMENT SQUARE

CINCINNATI, OHIO

NEW YORK

JOS. M. ZAMO I SK I CO.
NORTH LIBERTY STREET
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

19

PENNSYLVANIA

CONTINENTAL RADIO
ELECTRIC CORP'N

General Radio

New York's Leading Radio House

loth and Cherry Sts.

AND

15

WARREN STREET
NEW YORK

Corporation
Philadelphia

8o6 Penn Ave.

Pittsburgh

Special Service to
Dealers on RadioCorporation of America
Products, in Pennsylvania New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland,
District of Columbia,
Virginia and West

Virginia.

MASSACHUSETTS

ATLANTIC RADIO CO., Inc.
Complete

TIMES APPLIANCE CO., Inc.
Approved Radio Merchandise
Wholesale Only

Service

727 Boylston St.

Boston, Mass.

14$

WEST 45th ST.

NEW YORK

WHOLESALE EXCLUSIVELY
1iomrnel's Illustrated Encyclopedia of Radio
Apparatus 235 E will be sent free to dealers.
We sell to no others.

MINNESOTA

LANDAY BROS.

STERLING ELECTRIC

A Complete Stock of R.

COMPANY

C. A. Merchandise Always on Hand

311

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Sixth Avenue, New York

PENN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING CO.
Westinghouse Agent Jobbers

Retailed at the 7 Landay Stores

SCRANTON, PA.

MISSOURI

WESTERN RADIO CO.
Dependable Merchandise

from

America's Greatest Manufacturers

BALTIMORE AT FOURTEENTH
KANSAS CITY, MO.

ALBANY, N. Y.
SCRANTON, PA.
ELMIRA, N. Y.
READING, PA.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
WILKES BARRE, PA
Wholesale Distributors Only

THE PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC
COMPANY SUPPLY DEPT.
130-32 So. Eleventh St.
Philadelphia

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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JONES
"FIDDLE STICK"
VERNIER 1 Oc

a
PP

WDÇ mow

At Your

lD

wIle tti

(Made by the Molten Welding Process)

Dealer

ANTENNA WIRE

Sample postpaid

12e
The one Vernier that eliminates body capacity. Simply drill
small hole beside dial and you
can make adjustments never
dreamt of before.
convenient and
Handy
brings in stations unheard before.
Catalog of Jones complete line
of Radio accessories on request.

-

91

-

STRONGEST
MOST EFFICIENT BEST

-

COPPERWELD IS 50% STRONGER

The permanently welded copper exterior makes it ideal because of "skin
effect" phenomena of radio currents.
Standardized by the largest manufacturers of radio equipments.

up when
than Copper. call be strung taut, stays
other wires stretch and breafc, and gives
oo`t electrical efficiency.

Sold everywhere

Directions for Antenna construction

100, 150 and 200 feet

per carton

12c.

Chicago, Ill.

CHICAGO

==F:

You owe yourself good radio training. In radio operating the man
who knows

MARK

APPLIED

cortoriterw

129 S. JEFFERSON ST..CHICAGO
30 CHURCH STREET. NEW YORK
BRADDOCK P 0. RANKIN. PA.
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS
403 RIALTO BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO

Howard B. Jones

PATENT

,COMPANY

TEELCOMPANY
SALES OFFICE

NEW YORK SALES OFFICE:

FERBEND

STEEL

on reverse side of

COPPER CLAD

dealer, 10c., or sample postpaid,

Canal St.

CLAD

'BRADDOCK P. O., RANKTN, P0.

BUY IT IN CARTONS

Condenser cleaner at your

612 S.

COPPER

FOR

Arc-Spark-Vacuum

The
Ol'igi1T81

Tube

sets is directly in line for a good
Our course goes to the very heart of

ave

position.
Radio. Experienced teachers. Fully equipped
laboratory. Dormitories. All club privileges.

Filter
Stops Interference/

Eliminates interfering stations.
Improves the selectivity of the set.
Eliminates local broadcasting.
Selects between conflicting stations.
Simplifies tuning.
Often increases signal strength.
Reduces howling and squealing.
The WAVE TRAP is mounted on a Formica panel
in a beautiful mahogany finished cabinet 6x5x6, and
is a high grade instrument throughout enhancing
the appearance of the most expensive sets.

Write

to

the nearest school

for infirmation and

booklet.

Y. M. C. A. RADIO SCHOOLS

18 E.SOUTHWATER S.

149

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES
Y. M. C. A.

SEATTLE

NEW YORK

4th Ave. Madison St.

East 86th St.

LEARN THE CODE

Get all the fun there is to be had from your wireless set.
Learn to read the dots and dashes and double your pleasure.

The Marconi-Victor Records
provide the ideal instruction

SIX DOUBLE FACED RECORDS
From the alphabet to press and code work. Actual operating conditions reproduced. Satisfaction guaranteed.

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc.

- TWELVE

LESSONS

Price $5.00 per set
326 Broadway, New York

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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Ye.i!tiYillikilR-,l
IMITATED BUT NEVER DUPLICATED

DEPENDABLE
-for all new wave lengths
-Range

JFlt?New

eC

jHEN KNIGHTHOOD

WAS IN FLOWER," Crusaders in distant lands communicated with
their own countries by carrier pigeon. The
system, learned from the Saracens, was greatly
perfected by the Crusaders. Today, ordinary
radio reception has been excelled by a new perfection of the art- Mu -RAD RECEIVERS. Swift
as thought, clear as the voice, sensitive beyond
belief! Cities, 4.300 miles and more away, send
their news and entertainment to the My -RAI)
owner. Conservatively guaranteed for woo
miles, using only a two -foot loop aerial.
1' V

150 to 600 meters,
tunes in all new high wave
lengths.
-180 type, gives double selectivity of ordinary 90' instrument.
-Tubes of genuine grade XX
bakelite wound with single green
silk covered wire.
-Angular movement of rotor
gives super selective tuning with
ease.
-Direct flexible leads to Fahnestock clips eliminate contact
noises of spring contacts.
-Aluminum die cast frame reduces body capacity. For bench
or panel mounting.
VARIOMETER
Write for descriptive
Specifications
Dealers write for trade prices.

Shamrock Manufacturing Co.
314 -316 Market St.

SHAMROC
K'FOR

TUNING

VARIOMETER

MU-RRD LRBORIITORIES,INC.

CATALOG

SELECTIVE

180° VARIO- COUPLER

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

SOS

Newark, N. J.

-411e44

dlta lR*A
-

At°oe

FIFTH JIVE. RSBURY PRRK, NEW JERSEY

NEW COPIES FOR OLD

E19 -1 Ou

PAG ES

FRE

E

EVERYTHING IN RADIO

One of the largest complete stocks in the
world. 40 diagrams of latest Hookups.

DEALERS ALL OVER THE U.S.

Making big profits handling our supplies. 24 -hour
marries. Goods shipped same day order received.

RADIO "B" BATTERY
DIRECT
FROM
TORY
TD YOU
F%

SHIPPED

Greatest radio B battery on market. Atnolutel,
fresh, full voltage. seamless cells. noiseless-will bring

in Concerts LOUDER and STRONGERI Builtcorrectly -full number o1 voltage taps -%iii work any tube
or loud speaker. Real service OUARANTEED. Solt
direct from nurfactoriesto you at! westprices. Shipped
prepaidtnvnurdnr.ORTtERTODAY. Sendmoneti

PREPAID order. check or pay C. O. D.
No 5 22B- 22%volt variable-regularly

WHOLESALE RADIO DISTRIBUTORS
Dept. U
6 West 14th St.
Kansas City. Mo.

Order By Number

AYRES BATTERY CORPORATION.

THE WIRELESS AGE

82.25-our price áI.98

No.5 22.t - 22% volt variable -regularly $3.00 -our price
No.5 45A-45 volt
taps- regularly $6.00 -our price

-8

For each copy of the following issues of THE WIRELESS AGE
that you send us we will extend
your subscription one month:
January, 1922; February,
1922; March, 1922; May,
1922; September, 1921;
December, 1921; December, 1920.

$2.65
$4 .98
Cincinnati. Ohio

Room 315, 326 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
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Warren Radio Loop,
cut away to show

construction

Natural
Re-Ph/OI1t7VK

4das

Free Your
Set from

ANPLITONE
LOUD SPEAKER

Interference
The U. S. Army Signal Corps use
loops to obtain absolutely unlimited,

uninterrupted radio communication.

To really enjoy your super- sensitive
set, banish interference from static,
stray atmospherics by using a loop

-a

aerial, the best you can buy
Warren Radio Loop. More "persistent" than the dangerous, cumbersome old- fashioned outside aerial.
Easier to tune. Built on stronger
frame and protected from dust,
dampness and meddling by tight
cover. Types for all wave meter
lengths from 175 to 18,000. Most
compact, efficient loop perfected.
Buy a Warren Radio Loop Now
Write for Bulletin

M

of the program, natural as
original, re- PRODUCED
on the Atlas Amplitone. Faithfully
responsive, not to just one small
range of sound intensity, but to the
full scale of tone harmonics. The
"double diaphragm " -triumph of
the radio and acoustic sciences -automatically accommodates itself to
every. pitch.
Blast and distortion
are entirely eliminated. The "double
diaphragm" is adjustable to operate
most efficiently with individual receiving conditions. Ask the nearest
Atlas Amplitone dealer for a demonstration. Hear the difference this
great innovation makes.

ALL
the

Trade -Mark

Letters
from Users
Request e d
What have you accomplished with your
Atlas Amplitone ? Tell
us about it

102.

Type for Every Set
at the Best Dealers

A

!

Type A -737 (300 -700 meters) 6
inches square- non -directional $10.00
Type A -7236 (175 -1,000 meters) 6
12.00
inches square -non- directional
Type B -2537 (300 -700 meters) 18
20.00
inches square -directional
Type BL -2520 (200- 18,000 mewith
honeycomb
coil
ters)
mounting.
18 inches square
25.00
directional

W rite for Booklet "C"
Contains helpful information

-

Sole Canadian Distributors
The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of Canada, Limited
Montreal, Canada

Ks,

.......)

I

Y -DE -CO RADIO MFG. CO.
ASBURY PARK, N. J.

Multiple Etqctric Products Co.lnc.

Dept. W

GENERATORS -500 Volt 100 Watt
$28.50 each.
Battery Chargers $12.50-High
Speed Motors -Motor-Generator Sets. All Sizes.
MOTOR SPECIALTIES CO., Crafton, Penna.

RADIO

.11

t

th,Z

CRYSTAL

NEWARK,

N.

J.

with

RECTIFIER
Patent -Pending

,5

14
K. Gold Supersensitive
RUSONITE CATWHISKER, Price..
Permanent.
Will Not Oxidize.
RUSONITE REFLEX CRYSTAL
Manufactured Expressly for Reflex Circuits.
will Stand Up Under Heavy Plate Veltaos
Price
Q1

e

RADIO
DIVISION

ST.

PREPARED RADIO MEASUREMENTS

ft

THE PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR
SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE
N. Hunting for "Spots."
Loud and Clear.
Endorsed by Thousands of Satisfied Users.
SENSITIVENESS
Price
50C
GUARANTEED
Mounted

GPARANTFFD

ORANGE

A book that is devoted entirely to simplifying the methods of determing electrical and geometrical constants for radio instruments and appliances.
The accuracy of these charts is above the accuracy with which the various
factors that enter in the formulas can be measured with ordinary means.

Price $2.00

l ,00

Mounted
`V
Order From Your Dealer or Direct From
RUSONITE PRODUCTS CORP.
PARK ROW,
NEW YORK, N.

SELF COMPUTING CHARTS
By Ralph R. Batcher

WIRELESS PRESS, INC.
V
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Adams -Morgan Co.
Alden Mfg. Co
Allen -Bradley Co.
American Hard Rubber Co
American Radio Mfg. Co
American Transformer Co
Automatic Electrical Devices Co., The
Ayres Battery Corp

Bakelite Corporation

AUDIOPHONE

Carter Radio Co.
Continental Fibre Co.. The
Continental Radio & Elec. Corpn

WITH THE

Copper Clad Steel Co
Crosley Manufacturing Co
Cunningham. E. T

AUDIOPHONE

87
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Bristol Company, The
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Fourth Cover
Second Cover

Diamond State Fibre
Dubiller Condenser Co
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5

Elsemann Magneto Corp
Electric Specialty Co
Electric Storage Battery

Market reports through the AUDIO PHONE can be depended upon because nothing is lost from the original
broadcasting.
Not only is it easily possible to distinguish the words of a speaker, but
also the minute graduations in pitch,
timbre and quality of overtones, which
distinguish individual voices.

The same qualities that make the

AT'DTOPTTONE a source of profit by

day, gives pleasure in the evening to
the entire household, furnishing entertainment and education of a varied
nature because it is equally efficient in
reproducing the speaking voice, singing voice and all musical instruments.

The AUDIOPHONE is complete and
self- contained -needs no separate battery or other accessories-goes to you
ready for use in connecting to your
receiving set. It will prove a source of
lasting pride and pleasure.

Audiophone Sr.
Audiophone Jr.
Bristol One Stage Power Amplifier

$32.50
22.50
25.00

Boston

Branch Offices:
Philadelphia
Chicago
St. Louis

New York

Detroit

Pittsburgh
San Francisco

Hearst's International
Heath Radio & Electric Mfg. Co

94

Hommel & Co., Ludwig

79

Jewell Elec. Instrument Co
Jones, Howard B

78

Tune in on station
W E A F (New York)
ce ONLY 629?p
At the low prices shown below you get the efficiency
of sets costing three times as much.
These radio frequency receivers -pick up stations
over 1,500 miles away under good conditions

-

everywhere.

Operate either on DRY CELLS or storage battery.
Cabinets of solid mahogany and workmanship the
finest throughout. Order direct or send for bulletin.
One tube Unidyne Receiver
$18.50
tube outfit..
Four tube outfit
DEALERS -write for
AGENTS
Two

proposition
winner.

quickly

29 50
$54 50
a

-it's

THE MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY
821

Main Scree

Cincinnati, Ohio

every Thursday at 8.50 P. M. and listen
to a story or article selected from
I N

T

HEARST'S
E R N A

T

I O N

Magnavox Co.. The
Mica Insulator Co
Midwest Radio Co
Moon Radio Corp
Motor Specialties Co

This is one of the most popular weekly features
"on the air"

FREE

Write for Free Copy of the Latest Radio Reprint
D.
It contains a complete story from Hearst's
International Magazine. Address Radio Editor,
Hearst's International Magazine, 119 West 90th
Street. New York City.

78

91

10

85
94
S1

J3

Omnigraph Mfg.

Co.,

93
92
8

84

76
80

The

Pacent Electric Co., Inc
Paths Phonograph and Radio Corp
Pioneer Radio Corporation
Post Electric Co
Precision Equipment Co
Premier Electric Co

Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co., Inc
Shamrock Mfg. Co
Shaw Insulator Co
Signal Electric Mfg. Co
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Teleradio Engineering Corp
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Tresco Tri -City Radio Elect. Supply Co

A L

9

Kellogg Switch and Supply Co
Kennedy Co., The Colin B

Radio Corporation of America
Radio Corporation of America Distributors
Radio Equipment Co
Handel Wireless Co
Rieger Research Corporation
Rocky Mt. Radio Corp
Royal Elec. Laboratory
Rusonite Products Corporation

RADIO FANS

11

83
91
85
79
86
15

Nassau Radio Co., Inc
Newman -Stern Co., The
New York Coll Co., Inc

WATERBURY, CONN.

88
14

General Electric Company
General Radio Co

Multiple Electric Products Co
Mu -Rad Laboratories
Dlydar Radio Co

Send your name and address to receive copy of
Bulletin No. 3006 -V

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

Fansteel Products Co., Inc
Federal Telephone & Telegraph Co
Ferbend Electric Co
Fiber Products Co
Fischer & Co.. G. H
Freshman Co., Inc., Chas
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Wholesale Radio Equipment
Wiener Wireless Specialty Co
World Battery Co
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M. C. A. School
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Amateur Radio Stations of the United States
Supplementary List brought up -to -date from October WIRELESS AGE

First District
AG

1

1

BEO

1

BIM

1

B

1 BEEN

L

BHO

1

BHP

Alfred J. Pote, 478 Washington Ase..
Chelsea, Mass.
Edmund Howard, 76 High St., Waterbury. Conn.
Joseph A. French, 112 Orchard St.,
Norwich, Conn.
Thomas J. McCormick. 24 Health Ave.,
Providence, R. I.
James M. Smith, 148 Highland St.,
Woonsocket, R. L
Leo Marchetti, 122 Mystic Ave., Medford, Mass.
Howard H. Wass. 690 Tremont St.,
Boston, Mass.
I'hiias V. Ledoux, Jr., 4 S. Crystal St.,
Worcester, Mass.
Russell Bennett. 114 Pitman St.,
Providence, R. I.
Arnold White, 31 Beech -Glen St.,
Roxbury, Mass.
Frank J. Clarkin, 404 West Ave.,
Pawtucket. R. I.
Clark C. Radlmon, 61 North Main St.,
Florence, Mass.
Robert E. Barrett, Jr., 71 Fairfield St.,

10
10

2

WG

CPX

2

BPF

2
2

BEW
AYF

2

NM

2

CKG

2

BB

2
2

UP
BNW

Jersey City, N. J. 2 QF
Brooklyn, N. Y. 2 DY
John N. Herland, 273 94th St
Howard Beach, L. I., N. Y. 2 AAY
Charles E. Smith.
2 AHY
John S. Rice. 122 Sylvan Av..Asbury Park. N. J.
2 AHP
Harold S. Blair. 210 Edwards Av.,
Long Branch. N. J.
2 APZ
Bernard Petroski, Bayville Road,
Locust Valley, N. Y. 2 AHD
2 BOX
Isaac R. Lounsberry, Jr., Croton Dam Road.
Ossining, N. Y. 2 ABB
2 CV
Chas. H. Phelps, Jr.. Cedar Lane. Bronxville, N. Y.
2 BXJ
St..
180th
815
W.
L.
Roraback,
Pindar

2

CRC

Frederick B. Woodworth,

2

BSJ

20
40
10
20

Raymond W. Gast, 3178 Hudson Boulevard,

2

New York, N. Y.

10

St.,

280 Broad

2
2

ACA
KC

Howard A. Thompson. 683 E. 3rd St., Bklyn., N. Y.
N Y. C.
George T. Nolan, 449 E. 183rd St
Joseph R. Canting. 526 Barbey St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Everett E. Eberle, 895 Park Place. Bklyn., N. Y.
S. Ward Stanton, 12 Winsor PI., Glen Ridge, N. J.
John B. Avery, 204 Harrison Av.,
New Brunswick, N. J.
Woodcliff, N. J.
Henry Ewers, 20 31st St
N Y. C.
Rudolph Zaltajsky, 400 E. 78th St
N Y. C.
Charles Ribera. 526 E. 11th St
N Y. C.
Anthony Roth. 361 E. 150th St
H. B. Von Thun, 7 Utica Av....Brooklyn. N. Y.
Wesley B. Simpson, 275 6th Av., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Harold I. Van Doren, 120 Hyslip Av., Westfield, N. J.
Robert W. Scofield, 4114 18th As., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Company B. 101st Signal Bat., 100 E. 34th St..

Bloomfield. N. J. 2 BGS
N. V. C.
Alfred H. Rowe, Jr., 112 Sherman Av.,
Milton E. Walker, Jr., 141 Lakeside Drive.
1 BHU
N. J. 2 CDR
Ridge,
Glen
20
Nutley, N. J.
John E. Burrell, Sag Road, Bridge Hampton. N. Y. 2 CPY
2 ARA
James E. Meagan, 212 William St..
1 BIF
Y.
C.
N.
St....
81st
219
W.
Freisinger,
Geo. G. C.
10 2 ABT
East Orange, N. J.
Elizabeth, N. J.
Albert C. Kenny, Essex Av
2 AOD
2 BWW R. L. L. Treth ^_way, 139 So. 9th St., Newark, N. J.
1 BIW
Y.
N
C.
St
Harold Kolofsky, 713 E. 175th
10 2 AWJ
Elizabeth, N. J. 2 AEE John J. Cheslcigh, 639 Flatbush Av., Bklyn., N. Y.
Joseph Rostel. 555 Fulton St
2 AON
1 BIZ
N Y. C. 2 ANF Casper Otfringa, 69 Cottage St., Midland Pk., N. J.
James F. Smith, 215 W. 23rd St
10 2 AVI
Lester P. Miles. 2611 Clarendon Rd., Bklyn, N. Y.
N. Y. 2 ALU
Bklyn.,
St.,
Herkimer
156
Meier,
E.
August
2 ALA
Edward C. Taylor, Kings Highway,
2 BU
1 CRZ
J.
N.
Woodcliff,
St..
29th
113
Weeber,
10 2 RAW
Clarence P.
Holyoke. Mass.
Chapel Hill, N. J.
N.
Y.
St.,
Queens,
Wertland
Fred Westphal, 9115 N.
2 BTX
Harold Meyer, 111 E. 19th St
2 AJZ
N. Y. C.
Edward A. Gisburne, 563a Washington St..
1 EG
30 2 BBX
Burton Synnott, 1287 Castlehtll Av.,
Dorchester, Mass.
AST John H. Pitman
Plandome, N. Y.
N. Y. 2
Bronx.
Unionport,
10
Mass.
Chelsea,
Myron It. MacLeod, 515 5th St
2 WY
Brooklyn, N. Y.
George Kaplan. 75 Pearl St
I FC
Linden, N. J.
John Gresh, Jr., 650 Henry St
2 EGO
Frank J. Ostntan, 48 Reddington St., Bay Shore. N. Y.
2 ALE
Frank Bickford, 132 Burrill St ,
1 FL
J.
N.
Rd....Ridgewood,
46
Phelps
Phelps,
Winston
20 2 CAU
Swampscott. Mass.
Harry Davis, 637 Hunterdon St
2 EU
Newark, N. J.
New Dorp, N. Y.
20 2 AYO
David Ligh, 612 Rockland Av
2 KX
R. W. Hendrickson, Jr., Littleworth Lane,
Alfred W. Hyde, 29 Baker St.... Lynn, Mass.
I OH
Y.
Delmar. N.
10 2 CGH
Mahlon Brush, Gardner Terrace
Andover, Conn.
Sea Cliff, N. Y.
Leslie W. MacLellan
1H2
Delmar. N. Y. 2 AOY Robert Elsemiller, 877 E. 15th St., Bklyn.,
George D. Spawn, Kenwood Av
2 BWC
N. Y.
Edward J. Bruinsma, 3 Gladstone St.,
I LC
40 2 BSO
Reo. B. Wagner. 809 Arnold Av., Pt. Pleasant, N. Y. 2 AXQ
Worcester. Mass.
Frank J. Bieil. 124 Redwood Av....Paterson, N. J.
Y.
Troy,
N.
Av.,
North
6th
Morris,
582
R.
Milton
2 BAK
K. V. It. Lansingh, 226 Elderwood Av.,
2 ATF
John W. E. Walsh, 94 Arnold St.,
I MA
..Milton, N. Y.
10 2 BWP
Charles Bertilina
Providence, R. I.
Pelham. N. Y.
Y.
Troy.
N.
Av
Brunswick, Maine 200 2 BMX Wm. LeRoy Cipperly, 9 Frear
2 AG
Carman It. Runyon. Jr., 544 North Broadway,
Bowdoin College
1 OR
Thomas F. Hunter. 921 Summit Pl., Elizabeth, N. J.
2 TH
Yonkers, N. Y.
William J. Halligan. 14 Auburn Ave.,
I UL
10 2 BIO
Gilbert W. Shepard, 50 Orient Way,
Somerville, Mass.
2 AW
Ferdinand F. Humphreys, 20 So. Oxford St.,
J.
N.
Rutherford,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
John A. Tessmer, 8 Main St.,
I UM
20 2AJY
George O. Mower, 23 South 2nd Av..
Shrewsbury, Mass.
2 SY
Wm. H. Bickel, 130 Jerome PI..Bloomfield, N. J.
N.
J.
Brunswick,
New
2 ANIS
Henry Treger, 64 -A Belmont Av., Jersey City, N. J.
Harold M. Williams. 434 Salem St..
I WA
Clermont, N. Y. 2 AVA John Meyer, 1219 Bigelow Av.... Woodhaven,
10 2 CUE
Leon B. Terwilliger
Rockland, Mass.
N. Y.
Wm. G. Mulligan, Jr., 1000 Anderson Av.,
2 BDD
2 WZ
John A, Stobbe, 654 E. 23rd St....Brooklyn, N. Y.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Palisade, N. J. 2 AQR Ralph Ray, 8 Overlook Place
Newburgh, N. Y.
William A. Green. 784 Western Ave., Berlin, N. H. 2 BQE Frank T. Williams, 63G E. 21st St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 2 AUH
Arnold D. Straussman, 601 Asbury Av.,
1 AJQ
Mass.
Hamilton.
151
Fort
E.
Lynn.
St.,
DeYoung,
H.
Herschel
Irving
Qrtrs.
2 BUU
Raymond B. Meader, 17
1 AUA
Asbury Park, N. J.
Brooklyn, N. Y. 2 AKS
Earl R. Gilb "rt, 10 Eulita Terrace, Brighton, Mass.
Malcolm Jewett. 1023 Stanford St
1 AWA
J.
N.
City,
John H. Lindauer, 8 Park St....Jersey
Howard F. Anderson. 28 Maple St., Torrington, Conn. 2 CAI
I DVS
Schenectady, N. Y.
Harold M. Baker, 70 Prescott St....Reading, Mass. 2 AITR Harry N. McMenimen, Jr., Lyde Park.
2 AAZ
Carl H. Johnson, 954 Albany St., Schenectady. N. Y.
1 CBC
Scotch Plains, N. J. 2 ART
Lynn, Mass.
Ramon B. Strout, 68 Highrock St
Emil I'. Herrmann, 11 Oxford St., Montclair. N. J.
1 CCH
N Y. C.
Brockton, Mass. 2 BTN Harold Blanchard, 117 E. 100th St
Henry A. Cain, 593 Ash St
Jack Hoffman, 135 W. 116th St
2 KI
1 CDB
N. Y. C.
Y.
C.
Mass.
Everett,
7th
111
-15
E
St
Morris
Cooper,
Walnut
2 BHF
John A. Grant, 36
2 BRL
Charles R. Taylor, 2390 Davidson Av, ...N Y. C.
1 CPF
Y.
N.
Brooklyn,
Conn.
St
344
2nd
Bridgeport,
Moses Squitierl,
2 BTQ
Einar Rosen, 601 Wood St
Kenneth T. Hill, 49 59th St
1
2 CLG
Corona, N. Y.
Arthur E. Ericson, 6 Edwards St......Beverly. Mass. 2 TINT Newark Preparatory School. 1030 Broad St..
2 COE
Louis Martin, 197 Howland St
1 NF
Astoria, N. Y.
Newark, N. J. 2 CFE George W. Korper, 300 Webster Av..
Brockton. Mass.
Harry G. Alden. 60 Field St
1 OX
Ranclolph, Mass. 2 LH
Ledox Storage Battery Co., 76 4th Av..
Elmer L. White, Jr., 50 Main St
New Rochelle, N. Y.
1 PC
Brooklyn. N. Y. 2 COC
Arthur E. Kumm, 279 North Front St..
Richard M. Somers, D225 13th St.
I QU
Troy, N. Y.
New Haven. Conn. 2 JC
John S. Dunham, 49 Overlook Circle.
Morton W. Sterns, 209 Alsop St....Jamaica, N. Y.
2 AB
Mass.
Y.
Rochelle,
N.
New
Amesbury,
Paul S. Bauer
1 SX
2 AYL
John R. Terhune, 203 Everett Place,
Paul Schmid, 913 Paulding St., Peekskill. N. Y.
Roy E. Wilmot, 50 East Ave., W. Haven. Conn. 2 GZ
I TL
East Rutherford, N. J.
Y.
N.
Percy E. Slade. 1191 Eastern Av., Schenectady.
2 CZ
Herbert A. Wells, 15 Waverly St.,
2 AMG
Frank W. Hooton, 312 South Spring St.,
1 WS
Mass.
Oceanport, N. J.
E. Somerville,
Tom C. Rives......
2 KJ
Elizabeth, N. J.
Harold E. Smith, Riverside Park, Peekskill, N. Y. 2 ASV Thomas Rosenberg, 1260 Findlay Av
2 IM
N Y. C.
Raymond Blanqui, 4514 Amstel Av., Edgemere, N. Y. 2 DL
2MÈ
John S. Berry, 858 Sterling Pl....Brooklyn, N. Y.
N.
J.
Garfield,
St
92
Grand
John
Stofan,
2 DC
David Silberman, 315 E. 12th St
2 AYM
N. Y. C.
Viggo C. Eberlin, 3040 Bainbridge Av....N. Y. C.
2 BIW
Herbert M. Isaacson, 515 80th St...Brooklyn, N. Y. 2 BUQ John E. Haglund, 123 Justice St...Elmhurst, N. Y. 2 AXL Herbert E. Rubin, 43 So. Walnut St.,
2 CZU
East Orange, N. J.
Henry Osthoff, R. F. D. No. 1, Comanche St.,
2 CZV
N Y. C. 2 AOT Clarence A. Roebling, 2748 Fulton St., Bklyn, N. Y.
Walters, 737 Forest Av
Port -au -Peck, N. Y. 2 ATN Harold J.
..Troy, N. Y. 2 AUO Raymond G. Wolf. 15 Hoffman St..
John F. Christensen, 410 9th Av
J. 2 PM
Chas. C. Bosley, Jr., Main St....Farmingdale, N.
2 CZW
Milton, N. Y.
Charles K. Taber
2 AGQ
Spring Valley. N. Y.
N.
J.
Newark,
St
19
Elliott
Teufel,
A.
George
2 CZX
Leon E. Brundage, 547 5th Av., North Troy, N. Y. 2 ANA
2 AQQ
Thomas O. Laird, 1022 Springfield Av..
Ave.,
85th
11703
Walter Roberts, Jr.,
2 CZY
Y.
Troy,
N.
St
14th
2239
John
Arekian,
Irvington, N. Y.
Richmond Hill, N. Y. 2 AKQ
T. F. O'Brien, 202 Juanita Av., Freeport. N. Y. 2 AWR
2 CK
Robert Tileston, 1244 Pacific St....Brooklyn, N. Y.
Chas. Fiege, Jr., 432 Schiller SL, Elizabeth, N. J. 2 BUD
2 CZZ
N.
Y.
F. Lawrence Reagan, 22 Ramsey Pl., Albany,
Warren A. Ford, 35 W. 84th St..New York, N. Y. 2 AFO Charles W. Rankin, 221 Union St....Hudson, N. Y. 2 ALV G. K. Wanamaker, Jr., Seminole St., Oradell, N. J.
2 DAA
2 AHC
Frank Himes, 579 Nostrand Av.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Passaic, N. J.
John Reynolds, 326 High St
2 DAB
Solomon Fishman, 1030 Broad St, , ...Newark, N. J. 2 ALJ
2 AEZ
Arthur Morenberg, 129 E. 7th St
N Y. C.
Benjamin Adler. 535 W. 135th St.. New York, N. Y. 2 AIW Ernest W. Kestner, 204 Elmer Av..
2 DAC
2 AIV
Nathan Meyer, 454 E. 21st St....Brooklyn. N. Y.
Schenectady, N. Y. 2 AAV H. A. Tunstall, 148 Greenwich St., Hempstead, N. Y.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Edmund H. Hansen, New Durham Road,
2 CTU
2 APM
Floyd E. Dominic. 11108 Jamaica Av.,
2 BWT Thomas Kircher, 220 Olmstead Pl.. Glendale, N. Y.
Metuchen, N. J.
Richmond Hill. N. Y.
Victor H. Bentzig, 10441 90th Av., Rich. Hill, N. Y.
2 TE
Wm. L. Eckert, 112 Stuyvesant Av., Lyndhurst, N. J. 2 BYY
2 BZV
Robert Schalk, 1848 67th St
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Maurice G. Greiner, 157 South Lexington Av.,
2 BQT
Radio Club of Irvington, 17 Marion Av.,
2 UR
White Plains, N. Y.
Irvington, N. J. 2 BSL Frank Jacobs, 8427 105th St., Richmond Hill, N. Y.
2 BTS
Alfred Larson, 50 W. 10th St
N Y. C.
John Schretzmayer, 30 Edson St
Corona, N. Y. 2 AAL
2 CJI
Philip P. Goldstein. 370 Jerome St.. Bklyn., N. Y. 2 AIL
George Scriven, 139 Park Av
Jamaica, N. Y.
Geo. S. Watson, Bergen Blvd
N Y. C.
2 BMA
Grantwood, N. J. 2 ABE
Burghard Hauk, 2287 University Av
2 DH
Haines H. Lippincott, Wood St., Tuckerton, N. J.
Lawrence D. Jameson, 113 Lathrop Av.,
2 BRO
William C. Poole, Qrtrs. Post Surgeon,
2 ALZ
Howard Blower. 66 Clarkson Av
Brooklyn, N. Y.
West New Brighton, N. Y.
Hempstead, N. Y. 2 AX
Gerald Mirra, 1466 Southern Blvd
2 CTR
.N. Y. C.
Jacob Mandel. 416 E. 70th St....New York, N. Y. 2 ABI
Y.
N.
Bronx,
2 BOT
Av.......
Grand
2477
Herman Hefty,
Frederick W. Winkler, Jr., 122 Cooper St.,
Albert M. Lustig, 6120 19th Av
Brooklyn, N. Y. 2 AB N David Wexler, 1581 St. Marks Av., Brooklyn, N. Y. 2 AC
2 ML
Brooklyn. N. Y.
Harry M. Frecker, 2 De Bill Court, Passaic, N. J. 2 PD
2 ATE
Ambrose H. Hardwick, 328 Oakwood
Gerald Margolish. 773 ,Elsemere Place....N. Y. C.
Orange, N. J. 2 EE
Henry Westphal. 159 Forley St....Elmhurst. N. Y.
2 1U
1

BHT

20

St..........N.

P

Second District

.

96
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ATB
ATZ
VE
ARE

Edwin P. Hosking. 21 Schuyler St., Belleville. N. .1. 2 C11IK Kenneth
McGrath, 347 Walnut St
Newark, N. J.
Lawrence A. Jones. 780 Argyle Rd., Brooklyn, N. Y. 2 AMI
Charles N. Byers. 240 Main St
Rahway, N. J.
2
Walter E. Fausel, 70 Merchant St ....Newark, N, J. 2 CDO
Joseph Alterman, 157 Monroe St
N. Y. C.
2
Stanley J. Newman, 207 Yetman Av.,
2 QD
Joseph Benosh, 30th St
Whitoatone Ldg., N. Y.
Totlenvllle, N. Y. 2 KR
Morton B. Kahn, 800 W. 136th St
N. Y. C.
2 APB
Clarence Nold, 229 E. 5th St
Brooklyn, N. Y. 2 GO
Abraham L. Hallowell. 517 8th St., Bklyn., N. Y.
2 BUA
Frank Helmet, 600 W. 115th Nt
N Y. C. 2 QS
Thos. S. Humphrey, 2 Central Av.. Plainfield, N. J.
2 Alfd'
Morrie Lledeker, 1516 53rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 2 KY
Emile Fazulak, 324 E. 19th St
..N. Y. C.
2 AHX
Raymond Standhhger, 32 Palmer Terrace.
2 NX
E. J. Costello. 1222 Hatch Av., Ozone Park, N. Y.
Sag Harbor. N. Y.
2 GQ
Norman K. Eaton, 10 Fullerton Av.,
2 ALM
1VIIIIatn II. Bibb, 73 .lames St., Oreen Island. N. Y.
Newburgh. N. Y.
2 AOI
John J. W'Itbeck, Jr., 2121 6th Ar
Troy, N. Y. 2 AZL
Laurence Calkins, 210 Erle St
Ridgewood, N. J.
2 CEL
Harry M. Harvey, 4 Eleanor St., Schenectady, N. Y. 2 JI
Robert P. Norris, Grosvenor St., Douglaaton, N. Y.
2 BNB
Raymond I. Alnsworth, 67 North Lark St.,
2 ANY
Frank E. Kulman, 438 42nd St....Brooklyn, N. Y.
Albany, N. Y. 2 AAA
(Julian Ellis. 2341 Andrews Av,
N Y. C.
2 CAL
Herman Lubnsky, 89 Lehigh Av
Newark, N. J. 2 AAB
Henry A. Whitehead, 316 Van Houten Av.,
2 AM'
Theron W. Macllowell, 609 Freman Nt ,
Passaic, N. J.
Lyndhurst, N. J. 2 AAJ
Harry Drexler. 166 Avenue C
N. Y. C.
Douglas C. Smith. 102nd St., & Riverside Drive,
2 AM
2 WC
Stanley P. McMinn. 101 Lenox Rd.. Bklyn., N. Y.
N. Y. C. 2 BVM
Allan Knox. 317 E. loath St
....N. Y. C.
2 AL
Edmund A. Debuchy, 71 Ither Road. Bogota, N. J. 2 IK
Theodore Wilson, 889 E. 13th St..Brooklyn. N. Y.
2 AAW
Roland T. King. 158 Linden Ave..Hrooklyn, N. Y. 2 BBU
Lawrence Radio Club, Central Av., Lawrence, N. Y.
2 ABO
Chas. H. atout, 320 Central Park West. N. Y. C. 2 CZQ
Arthur W. Blanc, 865 Post Av.,
Chas. G. O. Murphy. 582 E. 191st Sl., N. Y. C.
2 ABH
W. New Brighton, N. Y.
George E. Oliver, 290 Avenue l'....Bayonne, N. J. 2 CAU
2 UV
Winston Phelps, 66 Cottage Placo..Rldgewood, N. J.
2 CXIi
John It. Flncher. 18 Brower Ar.,
2 AZL
Lawrence Calkins, 210 Erle St. . .Ridgewood, N. J.
Rockville. t'enter, N. Y. 2 AAO
Ernest Drown. 102 Ogden Av....Jersey City. N. J.
N.
Y.
C.
CVP
2
Frank M. Ende, 58 E. With St...
2 BAZ
K. J. Franck. 12 Fairview Av.. Jersey City. N. J.
Warren A. Fond, 32G l'arkwood
2 UAA
2 BRQ
Lyman J. Wlggln. 36 Parcell BL, Elmhurst. N. Y.
Schenectady, N. Y. 2 AAM
Sebastian Iraq. 25 Wilsey Sq.. Ridgewood. N. J.
2 BST
Fred J. 1)ering, 317 C)'pnes llllle ltd.,
2 AAK
Bernard Salzberg, 308 E. 101st St
..N. Y. C.
Glendale, N. Y. 2 AAl
harry Hartman, 3886 3rd Av
N Y. C.
Schenectady, N. Y. 2 AMI
2 BYA
Burton T. Tall. 1761 State St
Max Gottdenker, 388 E. 10th St
N Y. C.
2 AA
Vincent J. Frltch. 385 4th Ar.. Lung Is. ('lly, N. Y. 2 AAE
Seymour Antwiler. 1091 Gates Av.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Caldwell,
N.
J.
Gould
Av..
Howard L. Stanley, 54
2 FS
2 AOK
Kurt Schoenfeld, 428 20th St.. West New York. N. J.
Ellzabeth, N. J. 2 KA
Joseph Hostel, 659 Fulton St
2 AON
('has. H. F. Rennie. 22 Wilson Av., Newark. N. J.
N. Y. C.
2 ANS
Alfred Carter. 2437 Valentine Av
2 BE
Edward Bush. 65 Richard St
Passaic, N. J.
George O. Mower, 23 Su. 2nd Av.,
2 AJY
Conrad E. Roberts. 406 High Bt., Perth Amboy, N. J.
2 LM
New Drumm lek. N. J. 2 DAK.
J. L. Smith, National Guard Camp. Peekskill. N. Y.
Joseph J. Stantlry, 241 Arlington Ar.,
2 SC
2 CRN
Americo Boltrani. 51 Rutgers St
Newark, N. J.
Jersey City, N. J. 2 AAP
Etlwin B. Worden. Jr.. Camp Curtis S. Read.
Jefferson
Ave.,
2 AWG
Frederick S. Belnhatd, 1188
Mahopac, N. Y.
Brooklyn. N. Y. 2 AAII
Robert E. Johnson. 70 Robins l'1.. Metuchen. N. J.
Wesley 1t. Nagle, 68 Mt. Teton W'a),
2 ACL
l AAS faul M. John, 206 W. 106th St
N. Y. C.
Ocean Grove, N. J.
2 AAE
William Neonburg, Oakland Road.... Wayne, N. J.
DeWitt Clinton Itadlo Club. 59th St. A 10th Av.,
2 ACK
Vern MI. Wintermute. New Market Road,
2 AF
N. Y. C.
New Market, N. J.
Y.
St..ldtu:tklyn,
N.
Nenvriz,
Aluallr
2Y9
Frank J.
L ACI
2 AM'
Albert It. Church. 509 Van t'ortlandt Pk. Av.,
J.
N.
2 AO
Allred C. Mills, 57 Linden Are., Irvinglon,
Yonkers. N. Y.
N. Y. C.
2 ACB
Henry A. Sanrht, 1559 Lexington Ar
Mloron W. Lipper. 125 W. 76th St
2 All
N. Y. C.
N. Y. C.
2 ABY
Frank Itibrra, 706 E. 13011 Sl
2 CGK
Chas. E. Goodwin. Front St., W. Pt. Pleasant, N. J.
Will J. Mladole, 8118 Chichester Av.,
2 AN
2 Ge
Albert E. Sonn. 343 N. 7th St
Newark. N. J.
Woodhaven, N.
2 AIIP
John S. Wage. 60 Broadway. Ocean Grove. N. J.
Schuruackrr,
2 AJ
55
Church
Allen L.
Ave.. Bklyn.. N. l'. 2 CD\l'
Robert f. Wilson. 94 Madison St., Jamaica, N. Y.
George M. Nixon, 208 urbe) St..Hruuklyn, N. Y.
2 MIR
Wallace L. ('rowed. 211 I Mon St..
J CKIt
Schenectady, N. Y.
(:av. H. Lltch, 2(11 261h St., Jarksurt lists.. N. Y.
2 AKN
2 HX\l'
James E. tuile
Mali' St ...(:ulnderland, N. Y.
8 eel
Jame, t' 1.1,k, 902 S. Ellubru, St
Lima, Ohio
2 1Q
Fred A. Grimm. 115 \Varerl) Place
N. Y.
Vincent De Durnlulcla, 261. \\'lllltlln St.,
2 JO
East Grange, N. J.
2 AJG
E. T. W'olber, tC::B 22Utlt
.(jureur, N.
Al'D George 1' Kuen.g, 161 King Ate., Yonkers. N. Y.
9 11(1
!toisait It t.ot.., 854 Grand Ar. ,...'terre, S. Dak.
Y UF
Harry G. Sllbersdurff, 63o Petunia At.,
9 FW
Clifford
R. Anderson, R. R. No. 4, Box 33.
Jersr) City. N. J.
2
Y

.

,

Eighth District
Ninth District

St.....

J

CZH

2\'A
2

EC

: l'S

SI.,
Sclteuerlady, N.
Ftedk. M. Nrbuu.el, 395 Jamaica \t., Astoria.
Ferdinand C. %V. Thlydr, 1', Willow At ,
Joseph F.

Nuld,

:7

Cbes:uut

: ACT
: QS

: Ali

H.

102

Ainsworth, 28ti Su 9111
Donald H. King. 5:: l.urto.n
J.

ACNI

At
l'lalutte:d, N. J.
Sl....ltruuklyn, N. l'.

J

ACS

AUH
Y

Al'

J

BF

J

Alit

J

BI

J

RP

Harold llellwlllet, tit Van \\ar:eue.i Ar.,

2

AMY

J

PP

J

HZ/
HI:L

Y
'L

ltll

Y

BlZ
MD

2

TZ

Z

11T

'L

N. J.

Erere(l It. Kimmel. IU Hut') At. .Murseutete, N. J.
.\rlhw llurub, (::u \\ralnr.J .\r.,
E Roselle l'ark, N. J.
Hobert Graham. Jt., .:..1 Grrwnla At.,
St'he..rtlarb. N. Y.
N. Y. t.
H. Arthur Grreuldse, 56 W. 139th Si
Fred MILer, 401 l'tnr St
l'.ISabellh,
J
E. J. Hedsa, 286J Khrssbrldge Triar
N. 1'
Julen Rogers, JJc, 82nd St
ILu,a.yn, N. 1
W'w. J Burns. 8518 lu9llt St , 1t :c.nu .rrl 11111, N. Y

\

N.au. N.
John A. Lytd
lt. H. Strahlnun,
Tuu11e.e At.. Jel e) t II). N.
\lallen F. Srvtt, 207 Nu. lllh St.. Nr.rark, N.
Wur. Owerw, 1829 5911 Si
Itrwktyn, N.
Wm. t'. Ulcketmau, Jt , G E. 79th St
N. Y.
Alftrvl H. Ituwe. Jr , 57 Witten St..
LL.u,wtie:d, N.
N. Y.
Chas. F. Enders. 2755 Srdyrtle.: .1r
Newark. N.
John G. Araks. 10 Beecher St
N, Y.
Irving Heltsem, 762 Beta St
Lester F. Gerlscht :41 Jackson Sl.,
West New Turk, N.

Ill

9

OD
01

9

OU

9 UZ
9

ItT

9

RI'

9

SA

9

SF

9

St.

1tul.terlutd, N. J.

Jer.e) t'It)',

: .r'N
: At'O

LN

9 Q %%.

Central

East
_

Y.

...

lluwphrr),

9
9

Y.

Hempstead. N. Y.
Muntcirir, N. Y.
Hannah. 31 bring St.
T. Cervaule.,. JWU \l';bwlet A,e., N.
t'.

\Vut. ll.
Huwaral
Thomas S.

:.\1

V.

9
9

9
9

9

J

l'

9 A1A
9

AMI)

9

BOI
BIN;

9

J
C

J

Frank Knight. 1015 Rondeau SL.
Kenneth O. Bang, 521 Riverside Av..

Aliti

C

J

E. Davis
J. Eggert. 511

Anthony

AHI'

S

CXG

DNB
EMA
EMB
EMD
EME
EMF
AGZ
BFO

Thomas

L.
F.

Leo

BTN

GX

AFE
ASQ

BCR

BZL
CDI
CDL
CDO

CDY

CFX

CHV
CID
AAJ

CFN
CFU

XAV

George

BTI'

James L.

RUF

George L.

o

RVI

Felten.

926 N.

Court

Minneapolis.

Bridges. 1011 N. slit BL, Superior. Wisc.
Irvine. Onenwood Av..
Council Bluffs. Iowa
Fredk. Robinson. 903% N. Main St.. Newton, Kaitr.

Walter

C.

JU

JU

OF

AOF

AIH

AMIW

ANK
AOT
BEE
BEP

BIN
BPI'

BSW'

CXI,

808

Seventh

Av

Marin.

Iowa

Halstead SL, Chicago,

Ill.

Reynold Worgltzky, 1841 Hammond St., Chicago.
Reynold Worgltzky, 1831 Hammond St., Chicago, Ill.
Ill.
David Levy, 856 N. Haynes St
Chicago. III.
ClarenceVJ. MetOlsen, 1016 B e d
Av.,
Hoopeston Radio Shop, 513 E. SeminaryChicago. III.
St..

ol nt

Howard Hill Smith, 51 E. Green SL, Champaign. Ill.
Edward F. Beckman, 1743 W. 35th St Chicago.
Ill.
Abe Ginsburg. 814 Junior Terrace
Chlago, Ill.
Milan McCand'eas, 707 8. 27th St.. Lincoln.
Nebr.
Howard Kelly. 726 Fast 16th St., Minneapolis,
Andrew G. lVoolfrla, 304 Welch St....Ames. Minn.
Iorra
Edwanl M. Van Duzee, 1720 Grand
Av.,

Carlton W. Tennant. Elmhurst Av.. Ft. Dorire,llowa
E. Flnnell, College of Theresa.

Theresa

C.

lnmte, Minn.
Central Av.,
inn

DKR

Paul

BRB
DRQ
DYE
DWE
DWF

Risser

AET

Paul Theisen. 7038 Rldte Blvd
BprChicago. Hl.
Wilford G. Cooley, 1831 -a State St.,
Joyce E. Prather. No. 8 Front St
Hl,
Patrick J. Dougherty. 2219 W. Second Mound.,
St..

AQM

BCV
CFW

C.

Mlethke, Jr..

311

Williams, 409 Union St...
Jack W. Olsen. 200 E. Walnut St....Kokomo. Ind.
Melvin Todd. :112 Stophlet St
Ft. Wayne,
Wm. R. King. 5704 -a McPherson Av., St. Louis. Ind.
Mo.
Stuart D. Park. 020 N. Douglas Av..
1

John L. Gallagher. 1420 W. Adams St.. ChiagooI1.
Paul C. Mlethke, 311 Central Av, .Crookston. Minn.

CFA
CGB

Fred S. Palm. 5815 Itcosevelt Rd.. W....Cleero,
Raymond J. LeDue, 810 Minnesota Ave.,

CHO

CM

John A. Davies. 517 Ottumwa St....Ottumwa. Iowa
Charles G. Felton. 421 Pine St
Waterloo. Iowa
Walter J. Muir. 2857 Fulton St
Chicago.
Herbert 14. Wilhelm. 1119 Illinois Ave

CXZ

Hilton Ilushower,

DPl'
DXO
CR

DU
PI
VG

ARK

BLit

BQM
BOY
COMI

DBF
DCO

EKL

RAN
CRN
DAR
OK
A1C
9

Hallman.

City of Chicago (Dept. of Gas & Elec.).
CHANGE OF ADDRESS

DPI`

Ioa

James B. Barker. 309 S. E. Second St hWoaash.,WInd.
Robert C. Middour, 6404 Wells Av.. St. Louis, Mo.
712 S.

DLJ

Beatrice. Nebr.

Penn College
Oskaloosa, Iowa
Joseph Hempel, 2238 Alberta St
81. Louis, Mo.
Joyce O. Roberts
Tower City. N. Dak.
George J. Rhein
Manchester. Wise.
Henry Steinbach, 4322 N. Tripp Av., Chicago, Ill.
Herbert V. Lee. 225 Center St., Vermillion, S. Dak.

CDR

BRG

DKV

Doody, 16:10 Semple Av.. St. Louts, Mo.
Wunderlich. 3800 Pillsbury Av..

Sycamore

CHK
CHX
CIY

BFZ
BIO

DEB

Ill

924.6

Wallace T. Miller. 1542 22nd 8t.. Des
Iowa
Robert J. O'Conner, 1625 W. Fourth Moines,
St.,
Edwin H. Kriz, 528 Hubbard SI.RacCity.
ne. Wise.

Marion Palmer, 1314 Walnut St., Washington, Ind.
Harold C. Duncan, 356 W. Flynn 8t..
Redwood Falls. Minn.
Orville T. Cooper....
Alvin B. Unruh, 120 E. 12th St....New on. Kans.
C. W. Harvey, Aurora College
Aurora,
Fredk. B. Rosenbaum, No. 10 Riverside Apte., Ill.
Ft. Leavenworth, Kane
Beloit College
Beloit.
Wm. Leatherman, Jr.. 1939 Duker St.. Louisville,Wisc.
Ky.
Conrad G. Brlel, 1510 Melrose St
Chicago.
ArthUr W. Leonhardt, 3513 W. 66th St., Chicago. Ill.
Ill.
John W. Locke. 1495 Eleventh St
Marion, Iowa
Sidney R. LaNler, 5671 Fulton St
Chicago. Ill.
Clifford Rieman. 6342 N. Claremont St., Chicago, Ill.
Martin Reeves, No. 8 E. 53d Terrace, Kane. City, Mo.
Burdette Slostram, 905 Fourth Av.. .Rockford, Ill.
Howard R. Ryan. R. F. D. No. 4.,Baraboo, Wisc.
Clark Spalabury, 721 Miss. St.. Lawrence. Kans.
George I. Godbey, 210 Bridge St
Peoria, Ill.
Thomas J. Reid. 2101 N. Kedah) Av., Chicago, Ill.
Clifford Cur, 145 N. California St., Sheridan.
Ind.
Walter Beeler, 428 Wyoming St... ..Croon, Iowa
Harvey L. Perhatz, It. F. D. No. 5. Box 17.

CPJ

Bend, Ind.
Keokuk. Iowa

Company.

CYM
DCS

DKR

Cr,oknon. Minn.
Ilium 11 Itukenbach,
W. Maple St.. Fairbury. 111.
Ituualt1 G. Martin. Clinton Al
Marengo. Iowa
Delert Lacquement. 509 Nunhood Av..
Collinsville, M.
Kenneth H. Artetburn, 1806 Grant St..

9
9
9

BTII

CRK
CWL

EMC

Maurice R. Howard, 917 Madison St.. Topeka,
Rana.
John R. Reshetrits, 1834 Mallory St..
Cedar
Rapids.
Iowa
William N. Myers
Clarence H. Will, 1210 Boundary St.. Red Oak, Dak.
Thomas H. Kelly, 911 Pine St., Marquette,
Mich.
Everett R. Dittman. 715 Cromwell Av.,

Wendell Hoist. 4042 N. Bernard Stt.. Chicago. !Ill.
Richard E. Morris, 3017 8. Second Av.,
Erwin Jaeger, 230 Clermont St 5flnneMitlgo. Wise.
Howard L. Gorham, Homer Township.
R. F. D..
Lockport, Ill.
FauschEnders

CRI

DYY
EEL

May

9

CPZ

CRF

lase St....St. Caul. Minn.
Wulf
Aurora, S. Dak.
Franklin W. Finkeubinder. 707. B. Columbia BL.

TM
TN

9

CEL
CLW

DTN

Thomas

AHI

CBR

Kansas City. Kane.
Benson. Minn.

SW
SX

9 W'1

CAV

LV

South

l'.
J

Cambridge. Ill.
Obwald Rasmussen, 470 54th Av., West Allis. Wise.
Byron II. Heckman. 1818 Holman St.. Covington, Ky.
Elmer E. Borchardt. 433 Herman St.,
Wllwaukee Wise
harry C. Hoahell. 6846 Wentworth Av.. Chicago. 111.
S.
Beardsley Weidner. 13th and Willow Sts.,
Ottawa. Kan.
ltuss F. Waterbury, 120 Mason St
Polo. 11.1.
James G. Stnith
Weston, Mo.
Clifford E. Smith. 303 Second St....Waseca. Minn.
Lucius B. Morse. 6219 N'estminlater St..
St. Louis. Mo.
Carlyle Jaehntng. 354 E. Third Bt.,
Redwood Falls. Minn.
Charles H. Slurred. 439 Lafayette St..

MG

BFH

Ill.

1021 Sixth St.. South Blend. Ind.
Leonard H. Weals, c/o Radio Equipment Corp..
Minot. N. Dak.
Vance R. Calvert. Hog 134 W. Third St..

Hobart. Ind.
Fred & Harry Seltzer. 321f, Douglas Blvd..
Chicago. Ill.
Robert B. McCartney. 501 "L" SL,
College View, Nebr.
Roy William Ide. Jr.. 82G S. Fourth St..

Springfield.
Arthur V. V. Bought, Box 28A. Berryville Rd.
Vivian
Munson. 312 S. Main St
St-Kewanee,
Kewanee,

Ill.

II.

Jahn F. Melody. 208 Broadway
Peoria. Ill.
Ralph Lampe. 607 N. Central Ave.. Duluth. Minn.
Charles J. Reese. 1832 N. Fairfield Ave.. Chicago, Ill.
Geo. B. Turner. 423 W. Maple Ave., Independence. Mo,
Gardner & laaak
Eureka, South Dak.
John L. Greene. Third and Bway., Louisville. KY.
Myron J. McKee. 4461 Central Ave..

Indianapolis. IM.
Russell C. Smart, R. F. D. No. 7. Columbus, Ind
David M. Hedlund. E. Second St
Madrid. Iowa
Robert C. Delgert. 115 N. Fiftieth St. Omaha. Nebr.
Edwin W. Landgraf, 548 S. Pacific St
Cape Girardeau. Mo.
Elmer H. Conklin. 804 Ridge Terrace,
Evanston. I11
234 S. 26th SL. Lincoln. Nebr.
Charles M. Lindsay. 1312 Acorns St....Denver. Colo.
Burton F. Miller
Coloma. Wisc.
Carl J. Madsen
Lincoln. Nebr.
Wm. G. Pattson, 29 W. Fourth St., Columbus, Ind
Louts F Madison, 513 N. Thirteenth St..
St. Joseph, Mo.
Norman B. Williams. 117 8. Vermillion St..

Alfred D. Fowler.

Everett

B.

Robinson

Streator. Il).

Sheri&n,

ILL.

Travel Across the Country
Most Any Night
with the
o

^EE

`

c

ACE

.

e

TYPE

Formerly celled

J

Licensed
C. S.

tinder

Crosley Model

Armstrong

The very first evening you enjoy the Ace Type V
you'll wonder how you ever did without it.

Under ordinary conditions you can pick up stations from coast to coast one after the other, with
this long range regenerative receiver. A loud
speaker can be operated in connection with the
Ace Type V by simply adding an Ace Type 2 P,
a new two -step Audio Frequency Amplifier,
which sells for $20.00. This makes it possible to
hear a concert all over the house.

This set is so low in cost that everyone can now
afford to enjoy radio. Don't be without radio
entertainment any longer-listen to the world's
best talent -both instrumental and vocal.
1'ou, order direct, mentioning
Ask for "Simplicity of Radio." Your copy is

If your dealer cannot supply

FREE.
DEALERS: IVrite on your letterhead for attractive sales
proposition.
Be sure to come to the Grand Annual Radio Exposition,
Coliseum, Chicago, and visit our Booth No. 78 on the
Colonnade, November 20th to 25th.
"List price west of the Rockies 10% higher. In Canada
tariff added."

Prices do not include batteries, tubes or head phones.
Buy these from your dealer.

The Precision Equipment Company
l'u¡,'C1 Crosley,

1128

Receiver

I'ate:it No. 1,113,119

The Ace Type V Armstrong Regenerative Radio
Receiver is without doubt the most popular of all
radio sets. Its low cost is not indicative of its
efficient service, because it performs equally as
well as any one tube set at any price.

his name.

V

Armstrong
Regenerative

Jr.,

PRES.

Vandalia Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

0
Ace Type 3C

Consolette

This is a new addition to the
Ace Family. Has beautiful solid
mahogany, wax finished Cabinet. Set consists of a regenerative tuner, detector and two
stages of amplification, with
built -in loud speaker. The tuning circuit is licensed under the
Armstrong U. S. Patent No.
1,113,149 and due to the particular method of winding
Crosley coils it is exceptionally
selective. Has sufficient room
inside Cabinet for dry batteries,
making a complete self contained long range receiving outfit. Phone jack for tuning with
head phones ; Crosley multistat ;
filament switch ; Crosley moulded condenser ; beautifully engraved formica panel. Uses all
kinds of tubes. A wonderful set
at a remarkable price, $125.00
without tubes or batteries.

Ace Type 3B
This set is equal to a combination of the Ace Type V and the
Ace two -stage amplifier. Manufactured under Armstrong U. S.
Patent No. 1,113,149. A filament
switch eliminates necessity of
tuning out rheostats when set
is not in use. You may turn off
the set by throwing switch and
come back later without retuning. Has telephone jack in between first and second stage.
Crosley multistats, Universal
filament control rheostats for
all makes of tubes. Price $50.00

r

UÁTOWN C,RIER of TODAY

1

}
_<

IN the quaint old villages and towns of long

-E-Az

ago, when each community was a world
unto itself, the Town Crier played an important
part in the affairs of the day. With clanging
bell and stentorian voice, he broadcast the news,
perhaps weeks old, that occasionally drifted in
from outside places.
Today news from all parts is immediately available right at your fireside. No matter how isolated your abode, Radio binds you to civilization.
By a turn of the dial, the happenings, entertainments and amusements of the world are yours
to command.
The Crosley Manufacturing Co. has done much
towards bringing this new wonder within the
reach of all and has made Radio a living, tangible thing -something to use in daily life, in
business or pleasure.
Popularly priced, these famous receivers give
perfect performance. Unsolicited letters are received daily from owners telling of satisfaction
and new distance records.
Everyday tests prove to us that Crosley instruments are the most simple and efficient Radio
receivers ever offered to the public, regardless
of cost.
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For Sale by Good Dealers Everywhere
Write for complete catalog. This fully describes
the Crosley line of Radio parts and receivers
which range in price from a 2 tube set at $28 to
a beautiful Console Model at $150.

X-J

CROSLEY MODEL X -J, $65
4 -tube radio frequency set combining one
stage of Tuned Radio Frequency Amplification, a Detector, and two stages of Audio
Frequency Amplification. A jack to plug in
on three tubes for head phones, the four
tubes being otherwise connected to loud
speaker, new Crosley Multistat, universal
rheostats for all makes of tubes for dry cells
or storage batteries, new condenser with
molded plates, filament switch and other refinements add to its performance and beauty.

A
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Better -Cost Less

adio Products
Broadcasting Station
Ii'LIP is maintained by the
Crosley Manufacturing Co.
The

CROSLEY MANUFACTURING CO.
POWEL CROSLEY, Jr., President

1128 Alfred Street

Cincinnati, O.

Nowhere can a better receiver
be purchased al any price.

Cost of necessary accessories from $40.00
up.
List prices on our equipment west of the
Rockies 10% higher. In Canada add duty.
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Crosley Manufacturing Co.,
1128 Alfred St., Cincinnati, O.
Gentlemen: Please mail me free of
charge your complete catalog of Crosley
instruments and parts together with booklet entitled "The Simplicity of Radio."
Name
Address

